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STITIRIMARY 

One of the widely-held propositions in the literature on the 

problems facing developing countries is that these countries 

experience short-term fluctuations in their export earnings which 

have adverse effects on their domestic economiese, There is a strong 

prima facie case for this proposition. 

Several arguments point to an almost inevitable instability in 

proceeds from primary products, which account for a high proportion 

of total exports from the developing countries. Demand for primary 

products imported into the developed countries is, ýt is alleged, 

subject to frequent, sharpq short-term variations and the situation 

is aggravated by the low price elasticities of demand for such 

commoditieso Moreover, variations in the world supply of individual 

primary products and the low price elasticities of supply appear to 

contribute to the instability in proceeds. Exports from the 

developing countries tend to be concentrated on a few markets or on a 

narrow range of primary commodities. Thus, fluctuations in earnings 

from one source need not be offset by compensating changes in 

proceeds from another source. 

Where exports represent a large part of national outputp 

significant fluctuations in export earnings may cause difficulties on 

several fronts* A developing countryte ability to import capital 

equipment and other "input imports" essential to its growth efforts 

are determined principally by its export earnings. Export 

instability may introduce, therefore, uncertainties which hamper 

investment and domestic growth* Goverment revenues often depend 

heavily on the yields of taxes on foreign trade which may be strongly 

influenced by changes in export earnings. It follows that government 
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expenditures may be subject to marked variations* Increases in 

incomes, consequent upon upward changes in export proceeds, may 

exacerbate inflationary tendencies by raising demand for both 

domestically produced and imported consumer goods, the supply of which 

tends to be price inelastic in the short-run. At the level of the 

individual peasant farmerl lower cash income, resulting from 

decreases in export earnings, may inflict considerable hardships, 

even starvationo Failure to prevent these consequences of export 

instability is usually ascribed to the absence of effective policy 

measures. 

This thesis is concerned with the question of export 

fluctuations in the context of the Ethiopian economy and its purpose 

is threefold. Firstly, it sets out to establishl using available 

datal the impact on the Ethiopian economy of changes in those 

variables which are conventionally thought to be affected by export 

fluctuations. Secondly, it attempts to identify those factors 

responsible for the export instability experienced by Ethiopia* This 

investigation involves a consideration of the impoýrýe of the various 

factors outlined above and of the emphasis customarily laid upon 

certain of these factors* The possible effects on fluctuations in 

Ethiopian export earnings of changes in tariff barriers and changes 

in international price competitiveness are also examined. Thirdlyp 

those policy measures available to an individual government concerned 

with the problem of export instability are discussed in the light of 

the findings on the consequences and causes of changes in Ethiopian 

export proceeds. 
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CHAPTER ONE. 

1_. Introduction. 

In recent. years there has appeared a substantial literature 

concerning the relationship between international trade and the 

growth of the developing countries. The main attention of this 

literature has been focussed on two aspects of the trade-growth 

nexus. The first aspect involves a reconsideration of the 

hypothesis that international trade acted as an "engine of growth" 

for the countries of the periphery in the nineteenth century* The 

second aspect concerns the question of whether or not trade has an 

important role to play in the growth of the present-day developing 

countries. 
- 

This thesis is concerned with'the instability of export 

earnings in one African econony, that of Ethiopial during a 

particular period of time andwith the factors responsible for such 

instability rather than the more general question of the role of 

foreign trade in the process of economic growth* Ifj however$ 

foreign trade does, 'have a role to play in the growth of the 

developing countries then the instability of export earnings may be 

a problem of some significance for these countries* Indeed, the 

instability of export earnings will be a pr6blem only if foreign 

trade is important to the developing countriese One should beging 

therefore, by establishing whether or'not foreign trade is an 

Important element in the growth of the developing countries and, 

since much of the current thought on this topic results from a 

comparison of the situation which obtained in the nineteenth century 

with present-day conditions# one should examine the basis of this 

comparison* 
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There is a school of thought which maintains that during the 

nineteenth century international trade served as an "engine of 

growth" for the countries of the peripheryl but that international 

trade can no longer be relied upon to do likewise for the present- 

day developing countries* This contrast between historical 

experience and current expectations has its roots in the work of 

Ragnar Ilurksoo I Nurk-sets interpretation of the events of the 

nineteenth century led him to the conclusion that demand conditions 

in Western Europe were such that they led to increases in the 

exports of the countries of the periphery. It was, he argued, the 

tremendous expansion of Western Europe's, and especially Great 

Britain'st demand for foodstuffs and raw materials which provided 

the basic inducement that caused the countries of the periphery to 

develop* "Trade in the Nineteenth Century *** was above all an 

engine of growth. " 2 

The term "engine of growth" to describe the relationship 

between international trade and economic growth was first used by 
I 

Sir Dennis Robertson 9 who observed that this relationship was not 

just a matter of the OPtiMuM allocation of a given stock of 

resources* According to Hurkse, it was certainly that, but it was 

something more as well* As Nurkse, interpreted the events of the 

R. Nurkse, Patterns'of Trade and Development, The Wicksall 
Lectures, Stockholml 1959. Reprinted in Equilibrium and Growth in 
the Worla Economyj edited by G. Haberler and R. M. Stern, Cambridge2 
14assol 1961, pp. 282-304- 

2R. 
Nurkeet Balanced and Unbalanc'ed Growth, in Equilibrium and 

Growth in the World Economy, edited by G. Haberler and R. M. Sterny 
"dambridgep Massop 1961, pp. 242-3. 

3D. 
H. Robertson2 The Future of International Trade, in Essays 

in Monet= Theoryt London, 1940P p*214- 
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nineteenth centurys 

A cumulative process of development was produced by the relation 
between export demand and foreign investment. Areas that had 
natural resources whose products were'in growing demand abroad 
received capital with which to exploit I those resources and to 
increase the supply of those prodnots,. 

Even in the nineteenth centuxyp howeverp the pattern of "growth 

through trade" did not work for all of the countries of the 

periphery. This mechani'SM affected particularly the "regions of 

recent settlement" in the world's temperate latitudess Canada, the 

United States of Americap Argentinal-Uruguayp South Africa$ Australia, 

and New Zealand* Nurkse did recognise thats 

other areas were relatively neglected, by the expansion of- 
foreign demand as-well as the flow of capital* And in places 
where both trade and capital, flows'were, exceptionally active 
o4oe the outcome was sometimes a "dual economy" in which a well- 
developej export sector co-exiEted with a primitive domestic 
economy* 

JLlthough he had no objections to the principle of trade acting 

as an "engine of growth" for the present-day developing countries, 

Nurksq was pessimistio-about the extent to which trade might act as 

the. springboard for g rowth for these countries in the conditions of 

the twentieth Centur7e His Pessimism was based on two observations, 

pirstlyl the world's industrial centres were no longer "exporting" 

their own growth rates to the primary producing'countries owing to 

such factors as lov income elasticities of demand for primary 

productsp the rise of synthetic fibres and the expansion of the 

production of primary products in the economically advanced 

countries* Developments*of-this nature suggested to Hicksp as "a 

Nurksej Patterns, of Trade-and Development, p. 288. 

2jbid., 
p, 2894o 
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simple and fundamental explanation. of the, change in economic 
I 

atmosphere" 
1, that improvements during, the nineteenth century were 

primarily trade-biasedg whereas twentieth century innovations have 

been of the Opposite type.,,. Secondly, the possibilities of 

manufactured commodities being exporte& from the developing 

countries to the advanced countries were limitedq because of the 

unfavourable commercial.. Policies. of the latter group of countries 

and the "formidable" obstacles Io achieving a mininninn level of 

efficiency, in the former countriese, Nurkse argued-that import 

restrictions by rich industrial countries would wipe out potential 

gains from export by poorer countries, that the simplest types of 

manufactured goods are not in strong demand and that complicated- 

manufactures are too difficult for the unskilled labour of, less 

developed countries* This latter point has been discussed more 

recently by So Bo Linder who. argues, thats 

Owing, to the lack offoreign demandq the developing countries 
*** ca=ot-export those manufactures they are most efficient at 
producing., Generally speaking, they are reduced to trying to 
export manufactures with which 2they are unfamiliar to markets of 
which they have no experience., 

This Linder feels may help to explain the phenomenon of 

"export fatalism! '*, 

Nurkse's pessimism with regard to the efficacy of the trade- 

investment relationshipin the twentieth century has been echoed 

by others including Gustav Ranise Ranist contrast between 

nineteenth and twentieth century trading opportunities lays 

J. R. Hicksp The-Ung-Run Dollar Probleial An Inaugural 
Lecture, Oxford Economic Papers, June 1953, P-133- 

2 S. BO Linderp Trade and Trade Polig for Development, Praegerl 
19679 p-379 
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particular stress on the changes in the markets available to the 

present-day developing countries as a result of changes in the 

relationships among countries. According to Ranis, the notion 

that growth in the under-developedworld derives basically from 

contact with the developed world through trade and/or the 

international movement of capital fails to describe reality in the 

twentieth century* Ranis argues that this idea must be regarded 

"as an intellectual hangover from the experience of the 

nineteenth century when growth emanating from the industrial 

centre spilled over to the underdeveloped periphery"', and he 

points out that this spillover was the result of the simultaneous 

occurrence of four elements guaranteed by the rules of the colonial 

systeml namelyq the generation of export surpluses by the 

countries in the centre; a resulting and automatic financial 

accomodation or capital movement; the flow of technological know- 

howl entrepreneurship$ skill and organisational capacity from the 

centre to the periphery; and the development of assured export 

markets for the products of the periphery. 

p. anis maintains that: 

In the present-day context, this nineteenth century picture 
featuring trade as the main "engine of growth" nojonger 
holdz* We are now in an era, in which these four vital functions 
are, at best, substituted for in an imperfect and 
piecemeal fashionp if at all# The needs of the less developed 
economy for an import surplus, for exampley must now be 
mainly financed by official "aid" without'the benefits of 
certainty and automaticity* The flow of technical know-how 
and entrepreneurship likewise is no longer on a profit-making 
basis but rather on a politically negotiated basise Finally, 
less developed economy markets are by no means assured and 
prospects for satisfactory substitute arrangements of the 

I G. Raniss Trade, Aid and What?, K'yklosp Vol. XVII, 1964s 
P61806 ' 
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Iý .1, 

-, interventionist variety are by no means, bright* 

There can be little, --doubt about the pervasiveness and 

persistence of views reflecting trade pessimism in the-developing 

countries*- The insistence on the importance of trade to the 

developing countries of the nineteenth century coupled with the 

allegations concerning less favourable present-day markets has served 

to minimise the potential role of trade for todayts developing 

countries and has led many developing countries to adopt inward- 

looking development strategies emphasising import-substitution. 

The minimisation of, the possibility that'trade might act as an 

"engine-of growth" for today's, developing countries when compared' 

with the role plqyedýby trade inIhe last century rests-upon two 

assumptions. - Firstly$ it is assumed that trade did act as an "engine 

of growth" for the successful countriesýof the periphery in, the 

nineteenth, conturye Secondlyp it is assumed that the opportunities 

for tradeýopen to-the developing countries of the twentieth century, 

are less, favourable than the-opportunities which were available to 

the countries-of the periphery in, the nineteenth century. 

The first assumption may be examined by reference to work by 

I. Bo Kravis 
2* Kravis-tested the hypothesis of nineteenth century 

growth induced by export demand by-reviewing the historical records 

of three groups of countries - those new countries that did- ý, 

experience rapid growthl, those periphery countries whose per capita 

incomes did. not rise rapidly-and. the centre countriese The-results 

of empirical studies by several authors were cited by Kravis and his 

I 
Ibid. j pp. 180-1. 

2 
1. Be Kravis, Trade as a Handmaiden of Growth, Economic 

Journalp Vol* I=, December 1970, PP-850-872. 
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reconnaissance in the comparative study of nineteenth century growth 

led him to the. conclusion that: I 

- This evidence does not support any simple generalisation about 
the dominant role of trade in the-success stories of nineteenth 

ý,. ý:., ýcentury growth'* Export expansion did not serve in-, the nineteenth 
century to differentiate successful from unsuccessful countries* 
Growth where it occurred was. mainly the consequence of favourable 
internal factorap and external demand represented an added 
stimulus. which varied in importance from country to country and 
from period to period* A more warranted metaphor that would be 
more generally applicable would be to describe trade expansion as 
a hand-maiden of juccessful growth rather than as an autonomous 
engine of growth* 

With regard to the second ass=ptiong the chief concern of the 

trade pessimists has been with the position of the developing 

countries in, the expansion of world trade. ' It is true to say that 

the share of-the developing countries in world primary product trade 

has-been declining. -However, -, it is not true to-say thatýdemand 

conditions for the primary products of-the developing countries have 

been less favourable than the demand, conditions which obtained in the 

nineteenth century*-, United Nations publications 
2 

point, out that there 

is little evidence, of poor rates of growth of primary-product-, tracle 

relative to the past and that it-cannot'be said that the, developed 

countries have failed to provide growing markets for primary 

products* Indeeds the exports. of-the less-developed countries. as a 

group have expanded in the last two, decades at rates comparable to/'? 

those-of the countries of the periphery, in, the late. nineteenth 

century when tradeýwas supposed'to be an-Itengine-of growth"* Kravis 

examined several possible measures of market opportunities-*andl after 

'Ibid., P-850- 
2united, Nationsp Montbly Bull - atin -01fSIta. tist ic ss New Yorkp 

November 1965 and November 1997 and 
United Nationsp World Economic Surveyq 1963, New York, 1964* 
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considering. data from-several sourcesp concluded, that "if. anythingp, 

externaLdemandl by almost, any measure, has been larger relative to 

the economic size of today's LDCs than in the former periodl, 
"* The 

decline. in,,, the developing, countriest share of world, trade in primarl 

products, carmotlAxavis contendsp, "be, ascribed completely to , 

unfavourable markets for., commodities produced, wholly or mainly in the 

LDCS#12 9 It is more likely, he argues,, thats -, ,ý7 

-What the recent experience of the IDCs shows is, not a failure of 
external demand but that internal problems of supply when biased 
against trade by. policy measuresq cannot be automatically 
resolved evSn by. extraordinary favourable external demand 

ý, -conditions* 

These. observations, concerning the role of trade, in. the, 

nineteenth., century and the expansion of markets for the primary 

produets, of'the developing countries in the twentieth. century lead 

one. to-two, conclusions* Firstly., it seems likely,,. that, Nurkse 

exaggerated the-past role of trade since'the evidence-suggests. that 

international trade, cannot provide a satisfactory explanation of the 

Aifferences'in. the growth-records of different countries in the 

nineteenth century* Secondly' external demand conditions have not 

, been as unfavourable as Nurks: imagined them to bee These 

conclusions suggest that one should be wary of accepting the policy 

prescriptions of those who advocate the idea of current trade 

pessimism ancl neither of these conclusions exclucles the possibility 

that favourable external demand. conditions can be helpful in 

promoting growths although it should be noted that the existence of 

IoBo Kravis, Economic Journall 1970,, p. 869. 

2Ibidal 
po864* 

31bidol' 
p. 865- 
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these conditionsýis not necessarily cruciall as trade is only one of 

many factors affecting growth* 

'The above'. conclusions admit of the possibility that international 

trade has'a role toplay in the growth of the-present-day developing 

countries andl before turning directly to the-question of export 

instability, it is desirable to-examine the ways in which, 

international'trade may be-important to these countries. Only then 

will-it'be possible to place the problem of the short-run-instability 

of. 'export, earnings in perspective* Intuitive logiol, theoretical,, 

arguments and empirical evidence may be, called upon to support theý 

view that international trade can be helpful in promoting growth in 

the developing countries* The following three sections of-this 

chapter will, be-concerned, thereforal-with, the importance of exports 

to the developing countriess- the empirical evidence concerning the 

relationship between exports and economic. growth and the importance 

of imports-to the developing countries* - 

29 The Importance of Exports to the Developing Countries. 

There are strong logical grounds for the belief that trade 

phenomena are related to intrinsic growth processes. The theory of 

international trade is aimed essentially at showing how income 

increases by means of international trade and isp therefore, a 

special case of growth theory* Trade theory and growth theory have 

been cast, howeverp on very different ass=ptions, According to 

, T. E. Haringis trade theory assumes unchanged cost and demand 

conditions, while growth theory assumes that investmentp income and 

J. E. 'Haring, Dynamic Trade Theory and Growth in Poor Countriesq 
Xyklos, Vol. XVI., Faso-3,1963, P-181- 
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other, variables are constantly changing andy' thusq to be more useful 

in a dynamiol changing economVp trade theory must be recast in terms 

of the assumptions of growth theory. The closest-thing one has to a 

dynamic theory of trade is a collection,. of statements-concerning the 

role of export expansion in promoting economic growth* 

Despite, the fact, that'there has'been no systematic development of 

vnamic theory of international trades the literature, on a 'd, 

international trade bears substantial testament to the view that 

export., expansion maY, Iead, to-economic growth* Following R. P- Emery 

one may-Adentify both direct and secondary benefits to the economies 

of the developing countries of export expansion. These two categories 

of benefits will be examined*briefly, in turn. 

The, direct benefits'to an, economy of an increase in exports may 

be examined under four headings* Firstly 9. an increasing level of 

exports-generally-meahs that an economy has the wherewithal to step 

up its level of imports. It is in terms of this ability to earn the 

foreign exchange necessary to pay for importsp which are often 

indispensible in contributing to economic growth, that the importance 

of exports to an economy is generally assessed* Given an increased 

ability to purchase essential goods from abroad, Emery argues that a 

developing country isenabled to take greater advantage of the 

international division'of labourl procuring desired goods at 

considerable savings-in terms of inputs of productive factors andq 

therebys increasing the efficiency of industry, which is a major 

factor in economic growth* 

Secondly$-it'is argued that export development tends to 

iR. F*'Emeryl The R61ation of Exports and Economic GrPwthq 
)ýjrklos voi. xX, 1967P pp-470-486. 
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concentrate investment., in-, the most efficient'sectors of an economys 

ioe. those sectors in which an economy enjoys a comparative 11 4 

iLdvantageo'. Specialisation in those products in which the economy 

has a Comparative advantage willIncrease produotivity, 

Thirdly, an economy may enjoy economies of scale as a result 

of obtaining access to-international'markets. The addition of 

foreign markets to the domestic market permits larger-scale 

operations than are permitted by the domestic market alone. 

Moreover$ where economies of scale result in a reduced price for a 

particular product, new production may be stimulated, either 

domestically or abroad, using that good as an input. 

Fourthlyt. the necessity of remaining competitive in, inter- 

national markets tends to lead to improvements in the'quality of 

export produots and, in generalp to inhibit the astablishment of 

inefficient export industries. 

In addition to these. direct benefitag expansion'of the export 

sector may produce certain secondary benefits which include 

increased consumption, increased investment and. an. increased flow of 

tecbnologyo- 

As consumers in the developing countries become-aware of the 

wide range of consumer products available abroadl but not available 

domestically, the demand for these products increases and it may be 

argued that, provided these goods can be imported, the desire to 

acquire them may act as an incentive to increase productivity in the 

developing countriese Export expansion may make available the foreign 

exchange necessary to import these products andp thus, act as an 

indirect stimulus to increased productivity, In-Addition to this 

"international demonstration-effect", one must consider that the 

0 
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increase in factor-incomes resulting from export expansion may leacl 

to-demand spilling over into others sectors of the domestic economy* 

It may-be argued thats 

ý, -SincG exPOrtsýCome from enterprises that are "home-basedt' in 
respect of the capital and manpower they usel the process of 
their production itself generates a whole new range of demands 
for materials and equipmentp as well as for foodl clothingg 
housing and other consumption items needed by the income-earning 
manpower employed. In so far as these new demands are not being 

imet-by importsp, they have the affect of crealing locally new 
markets for domestic products and materialso 

The expansion of domestic incomes as a result of increased 

exports may lead to an increase in investment to satisfy the newly 

created-demands for services and consumption goods and may stimulate# 

also, further investment in the export sector itself* If exports of 

a particular p roduct are-profitable and expandingg there is a 

stimulus to investment in the export industries and in the 

processing industries associated with the product in 'its various 

stages of prodactiono The investment opportunities available may 

serve as an inducement both to domestic investment and to foreign 

investment where the investment climate is propitious from the 

viewpoint of foreigners. 

Lastly, a growing export sector often encourages an increased 

flow of technological and market innovations as well as managerial 

skills* Under the pressure of international competition and the 

desire to expaný foreign salesp existing production methods may be 

improved upon, both by importing foreign techniques and by local 

initiative, toincrease, productivity and improve quality., 

The factors discussed above tendU reinforce each other, 

Lite& Africa Companyl Statistical-'and, Econ'omic Revie I wt-Issue 
299 April 19649 P-5- 
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stimulating further expansion of exports, investment and consumption 

and the result is a substantial rate of growth in real gross 

national product* That the expansion of exports will operate to 

produce these effects ia2 howeverp a line of reasoning that has not 

gone unquestioned at the theoretical levele 

R* T., Ball 1 has conducted a theoretical examination of the 

relationship between exports and economic growth using an extension 

of the well-known Harrod-Domar model* Ball's statement of his 

model leads him to derive the following formula for the Income rate 

of growthl 

g= -(txj')] I-Cm 

where g- the income rate of growth; 
C-M the marginal output-capital coefficient (C) 0); 
13 - the marginal savings ratio (0 /, s tI)j 
X= exports; 
Y- incomal 

and ma the marginal propensity to import. 

This formula indicated to Ball that "increasing the increment 

of exports may, in fact, reduce the rate of growth". 
2 B. F. Masse, 13 

hast howeverp made two criticisms of Ball's model and the conclusion 

derived therefrom* Firstlyl Massell has pointed out that Ball's 

model is algebraically incorrect and that Ball's equation for the 

income rate of growth cannot be arrived at using his system of 

equations* Secondly, Massell argues. that, even if this algebraic 

error is disregardedp Ball was misled by his own assumptions, Ball 

I Ro J-. Ball, Capital'Imports &nd Economic Developments 
Paradozy or Orthodoxyg Yyklosl Vol* XV, 19629 pp. 610-622, 

21bide, 
p. 619* 

3. B., F. Masselit Exporteg Capital Imports and Economic Growtho 
Kyklos, Vol* XVIII 1964v pp. 627-635- 
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assumed that capital imports adjust to the deficit in the current 

balance of trades but this assumption, Massell contendsp is in- 

admissable since. it allows that the growth rate may be raised not 

only by reducing exports but also by increasing the propensity to 

importl "and this is true even if imports, consist of only caviar or 

golden beds% I Massell rejected, therefore, Ballts criticism of the 

relationship between exports and economic growth* 

The relationship between export, expansion and economic growth 

has been discussed extensively by economists but there have been few 

statistical studies undertaken in the post-war period to establish 

the empirical validity of this relationship. The following section 

will be concerned with examining the available evidence concerning 

the nature of the-relationship between export growth and economic 

growth. 

3o Empirical Evidence of the RelationBhip Between Export Expansion 

and Economic Growth. 

Statistical investigations to establish the validity of the 

relationship between export expansion and economic growth have used 

two types of approach* One approach has involved the use of rates 

of change of Gross Domestic Product (GDP) and its components, while 

the other has made use of time series data to construct regression 

equations* Regardless of the method employed, however, one should 

mention an issue of direct relevance to the measurement of a 

relationship between export expansion and economic growth. Given 

that exports are a component of GDP, an expansion of exports, 
-k 

ceteris paribus, will necessarily result in an increase in GDP. If 

lbid*p p. 619. 
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one assumesl for instance, that exports represent 25% of a 

particular economy's GDPj an increase in export earnings of 2011o, 

coterie paribuss will give rise to a 5% increase in GDP. The earlier 

discussion of the direct and secondary benefits of export expansion 

indicated, however, that export expansion may be expected to exert a 

multiplier effect on the domestic economy. The presence of such a 

process would produce anAncrease in GDP in excess of 5%, That an 

expansion of exports of 20% will lead to-a 50% expansion in GDP'isf 

therefore, tautologically correct but does not justify the conclusion 

that export expansion has a generative impact on the domestic economy* 

Such a conclusion is warranted only wher6 the growth in GDP9 

consequent upon the growth in exportsi is greater than 5%. 

Of the two approaches to examining the relationship between 

export expansion and economic growth the method involving the use of 

growth rates has been employed by the United Nations. The United 

Nationsp World Economic Survey, 19 671 divided the developing 

countries into three groups according to their growth rates of GDP 

during the period 1955-651 ioe. a high-growth groupp a medium-growth 

group and a slow-growth group., and an examination of sectoral growth 

rates led to the conclusion that there was a close relationship 

between export performance and economic growth* The countries with 

the higher rates of export growth tended to be those countries with 

the higher rates of growth of GDP, while the countries with the 

slower rates of export growth tended to be the countries withthe 

slower rates of growth of GDP* The data on growth rates was 

supplemented by data on the ratios of exports to GDP for the 

! United Nations, World Economic S4rveyt 19679 New Yor1k, 1968, 
pp*21-30. 
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developingýccuntries'and the change in GDP associatedwith a. given 

change4n exports was such that, it-was concluded-that export .- 

expansion "provides an important flowof, income which exerts a 

multiplier effect on the local economy"'*- Using the same method the 

World Economic Survey, 1958 2 
examined the experiences of twenty-seven 

developing countries during the-period 1950-757- 
. 
Arguing that, "rising 

foreign, demand for the output of the export sector has generated 

expansionary impulseswhich. have stimulated growth in the domestic 

sectors of the economy!, 
13v 

this study-concluded that: 

Me close relationship, which is apparent-clearly demonstrates 
the dominant role that the export sector has played in determining 
the rate of growth in the internal economy. Countries-enjoying 
a high rate of internal growth have generally experienced 
favourable trends in-foreign demand for their exports) while. 
countries which have been faced with comparative stagnation of 
their external markets have frepantly suffered, from relatively 
slow internal economic expansion. 

Regression analysis was used by Haring and J, F, Humphrey to 

examine the relationship between export expansion and economic 

growth. Using data on GDP and the various components of GDP they 

constructed a series of, regression equations for -the period 1950- 

1960. The models they derived indicated that export expansion did 

lead to an-expansion of the domestioeconomy and-they. concluded that 

their flaimple, statistical, models revýal, that exports can and, do act 

lbia., p.. 27. 

2United Nationsp Wo'rý"ld Economio Surveyq 1958p New York, 1959P 
pp-53-55. 

3Ibid*j 
P-55* 

4Ibid*j 
P-56o 

5J* Ee Haring - and J F. 
_ 
Humphrey I Simple 'Models 6f Trade 

Expansiong Western Economic journal 1964P pp. 163-174- 
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as a leading sector" More specificallys-11the simple models 

developed in the stucly show that export economies react immediately 

(using annual data) to changes in exportsy-adding some empirical 

verification to existing literary theoriesIt 2 

The available evidence does suggestp therefore, that there, is-a, 

relationship between export expansion and the', growth of. the domestic 

economy. 

Whereas exports provide some indication of the extent to which 

a country's domestic production is dependent on-foreign marketsp 

imports represent an increase in the supply of goods currently -- 

available* Goods imported into a developing country augment domestic 

output and, thus, increase the volume of goods available to satisfy 

domestic demand. Export earnings are vital to pay for imported 

supplies essential to the growth efforts of the developing countries 

and the following section will examine the dependence of the 

developing countries on imported goods* 

49 The Importance Of IMPOrtS tO the Developing Countries. 

The importance of imports to the developing countties has been 

discussed at length in the literature on economic-development. H. B. 

Chenery and 1. Adelman have described imports as being "virtually a 

, ion,, 3g 
and Linder begins his discussion of separate factor of product 

the importance of-imports to the developing countries by pointing out 

thats- -, 

Ibidep P9174o 
21bide', 

P-174* 
3H. B. Chenery. and I., Adelmans. roreign Aid and Economic 

Developments The Case of Gre6cej The Review of'Economics and 
StatisticSq Volo XLVIII, 1966. 
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When'a backward country becomes a developing country, the 
possibility for the rational use of significant quantities of 
capital goods emergese The need for capital goods can be 
filled to only a minor extent by domestic production* And the 
obstacles to the transformation of domestic factors of 
production into capital goods are characieristic features of 
countries not yet economically advanced. 

Linder lays particular emphasis on the needs of the developing 

countries for imports of capital goods from the developed countries 

and he suggests that the developing countries require a minimum 

volume of imported capital goods to avoid underutilisation of 

existing resources and frustration of growth potential. These 

required capital goods are ddnoted by Linder as input imports and 

the following schema indicates the nature of the composition of 

these input imports. 

Total 
imports 
from 
advanced 
countries 

I Non-input 
imports 

Input 
imports 

Maintenance 
imports 

Investment 
imports 

Toperation 
imports 
Reinvestment 
imports 

Expansion 
imports 

The composition of the input imports is determined by the 

development requirements of a particular economy. According to 

Lindert 

The development process . ** requires certain expansion imports, 
in the absence of which the growth potential ... could not be 
fully exploited, anal in order to keep existing capacity 
unchanged and to avoid the frustration of savings for reinvest- 
ment, reinvestment imports, in the form of capital goods to 
replace former expansion imports; together, these constitute 
investment imports. In order fully to utilise existing 

I Is 

Linderl Trade and Trade PolicZ_for Developmentqý, p. jj. 
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capacity, there must also be certain operation imports - spare 
parts to imported capital goods and non-domestic primary 
products* Reinvestmint and operation imports together constitute 
maintenance imports. 

In practice, it may be difficult to determine which imports are 

input importso Consumer goods, for instance, which cannot be 

produced in sufficient quantities domestically and are basic 

necessities, required to maintain the labour force in the developing 

country, qualify as input imports, orp more precisely, as operation 

imports. Similarlyp it may be difficult to classify input imports 

into various subcategories* It is not self-evident$ for instance, 

whether imports to a domestic capital-goods industry should be 

classifiecl as operation imports or investment imports. But these 

distinctions, Linder argued, "are at least as clear# conceptually as 

well as practicallyp as many other distinctions in current use - 

between savings and consumption, for example. " 2 

Despite the assumption that these input-imports are essential to 

the growth efforts of the developing countries, the use of imported 

capital goods may give rise to a factor-proýortions problem which, 

if not resolved, may lead to the unemployment of both domestic capital 

and labour in the developing countrieso The factor-proportions 

problem referred to here differs from the factor-proportions problem 

raised by R. Se Eek=83o Eckaus was concerned with the unemployment 

of labour resulting from the use of capital-labour ratios such that 

all labour could not be employed* The concern here is not with the 

lbido, pol2o 
2 Ibid-9 P-13o 
ýte So EckEýusq Factor Pr6portions in Underdevel6ped Areasp 

American Economic Reviews Vol* XLV9 1955y PP-539-565- 
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limited substitutability between capital and labour but between 

domestic faotors, "both'capital and labour, and input imports. 

Given this factor-proportions problemo one must ask why the 

developing countries wish to use the most advanced capital equipment 

rather than simple techniques that could be introduced with 

domeitically produced capital equipment. The answer to-this question 

is twofold,. - Firstlyl the choice of technology is frequently 

determined by considerations of prestige. Linder asserts-that 

"there is a "demonstration effect" influencing the demand for 

capital goods-even more strongly than the demand for consumer 

goods" Secondly, it must be recognised that simple techniques 

cannot be transferred from the developed countries. 

The technology from the initial periods of these countries' 
industrialisation. is now not only economically antiquated but 
effectively forgotten. Simple techniques wouldq thus., in a 
great majority of casesp'require a substantial amount of 
inventive and engineering work in the developing countries 
themselves* Even if this could be done, using available 
domestic factors, it would be so time-consuming that it would 
probably not impress policy-makers as politically feasiblep even 
if methods of using capital goods that do not require advanced 
technology and could I; e produced-at home veres-in the endq to 
prove more effective*' 

Thusq both because the low levels of development make it 

impossible for the developing countries to produce advanced, capital 

equipment and because it is felt necessary to use such equipment to 

achieve rapid growtht the developing countries are heavily dependent 

on imports of machineryp capital equipment and other essential goods 

that are strategic to raising the_levels of investment* 

The process of economic growth does not necessarily reduce the 

Linder, Trade and Trade Policy for Developmentp P-14- 
2 Ibidel P4115o 
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dependence of the developing countries on imported capital goods* It 

has been pointed out that: ' 

'In some countries industrialisation has led to significantý 
increases in the domestic supply of investment goods; but at the 
same time the demand for these products too has been expanding 
rapidlyp with the result that the dependence on impoited supplies 
has not diminished and in some cases'has even risen* 

When one considers their impact on the domestic economy from the 

angle of growth there is an essential difference between exports and, 4;? - 

imports* From the discussion of the direct and secondary benefits of 

export expansion it is clear that export growth has a multiplier 

effect on the domestic economy. Importsp on the other handq have no 

such, direct generative. impact on the growth of the importing 

country; these effects are enjoyed by the exportingýcountry- 

Nonetheless, depending on their composition: 

Imports oeo can provide the very items of capital equipment and 
machinery, the raw materials and specialised services that are 
not obtainable from domestic sources but which are indispensible 
to local development* Andg even within the bonsUMer category 
they cang by including the more specialised and sophisticated of 
consumer goods', which rising incomes bring within range of 
demandl help. towards a development of consumer taste2 which has 
its own contribution to-make to general development. 

The discussion so far has beeiý-concerned with the question of 

, whether international trade has a role to play in the growth of the 

developing countries and both theoretical reiisoning and empirical 

evidence suggest that trade is important to the growth process in the 

developing countries* One obstacle to the possibility of growth 

induced-by'trade, however, is' the short-run instability of export 

earnings. The short-run instability of export earnings mayp as will 

be argued below, have serious imPlications for the economic growth of 

United Nations,, World Economic Surveyt 19629 New York, 1963t P-1. 

2United Africa Company, Statistical and Economic' Reviewq 19 - 649 P*9* 
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the developing -countries* The following sections will, be concerned, 

therefore, with examining the empirical evidence of the export 

instability experienced by the developing. countries, the 

consequences of-such instability for the economies of the, developing 

countries and the causes of export instability* 

5- Empirical Evidence of the Instability of Export Earnings. 

Concern with the problem of export instability was stimulated 

largely by the United Nations studyl In stab .i. 1. ity - Export Marke -t, a 

.0f.. 
Un . do . rdevGlopedý Countries This study examined trade between the 

developing countries and the United States and contained an 

analysis of fluctuations in the unit import prices of goods imported 

into the United States and an analysis of fluctuations in ihe export 

receipts of those developing countries which exported to the United 

States* Fluctuations in these variables were analysed for each year 

from 1922 to 1949 or as, far back as comparable statistics existed* 

The year-to-year variations in unit import prices were f6lund' 

for a large number of commodities entering the United States from 

different countries of origin* Average year-to-year fluctuations in 

export prices of individual commodities ranged from 5% to 21% for 

different co=odities. Of 218 averages obtained, only 18 were below 

10%; 143 were in the range 10% to 19-A 50 in'the range 20% to 

29.9%; and 7 were in the range 30% and upwards. This picture was 

not significantly altered by excluding the war and post-war years. 

These estimates mean that, on average over the periodl most 

commodities would be expected to be from 10% to 20% dearer or cheaper 

United Nationsp In stabil ,i ty-in Expo . rt Markets ofýUnder- 

Developed Countries, New. York, 1952. 
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in one year than, in the nexty An analysis of exports to'the United 

States from developing regions as a whole indicated that the 

vulnerability of-developing countries to price fluctuations was much 

greater than that of other exporters to the United States. 

Average year-to-year fluctuations in the vol=e of exports of 

primary commodities were between 18% and 19% a year. The range in 

average year-to-year fluctuations among different commodities was 

from 6% to 33% with fluctuations in the volume of exports to the 

United States being greater for developing regions as a, whole than for 

the average of all exports to the United States. 

- Fluctuations in the export receipts of underdeveloped countries 

are the joint'product of fluctuations in the volume of their exports 

and in the prices of the commodities that enter into their export 

trade* Year-to-year fluctuations in export proceeds from eighteen 

major primary commodities averaged 23% between 1901 and '1950- For the 

period as a wholep thereforep average year-to-year fluctuations in 

export earnings were found to be higher than those for either volume 

or price alone4O' This was found to be trueýalso when the period under 

study was broken down into various sub-periods. Thus, fluctuations in 

volume did not counteract the fluctuations in price'but rather 

reinforced them* Moreover, from the data above on price and quantity 

fluctuations it was established that changes in volume contributed 

more to the instability of proceeds than changes in prices. 

A later study had the following to say of the conclusion that 

export earnings froa-particular products varied by 23% on average from 

1901 to 1950*, 

A figure such as this is already reduced because of the averaging 
among different grades of commodities) different exporters and 
different markets; there can be no doubt that it is a 
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conservative estimate of the instability oftin experienced by 
particular exporters of individual productso 

A comparison of the experiences of the inter-war and post-war 

periods can be obtained f rom the World Economic Survey, 19L8. This 

Survey states thats 

Experience throughout the post-war years has forcibly 
demonstrated that short-period instability in world trade of 
primary commodities has persisted as a major flaw in the fabric 
of the international economyv but that there has been some 
lessening of the short-period instability in w2rld trade of 
primary commodities since the inter-war years, 

The results of this Survey show that in the post-war years from 

1948 until 1957s the value of world trade in individual primary 

commodities fluctuated, on the average, by 12% per annump while in ý 

the inter-war period, these fluctuations amounted to 17%. This 

lessening of the short-run instability of export proceeds appears to 

have been the consequence of more stable prices during the years 

1948 to 19571 since the average fluctuations in volume in both the 

inter-war and the POst-war Periods were estimated at 8% per annum, 

while prices were estimated to have fluctuated by 16% on average in 

the inter-war period but by Only 11% in the later period. 

In both periods the fluctuations-in proceeds were larger than 

the fluctuations in either prices-or quantities# indicating that 

changes in prices and quantities tended to reinforce one another in 

their effects on export Proceeds*- Furthermore, the data indicate 

that in both periods the degree, of price instability was greater than 

the degree of instability of export volume* The former of these 

results lends support to the conclusions of the 1953 study discussed 

'United Nationsp Commodity Trade and Econom'ic Developme I nt, New 
York, 4953, P-8- 

2United Nations, Worl'd Economic Survey, 1928, P-39- 
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above, but with regard to the relative magnitude of price and 

quantity-changes-the results of these studies differ* The- 

situation is further complicated by the conclusions reached in the 
I World Economic Survey, 

-1963 
The 1963 Survey observed that f rom 1950 to 1961 movements in 

prices tended to be in the opposite direction to movements in volume 

more often than in. the same direction with the result that "on the 

whole, fluctuations in export proceeds were somewhat less marked 
2 than fluctuations in either prices or volume"* This observation 

conflicts with the conclusion co=on to the two other studies* 

Moreoverp the 1963 Survey gave no support to the results obtained in 

either of-the earlier studies concerning the relative importance of 

price and quantity changes in determining changes in export 

earnings* Rather it was found that changes in prices and changes in 

quantities contributed equally to the instability of export proceeds., 

Prices and quantities were each estimated to fluctuate by 11% on 

average over the period*3 

Despite these differences in results, the 1963 Survey did agree 

with the 1958 Survey that fluctuations in international commoaitY 

markets were less ; Crequent and less severe in the post-war years 

than in the inter-war period. 
4 Neverthelessp although the degree 

pf export instability has been lower in the post-war years than in 

earlier periods, -the significance Of export fluctuations has been 

'United Nationsp World Economic Survey", 19639 Now Yorkq 1964- 
2Ibidal 

p*147* 
3Ibid. 

p P-146* 
4Ibide, 

P. 1'40* 
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greatly magnified by the growing importance attached to economic 

growth and the role played by exports in the growth process. This 

has led various authors to examine the proposition that fluctuations 

in export earnings may have damaging effects on the economic growth 

of the developing countries and their a priori reasoning concerning 

the impact of export instability on the economies of the developing 

countries will be discussed in the following section. 

The Impact of the Instability of Export Earnings on the 

Economies of the Developing Countries* 

The contention that fluctuations in export earnings may have 

serious repercussions throughout the economies of the developing 

countries rests on the assertions that the exports of primary 

commodities generally account for a large proportion of total 

production in the developing countries and that the developing 

countries are less capable of dealing with the effects of export 

instability than the developed countries. 

A. I. MacBean points out thatj although rather more primary 

commodities are exported by the developed world than by the 

underdeveloped countries, it is true that for the average under- 

developed country primary products form a very =ch greater 

proportion of exports than they do for the average developed 

countr7. 
-Moreover# 

MacBean argues that: 

Not only are underdeveloped countries' exports more unstable 
than the exports of the developed countries, but the economies 
of underdeveloped countries are more vulnerable to such 
fluctuations* The less developed area is more likely to suffer 
damage than would a richerl more developed country from the same 
degree of export instability* The principal reasons for this 

A. I. MacBeant Ex ot Instability and Economic 
Cambridge, Massop 1966* 
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situation, include', a -greater quantitative and-qualitative - importance of foreign trade to underdeveloped countries and the 
lack of the techniques or the facilitils for effective counter- 
cyclical monetary and fiscal policies* 

The impact of the instability of export earnings on the 

economies of the developing countries manifests itself in several 

wayse MacBean presents what he calls the "prima facie case" 

concerning the consequences of export instability on the domestic 

economy and he begins by looking at the implications of a quotation 

from G. M. Maier_and R. E, Baldwin who argue that: 

In one form it (the foreign trade orientation of developing 
countries) appears in the considerable extent to which the 
market-type sectors of the economy rely on the production of a 
few Primiry, products which usually are almost completely 
exported* The ratio of this export production to total output 
is normally high; the share of the national income generated by 
exports normally exceeds the shares generated by'Erivate 
domestic investment or governmental expenditures* 

The main implications; of this statementi MacBean arguesp are 

that, national income-in the developing-countries is inevitably very 

responsive to changes in-export-proceeds and-thats through the 

operation of "multiplier" and "acceleratortt, effects, export , 

fluctuations "tend on'the-average to produce changes in'the national 

income, which areýin the, same, dirootion-and, more thanýproportional to 

the initial-changes in-export-proceeds,, 3. 

ý, The sensitivity of national income -in developing countries to 

fluctuations, in export earnings is, most frequently analysed in terms 

of-, the effect of'export instability, on gross, domestic fixed, 

investment? - MacBean, gives several reasons wby export instability 

Ibid., p, 25- 

2 G. M. Meier and R. E. Baldwini Econ6mic Development: Theory2 
Historyg Policy2 New Yorkf Wiley, 19572 P-310., 

III -I:, - ", - 7, -- '3MacBean2 , 'Export' 'Inýs'tab'ill'ty and Economic Developm - en I tj p. 26. 
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may be expected to deter entrepreneurs from undertaking inv6stment 

programmeso Export instability, he arguesv increases the risk for 

the entrepreneur since-it is likely to raiie borrowing costs andv 

because export fluctuations tend'to cause balance of payments 

difficultiess they may lower confidence-in . the maintenance of the 

exchange rate* Moreoverv' changes-in export earnings will 1'ead to 

changes in the, incomes"6f thos'e, 'producing for export and 'such changes 

in income will lead to'chan'ge's, in-coiisumptione More'attention'has 

beenconcentratedv howeverf on the possibility that foreign exchange 

problems-arising from the instability'of, export earnings'may damage 

the ability to'-importýinput'imports"essential to investment programmes 

than on-the desire of entrepreneurs toý, investe 

The full'impact'of the instability of export earnings on the 

capacity to'iWort'may be mitigated, if developing countries hold 

large-reserves'of'foreigri'exchange'"br ar'e'able' to borrow large sum 

of short-te'rm, capital abroado--In'ýo'st developing countries, howevert 

the level of foreign exchange r-ese-'rves'is low in comparison with 

their volume of importsýand "despite'the low rese rves, the difficulty 

of obtaining compensatory short-term'financing''has compelled most 

countries to withdraw from their reserves more often"than to augment 

them"'. ' It is not surprising, - therefore', e that the" developing 

countries should tighten, or relax'tbeir controls over the'volume of 

imports-more or less in line with'thýe fluctuations in export 

earnings. -. Domestic investment is-, cl'OSely linked to the-availability 

of input imports in most developing countries ands consequently, it 

is true that "in the face of a decline in export earnings, a country 

United Nations$ World E conomic Su rvey 19 58P P-59- 
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can attempt to maintain a reasonable degree of external balance by a 

quick and sufficient adjustment of the volume of imports"' but, at, 

the same time, it is true that "the reduction in imports, while thus 

alleviating the pressure on the balance of payments, tends to have 

2 far-reaching repercussions on the economy as a whole" In periods 

of falling export earningsp therefore, should inadequate foreign 

exchange reservesInecessitate cutbacks in the imports of capital 

goods, domestic. investment. activity will be re. duced and the pace of 

economic growth retarded. 1, 

- The World Economic Survey, 1958 examined the relationship 

between short-period fluctuations 
-in 

export earnings and the volume 

of imports for the period 1950-57 and found that, with the exception 

of the petroleum exporting countriess there was a close relationship 

between these variables for the developing countries. This study 

also tested the hypothesis that fluctuations in export earningsp 

which. have brought about corresponding changes in imports of capital, 

goods, have been transmitted directly to domestic investment 

activity. The. conclusions reached were that the severe short-period 

instability in export proceeds, frequently compels under-developed 

countries to cut their imports of capital equipment and that this 

"may have a strong destabilising, influence on domestic economic 

activity through its impact on the level of domestic investment,, 
3. 

The changes in national income_resulting from fluctuations-in 

export earnings may have repercussions on the level of employment in 

I Ibid., p. '60. 

2Ibid 
p. 60. 

3Ibid*s 
p. 64* 
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the developing countrieso- There are two principal reasonss however, 

why the level of employment in-developing countries is not liable to 

be seriously'affected-by changes in national income resulting from 

export instability* Firstlyi-MacBean points out that the proportion 

of the total'-population actually-invollred in, wage-earning employment 

is generally very small. Becondlys'B. Higgins I 
argues that'v since by 

far the greater part of the labour force in most'developing countries 

is self-employed or works in family'units in small-scale farmingg 

much of the unemployment'w'hich might result from a fall in export 

earnings will tend to-be absorbed by an expansion of the numbers of 

people in the category of the-"'disguised unemployed". 

Domestic price levels in the developing countries are likely to 

be sensitive'to changes in, demand brought about by export 

fluctuations. An increase in total export earnings will result in 

higher incomes in the agricultural sector whichl'in turnp will 

generate increased'demand for both domestically-produced and imported 

commodities. Where the short-run elasticities of supply of these 

products are low, the outcome will be domestic inflation. Moreovers 

developing countries may experiencetinflationary'conditions not'only 

during an "export boomll; ýbut also7 when. their, earnings from exports 

have fallen. This situation arises where government revenues depend 

mainly on indirect tazesýand where exportýtaxes form a high 

proportion of indirect taxes* The revenue from export taxes will 

increase as export earnings rise and frequently this leads to an 

expansion in public expenditure based on the assumption that-the 

gains. will be maintained., When export earnings fall, howeverp the 

IB. 'Higgins, Economic Do .v-0- lopmentl Nortong Now Yorkq 19599 
P-557. 
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revenue from export taxes will fall and, hence, public revenue will 

drops but it may be difficult for political, social and even 

technical reasons to cut back government spending accordingly andq 

since in many developing countries, the, ensuing budget deficit cannot 

be averted by the borrowing of-genuine savingsp "new money is created, 

usually through, advances by the -central bank,, Thus, we find budget 

deficits whichýhave nothing to doýwith deliberate deficit spending. "' 

Finally, when the incomes of those engaged in production for 

export are affected by changes in export earnings, this may cause 

severe hardship to these producers. 

If they are not sufficiently prudent to put away some cash as a 
reserve when their incomes rise, they cannot support their new 
standard of-living when the recession follows the boom. They 
may even starve unless they normally grow sufficient food for 
1hemselves or can borrow. The latter situation may bring other 
hardships, given the very high interest rates2normally charged by 
moneylenders in the underdeveloped countries. 

Export instability may resultt thereforet in both harmful 

effects on the domestic economy and direct hardshipýto individual 

export producers andf consequently, the problem of stabilising export 

earnings has been a matter of considerable concern throughout the 

post-war period. - Appropriate policies to deal--with the problem of 

export instability can be devised, however, only with'reference to 

the causes of fluctuations of export earnings and one must turn, 

therefore, -, to a consideration of the causes of export instability* 

Unitecl Nations, Commodity Trade and Economic Development, 

P-15* 
2 ýacBeanp Export Instability and Economic Development, p. 28. 
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Causes of Fluctuations in Export Earnings of the Developing 

Countries. . 
Explanations of, the instability of, export earnings experiencecl 

by the developing countries have been sought frequently in terms of 

factors operating both on the. demand side and on the supply side and 

in terms of three forms of concentration, i. e. concentration of 

exports on primary prodactas concentration on a narrow range of 

export commodities and concentration of exports on a small number of 

developed countries2 which characterise the export trade of the 

developing countries* The present, Locussion will examine these. 

explanations in turn and will relate to the conditions prevailing in 

the world markets. for primary productse Statements which. are true 

, of the world markets for the. exports. of., the developing countries as 

a group are not necessarily true of the conditions, facing an 

individual exporting_country, howevers and, the relevance of these 

statements to the individual country will be considered andq if need 

beg modified in later chapters ratherthan at this juncture* 

On the demand sides short-run fluctuations in the export 

proceeds from primary products are". often explained in terms of the 

, 
fluctuations in income in the developed countries. The contention 

is thats 

A major source of export instability is to be f ound in the 
cyclical variations that continue to characterise income and 
output in the industrially, advanced countries which constitute 
by far the most important markets for primary commodities 
entering international trade. Though the post-wir period has 
been free from economic upheavals of the magnitude of the 
nineteen twenties 

, 
and thirties even the, mild post-war 

recessions in the industrially-advanced countries have rejulted 
in sharp movements in the demand for primary commoditiese 

United Nationss World Economic Surveyq 19629 P-48* 

j 
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Fluctuations in demand-in, theýldeveloped countries will leadl it 

is argued, to fluctuations in their imports from the developing 

countries and will resultp thereforel'in fluctuations in export 

earnings for theýdeveloping countries* The argument, that income 

changes in the developed countries will give rise to'"sharp" 

movements, in the demand for primaryýcommodities must be regarded 

with cautions however. The income elasticities of demand for 

primary products are generally lower than th6'income-elasticities of 

demand for other commodities and low income elasticities of, demand 

will tend to moderate the effects of income changes on the demand 

for primary products. Thusq the income-induced fluctuations in 

demand for primary products may be'lesd than income-induced changes 

in demand for, other commodities. When discussing the impact of 

income changes in-the developed countries one must bear in mind, - 

therefore,, -the mitigating effects of low income elasticities of 

demand. 

Income changes in the developed countries are not the OhlY ' 

cause of ex port fluctuations on the demand side since changes in the 

demand'for primary products may'-rýsult from the development in the 

developed countries of substitutes-for primary co=odities, ' 

Technical progress in the developed countries is usually inspired by 

technical considerations and tends toaffect the demand for primary 

products in several different-waysS 

New methods of production are causing economies in the use of 
raw materials. Remarkably rapid rates'of innovation and 
changing consumer tastes are causing major adjustments in 
manufacturing output and hence in the composition of the demand 
for raw materials* The better heating of homes and offices, the 
invention of the electric blanketp the competition from paper 
and other materials in packaging and other usesp are 
influencing the demand for natural fibres just, as clearly as is 
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competition from man-made fibres* I 

Consequently$ changes in demand for the exports of the 

developing countries may result not only from changes in income but 

also from technical developments in the developed countries. 

The problembf changes in demand in the developed countries for 

the export commodities of the developing countries-is aggravated by 

the low price elasticities of demand for primary products in the 

markets of the'developed countries. H. C. Wallich points out that 

"as far as the elasticity of demand is concerneds-one of the few 

safe generalizations is that the elasticity for almost all major 

commodities is on the low side" 
2 

and he. enumerates several factors 

which account for the low price elasticities of primary products on 

. world markets. 

Many such commodities are foodstuffs which commonly have a low 
price elasticity* In the case of many others, elasticity is low 
because the demand for these products is derived demand, i-e- 
their share in the final product is small. This is exemplifiedp 
for instancep by the share of copper in the the price of a house* 
Such commodities can be genuinely surplus, in the sense that 
even a price of zerowould not clear the marketv because a price 
of zero to the produce3 may mean only a modest reduction in the 
price to the consumer. 

Changes in income, technical progress and the low price 

elasticities of demand are factors operating on the demand side to 

cont2ibute to the instability of proceeds from primary products. In 

addition to these demand factorsp howeverp one must consider those 

forces affecting supply conditions which contribute to such 

United Nationsy Trade and Develo2ment, Commodity Trade, New 
Yorks 1964p p-350- 

2ý. Ce Wallichl. Stabilisation of Proceeds from Raw Material 
Exportst'in Economic Development in'Latin America edited by H., S. 
Ellisp International Economic Assoc., St. Martin's Presss New York, 
1961p P-349- 

31bid. 
p P-3499 
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instabilityo The supply factors influencing the instability of 

proceeds from primary products are threefoldy i. e., natural factors' 

affecting the level of output in the developing countriesy technical 

progress and the price elasticity of supply* 

41, It, is, self evident that susceptibility to climatic conditions 

and other natural factors lend a large element of potential 

instability to the production of primary products; droughts, floods, 

pestýand disease can play havoc with the output of a particular crop 

in one yearp-while favourable weather conditions can bring about an 

overabundant-output in the following year. These changes in 

production may lead to changes in the amounts available for export. 

Such observations are obviously true for an individual primary- 

producing-country and a Gatt study has indicated that they tend to 

be valid alsol at-any given timeq for a large number of countries. 

In the course of history such fluctuations have become less- 
pronounced as a result of improved methods of production and of 
international trade, but there remain fluctuations over a 
sufficiently, large geographic area to influence the level of 
world trade* 

Instability may be introduced into world tradeq thereforep as a 

result of natural factors which bring about changes in the quantities 

supplied to the world markets* Changes in the quantities offered 

for sale on the world markets for primary products may result also 

from technical progress in the developing countries* Over time one 

must consider not only the accumulation of new capital. within the 

agricultural sector, but also the acquisition of capital to maintain 

the existing capital intact* This capital might take the form of 

General Agreement-on Tariffs and Trade, Trends in Inter-' 
national Tradel A Report by a Panel of Expertsp Geneva, October 195do 
p. 68. 
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new buildings, new equipment, new stocks and additional livestock* 

At the same time, however, now ideas and knowledge will be reaching 

the agricultural sector while existing knowledge is becoming more 

widely diffusedo The effect of such accumulation and technical 

progress is to raise agricultural productivity* Thusp technical 

advance in the developing countries may lead to changes in the 

quantities of particular products being offered for sale on the 

world marketso 

With respect to the price elasticities of supply in the*world 

maxIcets for primary productst Wallich argues that generalisations 

are more difficult than with respect to the price elasticities of 

demand* He observes, howevers tbats 

The short-run inelasticity of the supply of most raw materials 
is familiar* This condition, imposed by the period that it 
takes to bring new capacity into production, may extend to five 
years or more, as in the case of coffee trees. Often an increase 
is not reversible or is only very slowly reversible. Elasticity 
in the face of a price drop becomes very small. 

The inelasticity of supply with respect to price in any given 

period means thats given the period required to produce a changed 

level of outputs a change in the price received in the world markets 

for a particular product is a potential source of instability of 

export proceeds. This potential instability arises frequently from 

the nature of the decision-makine process determining export 

production in the developing countries. 

For many primary commoditiess the productive structure is 
composed of a multiplicity of small-scale producers or peasants 
whose decisions to produce - which often have to be made long in 
advance of sales - are often based on scant knowledge about 
actual or prospective market conditions and tend to be guided by 
past, not prospective, prices. This may give rise to the 
familiar seesaw pattern of behaviour between production and 

Wallich, Stabilisation of Proceeds ... i P-349- 
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Prices - Producers react to high prices in one period by over- 
Producing in the subsequent periodg whereupon prices fall and 
producers react by undeproducing in the next period, whereupon 
prices rise, and so one 

Attempts have been made to establish whether supply factors or 

demand factors have been the more important in determining 

fluctuations in export proceeds from primary products andq hence, in 

export earnings for the developing countries* The comparisons of the 

impact on export proceeds of these two sets of factors have considered 

only the variability of demand and the variability of supplyp taking 

no account of the effects of the price elasticities of supply and the 

price elasticities of demand* In practices whichever of these two 

potential causes of instability, i. ee variability of supply or 

variability of demands deserves primary attention depends on the 

relative frequency and amplitude of one cause relative to the other* 

The relative importance of changes in supply and changes in demand 

may differ from time period to time period and from commodity to 

commodity buts in generals the emphasis tends to have been laid on 

the variability of demand. According to Wallichs "it seems thats in 

principles demand fluctuations are a source of more serious 

instability e** than supply fluctuations" 2* 
ITurkse agreed, with 

Wallich on the dominant role of fluctuations in demand, stating that 

"the export-fluctuations of primary producing countries originate in 

the world's industrial centres"'. Simi'larlyl M. Bye argued that 

"fluctuations of activities in the leading economies are the original 

United Nationsy'World Economic Survey, 1958, P-43. 

21bidej P*350* 

-'A. Nurkseq Trade Fluctuitions and Buffer'Policies of Low- 
Income Countriesp Kyklosp Vol* XII 19589 P_-141- 
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cause of fluctuations in the receipts of "poor countries", as 

countriesl and of produce3ý-exporters in poor countriesp as an 
'economic 

group"', 

This emphasis on the dominance of demand conditions has not, 

however, gone unquestioned* The basis of the attack against this 

position rests on the assertion that the assumed dominance of demand 

conditions originates in the conditions which prevailed in the pre- 

war period but that these conditions no longer exist. The World 

Economic Survey, 1958, argued thats 

The assumed dominance of demand conditions doubtless draws much 
of its strength from experience in the inter-war period when the 
very large fluctuations in industrial activity certainly had 
considerable impact upon the stability of trade in almost all 
commodities* In the more buoyant economic conditions of the 
post-war years, however, when the fluctuations in industrial 
activity have assumed much smaller dimensionas the influence of 
supply conditions upon the short-period variations in pýice and 
volume of tradd have become much more readily apparent. 

This view has been supported by J. Adler who argues that: 

In the thirties 9.0 the decline in effective demand in the 
importing countries was largely responsible for the substantial 
and in many ways catastrophic fall in the prices of primary 
commodities, and for the drop'in quantities taken off the market* 
The world-wide depression of the thirties, and the ensuing 
collapse of commodity pricess can now be safely regarded as 
events sui generiss not likely to recur. This is not to say that we have come to live in a Marshallian worldv where 

' 
the 

trend of production and employment is invariably and inevitably 
up, and that deviations from the trend can be safely disregarded 
as essentially self-correcting. But I do mean to suggest that 
downward shifts of the demand curves are likely to be small and 
short-lived, that declines in quantities demanded are therefore 
likely to be of much smaller proportions, than they were in the 
. thirties* This way of looking at the problem ... has the 
advanjage of permitting us to focus on changes on the supply 
side. 

M. Byeq Comments on Professor Nurkse's Papery Kyklos, Vol. XIp 
1958, P-. 180- 

2ýnitecl Nations, World Ec .o-noIMI ic SI ur veyq ý 19 15-8-p. 64* 
3 J. H. Adlerp Comments on Professor Nurksets Paper, Kyklos, 

Vol- My 1958j P-155- 
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Given that there has been a decline in the severity of income 

fluctuations in the developed countries and that the low income 

elasticities of demand for primary products tend to lessen the 

impact of income changes, on. the demand for primary products, the 

shift in emphasis towards a greater appreciation of the influences 

of supply factors on the instability of world trade does seem 

warranted* However, the causes of export instability cannot be 

divided simply into the categories of supply and demand factorse 

One must consider also the forms of concentration which are said to 

cause export fluctuations* 

The first form of concentration which is often forwarded as 

an explanation of export instability concerns the specialisation of 

the developing countries on the export of primary commodities* This 

explanation of export instability is concerned with establishing 

that the developing countries, because they export mainly primary 

products, are subjected to greater instability in export earnings 

than are developed countries which export mainly manufactured 

ýgt goods* The validity of this explanation rests upon the stren h of 

two basic assi3mptionse Firstlyl it is assumed that the developing 

countries do specialise in the export of primary products* 

Becondlys it is assumed that the fluctuations in the earnings from 

the export of primary products are greater than the fluctuations in 

earnings from the export of manufactured commodities* 

With regard to the first assumption there is substantial 

evidence that the exports of the developing countries are over- 

whelmingly composed of primary products, Tables expressing exports 

of primary products as a proportion of total exports from 

individual developing countries are presented by various 
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authors and, the conclusion to be drawn from each'source is that the 

exports of the'developing countries are composed predominantly of 

primary commodities. MacBean points out tbýtq although Australial 

Now Zealandq Denmarkq Ireland and Finland also fall into the 

category of countries whose exports consist mainly of primary 

products, "it is clear that the typical underdeveloped country is 

much more heavily specialised in primary product exports than is the 

typical developed country 1,2 * The-first assumption is, thereforej a 

satisfactory assumption. 

Little evidence is available concerning the validity of the 

3 
second assumptiono Coppock attempted to compare-fluotuations in 

export proceeds from manufactured products with fluctuations in 

export proceeds from primary products* He estimated instability 

indices for the total'value of world trade in manufactures and*for 

total world trade in primary commodities for the years 1948 to 1958 

and found trade in manufactures to have a higher degree of 

instability than trade in primary products over this period. The 

overall indices for trade in manufactures and for trade in primary 

products were then'broken down into'instability indices for 

different categories of manufactures and of primary products on the 

I See, for example, the followings 

Higginas Economic Developmento pp-552-553- 
J. Do Coppock, Intez-fiati6nal'Economic Inýstabhi'tyj New York, 
McGraw-Hill, 19192, p*1024o 
MacBeanq iýpoýi'Instpýýilitý and Economic-Developmentj P-40- 

Jo-Pincus, Trade, 
_Aid 

and-Development; 'th6 Rich and Poor 
Nationss Council on Foreign Relations/Atlantic Policy 
Studiesp McGraw-Hill, 1967s pp, 252-254- 

2macBean, Expo - rt Instability I and Economic Development, P-41- 

3Coppooks International Economic Instabilityp P-33- 
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grounds thatj since the overall indices depend on the time patterns 

of changes in earnings from individual productsq the degree of 

instability for a broad group may be reduced if the time patterns of 

changes in proceeds from individual products are such that they 

offset one another and vice versa, -The instability indices 

constructed, for individual commodities revealed that some primary 

products were more unstable than some manufactured goods but, alsol 

that some primary products exhibited less instability than some 

manufactured goods., 

Coppock I then examined the instability indices of export 

earnings both for developing countries and for developed countries 

and he found that the ranges of instability indicesfor the 

countries of Africa and Asia were much wider than, and began with 

higher values than, the range of, the indices for the developed 

countries of, Europe and North America* Despite the inconclusive 

nature of the evidence concerning the instability of export earnings 

from individual primary products and from individual manufacturing 

productsy the evidence on, total export earnings for individual 

countries does suggest that the developing countries of Africa and 

Asia experienced greater export instability than the developed 

countries of North America and Europe* 

Whereas Coppock was concerned with the instability of world 

trade in, different types of commodities MacBean2 examined the 

association between the proportion of a country's exports composed 

of primary products and. the degree of export instability experienced. 

'Ibidep 
P-51- 

2MacBeany Ex2ort Inst . 
ab'ility and Econom I ic Devel I opmen tv 

pp-39-40., 
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Cross-se'otional . co rrelatio .n analysis of this relationship're'vealed 

that very littleg if anyl of the variation between countries' export 

instability can L be explained by the"r'a*tio' of primary exports to total 

exports. 

These results suggest thatj although the proceeds from primary 

products are notinecessarily more-unstable than proceeds from 

manufactured'goods, the primary-producing countries experience 

greater instability of export earnings than countries exporting 

manufactured goods, but that differences among the developing 

countries in terms of the degree of export instability cannot be 

explained by difference's in the proportion of primary products to 

total exportse -' 

Another characteristic of the exports of the developing 

countries frequently advanced as an explanation of the instability 

of export earnings is the concentration on the export of a narrow 

range of primary co=oditiess It has been- argued by MaCB8an that: 

A priorip"it seems reasonable to expect that specialisation on a 
limited range of goods should make for instability - on the 
grounds that'it is always risky to put all one's eggs in a single 
basket* Concentration on a few products reduces a country's 
chances' of having fluctuations in one direction in some of its 

exports offset or amlliorated by counter-fluctuations or 
stability in, otherse 

Ekich interrelationships among products have also been discussed 

by Massell who argues that: 

The instability of total-export receipts depends'not only on the 
instability, of individual itemsp but also on the correlation 
between receipts from different pairs of goods* Receipts from 
goods that are affected by-similar market forces will tend to 
move together. Receipts from items that are dissimilar may 
fluctuate independently* In some cases fluctuations in receipts 
from different goods may even offset each other *.. A country 
with a large share of its exports derived from a single good or 

'MacBeany Export Instability and E'cono'mic Developme - ntp P-41- 
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from several.. closely related goods will tend to experience 
greater instýbility than a country with a widely diversified 
export baseo t 

It follows, thereforej that a country's total export receipts 

will tend to be-more stable, the more diversified are its exportst 

i. eo the larger the number of goods it exports, the more evenly its 

% resources are spread over the different goods, and the more dis- 

similar these products are. 

The hypothesis that commodity concentration leads to 

instability in the export earnings of the developing countries has 

been tested by'various authors. In attempting to explain the 

instability of export earnings Coppock. used nearly forty independent 

variables- one of which was an index of commodity concentration, and 

the results of Coppockts multiple, correlation analysis, indicatecl 

that commodity concentration was not a significant explanatory 

variable. M. Michaely'B principal concern was not with the 

relationship between commodity concentration and fluctuations in 

export earnings but with the relationship between commodity 

concentration and fluctuations in export prices. He found that 

fluctuations in prices were positively correlated with concentration 

of exports and with the primarv-product ratiog taking each 

independent variable separately. On. the basis of partial correlation 

analysis, however, Michaely concluded that the simple relationship 

between export instability and the primary-product ratio was "solely 

due to the strong association between commodity concentration and 
2 

the extent of specialisation in primary goods" 

Massellp American Economic Review, September 1970P p. 622. 

ý1. Michaelyp Concentration in International' 
- 
'Tr-ade, 'Contributions 

to Economic Analysisl North Hollandp Amsterdamp 199-29ii. 6-18. 
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Using partial correlation analysis, Massell arrived at results 

which indicated a positive but insignificant correlation between 

fluctuations in export proceeds and co=odity concentration and he 

concluded that "it, is clear that the relationship between instability 

of export earnings and concentration of exports is a tenuous one 

indeed". ' This conclusion was reached also by MacBean whose correlation 

coefficients suggested very little or no effect on the stability of 

export earnings of co=odity concentration. MacBean noted the 

similarity in the results obtained by the different authors and he 

concluded thats 

All the correlation analysis yielded roughly the same answer of 
a very weak$ if any, association between co=odity concentration 
and export fluctuationse Since none of the samples is quite 
identical to another$ the possibility that the results are 
seriously distorted by the presence of a few countrie2 whose 
concentration ratio is incorrect is relatively small* 

The third form of concentration which is often profferred as an 

explanation of export instability is geographic concentration. 

Geographic concentration relates to the concentration of the exports 

of the developing countries on a narrow group of developed countries. 

According to MacBean: 

Underdeveloped countries generally have particular trade ties 
with individual rich countries or groups* The exports of most 
Latin American countries are directed largely to the United 
Statest those of the French'Franc Area go mainly to Franceq 
while most Sterling Area primary exporters sell the bulk of 
their exports in Britain and Western Europe* Once again this may 
be thought risky, as placing too many eggs in one basket* 
Fluctuations in demand in one region could be offset by contrary 
changes in demand in an3ther consuming country if exports were 
regionally diversified. 

I B. F. Massell, Export Concentration and Fluctuationsin Export 
Earningst'A Cross-Section Analysis, American Economic Reviewq Vol. 
Liv, 1964s p. 61. 

2ýacBeanj kxporfln'st'ability and Economic - Developments P-43. 
31bid., 

P-44- 
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; Aassell agrees wjýh, thjs views 

High geographic concentration is likely to, imply greater7,., - ý- 
dependence on economic conditions in one or a few countries* 
Fluctuations in demand-in any recipient country yvill then have 
a more pronounced effect on receipts of the exportijg country than 
if receipts were more diversified, among recipients* 

UacBean tested the validity-of this, theory and concluded that: 

Statistical analysis fails to substantiate the theory* The 
correlation coefficients for association between export 
instability and geographic concentration-of export, destination- 
are actually negative, and none is significant oo These 

. correlations indicate. -somes7, though rather weak, tendency for 
geographical concentration to be associat2d with less rather 
than. more instability of, export-proceedso 

I Coppock3 and-Mai3sell4-,. also, tested, this theory and produced- 

findings. similar to those of,.. MacBeane "All their results", MacBean 

argues, "show -that if any association exists ýetween geographical, 

concentration andýexport fluctuations itlis negativet, 
5. In a-laterý 

study Massell 
6 

found that geographic concentration was unimportant 

as an explanatory variable of, but not negatively related to, export 

instability* 

The empirical evidence concerning both commodity concentration 

and geographic concentration seems to be heavi2, y, weighted against 

the acceptance of either form of concentration as a significant 

variable, in explaining the, instability of export earningse, -In only 

one of, the,, five studies cited concerning, commodity concentration was 

Massell, American Economic Review, 1970t p. 622* 

2MacBean', Export Instability and Ec5nomic Developmentl P-44- 
3Coppockp , International . Economic InstabiliýZj P-105- 

, 4Uassells American Ec , onomic Revi . ew, Pe64- 

5 Ibidel P-44- 
6 Massellp American Economic Revie'W, p 1970P p. 628. 
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such concentration significantly related to export instability* 

Geographic concentration was not significantly related to instability 

in any of the'studies cited. 

The observations made above-concerning'the importance of trade 

to the, developing countriesj-'the effects of the instability of export 

earnings on the economies of the developing*countries and the causes 

of export instability are of a general nature*' Consequently, if, one 

is concerned with the instability of export earnings in one 

particular economy during'a given period of time'there is no reason 

to suspect that all of'these generalisations are relevant to that 

particular econom7* This thesis sets-out to examine the instability 

of Ethiopian export earnings during-the years-1962 to 1970 and the 

subject matter involves a consideration of the relative,, importance of 

the factors'responsible for the instability of export earnings during 

this period. 

As was argued earlierp in general termss the instability of 

export earnings can only be regarded as a matter of importance if it 

can be shown that such instability has had some impact on the 

economy* Again, howevers this is not to say that the Ethiopian 

economy must have been subjected to all of the effects enumerated 

above before the instability of export earnings is regarded as a 

problem* It may be that only one or two of the above effects have 

manifested themselves on the Ethiopian economyp but that these 

effects have been sufficiently great to justify concern* Similarly, 

there is no reason to suggest that all of the potential causes of 

export fluctuations have been in operation in the Ethiopian case 

during the period under review* One particular country may find that 

its earnings from exports have been unstable but that only some of 
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the above causes have been responsible for the instability 

exhibited. 

The time perioct chosen covers the years 1962 to 19709 The 

choice of 1962 as the initial year was dictated by the fact that any 

examination of the faotors, responsible for the instability-of 

Ethiopian export earnings, would require recourse to international 

data consistent with the data for Ethiopian exports published by the 

Customs Office of the Ministry of, Finance. ýSuch data is available 

only from the Standard International Trade Classification (SITC) 

published in the Commodity Trade Statistics of the United Nationsp 

which was revised. in 1962, and on which the Ethiopian International 

Trade Classification (EITC) is based* The terminal year, 19701 was 

determined by the availability of the latest United Nations 

Commodity Trade Statistics* 
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CMUYITER TWO 

The first chapter presented statistical evidence on the degree 

of instability in export proceeds from primary products and discussed 

the implications for the economies of the developing countries of 

fluctuations in export earnings* It was argued, in very general 

termal that export instability tended to have damaging effects on the 

economies of these countries and the principal concern of this 

chapter is the specific issue of establishing whether the instability 

of export earnings has adversely affected the Ethiopian economys 

This chapter may be divided conveniently into four sections, The 

first section examines briefly the Ethiopian setting. The second 

section involves a comparison of the degree of instability of 

total Ethiopian export earnings with the degree of instability in the 

export earnings of other African countries* The third section 

examines the impact of export fluctuations on the Ethiopian economy 

and the final section is concerned with determining the instability 

indices for export proceeds from individual commodities and with 

breaking these indices down into instability indices for unit export 

(fob) prices and quantities exported@ 

1. The Ethiopian tti'ngo 

The accession of Emperor Tewodros in 1855 is customarily held 

to mark the emergence of modern Ethiopia. The significance of this 

period is that it witnessed the reconquest$ occupation and 

consolidation of much of those territories now comprising the Empire 

and the simultaneous expansion of the influence of the ruling tribe, 

I The discussion in this section refers to the situation up to 
February 1974- 
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the Amhara, over a range of diverse ethnic groupse 

The modern Ethiopian nation was the creation of the Amhara* 

Although in numbers the Amhara probably represent only something of 

the order of one-quarter of the total population, their dominance is 

to be measured in political and cultural terms. 

On the political side it is manifest in the perpetuation of the 
Amhara monarchy and the preponderance of Amhara in top political 
offices* On the cultural side it appears in the spread of 
Amhara customs throughout the Empire by officialep soldiers, 
settlers and teachers and in the continuous Ambarisation of the 
peoples of the Empire through the required use of Amharic in 
schools and government offices and through the substitution of 
Amharic names for indigenous place-names in many parts of the 
country* If the national institutions and culture of Ethiopia 2 
are essentially Abyssinian, more particularly they are Amharao 

The social and political structure imposed by the Amhara has 

had certain implications for the process of modernisation and growth* 

The system was based on 

a pyramidal hierarchy of multiples of asymmetrical dyadic 
relations between lord and vassal. The dyadic bond consists of 
the right of the vassal to be given protection and tenure to 
part of this lord's land in return for his obligation to render 
economict military and other support to the lord, The vassal in 
one dyad may in turn be the lord in anoýher dyad because he may 
subinfeudate the land he holds in feud. 

At the apex of the pyramid has been the Imperial family* 

Immediately below were the members of the nobility and, reflecting the 

significance of religion in Amhara lifel the leading members of the 

clergyo Moving further down the pyramid, one can then identify the 

provincial administrators, the local landowners and administrators and 

I For an outline of the various ethnio groups within Ethiopia see 
Ito L. Hess, Ethiopiag TheLlodernisation of Autocracyq Cornell University 
Press, 1970P PP-1-75- 

2D. N. Levineq Wax and Golds Tradition afid Innovation in Ethic 
Culturej University of Chicago Press, 1965, pp. 2-3- 

'ýF. 0. Gamst, Pe 
' 
asantries and Eliteswithout Urbanism: the 

Civilisation of Ethiopiaq Comparative Studies in Society and History-9 
19709 Vol- 129 No- 49 PP-373-392. 
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at the base the tenant farmers and agricultural workers. This 

hieýarcby tended to be extremely rigid with its vertical 

organisation being determined by economic power as defined by land 

ownership and rights to land use. Although Ethiopia has an extremely 

complex land tenure system with numerous variants of different types 

of tenure operating within even limited geographic areasp one can 

enumerate certain basic elements in the system. 

The Ethiopian Government is a major land-owner and distributes 

land in various forms including maderia, mengistp gebretel) hudad and 

weregenu tenure* 1 Maderia, is land granted by the Government to 

employees in lieu of salary or as a pension for the period of office 

or for life* Maderia landholders are exempted from paý, ing land tax 

and may not transfer their rights of possession by sale, gift or 

inheritance* All land the titles to which are registered in the name 

of the Government are known as mengist land. In addition to the use 

made of mengist lands by various government agencies, the Government 

rents part of this land on long-term concession leases to private 

companies, both Ethiopian and foreign* The remainder of the mengist 

land is either vacant or leased to tenants. Gebretel land comprises 

land taken over by the Government on the failure of the owner to pay 

land taxes. The delinquent tax-payer may reclaim his land, howeverv 

on payment of double the amount of tax due, unless the land has already 

been granted to another party, Hudad and weregenu tenures were directly 

linked to the Imperial Palace and have been used for the production 

of the agricultural requirements of the Palace. 

IA 
good outline of government land tenure systems is found in 

J. M. Cohen, Ethiopia After Haile Sellassies The Government Land 
Factorg African Affaira', October 1973Y pp-365-382. 
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Communal ownership of land is restricted to the northern 

provinces of Eritreas Tigres Begemdir and Gojjam and to some 

districts in Wollo and Northern Shoao Under this system individuals 

own rights to land either by inheritance through the extended family 

system or by residence in the community to which the land belongso 

The nature of the extended family system is such that individuals may 

be able to claim land rights in various localities and differences in 

practice among different areas mean that these rights may be 

inherited through either parent in some regions, but only through 

the male line in otherso Rights to land under village tenure may 

be obtained by permanent residence or descent. Land automatically 

reverts to the co=unity when a family leaves the villages Under 

both systems no individual may sell or mortgage communal landl but 

he may lease the land to tenants and each child receives an ea-flal 

share of the inherited land. 

During the territorial expansion in the second part of the 

nineteenth century 
I the types of tenure involving individual and 

institutional rights to land prevalent in the central provinces 

were extended to the southern parts of the Empiree 2 This was done 

by dividing land among soldiers, clergy and local noblemen, there 

groups receiving land under rist, semon and siso tenure respectively. 

Rist and siso tenure involve inalienable, inheritable rights to land. 

I The expansion into the southern provinces during this period is 
discussed in Hess, Ethiopiat The Modernisation of Autocracy, Chapter 

2Individual 
and institutional rights in land are discussed in 

A. 116bens Social Anthropology and Development Planning in Ethiopial 
journal of Modern African Studiesy 1972, Vol. 10P No-ý 4Y pp. 5_647-ý82. 
and in. P. Gilkes, T Dying Liont Feudalism and Modernisation in 
Ethio2la, Julian Friedmann, Londonp 1975, pp-101-137- 
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Semon Is the major type of church tenure and differs from rist in 

that revenues from land taxess agricultural income taxesp health 

taxes and education taxes accrue to the church and not the 

Government. The purposes of granting semon tenure were to provide 

income for the church and to ensurey therebys its continuing support 

for the political regime* This latter purpose of generating 

political support also underlay the granting of land under riot gult 

and gult tenure& 

Riot gult tenure was given to members of the rotal elite as a 

reward for their services or to religious institutions, The 

individual or institution could then exact taxes from and-had admin- 

istrative and judicial authority over those cultivating the land* 

Although conceptually distincts rist gult and rist tenure may be 

complementary* Thus, a single estate of rist gult land may be held 

in rist by other farmers and rist tenure holders may be required to 

provide labour for the rist gult holder* While rist gult-given to an 

individual is inheritablep that of the church passes not to heirs but 

to successors in office* Gult differs from rist gult in that it is 

usually given to an important provincial governor, in lieu of salary 

and is non-inheritablee 
1 

Common to these various types of landholding is the ability to 

subinfeudate and it appears that-the majority of the rural population 

are tenant farmers working on very small holdings estimated to cover 

only 3 hectares on averageo 
2 

Data obtained in sample surveys of the 

i In-practice, howeverp emperors have often been unable to 
prevent inheritance* See Gilkest The Dying Lion ... It 

PP-107-108- 

2 Assefa Bequele and Eshetu. Chole, A Profile of the 
- 
'mthiopian 

Economyq Oxford University Press, Nairobij 1969Y P-42. 
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Central Statistical office and the Ministry of Land Reform and 

Administration throw some light on the terms and conditions of lease 

arrangements* 
1 

In summary, these data show that the tenancy system 

operates with the following characteristical tenants have no security 

against either eviction or unilateral changes in terms and conditionsi 

in the event of eviction tenants cannot expect compensationj and 

tenants must pay up to 75% of total output as rents Conditions such 

as these would clearly tend to militate against efforts by the tenant 

farmer to innovate and to increase productions Moreover, the impact 

of these conditions is reinforced by certain "non-economic? ' factors 

affecting the attitudes of peasant farmers towards change and 

innovationo 

E. Hagen has argued that innovation and change occur more 

rapidly in societies which hold that the natural environment is 

capable of rational manipulation by man to his own ends. 
2 In direct 

contrast, the anti-intellectual attitude of the Ethiopian clergy has 

meant a negative view of experimentation with ideas and the - Ethiopian 

peasant's reliSiously-induced conservatism prevents him from attempting 

to alter his environment through scientific examination and investigation. 3 

The will of God is considered to be the prime determinant of one's fate 

and the outcome, it is be; ievedj cannot be influenced by one's own 

1 Central Statistical Officey Provincial Reports, N ation al 
SampleSurveyq First Round, 1966-68, 

_Minis ' 
try of Land Reform and 

Administration, The Major Features of the Prevailing Land Tenure 
System in Ethiopia, 

_Vol. 
1,1 The Compilation of the General Land Tenure 

Survey Reports of Ten Non-Communal Provinces,, 
_ 
pot-ober 1,9_7.1. and 

Llinistry of Land Refo. rmand Administration, A Preliminary Study of 
Landlord-Tenant Relationships in Ada Woredal September 1970- 

2ý. Hagen, The Theory of Social Cha nAe 
., _, 

R. D. Irwin, New York, 1962. 
3See Levine, Wax and Gold PP-55-95 for a fuller discussion 

of factors influencing attitudes to-wards innovation. 
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efforts. Indeed$ any attempt at understanding the natural environment 

is thought to impinge on the mysteries of the Diety and to tempt the 

invocation of Divine anger. Yoreovers it is believed that mants - 

presence on earth is simply a transient, preparatory stage for life 

after death and that the greater has been the degree of secular 

poverty endured, the higher will be the heavenly rewards* 

In addition to feeling that his actions can have no impact on his 

fate, the peasant tends to regard innovation and change as immoralo 

Reverence for onets forefathers is a crucial principle in the Amhara 

cultureo Innovation causing, a departure from the way in which things 

were done traditionally involves an unacceptable implied criticism of 

one's predecessors. A further constraint on innovation arises from a 

"disdain for puttering about with onets hands - doing anything, that 

is, similar to the activities of the socially dejected artisans and 

slaves"',, Hences "the peasant retains the same rudimentary tools for 

wresting a subsistence from nature that he has used for millenias and 

searches about the woods for a properly shaped piece of wood rather 

112 than improve his art of carpentry 

D., N, Levine 6utlines two factors of special significance in 

accounting for the peasantts unwillingness to draw upon experience 

and insight to reshape customs 

One is the fact that the primary medium for the elaboration and 
dissemination of such ideas - the written word - *. * had almost 
never been employed as a medium for promulgating new ideas or 
discussing contemporary problems. Another feature of Amhara 
culture that helps to account for the mental inertia of the 
peasantry is its emphasis on the value of deference and obedience 
to authority* The Amhara typically rely on legitimate authority 
figures to define appropriate responses to new situations, and 

'Ibid-s 
P-87- 

21bid. 
j P-87o 
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regard the delegation of powers as a diminution of the status of such 
authorities* The peasant has thus refrained from initiating changes 
in the public domain because the prerogative of taking initiatiye is 
generally reserved to ecclesiastical and political authorities. 

Not only do these factors limit the possibilities for irmovation, but 

beliefs about the individual self lead to practices which influence 

directly the productivity of the peasant farmer. Man is believed to be 

naturally aggressive and sinful and the question of subduing mants 

potential for aggression is a recurrent issue in Amhara life. Istrict 

regime of prayer and fasting is regarded as being the most effective means 

of cohtrolling aggression and lust and it is this rationale which explaina 

the numarous fasts and religious holidays, There are about two hundred 

and fifty fasting days each year and of these about one hundred and eighty 

are almost obligatory for all* 
2 

The physical weakness caused by such 

fasting must have a detrimental effect on productivity. 

It is this setting of cultural and religious values and land tenure 

arrangements with their implications for innovation and productivity 

which one must bear in mind when considering the question of export 

instability in Ethiopia* 

2, The Instability ýf Total Export Earnings. 

Before turning directly to an examination of the degree of instability 

a 

of Ethiopian export earnings relative to the degree of instability of 

total export earnings experienced by other African countries, one must 

consider the method employed to measure export fluctuations. The index 

of export instability used here and throughout the rest of this chapter 

is based on the annual fluctuations around the trend of export earningag 

since, as Vassell points outs 

The observable changes over time in the value of exports result 
from the interaction of a variety of market forces, both on the 

Ibid. p pp. 87-88* 

2 Assefa Bequele and Eshetu Chole, A Profile of the Ethiopian 

EconoMY9 polle, E 
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supply and the demand sides. It is an arbitraryp but neverthe- less convenient, procedure to distinguish between long-run 
forces, which can be said to determine the trendy and short-run forcesq which can be viewed as determining fluctuations around 
the trend* If a measure of instability is used which does not distinguish between the two sets of forcess then a country with 
a rapid secular increase (or decrease) in its export earnings 
will exhibit greater instability týan a country whose export 
earnings are secularly unchanging* 

It is more appropriate, thereforeq to construct an index of 

instability based on annual fluctuations around the trend than one 

based on fluctuations from the mean. One may beging therefores by 

fitting a trend line to export earnings expressed as a function of 

time and then measuring the deviations from the estimated trend* 

This may be done using an equation of the form 28 

t-a+ bt 

where Z= export earningal 

t0 time, 

and where the coefficients a and b can be estimated by means of least 

squares regression for the value of n giving the lowest standard 

error. 

This relationship is of a more general form than the simple, 

linear regression equation employed by Wassellp and is preferred 

since the trend-corrected measure of instability should be based on 

the results of the equation form which fits the observed data more 

closely. The usep for instancej of a linear trend in a situation 

where the observations follow a non-linear trend would overestimate 

the deviations from the trend and, thusp the index of instability* 

'Lrassell, American Economic Re-viewl 1964Y P-48- 
2 This equation form is used also in Section 3 below where the 

concern is with measuring fluctuations in prices and quantities 
traded. it is used also to calculate deviations from the trend in 
Chapter Four which is concerned with concentration in trade and 
export fluctuationso 
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The standard error of estimate measures the dispersion of 

observed values of exports about the regression line as a standard 

deviation and the trend-corrected index of instability is the 

standard error of estimate (i. e. the square root of the unexplained 

variance) divided by,., the mean of the observations. Thus: 

L( 
ýuu -)ý2 

t 

-Fn 

2 

where Uta Zt - (a b-t), 

nm the n=ber of years in the series 

and 2- 
Iz 

n 

This measurel the "normalised standard errorltj is independent of the 

overall level or the rate of growth of a country's exports, 

Indices of instability for total export earnings were computed 

for a sample of twenty developing African countriesq chosen randomly 

from the ECA Statistical Yearbook, and the results are presented in 

Table I* The countries are ranked in Table 1 according to their 

instability indices and Ethiopia lies. just below the middle of thd 

table. Ethiopiats index is greater than the index for Total 

Developing Africa but the latter index will be influenced by the 

weights of individual countries in the total export earnings of the 

developing countries of Africa* Those countries in the sample with 

the greater weightsp i. ee Libya, Nigeria and the U. A. R., are ranked 

in the lower part of the table, The export earnings of those three 

countries comprised about 35%, of export earnings for Total, 

Developing Africa in 1970 and their low instability indices must 

v 

tend to lower the value of the aggregate index. 
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TABLE I 

INSTABILITY INDICES OF TOTAL EXPORT EARNINGS 
FOR SOME AFRICAN COUNTRIES9 1962-1970 

Country Instability 
Index 

Niger 0-1780 

Ghana 0.1279 

Sierra Leone 0.1232 

Gabon 0-1177 

Togo 0-1058 

Sudan 0-1017 

Uganda 0-0915 

Chad 0.0911 

Madagascar 0.0855 

Reunion 0-0774 

Tanzania 0-0771 

Senegal 0.0755 

Ethiopia 0.0707 

U. A. R* 0.0682 

Liberia 0-0589 

Nigeria 0-0578 

Kenya 0.0487 

Tunisia 0-0436 

Angola 0.0120 

Libya oxi18 

Total Developing Africa 0.0565 

The index for Ethiopia was calculated from data in 
Table 3 below. The data from which the indices for the 
other countries were calculated are presented in Table I of 
the Statistical Appendix* 
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The ranking of countries according to their instability indices 

does not provide any, indication of the relative severity of the, 

impact of export instability in different countries* Differences in 

economic structure among the developing countries will cause the 

impact of a given degree of export instability to vary from country 

to country. Thusp although Ethiopia is ranked thirteenth out of 

twenty countries ordered according to their instability inaicest 

this does not mean that the question of export instability is a less 

crucial issue in Ethiopia than in the twelve countries with higher 

instability indices. 

The only countries in Table I for which individual case 

studies are available are Uganda and Tanzania and both of these 

countries have higher indices of export instability than_Ethiopia* 

The case studies for Uganda and Tanzania were carried out by VracBean 

along with case studies for Puerto Ricol_Chile and Pakistan, For 

each of these five countries MaeBean examined the consequences for 

the rate of economic growth of fluctuations in export earnings and 

his conclusions about the impact of export instability contradicted 

the conventional wisdom that export fluctuations are detrimental to 

the economic growth of the developing countries* MacBeants 

conclusions should. not be constXuedp however, as having established. 

that the question of instability-is unimportant. Indeedp MacBean's 

analysis has not been without criticismo 

A. Maizels 
2 has criticised Ma6Bean's work on several counts. 

Maizels began his critical appraisal of MacBean's work by arguing 

MacBeanj Export Instability and Economic Growthp PP-131-203- 
2 A, Maizelsp Book Reviews, Americ'an' Eco'n-omic Reviews Vol. 589 

19689 pp-575-580- 
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that MacBean's statistical analysis was unconvincing and that the 

statistical tests employed were not statistically meaningful* These 

observations led Maizels to the conclusions that "the statistical 

evidence adduced appears to be in direct contradiction with the 

authorts conclusions" 
I 

and that the data presented by MacBean "would 

seem to support the view that short-term variations in national 

income in many, probably the majority, of developing countries are 
2 

associated with variations in those countriesl export proceeds" 

Turning to the limitations of the data used by MacBeanj Maizels 

makes two basic criticisms. Firstlyq he points out that it is vital 

to base any analysis on time series data which is comparable and 

correctly articulated. MacBean's unsatisfactory articulation of 

data could, Maizels maintainsp influence the results of the 

regression analysis* Secondly, Maizels contends that there is a 

difficulty created by including in the regression analysis every 

possible country for which data can be obtained or estimated* 'Torý 

a few countriesp some of the variables appear so abnorm 1 as to raise 

doubts about their accuracyj alternatively, if they are accurate, 

they would seem to constitute special cases which could reasonably 

be excluded. 1ý3 Finallyl Maizels argues that it. is unwise to draw 

conclusions from cross-country comparisons since such comparisons 

involve the implicit assumption that there is a, singlep unique 

relationship between a given degree of fluctuations in exports and 

and the resultant growth rate of GNP for all countries* The 

I Ibidep P-576. 
2Ibido, P-577. 
3Iýid-j P-579. 
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diversity of economic conditions make it unlikely, however, that such 

a relationship existse Despite these criticisms IlacBeants work has 

established the need for case studies of individual countries to 

determine the extent to which particular countries are affected by 

export instability and the following section is concerned with the 

impact of the instability of export earnings on the Ethiopian 

econom, y. 

3* The Impact of the Instability of Export Earnings on the Ethiopian 

Economy* 

The videly accepted theory explaining the consequences of export 

fluctuations on the domestic economy focusses attention on the 

impact of such fluctuations on the macroeconomic variables, gross 

domestic expenditure, private consumption expenditure, government 

consumption expenditurep investment expenditure and imports. The 

procedure adopted in this section is to examine the relationships for 

Ethiopia between export fluctuations and those variables which form 

the basis of the Keynesian model* No attempt will be made to 

establish whether fluctuations in export earnings lead to changes in 

employment since, as is the case in other developing countrieso 

detailed estimates of employment and unemployment are not available 

for Ethiopia., In addition, the absence of data on prices rules out 

the possibility that one may investigate the relationship between 

export fluctuations and the domestic price level. 

The impact on the economies of the developing countries of any 

change in'export earnings is usually. assumed to result from the 

foreign-trade orientation of*these countries. The ratio of export 

earnings to GDP. at market prices is a commonly used index of a 
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country's foreign-trade orientation and the following table, Table 21 

expresses Ethiopian exports as a percentage of total GDP and as a 

percentage of monetary GDP for the years 1962-1969. 

TABLE 2 

THE PERCENTAGE RATIOS OF EXPORT EARNINGS TO TOTAL GDP 
AND TO MONETARY GDP FOR ETHIOPIAl 1962-1969 

1962 1963 1964 1965 1966 1967 1968 1969 

Export Earnings as 8.1 8-7 9.2 8.8 9.2 7-8 8.1 7.6 % of Total GDP 

Export Earnings as 
% of monetary GDP 17.3 18.1 18-5 17-3 14.6 13-3 14-8 13-8 

Calculated from data in the Statis . ti . cal Abstract, Central 
Statistical Officeo Imperial Ethiopian Government: various issues. 

The percentages of export earnings to GDP and of export earnings 

to monetary GDP for Ethiopia are lower. than the corresponding ratios 

for most developing nations. A comparison of these proportions with 

the relevant data for Uganda and Tanzanial given by MacBeanq show 

that Ethiopiats foreign7trade orientation is much lower than that of 

either of these countriese MacBean found that from 1950-1961 export 

earnings accounted for approximately 30% of total GDP in Tanzania 1 

and approximately 27% of total GDP in Uganda 
2p 

while the ratio of 

export earnings to monetary GDP in Tanzaniawas approximately 45%- 

No estimate of this latter ratio was provided for-Uganda. In view, 

hOwevOry Of MaizGlst criticisms of MacBean's conclusions about the 

experiences of Tanzania and Uganda'and-his observation that a given 

degree of export instability, may vary in its impact from economy to 

llacBeanj Export Instability and Economic Development, P-151- 
2Ibid. 

j p-132. 
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economyt the low percentage ratios recorded, for Ethiopia do not 

exclude the possibility that the Ethiopian ecOnOmY is sensitive to 

fluctuations in export earnings. 

ý Data for Ethiopia on the macroeconomic variables which are 

conventionally thought to, be affected by export fluctuations are 

given in Tables 3,3a and 3b* Table 3a, which expresses expenditure 

on the various components of GNP as proportions of total expenditure 

on GNP, and Table 3b, which shows changes in the macroeconomic 

variablesp are derived directly from the data on GNP and its 

components in Table 3- 

From Table 3a one can see that private consumption expenditurep 

changes in which will be shown to have the highest correlation with 

changes in export earningsl comprised by far the largest percentage 

share of GNP. The lowest proportion of private consumption 

expenditure in GNP was 73% in 1967 and the highest percentage share 

was 78-1%, in 1962* Gross domestic fixed capital formation rose to 

its highest share of 14-5% of total GNP in 19689 while government 

consumption expenditure reached its highest proportion of 10-7% in 

'1967* The-relationships between changes in edch of these variables 

and changes in export earnings will be examined now in turn using 

the data in Table 3b. 

3a* The Relationship Between Changes in Export Earnings and gLan&es 

in Private Consumption Expenditure. 

It has been estimated that in Ethiopia 9201o of the total 

population live in rural areas' and almost all of the rural 

-11BEDl IDA, Growth and Prospects in Ethiopiaj Vol. 19 Main 
Pteportq Report Noe AE-91 Eastern Africa Department, September 27 
19701 P-1- 
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TABLE 

EXPENDITURE ON GNP AND ITS COMPMMTSp,, '1962-1970- 
Ethoý mnso 

1962 196 1964 1965 1966 1967 1968 1969 1970 

Expenditure on 
GNP at current 2525 2623-2972 3380 3576 3588 3807 4067 - 
market prices. 

Private 
consumption 1973 2009 2311 2577 2657 2620 2788 3145 
expenditure* 

Government 
consumption 173 256 283 336 376- 384 403 

-411 expenditure 

Gross domestic 
fixed capital . 308 312 353 400 448 511 544 500 
formationo 

imports 
a) Total 257 276 308 376 404 357 385 388 429 
b) Capital goods 96 104 120 163 172 143 148 -129 144 

Exports 196 219 259 283 269 250 '258 293 295 

- indicates not available. 

I The data on imports do not include the value of two commercial 
aeroplanes purchased by Ethiopian Airlines in 1968. The cost of 
these aeroplanes was excluded since the concern below is to consider 
the relationship between merchandise exports and imports and these 
aeroplanes were to be paid for not from "visible trade" earnings but 
out of the service earnings of, the airline* 
Sourcess Statistical Abstracts Central Statistical Office, Imperial 

Ethiopian Governmento various issues and 
Annual External Trade Statistibsy Central Statistical 
Office, Imperial Ethiopian Novernmentj various issued. 
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TABIE 3a 

COMPOMMS OF GNP 4S, PERCMITAGES OF TOT4 GIRI 1962-1969. 

1962 1963 1964 1965 1966 1967 1968 1969 

Expenditure on 
GNP at current 100.0 10060 10000 10000 100*0 10000 100*0 10000 
market priceso 

Private 
consumption 78-1 76.6 77-8 76*2 74-3 73-0 73.2 77-3 
expenditure* 

Goverment 
cons=ption 6.8 9-7 9-5 9-9 10-5 10-7 lo. 6 io. 1 
expenditure* 

Gross domestic 
fixed capital 12*2 11*9 11*8 11*8 12-5 14,2 14-5 12*2 
formation* 

Imports 10-1 10-5 10.3 11.1 11*2 9-9 1001 9-5 

Exports 7-7 8.3 8.7 8.3 7.5 6.9 6-7 7,2 

e 
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TABLE 3b 

CHANGES IN GNP AND ITS C014PONENTSS 1963-1970 
Ethoý mnse 

1963 1964 1965 1966 1967 1968 1969 1970 

Expenditure on 
GIIP at current 98 349 408 196 12 219 260 -- 
market prices. 

Private 
consumption 
expenditure* 

Government 
consumption 
expenditure. 

Gross domestic 
fixed capital 
formationo 

Imports 

a) Total 

b) Capital goods 

36 - 302', 266 `80 - -37 168 357 

83 '27 53 40 8 19 8 

4 41- 47 48 33 --44 

21 32 68 28 -47 28 3 41 
8 16 43 '9 -729 5 -19 15 

Exports 1 23 40 24 -14 -19 8 35 2 

indicates not available. 

I In order to test the possibil ity of lagged relationships between 
changes in export earnings and changes in the other variablesp it is 
useful to know also the changes in export earnings in earlier years* 
In 1961 and 1962 the changes in export earnings were Ethe; k mso and 
Eth*ý13 mns. respectively 
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population is engaged. in basically subsistence agriculture, producing 

crops for sale in excess of subsistence requirements, to meet their 

cash needs, 
" Among the agricultural producersq one would expect to'ý 

find that the incomes of those engaged in the production and sale, of 

products for export change with fluctuations in export proceeds and 

that these income changes will exert "multiplier" effects on the 

economy* Time series data on incomes in the agricultural sector are 

not available for Ethiopia butj if, following this Keynesian-type 

analysis, producers' incomes do fluctuate in sympathy with export 

earnings, one would anticipate parallel fluctuations in consumption 

expenditure* 

In the absence of time-series data on incomesq one may examine 

the relationship between export fluctuations and. changes in 

consumption expenditure in terms of the money supply* 
2 The mechanism 

by which export earnings influence consumption expenditure operates 

through the effects of export changes on changes in not foreign 

assets, whichy in turn, bring about changes in the money supply ando 

thus, changes in consumptiono 

The Annual Reports of the National Bank of Ethiopia make repeated. 

references to the importance of changes in the export sector on the 

money supply* Of the relationship between the external sector and 

the money supply, the general, point has been made that "variations in 

external reserves andq consequentlyl in money supply are mainly due 

to variations in export receipts,, 
3. With regard to specific years, 

I Ibid. j p*22* 
2 The money supply is defined here in its narrow sense and includes, 

therefore, only currencyAn circulation and the bank deposits held by 
the private sector* t 

-ýTational Bank of Ethiopial Second Annual Re I port, 19659 p. 18- 
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these Reports have argued that "in 1966 monetary expansion slowed 

down substantiallyg reflecting the unfavourable export situation 

which characterised the year"' and that "Just as in previous years, 

monetary developments in 1970 have closely been affected by external 

factors" 2# 
In addition, the IBRD reached the conclusion that "the 

main factor affecting changes in money supply is the movement in 

foreign assetsj, 
3. A detailed analysis of the determinants of the 

money supply by E, L. Furness has shown, however, thatj as far as 

year-to-year changes are concerned the bank deposits held by the 

private sector are unaffected by changes in foreign assets* The 

relationship is not so much between changes in net foreign assets 

and changes in money supply, thereforej as between changes in net 

foreign assets and changes in currency in circulation*4 ýConsequentlyj 

it is more appropriate to consider the effects of changes in net 

foreign assets on currency in circulation rather than on the money 

supply and changes in currency in circulation may be taken as a 

pro. V variable for changes in income. 

The table on the following pages Table 4v presents the year-to- 

year changes in those variables which, it is suggested$ are 

responsible for bringing about changes in consumption. Detailed 

monetary statistics are, available for Ethiopia only from 19639 

howeverl andq as the concern is with the effect of changes in these 

I National Bank of Ethiopia, Third Ann u al Reportq 19 6 69 pol3- 
2National Bank of Ethiopial Seventh Annual Reportq 19709 poll. 
31BED IDAj Growth and Prospects in I Ethiopia, Vol. 11 1970v P-19- 
4Eo L. Furnessj The Determination'of the . Volume of Money in 

Ethiopia, Occasional Economic Paper Noo II. Department of Economicsj 
Haile Sellassie I University, Addis Ababa$ January 1973, P-35- 
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variables, there must be a reduction at the beginning of the time 

period of two years. ' Using the data in Table 4v one may examine not 

only the proposition that export fluctuations lead to changes in 

consumption, but also the argument that this occurs as a result of 

changes in incomey which are indicated by changes in currency in 

circulation* 

TABLE 

CHANGES IN THE YEAR FOR EXPORTS9 NET FOREIGN ASSETSp CURRENCY 
IN CIRCULATION AND PRIVATE CoNSu=oN EXPENDITURE, 1964-.; 196 

Eth. 
7mnso 

1964 1965 1966 1967 1968 1969 

Export Earnings a 39 21 -14 -19 8 35 

Net Foreign Assets b 27 

Currency in Circulation b 30 

34 -8 -44 
8 10 

32 14 -17 
60 -37 Private Consumption Expenditure a 302 266 

aThese data are taken from Table 3b. 

IBRDI Growth andi'roSPeQtB in Ethi, opia', P-55- 

13 45 

168 357 

The correlation coefficients (r) and coefficients of determination 

(r 2 ), calculated using the data in Table 4, are given below. From 

these results one can see that the correlation coefficient between 

changes in exports and changes in consumption is 0.9651 and the 

corresponding coefficient of determination indicates that. 93% of 

changes iný. private consumption expenditure were associated with 

changes in exports. This result was found to be statistically 

significant, as were the correlation coefficients for the relation- 

ships involved in causing changes in currency in circulation and, 

thus, changes in consumption. Th'are-do seem to be, therefore, 
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Yx 

Changes in Changes in 
Private Exports 
Consumption 
Expenditure 

Changes in Changes In 
Net Fo. -eien Exports' 
Assets 

Changes in Cbanges in 
Currency in Net Foreign 
Circulation Assets 

Changes in Changes in 
Private Currency in 
Consumption Circulation 
Expenditure 

rT2 t-value Significance 
level M 

0.9651 0.9314 7-37 0-5 

0.8209 0.6738 2-87 5-0 

0-8483 0.7196 3*20 2.5 

o. 9634 0,9281 7.19 0-5 

strong grounds for asserting that there was a significant relation- 

ship between changes in exports and changes in private consumption 

expenditure over the-period* 

The IBRD has pointed out that GDP per capita in Ethiopia is low 

I "even by African standards"' and that "the material quality of life 

of the vast majority of Ethiopians is extremely poor by normally 

acceptecl standards" 
2. Although welfare judgements based on such 

'3 observations are fraught with difficulties 9 these observations do 

suggest that peasant farmers will suffer hardships when their cash 

earnings from the Production of crops for export decrease, and this 

proposition is supported by conclusions drawn from available 

evidence concerning farmerst behaviour* 

1 IBRD. IDAj Recent Economic Performance and Future Pros2ebts in 
Ethiopia, Vol* 1j. Main Reportj Report No* 9-ETI Eastern Africa Deptos 
Nov- 9 1972p p. 27-, GD. P per capita in Ethiopia in 1970 was US $76 
ioe. Eth-X170 (calculated at the 1970 exchange rate of US X1.00 - 
EthoX2-50)- 

2 Ibid*j p. 
_22. 

3See S. H. Frankel, Economic IMact on Underdeveloped Societiess 
Oxford, 1953, Chapter V. 
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Peasant famers in Ethiopia retain for their own consumption 

that part of their output which can be store& for use after the 

harvest and sell the remaindero The lack of on-farm storage 

facilities means, howeverg, that crops can be kept for only a short 

period of time and the cash income obtained from the sale of the 

surplus must be used to finance consumption during the period after 

retained crops have been consumed and before the next harvest* I The 

very close correspondence between changes4n currency in circulation, 

the proxy variable for income changesp and changes in consumption 

expenditure tend to support the view that producers do not hold back 

a cash reserve from periods of high income to support their 

consumption expenditure in years when their incomes fall* Moreover, 

evidence indicates that peasant farmers are permanently in debt to 

local money-lenders (the curb maricet), who are prepared to lend funds 

for consumption purposes 
2 

and any reduction in cash incomes, 

consequent upon a fall in export earninges will force peasants to 

rely further on these money-lenders* The state of permanent 

indebtedness to money-lenders suggests that farmerst incomes in 

periods of high export earnings are not sufficient to clear debts 

incurred in less favourable periods, but whether this means also that 

farmers still require to borrow from money-lenders in periods of high 

income is not known &xe to the lack of data on incomes and 

expendituree That evidence which is at hand tends to indicatep 

1 The question of storage facilities is discussed more fully in 
Chapter Threat Section 4a* 

2 The curb market is discussed in de. tail. in IBRD-'IDA, Recent 
Economic Perfomance and Puture'Prospeots in Ethiopdap. Vole IV, 
Institutional'Aspects of Private Sector Savings Mobilisation, 
January 159 1973* 
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however, that accumulated cash debt represents a high proportion of 

farmers' cash incomes* 

Evidence presented by the IBRD indicates thatl before the Chilalo 

Agricultural Development Unit Project was begun, the average cash debt 

of farmers in this area of Axassi was Ethegl 301 and another study 

found that in one of the richerl coffee-growing areas, Limuj the 

average cash debt was approximately Eth. 59 29 The significance of 

such indebtedness becomes clear when one compares these figures with the 

estimate of per capita consumption in the rural sector of the economy 

prepared by D. Luben and W. I. Abrahsm3 9 Luben and Abraham found that 

=al consumption was of the order of Eth. g98 and$ although they did not 

provide a breakdown of this figure into cash expenditure, and 

consumption in kind, they calculated that these components each 

accounted for 54 of consumption for the. country as a vhole4g While 

such a division probably underestimates consumption in kind in the 

rural areas, JtIB application to the data for the rural sector 

indicates that cash expýnditures equalled Etheý49, On the assumption 

that these expenditures were financed out of current income without 

recourse to borrowings this figure may be used as an estimate of 

averages rural cash income ands even allowing for the fact that 

,i IBED IDA, Recent Economic Performance and Future'Prospects in 
Ethioplas Vol* 111p Fiscal Policy and the AP-Ticultural Sector, 
june 15 973; P-31. 

2 The Limu Sample Survey, Ethiopian Economic Reviews No. 6) 
issued by the Imperial Ethiopian Government Ministry of Commerce and 
Industrys April 1963, p. 108. 

3D. Luben and W. 1. Abraham, An Analysis of Household 
Consumption in Ethiopia, Staff Report No. 

_jq 
Imperial Ethiopian 

Government Central Statistical Office, Addi .a 4babap Tanuary 1973. 
4nido, Tables 1 and 2, 
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incomes in the relatively richer districts of Chilalo and Limu were 

higher than average, it appears that accumulated debt is high 

relative to, and mayq in fact, exceed annual cash income. 

Despite widespread banking facilities II farmers are indebted to 

the curb market and not to the commercial banks and, although this 

may be attributable in part to the informality and speed of dealingt 

the principal reason is that borrowing by small farmers is for 

consumption purposes and would not qualify for loans from the 

commercial banks* 2 With interest rates as high as 200%, borrowed 

funds must tend to be used for consumption since sound investment 

opportunities, which would make borrowing at these usurous rates of 

interest profitable, are not available to peasant farmers* 3 

The effectq therefore, of shortfalls in export earnings andl 

hence, in, cash incomes is to further immiserise peasant farmers by 

increasing their dependence on loans from money-lenders at very high 

interest rates* 

3b. The Relationships Among Changes in Export Earnings, Changes in 

Imports-and Changes in Gross Domestic Fixed Capital Formation. 

Capital formation is an essential element in economic growth and 

deveýopment andf given an economic structure which is not geared to 

the production of the necessary capital goods, imported investment 

goods are of crucial importance. In this context the IBRD has pointed 

I The spread of banking facilities is discu 8s ed in A- ssef; 6 
-- Mehretul Diffusion of Banking in Ethiopiag Discussion Monograph No* 

G/One, Institute of Development Research, Haile Sellassie I 
Universityl 9 April 1973. 

2 IBRD IDAl Recent Economic Performance and Future Prospects in 
Ethiopia, Vol. IV, P-13. 

31nterest 
rates are discussed in Ibid. j P-3- 
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out that the basic constraint on the growth of the Ethiopian economy 

is the availability of foreign exchange to purchase essential 

imports ancl the importance of imports to the Ethiopian economy may 

be seen from Table 5 which gives data on imports byýend-use 

classification, and from Table, 5a, which presents the various end-use 

categories of imports, as percentages of total imports* If one 

defines Linderts concept of input imports to include not only capital 

goods but also raw materialss semi-finished products and fuelq these 
2 imports comprise approximatelY 70% on average of total imports., So 

defineds growth-related imports represent a high proportion of 

Ethiopian imports and capital goods alone account for approximately 

38% on average of total imports* 

The dependence of domestic invesýtment on imports of capital 

goods requires that there should be sufficient foreign currency 

receipts to finance the import constituent of capital formation an& 

the primary source -of these receipts is export earnings. Accepted 

theory holdst howeverp'that fluctuations in the availability I of 

foreign exchange will cause instability in imports of capital goods 

ands hence, instability in domestic capital formation and the 

following correlation coefficients indicate the nature of the 

association among these variables for Ethiopia. 

IBED IDAy Recent. Economic Performance and Future Prospects in 
Ethiopiat Vol* it 

, 
p-4- ..... ..... 

2This definition of input imports does not include that part of 
imports of consumer goods which. Linder would wish to define as 
incentive goodsp, due to the difficulty of identifying this component 
of imports., Identifying some proportion of consumer goods as 
incentive goods would increase the proportion of input imports in 
total imports. 
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TABLE 5 

IMPORTS BY END-USE CLASSIFICATION 1962-1970 

- 
Eth. ý mnse 

1962 1963 1964 1965 1966 1967 1968 1969 1970 

Raw materials 8-4 14-1 17-1 18*2 20.3 15.8 22-7 18-5 14.3 

Semi-finished 
products 35-5 38.6 43-9 48-1 55.6 61,1 73-4 65-3 84.3 

Fuel 23-1 19-3 23og 23.9 27.6 31.6 27.0 28*2 334 

Capital goods 95-9 104ol 119-7 163.1 172o3 143-4 148ol 129o3 1443 

Consumer goods qOo2 96o2 98o9 1184 123--7 103-3 98*1 137-5 152-3 

Miscellaneous 34 3.8 4.2 3-7 4.2 2.2 M 9o3 2ol 

Total 257.0,276.1 307.6 375-7 404*2 357-4 385.9 388-3 429-0 

TABLE 5a 

12-20RTS BY MM-USE CLASSInCATION AS PERCENTAGES, 
OF TOTAL IMORTS 1962-1970 

1962 1963 1964 1965 1966 1967 1968 1969 1970 

Raw materials 3-3 5-1 5.6 4-8 5-0 4-4 5-8 4.8 3-3 

Semi-finished 
products 13-8 14-0 " 14.3 12.8 13-8 17-1 19.0 16.8 19-7 

Fuel 9*0 7*0 7-8 6-4 6.8 8.8 6.9 7-3 7.9 

Capital goods 37-3 37-7 38-9 43-5 42-6 40-1 38-3 33-3 33-1 

Consumer goods 35-1 34-9 32.2 31-5 30.6 29#0 25.4 35-4 35*5 

miscellaneous 1-5 1-4 1-4 1.0 1.2 0.6 1-7 2-4 0-5 

TotaL 10000 10000 100*0 100.0 . 10000 100.0 10000 100.0 100.0 

Source: Annual External Trade Statistics, Central Statistical 
Officef Imperial Ethiopian Gove = entp various issues. 



y X r r2 

Changes in Changes in 0-7197 0-5179 
Total Imports Exports (t) 
(t+1) 

Changes in Changes in 0-7349. 0-5400 
Imports of Exports (t)- 
capital goods 
(t+1) 

Changes in Changes in 0-7688 0-5910 
Gross Exports (t)- 
Domestic 
Fixed 
Capital 
Formation 
(t+2) 

t-valuo 

-2-54 

2.65 

2.69 

69. 

Significance 
level (%) 

5oO 

5-0 

5-0 

The correlation coefficients'between changes in export earnings 

and changes in'total imports and between changes in export earnings 

and changes in imports of capital goods are statistically significant 

and the latter coefficient supports the argument that export 

fluctuations cause sympathetic changes in imports of investment 

goods. 'Moreover, the relationship between changes'in export earnings 

and changes in gross domestic fixed capital formation-was found also 

to be statistically-significanti indicating-that the impact of export 

instability on imports of capital goods was reflected in changes in 

domestic investment. The time lags associated with the relationships 

with export earnings differed, howeverg between imports of capital 

goods ancl-domestic capital formatione Export'earnings in time period 

t influenced importsý'of capital goods in time period t+I and capital 

formation in period t+2. The two-. year lag between exports and 

domestic investment-results from the one--year lag between export 

changes and their effects on capital goods imports and from the 

length of time it takes for imported capital goods to be put into, use 

and to be recorded in the national accounts as having become part of 
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the capital stock. 

The-relationship between export changes and changes'in total 

importap although statistically significantj was loosened to. some- 

degree, when compared with the relationship between changes in export 

earningsýand changes in consumptiong by allowing imports in time 

period t+I to iýcreaser, more rapidly thang Or to decline by less than, 

the change in export earnings in time period to As may be seen from 

Table imports behaved'in this way in each year of the period 

except 1967 and 1969* This meant that on average imports increased 

by more than export earnings and this could be achieved only by 

allowing the deficit on the visible trade balance and the domestic 

resource gap to widen over the period, 

The domestic resource gap may be defined as'the extent to which 

the level of imports of goods and services e. xceeas the maximum'level 

of exports of goods'and services, ioe. it equals the deficit . on goods 

and non-factor services'in the statement of the balance'of payments,, 

An alternative approach is to consider the'domestic resource gap as 
I 

the difference between investment requirements and domestic savings* 

Of these two approachesp that which is more useful in the Ethiopian 

context is the "trade gap" approach since the alternative suffers 

from two serious drawbacks* Firstlyt"as in many other developing 

countriess direct es , timates of savings are not available in Ethiopiae 

The only available estimates of gross domestic savings are those 

calculated by the IBRD by subtracting the resource gap, determined 

using the-11trade gap" approachs from gross domestic investment. 2 

I The equivalence of the two approaches to'the calculation of the 
resource gap is 

' 
discusseci in-UNCTAD, Mobilisation of Internal Resources 

and the Flow of External Assistancep Now Yorki TD/B/C* 374-0, Nov. 19670 

2IBED IDA$ Growth and Prospects in Ethiopia, Vol. 1, Statistical 
Appendixg Table 5. 
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This requires, howeverl that estimates of the resource gap and of 

gross, domestic investment are used to calculate gross domestic 

savings rather than, that gross domestic savings and gross domestic 

investment are employed to determine jointly the resource gape 

Secondly, the estimate of gross domestic investment is subject to a 

wide margin of error* The IBRD had the following to say of this- 

estimates 

The machinery component estimate is fairly well baseal although 
the assumptions used for adjustments are subject to considerable 
error* The estimates-of construction are very rough* There are 
no estimates for investments in stookip except for livestock; the 
figures are, in any casep very small. 

Data on the domestic resource gapq calculated from the "trade 

gap" approachs are presented in Table16 along with data on the 

visible trade balance and monetary movements. From. this table one 

can see that the resource gap is very strongly influenced by the 

visible trade balance in each year an4j thusq the widening-of-the. - 

visible.. t rade gap, caused by the more rapid growth of imports than of 

export earningsp was reflected in the domestio, resource gap* 

I TABLE 6 

DMMSTIC RESCURCE GAP9 VISIBLE TRADE BALANCE E 
, AND MONETARY MOVELWTSj 19 63-1970 

- Eth*ý mns. 

1963 1964 1965 1966 1967 1968 1969 1970 

Domestic Resource Gap -52 -30 -66 . -98 -77 -84 -30 -80 
Visible Trade Balance -57 -49 -93 -135 -107 -133 -93, -135 
Monetary Movements 

-3 -27 -34 4 
increase) 

44 -8 -11 42 

Bources"IBED IDA9 Rd 
Ethiopial Statistical 

E conomic' 
adixt Tal le 23o 

and Puture Pros 

p. 6. 
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In prinoiplei the' problem of the, videning of the resource gap 

may be resolved either by making use of foreign exchange reserves and/ 

or by obtaining credit from abroad* In practice, however, the 

concern with improving the low levels of foreign exchange reserves 

meant that the former solution was not available to the Ethiopian 

authorities as a regular policy measure and was used only in those 

years in which foreign capital inflows were insufficient to cover the 

resource gapg i. e. in 1967 and 1970 1* The reduction in foreign 

exchange reserves in these years may be seen from the data on 

monetary movements in Table 6* In the other years of the period the 

authorities relied upon inflows of foreign capital to finance the 

resource gaps The reliance on foreign capital inflows involves a 

cost to the economy, however, in terms of the interest payments which 

have to be made on these loans and, along with the repayment of the 

capital Bump these interest payments impose a charge on future export 

earnings* 

The National Bank has pointed. out that, although it is not 

possible to make estimates of private capital debt servicingg figures 

are available for, debt servicing- on.,. public, capital, from 1964* 
2 

Public capital-inflows are, in any cases as the National Bank, has 

indicated, the main source of finance for the resource gap and have 

become increasingly important over the period. 
3, The following tablet 

Table 71 presents data on the amortisation of and interest payments 

The relationship between capital inflows and external reserves 
is discussed in IBRD IDA, Recent Economic Performance and Puture 
Prospects in Ethiopia, Vol. Is pp-39-40. 

2ý 
ational. Bank of Ethiopias iourtý Annual Report, , 19679 P-14- 

'39ational B- ank of Ethiopiaq SIa: venth Annual Re2ortp 1270, p-41- 
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made on public capital inflows during the period 1964-1970 and these 

data show clearly the increasing burden of debt servicing* 

TABIE 

AMORTISATION AND IZTMST PAYLMTTS ON 
PUBLIC CAPITAL INFLOWSp 1964-1970 

M4 mns. 

1964 1965 1966 1967 1968 1969 1970 

Amortisation 13-7 16.2 21-5 26-4 31-0 34-8 41-1 

Interest Payments 7*9 8-3 10-3 12-5 14-3 17*1 17-3 

Total 21.6 24-5 31-8 38-9 45o3 51-9 58-4 

Total as % of Export 8-4% 8-5% 11-9% 15-4% 17-()', v' 17-4% 19-1% Earnings -- 

Sources National Bank of Ethiopial Seventh Annual Re2ortq 
_1970 P-41- 

A co=only used indicator of a countryts vulnerability to 

external clebt repayment requirements is the ratio of debt servicing 

to merchandise exports. The level of merchandise export earnings 

gives an indication of the country's capacity to release foreign 

exchange to meet its debt obligations and this is importantp as a 

matter of simple arithmaticp since there is a danger that these 

obligations may accumulate more rapidly than the expansion of a 

country's ability to repay such debts* From, the data in Table 7 one 

can see that debt servicing as a percentage of export earnings has 

been increasing over timej indicating an increasing drain on scarce 

foreign resources* 

It appearsp therefore, that changes in export earnings are the 

major determinant of changes in total imports and that the loosening 

of this relationship was achieved only by increasing the governmentts 

debt obligationso 
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3ce The RelationshiR Between Changes in Export Earnings and Changes 

in Gover=ent Consumption Expenditure. 

Conventional wisdom contends that export fluctuations cause 

parallel changes in government, consumption expenditure through the 

impact-of changes in export proceeds on public revenues and the basis 

for this contention is the assumption that changes in public revenues. 

result from the sensitivity to export fluctuations of revenue from 

different, sourcesp ioe. income taxation, domestic indirect taxation and 

taxes on foreign trade*. The evidence'for Ethiopia indicatesy . however, 

that government expenditure does not change in sympathy with export 

fluctuations. T 

The correlation coefficient between changes in Ethiopian export 

earnings and changes in government consumption expenditures calculated 

from the data in Table 3a, is 0-4868 with a coefficient of determination 

of 0.23699 The t-value of ID2458 associated with, this correlation 

coefficient is. insignificant at the 5% level and there is, therefores 

no evidence of a statistically significant relationship between changes 

in exports and changes in government expenditure. An explanation of 

the statistical insik; aificance of,, this, relationship may be provided by 

an examination of the extent to which export fluctuations lead to 

changes in-revenue from the three sources mentioned above. 

A recurrent theme of discussions of agricultural income taxation 

in Ethiopia concerns the small ana stagnant contribution of the 

agricultural sector to the budgete I This is largely a result of the 

'This 
-theme 

is evident throughout, the following publications: - 
JBRD IDA I Recent Economic Performance and Puture-Prospects in 
Ethiopiav Vol* . 11.1o 
iBRD IDA,, The Econo of Ethiopias Vol* IV, Tax Policy for 
Development, Report, Noo AF-60aj August 31 19679 and 
IBBD IDA, Economic Growth and Prospects in Ethiopia, Vol, V, Domestic 
Resources, Amex 91 September 27 1970- 
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fact that the, coverage of the tax system is far from complete within 

the basically subsistence sector of the economy and of the fact 

that, even where small farmers are subject to income taxationg the 

underassessment of tax payments is made possible by the system of 

tax assessment* Taxable income is computed as gross income minus 

land taxes paid minus rents payable in cash or in kind minus a 

deduction of one-third of gross income as production expensese 

Where farmers maintain accounts or recordal actual rather than 

estimated income is considered for tax purposes. 
I Ethiopian farmers 

do not tend to keep acoountsp however, and reliable information on 

output and prices is difficult to obtain. This leaves considerable 

scope for errors of judgement and abuse and these problems are 

compounded by the use of bribery to influence assessments* 
2 

in addition to the underassessment of taxations the non- 

collection of assessed taxes is substantial in the case of the 

agricultural income tax* Tax delinquency is such that in fiscal 

year 1970/71 EtheX5.8 mn. of assessed agricultural income taxes were 

not collected against a collection of only EtheX13.6 mn03 The 

laxity in the assessment and collection of agricultural income tax 

and the inadequate coverage of the system suggest, thereforep that 

revenues from this tax are not likely to change significantly in 

line with those cash incomes in the agricultural sector which are 

1 
The estimation of taxable agricultural income is discussed in 

depth in IBED IDA, Recent Economic Performance and Puture Prospects 
in Ethiopia, Vol* MY P-52*-- 

2jbid', 
P-58. This source indicates that, although normally 

associated with the richer landlords, bribery has been used by 
peasant farmers to influence their tax assessmentsoý 

31bid. 
ol p. 62. 

0 
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affected by export fluctuations. 

The effect on revenue from domestic indirect taxation of 

changes in export earnings depends upon the extent to which those 

disposable incomess which vary with export fluctuationss are spent 

on goods covered by-this form of taxation* Although data on 

consumption patterns are not available, it is known that in the past 

few years the Government has been considering the adaptation of the 

system of indirect. taxation to, make it more income elastic. 
I 

Evidence provided by the IBED provides adequate. justification for 

such adaptationo The IBRD found in 1970 that the relatively more 

elastic taxesp the. transaotions tax and the turnover tax on domestic 

output, represented only approximately 20% of revenue from domestic 

2 indirect taxationo Moreoverp no indirect taxes are levied on 

services* A further problem arises from the fact that taxes such as 

the transactions tax are difficult to administer "in the, Ethiopian 

pattern of small transactions by a large number of small traders'13 

andp consequentlyp when upward changes in incomes occur in, the rural 

areas, tax revenues are unlikely to increase. These observations 

indicate that, in all probability, changes in disposable incomes and 

expendituresp resulting, from export fluctuations, will have little 

effect on revenues from domestic indirecttaxation*, 

IBRD IDA, Economic Growth and Prospects in Ethiopiap Vol* V, 
Annex, 9s P-7- 

21bid. 
j, P-7* Domestic indirect taxation accounts for 

approximately 32% of total public revenues. The basis for the 
division of indirect taxes into the more and less elastic categories 
is the observation that, while GDP has shown successive increases 
from-196.3/64 F-Y- to 1970/71 F. Y., revenue from the transactions tax 
and the turnover tax increased on average by 2e, - per annum but 
revenue from other indirect taxes grew at an average annuai rate of 
only 7-4%- 

3Ibido, 
p. 8o 
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The third aspect of changes*in public revenues c9neerns changes 

in revenue from taxes on foreign trade* T6 assertion that export 

fluctuations lead to changes in revenue from these taxes implicitly 

assumes that not only the revenue yield of taxes on exportsy but 

also the revenue yield of import taxes is sensitive to changes in 

export proceedse The evidence above concerning the relationship 

between export earnings and imports shows that the latter part of 

this assumption is warranted in the Ethiopian case and# thus, of the 

three components of public revenuesp which are conventionally thought 

to be influenced by export fluctuational only taxes on foreign trade 

arej in facts related to export changes* The effect on total public 

revenues of changes in revenue from taxes on, foreign trade depends, 

however, on the proportion that these revenues represent of total 

revenuese, Data on revenue from taxes on foreign trade are given in 

Table 81 while Table 8a expresses revenue from these taxes as 

percentages of total revenue. 

-From Table 8a'one can see that indirect taxes on foreign trade 

accounted for about 20% of total tax revenue on average over the 

period* Revenue-from import taxes made up by far the larger 

proportion of these indirect taxes with revenue from export taxes 

reaching a highest level of only 7-0% in fiscal year 1964/65- In 

view of the relatively small proportion of revenues from these taxes 

in total revenuel one would not anticipate fluctuations in these 

revenues to have-a significant effect on total government revenues. 

Moreoverp, given the insensitivity of revenues from income taxation 

and indirect taxation to export changes, this explains also the 

statistically insignificant correlation coefficient between changes 

in export proceeds and changes in government consumption expenditure* 
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TABLE 8-p 

REVENUE FROM EXPORT AND IMPORT TAXES AND TOTAL 
GOVERNMENT REVENU IN ETHIOPIAN FISCAL YEARS 

E hoX nmso 

1962/3 1963/4 196415 196516 1966/7 1967/8 196819 1969/70 

Revenue 
from 
Export 14*9 21.6 28.0 20.1 21.6 21.1 

'19.0 
34-0 

Taxes 

Revenue 
from 
Import 4904 61. o 68.9 81.0 77.8 71.4 70.8 77.9 
Taxes 

Total 283-5 359-8 3ý6-4 470-1 484-0 492.2 505-5 565-4 
Revenue 

TABLE 8a 

REMME FROM, EXPORT AND IMPORT TXMS AS PIMCENTAGES OF 
TOTAL GOVEBI= REVENUE IN ETHIOPIAN FISCAL YEARS 

1962/3 1963/4 -196415 196516 1966/7 1967/8'1968/9 -1969/70 

Revenue - 
from 5-3 6.0 7oO 4-3 4-5 4.2 3-7 6. o 
Export 
Taxes 

Revenue 
From 17-4 17-0 17-4- 17.2 16.1 14-5 - 14-0 13-8 
Import 
Taxes 

Total 100.0 10000 100.0 10010 100.0 10000 10000 10000 
Revenue 

Source: Statistical Abstracts, Central Statistical Officev Imperial 
Ethiopi Governmentj. various-issueso 
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The analysis of this section has shown that of those variables, 

changes in which the accepted theory suggest are affected by export 

instability, private consumption expenditure, imports and gross 

domestic fixed capital formation are significantly associated with 

changes in export earnings. The only variable which was found not 

to be significantly related to export changes was gove = ent 

consumption expenditure. The problem of export instability does 

seem to be a matter of substances therefore, for the Ethiopian 

econoqr, 

The discussion of the question of export instability, has been 

concerned so far only with changes in total export proceeds. The 

instability index for total export proceeds covers, howevers a wide 

variety of experience for different commodity groupings and 

individual commodities and an analysis of the causes of export 

fluctuations and the formulation of policy prescriptions requires 

that one should consider not only the instability of total export 

earnings but also the instability of proceeds from particular 

commodity groupings and individual commodities* Moreoverl, since the 

instability of export earnings results from the interaction of 

changes in prices and quantitiess instability indices will be 

calculated in the following section for changes in export earningsl 

changes in prices and changes in quantities for different co=odity 

groupings and individual commodities. 

Instability Indices for Commodity Groupings and Individual 

Commodities. 

The co=odity groupings for which instability indices of export 

earnings, quantities exported and unit export prices will be 
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estimated are pulses, hides and skins and oilseeds and oilseed 

cakes* These three-commodity groupings were chooen because they 

formed a high proportion of total export earnings excluding export 

earnings from coffee during the period 1962-1970- Coffee will be 

considered independently of any commodity grouping due to its 

individual importance as a source of export earnings and the 

individual commodities to be considered, in addition to coffee, are 

those within the various commodity groupings* 

Table 9 presents data on export earnings from coffee, from each 

commodity grouping and from the individual commodities within these 

groupings and Table ga expresses these data as percentages of total 

export earnings. From Table ga one can see the dominant position of 

export earnings from coffee in total export earnings* The lowest 

percentage of total export earnings arising from this source as 

50-55% in 1963 and the highest such percentage was 66-48% in 1964- 

Export earnings from coffee, pulsesp hides and skins and oilseeds 

and oilseed cakes together comprised approximately 87% on average of 

total export earnings. The importance of these proportions for the 

instability of total export earnings will be discussed below in the 

light of instability indices calculated from the data in Table 99 

4, a- Instability Indices for Export Earnings f rom CommoditY 

Groupings and Individual Commoditiese 

The instability indices f or export earnings estimated using the 

data in Table 9 are presented in Table 10 and several features of 

these indices are of interest* 

The first point of interest arises from a comparison of the 

indices for the commodity groupings with the index for coffee* One 

can see from Table 10 that the indices for the pulse and hides and 
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TABLE 10 

INSTABILITY INDICES FOR EXPORT EARNINGS FROM COMMODITY 
GROUPINGS AND INDIVIDUAL COMMODITIES, 1962-1970 

Commodity Index 

Coffee 0.1308 

Pulses 

Chickpeas 

Horsebeans 

Haricotbeans 

Lentils 

Hides and Skins 

Hides 

Goatskins 

Sheepskins 

Skins Other 

Oilseeds and 
Oilseed Cakes 

Castorseed 

Linseed 

Cottonseed 

Sesame Seed 

Groundnuts 

Seeds Other 

Oilseed Cakes 

Niger Seed 

0.1588 

0-4158 

0.2055 

0.1858 

0.3934 

0.1446 

0.3155 

0.2297 

0.1120 

2.0897 

0.0919 

o. 1639 

0.3148 

0.3931 

0.1495 

0.1273 

0.7668 

0,1232 

0.8810 
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skins groupings are slightly greater than the index for coffee,, - 

while the index for the oilseeds and oilseed cakes grouping is less 

than that for coffee. Fluctuations in export earnings from a 

particular commodity grouping are more serious in terms of changes 

in total export earningsp however, the'higher the proportion that 

that grouping represents of the value of total exports* Despite the 

similaritys therefore, -in the indices for coffeep pulses and hides 

and skins, one would anticipate fluctuations in export earnings from 

coffee to have a much greater impact on total export receipts than 

fluctuations in proceeds from the pulse group or from the hides and 

skins group and this expectation may be verified by reference to 

Table go 

, Even from casual inspection of the data in Table gy it is 

obvious that fluctuations in total export earnings tend to be 

determined principally by changes in receipts from coffee exports., 

Total export proceeds rose during the period-i962-i965, when 

receipts from coffee exports rose, and fell during the following, two 

yearsy as did the value of coffee exports. Total export receipts 

then increased from 1968 until 1970 following the increases in 

export earnings from coffee* 

Although these data show that fluctuations in total receipts 

were influenced strongly by changes in receipts from the major 

export productl a comparison of, the instability index for total 

export earnings, given in Table i, with that for coffee indicates- 

that the degree of instability was less for total export. earnings 

than for proceeds from coffee* This implies that fluctuations in 

export earnings from other sources tended to offset partially the 

effect of changes in coffee earnings on total export earningB. 
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Examination of the instability indices for coffee, pulses, hides and 

skins and oilseeds and oilseed cakes indicates that this must be the 

case* Had export earnings from the three commodity groupings not 

tended to "soften" the impact on total exports of changes in coffee 

earnings., the index for total export earnings would inevitably have 

recorded a higher value, given that the indices for coffee and the 

three commodity groupings are greater than the index for total export 

receipts* 

Another feature of the results in Table 10 concerns the values 

of thelindices for commodities within particular groupings* With 

only one exception, the instability indices for the individual 

commoditiesl which make up, a grouping, exceed the index for 

aggregate export ean-iings from that grouping* The exception is the 

index for sheepskins in the hideh and skins group* It followsp 

therefores that the pattern of offsetting fluctuations holds not 

only for the relationship between changes in export'earnings from 

coffee and changes in export earnings from the commodity groupingsp 

but also for the relationship among fluctuations in export earnings 

from individual commodities within each grouping* 

A final, point of interest goncerns the quantitative importance 

of the products exhibiting the higher degrees of instabilitye In 

each grouping there is a marked tendency for those commodities with 

the higher instability indices to be the quantitatively less 

important products* Changes in export earnings from these products 

will have less impact on export earnings from the grouping as a 

wholes therefores, than fluctuations in proceeds from the more stable 

productso 

This section has been concerned with the instability indices 
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for export earnings* Fluctuations in export earnings from a 

particular product are determinedl howevers by changes in the 

quantities exported and in the unit prices received for that product 

and the following section will be concerned, tberefores with 

measuring the instability of quantities and of prices experienced by 

the commodities under consideration* 

4be The Interaction of Fluctuations in Unit Export Prices and 

Fluotuationsin Qgantities Exported. 

Data on unit export prices and on quantities exported of 

particular products are presented in Table II and the instability 

indices calculated using these data are given in Table 12* From 

these indices it is possible to reach some conclusions concerning 

the effects of the interaction of prices and quantities on changes 

in export earnings and the relative importance of price and quantity 

changes in determining the instability indices for export earnings 

from particular commodities, 

When considering the implications of the interaction of changes 

in unit export prices and changes in quantities exported on export 

earnings, one can distinguish several possible outcomese Firstlyt 

where the observed values for prices and for quantities tend to move 

simultaneously in the same direction around their respective trend 

estimatess the index of fluctuations around the trend of export 

earnings for a particular commodity will be greater than the index 

for either prices or quantities* Secondlyj where prices and 

quantities tend to change in opposite directions around their 

respective trends, the instability index for export earnings will 

lie below the price and quantity indices* Thirdly, the time 
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TABLE 12 

INSTABILITY INDICES FOR QUANTITIES EXPORTED AND UNIT EXPORT PRICES 
FROM CO"", ', ODITY GROUPINGS AND INDIVIDUAL COMMODITIESs 1962-1970 

Commodity Index 

Coffee Q 0-0951 
P 0.1086 

Pulses Q 0.1387 
P 0.0690 

Cbickpaas Q 0.2548 
P 0.1220 

Horsebeans Q 0-0578 
P 0-1146 

Haricotbeans Q 0,2331 
P 0.1468 

Lentils Q 0.3583 
P 0.1124 

Hides and Skins 0.1251 
P 001099 

Hides Q 0.2584 
P 0.0363 

Goatskins Q 0.2054 
P 0.3538 

Sheepskins Q 0-1729 
P 0.1583 

Skins Other Q 1.6876 
P 0.8084 

Oilseeds and Oilseed Cakes Q 0.0943 
P 0.0662 

Castorseed. Q 0.1846 
P 0.1097 

Linseed Q 0.3152 
P 0.1046 

Cottonseed Q 0.3261 
P 0.1175 

Sesame Seed Q 0-0795 
P 0.0641 

Groundnuts Q 0.4959 
P 0.1217 

Niger Seed Q 
P 

0.2040 
0-1581 

Seeds Other Q 0.4770 
P 0.3202 

Oilseed Cakes Q 0.0415 
0.1268 
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patterns of changes in prices and in quantities may be such that 

there is a tendency for fluctuations from the respective trends to 

be, in the same direction in some years and in the opposite direction 

in other years* In this situation the effects on export 

fluctuations depend on the degree of fluctuations in prices and 

quantities. The degrees of fluctuations in these variables may 

interact to produce an instability index for export earnings greater 

than or less than the indices for prices and quantities and these 

outcomes correspond to those discussed above. In additiong however, 

they may produce an instability index for export earnings which lies 

between the indices for. prices and quantities. The instability 

index of export proceeds may, therefore, be greater thang less than 

or may lie between the indices for prices and quantities and 

comparisons of the indices in Tables 10 and 12 will indicate the 

categories into which the products exported by Ethiopia fall* 

Of the seventeen commodities under consideration nine belong to 

the first category; namely coffees chickpeasp horsebeans, lentils, 

hides, "skins otherlip cottonseeds sesame seed and niger seed* Thus, 

for these products price and quantity changes tended to reinforce 

one another over the period and the inclusion of coffee inthis 

group means that proceeds from these commodities account for a high 

proportion of total export earnings., Only one commodityp sheopskinsp 

falls into the second category in which price and quantity changes 

were offsetting over the period* The remaining commoditiesp 

castorseed, linseed, groundnutal. oilseed cakes and "seeds other" all 

have instability indices for export earnings which lie between their 

indices for prices and quantities andl consequentlyl are in the 

third category in which changes in prices and changes in quantities 
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tended to be reinforcing in some years and offsetting in others* 

These results show that among the, products exported by Ethiopia there 

was a tendency both in, terms of the number of products involved and 

in termd of the proportion which these commodities represent of 

total export earaingsp for price and quantity changes to be 

reinforcing over the period. 

The foregoing discussion of the instability indices of export 

earningsp quantities and prices was concerned with the outcome on 

total export earnings of changes in quantities and prices*', 

Comparisons of the indices for quantities and prices in Table 12 

allow one to establish also which of these variables-has been the 

more influential in determining the fluctuationsýin export earnings 

from individual commoditieso These indices show that for fourteen 

of the seventeen commodities fluctuations in quantities were greater 

than fluctuations in prices* Only three-commodities1-0offeei 

goatskins and oilseed cakes experienced fluctuatibna in prices 

greater than fluctuations in quantities. Although small in terms 

of number of commodities, the presence of coffee in this group 

causes the percentage share of these three products in total-export 

earnings to exceed the percentage share of the other fourteen 

co=odities. 

Conclusions. 
The purposes of this chapter were to examine the impact of 

export instability on the Ethiopian economy, to measure the 

instability of export earnings in terms of co=odity groupings and 

individual co=odities and to examine the interaction of 

fluctuations in unit export prices and fluctuations in quantities 
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exportede The analysis presented above allows one to arrive at'the 

following conclusions* 

Firstly, 'it was found that of the macroeconomic variablesp 

changes in which are conventionally thought to reflect the 

sensitivity of the domestic economy to export instability, changes in 

private consumption expenditurej changes in imports lagged one year 

and changes in gross domestic fixed capital formation'lagged two 

years yielded positive and statistically significant relationships 

with changes in export earnings. Only government consumption 

expenditure was found not to be significantly associated with changes 

in exports and this appeared to bag in part, the result of the small 

percentage of total government revenue coming from taxes on foreign 

trade andq in partj the result of the problems associated with the 

systems of income and indirect taxation* 

Secondlys a comparison of the instability indices of export 

earnings for individual commodities within the three commodity 

groupings with the indices for the groupings shows that the time 

patterns of changes in export earnings from the individual 

commodities were such that the index for any particular grouping was 

leas than the indices for the individual commoditiese 

Thirdly, most of the commodities exported have instability 

indices of export earnings greater than the instability indices of 

either prices or quantitiesq indicating that changes in prices and 

changes in quantities tended to reinforce one another* The 

commodities for which changes in quantities and changes in prices 

tended to reinforce one another are coffee, chickpoas, horsebeans, 

lentils, hides, "skins other'19 cottonsoodg sesame seed and niger 

seed, Seven commodities# castorseeds linseed, groundnutal oilseed 
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cakes, "seeds other", goatskins and haricotbeans have instability 

indices of exportýearnings lying between their instability indices of 

prices and quantities* For these commodities changes in quantities 

and changes in prices tended to offset one another in some years and 

to reinforce one another in other yearso One commodityl sheepskins, 

has an instability index of export earnings lying below its 

instability indices of prices and quantities and this indicates 

that changes in prices and changes in quantities tended to be 

offsetting in most years of the period* 

Fourthly, for three commodities, coffeel goatskins and oilseed 

cakes, was the degree of fluctuations in prices greater than the 

degree of fluctuations in quantities. For all other co=odities the 

degree of fluctuations in quantities exceeded the degree of 

fluctuations in prices* 
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CHAPTER TIMM 

Discussions of the causes of export instability have tended to 

emphasise increasingly the importance Of Supply conditions* The 

purpose of this chapter is to examine the implications for the 

instability of Ethiopian export earnings of the supply conditions 

for export products* This chapter can be divided into fivesections. 

The first section discusses the effects on world market conditions 

of changes in world supply conditions, The second section examines 

the implications for an individual trading country of its share in 

world tradeo The third section applies the conclusions reached for 

an individual trading country in the second section to the Ethiopian 

situationo The fourth section is concerned with the relationship 

between domestic production of exportables and the quantities 

exported by Ethiopia and the relationship between domestic 

consumption and the quantities exportedo Finally, the fifth section 

is concerned with the responses of farmers to changes in market 

conditionso 

1. World Market Conditions and Changes in World Supply Conditionse 

A simple exercise in partial equilibrium analysis may be used 

to examine the implications for the world market of changes in world 

market conditionse This exercise will employ the assumptions of 

supply and demand price elasticities of less than unity which, it is 

argued, hold in the world markets for primary products and one may 

begin by analysing the effects on quantities traded, on world 

market prices and on total world market proceeds of shifts of the 

world export supply curve for a particular commodity. 

In Diagram 1 (on the following page) the world demand curve and 
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the world supply curve for a particular primary product are given by 

DD and SS respectively and the market pricewhich equates the 

quantity demanded with the quantity supplied is OP. Ceteris paribus, 

a rightwarcl. shift of the supply curve from SS-to SISI results in a 

lower equilibrium price, OP, j an& a larger equilibrium quantityl 

OQ, j butg given the inelastic demand curvep there is a decrease in 

Price 

p2 

p 

Diagram 1 

SSS 

S2 
_S 

P* 

(ý2 ý' ql Quantity 

total market proceeds* On the other hand, a shift to the leftýof 

the supply curve from SS to S2S2 would change the equilibrium price 

and the equilibrium quantity from OP to OP and from-OQ to 
2, 

OQ2 

respectively* In this case total market proceeds increase* The 

extent of the changes in total market-proceeds resulting from given 

shifts of the supply curve depends upon the price elasticities of 

the world demand and supply curves for the co=odity and, if one 

concentrates for the moment on the price elasticity of demand, it 

can be shown that the lower the price elasticity of demand, the 

greater are the fluctuations in market proceeds brought about by a 

shift of the world supply curve* 

D 
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The demand curves DD and DD, in Diagram 2 both intersect the 

supply curve SS at the equilibrium price of OP and the quantity 

traded in this market is OQ. If the supply curve shifts to the left 

from SS to SI S19 cateris paribus, the intersection of the less 

elastic demand curve DD with the supply curve -S I Si produces a 

higher equilibrium price and a greater equilibrium quantity than the 

DiagTam 2 

Price 

D 

P 

11 ý 1% 3) 
21 

0. qua 

intersection of the more elastic demand curve DIDI with the new 

supply curveo The increase in market proceedý is greater, therefore, 

for the less elastic demand curve than for the more elastic demand 

curve* Ceteris paribus, a rightward shift of the supply curve from 

SS to S2S2 produces both a lower market price and a smaller quantity 

traded at the equilibrium between the new supply curve S2 S2 and the 

less elastic demand curve DD than at the equilibrium between the 

supply curve S2S2 and the more elastic demand curve-D I Dis 

Consequentlyp the decrease in market proceeds is greater for the less 

elastic demand curve* This analysis indicates that the, changes in 

export earnings resulting from shifts either to the left or to the 
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right of the supply curve are greatert the less elastic is the 

demand curveo 

Diagrams I and 2 show also that shiftsl whether leftwards or 

rightwards, of the world market supply curve produce changes in 

prices and changes in quantities which are inversely relatede This 

observation led Nurkse to conclude that, "if movements on the supply 

side were the dominant factor in the export trade of primary 

producing countriesp then export prices and quantities would tend to 

fluctuate inverselyfflo Thus, if empirical data showe& that changes 

in prices and changes in quantities traded were inversely related, 

Nurkse 'would have argued that changes in supply conditions were the 

principal cause of changes in trade. Althoughq in terms of the 

partial equilibrium analysis above, this contention is correct with 

respect to total world trade in-, a particular primary produott one 

must consider whether or not Nurkse's conclusion is valid for an 

individual trading country. 

in the partial equilibri= analysis above it was ass=ed that 

both the price elasticity of the world demand curve and the price 

elasticity of the world supply curve were less than-unity. Such 

price elasticities are not necessary, however, to arrive at Nurkse'r. 

conclusion* His conclusion may be reached also if the price 

elasticity of one or both curves is equal to or greater than unity. 

An inverse relationship between changes in prices and changes in 

quantities resulting from shifts in the supply curve will not be 

found only where the price elasticity of the demand curve equals 

11; u: rkseq Kyklosl 19589 P-141- Itwill be shown at a later 

stage thato where demand factors are responsible for changes in 
tradev prices and quantities change in the same direction. 
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either infinity or zero* Consequentlyq one may begin a consideration 

of the relevance of Nurksets conclusion for an individual exporting 

country by examining the elasticities of the foreign demand curves 

for that country's exports* 

The degree to which the price elasticities of the foreign 

demand curves for the exports of a particular country reflect the 

price elasticities of the corresponding world demand curves dopends 

upon the countryts shares in world trade. The following section is 

concernedq thereforej with the implications for the foreign demand 

curves for an individual country's exports of the countryts shares 

in world trade. 

2. The Implications for the Foreign Demand. Curves for an Individual 

Countryts Raorts of the Countryta Shares in World Trade* 

The concept of a countryts share in world trade has been 

discussed by Uichaely who argues that: 

The "share" of a cOunt"7 in world trade is understood 
conventionally as the ratio of the countryts trade to world 
tradeo For a few important purposesl however, this concept is 
inadequatee One has in mind here investigations of the relation 
between the share in world trade and the monopolistic or 
monopsonistic power of nations, 

' 

To illustrate the inadequacy of this concept Michaely uses an 

example involving two exporting countries. He assumas that the total 

of total world exports exports of the first country account for IV 

in a given year and that the countryts percentage share in world 

trade of each commodity it exports is exactly the same as the 

countryts share in total world trade* For each commodity it exportal 

therefore, this country accounts for 10% of total world trade, 

i Michaely, Concentratio -n in International Trade, p. 26. 
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Michaely contrasts this country with a second, but much "smaller", 

trading nation which exports only a few goods, for each of which it 

accounts for a major, or a very substantial, part of world exports. 

This second country, although "small" if judged by the ratio of its 

total exports to total world exports, is$ nevertheleess more 

important in the markets for the goods which it does export than the 

former I'largell trading nation., Consequently, the "smaller" trading 

nation has a greater degree of monopoly power in world, trade in its 

export-commodities than the "larger" trading nation* This example 

suggestss therefore, that one should be concerned not with a 

country's share in total world exports, but with a countryts share 

in world exports of each commodity* 

The percentage share Of country j in world exports of 

commodity i may be estimated using the following indexs 

w jx in 100 ( ýX: 
iL 1) 

where X ii represents the value of-. exports of co=odity i by country 

j and Xi represents total world exports of co=odity J. 

Where country j is the sole exporter of co=odity iq ioee where 

W jX equals 100, country j has complete monopoly power in the market 

for commodity iand the foreign demand curve for country J's exports 

of commodity i is given) therefore, by the Nvorld demand curve for 

that commodity. If, howevers her share of total world trade in 

commodity i is so small that country j cannot influence the world 

market pricep the foreign demand curve will be perfectly elastic at 

the world market price* Between these two limiting cases, the price 

elasticity of the foreign demand curve for commodity i will approach 

more closely the price elasticity of the world demand curve or 
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perfect price elasticity, the larger or the smaller respectively is 

country jts share in world trade. 

This section has discussed the concept of a country's share in 

world trade and the implications for the foreign demand curves for 

the exports of an individual country's exports of its shares in 

world trade an& one may now use the analysis of this section to 

consider the implications for Ethiopia of her shares in world trade* 

3- Ethiopia's Shares in World Trade and the Implications for the 

Elasticities of t he Foreign Demand Curves for her Exports. 

The hieasurement of Ethiopia's shares in world trade using the 

formula in the previous section requires data on the value of 

Ethiopian exports and on the value of total world trade in the 

commodities exported by Ethiopia. These data are given in Table 13- 

Data are not available, however, on the value of total world trade 

in hides, goatskins and sheep-skins and for these products estimates 

of the value of imports into Ethiopia's trading partners were used 

as measures of world tradeo To the extent that Ethiopia's trading 

partners represent the world markets for'hides and skin'sq data on 

these countriest imports will give-an indication of total world 

trade in these products* The only commodities under consideration 

for which data are not available either on the value of total world 

trade or on the value of imports into Ethiopia's trading partners 

are the oo=odities in the pulse grouping and niger seeds in the 

oilseeds and oilseed cakes grouping. 

Indices of Ethiopia's shares in world trade are not presented 

in tabular form because these shares tended to be less than 1.0% in 

each year for several co=oditiest namelyl groundnutsl cottonseed, 
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sesame seed, oilseed cakes and hides, Moreover, for the other 

commodities# coffees linseed, castorseed, goatskins and sheepskins 

Ethiopia's shares in world trade varied on average from 2-4%- It 

followss therefore, that Ethiopia has no monopolistic powers in 

world trade in those commodities she exports and that the prices 

received by Ethiopia for her export products are exogenously 

determined* In terms of partial equilibrium 'analysis the foreign 

demand curves'for Ethiopia's export products are perfectly elastic 

at world market pricese 

It was'pointed out in Section I that an inverse relationship 

between change"s in prices and changes in quantities will not be 

found where the price elasticity of the demand curve equals 

infinityo The observation that Ethiopia faces perfectly elastic 

demand curves for her exports means, therefore, that Nurksets 
I 

conclusion cannot be used to identify situations in which changes in 

Ethiopian supply conditions are the principal factor in determining 

changes in her export trade in the way that it may be used to 

identify situations in which changes in world supply conditions are 

the dominant factor in determining changes in world tradeo 

Consequently, the partial equilibrium analysis of, Section I must be 

reconsidered to examine the effects on Ethiopian export earnings and 

quantities traded of shifts in the Ethiopian export supply curve for 

a particular commodity* 

The foreign demand curve PD in Diagram 3 and Diagram 3a is 

assumed to remain constant at the world market price OP. The 

Ethiopian export supply curves SS and SIS, in Diagram 3 intersect 

the demand curve at the equilibrium quantity OQj* If SS and SS 

shift to the left by an equal amounts the new OuPPly curves are $2 S2 
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and S3S3 respectively* The more elastic supply curve S2S2 

intersects the demand curve at the new equilibrium quantity OQ 3' 

while the less elastic supply curve S3S3 intersects the demand curve 

at the equilibrium quantity OQ,, o The leftward shift in the more 

elastic supply curve producesq therefores a larger negative change 

in export earnings* 

The initial equilibrium in Diagram 3a is at price OP and 

quantity OQ19 Equal rightward shifts in. SS and SISI to S2S2 and 

S3S3 respectively result in greater quantities being exported at the 

same market price* The more elastic curve S2S2 intersects the 

foreign demand curve, FDj at quantity OQ3 while the less elastic 

curve S3S3 intersects the demand curve at quantity OQ2e Thusq the 

rightward shift of the more elastic supply curve produces a larger 

positive change in export earnings than the rightward shift of the 

less elastic supply curve* 

ThiB exercise in partial equilibrium analysis illustrates 

clearly two points concerning the effects of shifts of the 

Ethiopian supply curve for a particular product. Pirstly, 

fluctuations in export earnings arising from shifts of the export 

supply curve are brought about only by changes in the quantities 

exportedo Secondly, the more elastio, the Ethiopian supply curves 

the greater are the changes in export earnings resulting from given 

shifts of the export supply curve. 

The use of partial equilibrium analysis assumes that both the 

export supply curve and the foreign demand curve for a particular 

product can be identifiedi i. e. that both the position and the 

elasticity of these curves can be ascertained. In practice, 

howevers it is fequently difficult to fit either a demand or a 
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supply curve to a scatter of price -ýidqaantity observations* Since 

Ethiopia is a price-taker in the world markets for her export 

products, the foreign demand curve for a particular product at any 

given time can be identified if one has information an export prices, 

but the problem of identification still remains-with respect to the 

export supply curve* To resolve this problem data are required on 

those factors which influence supply and, where one is concerned with 

agricultural products, one'requires data on variables such as 

rainfall, land area under cultivation and cost reductions due to 

technical progress. Data on these variables are not available for 

Ethiopias however, and it is not possiblep therefore, to identify 

export supply curves* On the other handy estimates of total domestic 

production, quantities exported, domestic wholesale prices and export 

prices are available ends using this data, the following'section will 

attempt to establish whether changes in the quantities exported of 

different commodities are related to changes in domestic supply 

conditions, 

4 Changes in Domestic Supply Conditions and Changes in the 

Quantities Exported. 

The discussion of the impact of changes in domestic supply 

conditions on the quantities exported will begin by examining the 

nature of the relationship between changes in the level of production 

and exports and will then be extended to consider the inter- 

relationships among domestic wholesale prices, export prices and the 

quantities exported. 
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4a. Changes in Domestic Production and Changes in the Quantities 

Exported. - 

The-. effects of changes in domestic production on exports were 

discussed on Chapter 1. It was argued there that factors such as 

weather conditions and technical progress may lead to changes in the 

level of output of exportables and, henceg to changes in the 

quantities exportedo The analysis of this sectiony paking use of 

estimates of total production and quantities exportedp will begin by 

attempting to establish whether changes in the levels of domestic 

production of exportables did, in fact9 bring about changes in the 

quantities exported by Ethiopia* The lack of detailed information 

on factors such as weather conditions and technical progress limits, 

howeverp the nature of the conclusionsrhich one may draw from an 

analysis based only on these estimates since,. although one may 

conclude that changes in domestic production have led to changes in 

the quantities exported of a particular commodity, one cannot 

attribute the changes to a particular factor or zet of factors, 

BecoSinising this limitationp the analysis of this section does no 

more than attempt to establish whether relationships do exist 

between changes in domestic production and changes in the quantities 

exported* 

Production estimates taken from the national accounts and data 

on quantities exported are given in Table 14* The production 

estimates are available only in Ethiopian Calendar years. The 

Ethiopian Calendar (B. C. ) year differs from the Gregorian Calendar 

(G. Co) year in that it begins not on Ist January G*Co but on 11th 
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September G*Ce' Nevertheless, these-production estimates and the data 

on quantities exported in G. C'. years are not incompatibles The 

Ethiopian harvest period lasts from late, Ootober or early November 

until February or March and coincidesp thereforej with the first half 

of the EsC. years but-the, 
-lag 

between the Ethiopian harvest period 

and the period during which the commodities are exported is such that 

-arops. harvested in the first half of the E. C. year are exported 
2 during the first half of the G&C* year* Thus, one may relate 

directly the Vantities exported in Me years to the levels of total 

production in EeCo Years* This generalisation applies, however, only 

to harvested commodities and does not cover the commodities in the 

hides and skins groupings For these commodities the production 

estimates in E. C. years and the quantities exported in G. C. years are 

compatible only if the production of hides and skins in the final 

quarter of the G. C. year does not change. significantly from year to 

year* This shortcoming in the data available for hides and skins 

must-be borne in mind whqn one attempts. to determine whether changes 

in production give rise to changes in quantities exported. The only 

commodity under consideration for which estimates of total production 

are not available is oilseed cakes. 

The argument that changes in domestic production bring about 

-I There are two further differences between the Ethiopian 
Calendar and the Gregorian Calendar. Firstlys in the Ethiopian 
Calendar year there are twelve months of thirty days and one month of 
five or six days at the end of the year* Secondly, the Ethiopian- 
Calendar is seven years behind the Gregorian Calendaro The Ethiopian 
Calendar year 1965s for instance, began on 11th September 1972 G. C. 
and ended on 10th September 1973 G*G. 

2 The concentration of the bulk of exports in the first half of 
the-Gregorian Ualendar year is shown clearly in National Bank of * 
Ethiopia, Quarterly Bulletin'l No. 37 (95)j March 1973, Table 13, po35o 
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changes in the quantities exported implicitly assumes that the, 

quantities exported in any given year are determined by the 

quantities produced in that year* This assumption overlooks the 

possibility that the quantities exported may depend riot only on* 

domestic production in that year but also on additions to or 

withdrawals from stocks accumulated over several years. One must 

considers thereforeq whether the data in Table 14 require to be 

supplemented, by data on stooks'of agricultural co=oditiese 

With the exception of coffees the annual estimates of crop 

production for individual commodities given in the national accounts 

and reproduced in Table 14 are based on estimates of aggregate crop 

production* 
I The basis of the estimates of aggregate crop production 

are, figures for annual per capita consumption of crops derived from 

several consumption surveys and multiplied by total population 

estimates to obtain estimates of total consumption* To these 

estimates of total consumption are added data on exports and estimates 

of quantities used as seedl Of storage losses of crops retained for 

subsistence consumption and'of crops used for non-consumption 

purposes, e'Ogo cotton* Results obtained from the National Sample 

Survey on crop composition in nine'of the fourteen provinces are 

then used to estimate the production of individual crops from the 

estimates of aggregate production* The production of coffee is 

estimated on the basis of exports and assumed consumption figures 

without reference to additions to stocks, Similarly, the production 

estimates for hides and skins are built up from estimates of those 

I 
The description of the methods of estimating crop production 

is taken from Statistical Abstract, 1971s Central Statistical offices 
imperial Ethiopian Goverment, P; 38- 
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quantities retained for domestic consumption and those quantities 

exported with no allowance being made for changes in stocks* The 

calculation of production estimates clearly assumess thereforeg that 

the quantities exported in any given year are related to production 

in that year and provides'no estimates of changes in stocks arising 

from changes in current production. Consequently, if one wishes to 

establish whether exports are influenced by the existence of stocks 

of agriculiural commodities, one must turn from the national 
0 

accounts to consider the importance of the stockal if-any, held'in 

the marketing system* 

There seems little doubt that producers do not hold stocks of 

co=odities in excess of their subsistence requirementso The 

absence of reservation demand on the part of farmers is caused by 

several factors. Firstlyt farmers find themselves under considerable 

pressure to sell'their marketable produce immediately after the 

harvest to meet, their financial commitments* 
1 These commitments are 

the payment of taxes and other fees usually collected at harvest 

time and the repayment of money borrowed to carry the farmers through 

the crop-growing period. Secondly, commercial bank credit is not 

normally available for the construction of stores and non-bank 
2 

credit is expensive with interest rates as-high as 200% per annum. 

Thirdly, farmers are faced with high transport costs when marketing 

their surplus output andl consequently, they are in a weak bargaining 

A. Thodey, Marketing of Grains and Pulses in Ethi62iaj Report 
11o. -16, prepared for the Technical Agency of the Imperial Ethiopian 
Government, Stanford Research Institute, Menlo Park, April 1969, 
pp-74-75. 

2 IBED IDAv ALricultural Sector Surveyq Ethiopial Vol. 11 Report 
No- PA-143ap Agriculture Division, --Projects Departments East Africa 
Region, January 15th 19739 Annex 169 p*2* 
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position when they arrive at the market* Having brought their 

crops to the market, farmers are likely to be better off if they 

sell the crops than if they incur the cost of a return journey to 

the market at some later date. Moreover; 

The fact that the cost of not selling is often high makes it 
profitable for buyers to disseminate dubious market information 
in the interior* For examplesýmerchants may initially pay 
attractive prices for small quantities, thereby inducing an 
increased flow of supplies which can then be purchased cheaply. 

Farmers take their surplus production to the village markets for 

sale to local merchants who, in turns sell the produce in one of the 

larger trading centres such as Debre Markos or Dessie. In these 

centres the produce may be bought for export and, thus, be taken out 

of the domestic mark-eto Alternativelyp wholesalers may take the 

produce one step further in the domestic marketing system by 

transporting it either to a consuming area such as Addis Ababaq where 
f 

it is bought by another merchant who resells to retailersp or to an 

assembly point such as Nazarethv where it is purchased by an exportery 

cleaned and sold overseas. Although it varies with the location of 

production and final sale, the number of stages in the marketing 

chain usually averages four or five and stocks may be hold by 

merchants or exporters at-these different stages* 

The ability of wholesalers or exporters to hold stocks of 

commodities is constrained by the availability of storage capacity, 

It has been estimated that the grand total of 3719200 tons of - 

storage capacity is available in Ethiopia* Of this total warehouse 

capacity approximately 801% is concentrated in the three principal 

I Ibide, Annex 16, p. 2* These various imperfections will tend to 
keep the prices paid to producers depressedl even when export prices 
rise, Fluctuations in quantities exported are such, however, that 
instability will not be removed from producers' incomes. See pp. 86-91. 
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marketing centres of Addis Ababa, Asmara and Nazareth and an 

estimated 20% is available in the several smaller marketing centrese 
1 

Data on the stocks hold in these warehouses at any given time are 

not available but the evidence indicates that the existing storage 

capacityl both in the terminal markets and in the smaller trading 

centres, is inadequate for storing commodities for longer than a 

three or four month period* The brevity, of the storage period is a 

consequence of two practical considerations* Firstly, storage space 

comprises warehouses suitable only for produce in sacks and these 

warehouses cannot store sacks safely through the vat season. 
2 

Secondly, serious insect damage frequently occurs after crops have 

been stored for three or four months#3 These considerations suggest 

that crops are moved from the trading centres to their end-use 

destination in the period after the harvest and that neither 

wholesalers nor exporters hold stocks of commodities in anticipation 

of price increases* Moreoverj, they lend support to the method of 

calculating estimates of crop production without reference to 

changes in stocks and to the argument that changes in exports in any 

given year are related to changes in output in that year* 

While the considerations above apply to coffee equally well 

as they apply to pulses and oilseeds, the International Coffee 

Organisation has produced estimates of coffee stocks in Ethiopia* 

These stocks are based on the ICO's estimates of changes in total 

.I Experience Incorporatedl Production and Marketing of Pulse 
Crops in Ethiopial Pinal Report Phase 1, prepared for the Ministry 

of'Agriculture of the Imperial Ethiopian Government, Contract No. 
626p December 1971Y P-34- 

2jbidel 
Pi38. 

3Ibidep 
p-36, o 
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production, dOmOstic consumption3ýexportablo production and. exports' 

and, the estimates of'stoecs-and of total production are presented in 

Table 14 along 'with, tbe estimates of-total production taken from tho 

national-accounts. The ICO's-estimates of-total coffee production 

bear no-striking resemblance to the estimates from the national 

accounte, either in terms of absolute value or in terms of year-to- 

year changes*, Nor can the discrepancies be attributed to the lovel 

of or changes in coffee stockso Both sets of estimates will be 

used, however, in attempting to determine whether, changes in total 

coffee-production-, have led to changes in the quantities exported. 

The 2ack of data on the nature of the marketing system for and 

on stocks of hides and. skins represents another source of wealmeso in 

the analysis for these products, As for the commodities in the 

pulse'and oilseeds grouping changes in the quantities exported of 

hides and skins-in any given year will be related directly to 

changes in total production in that year. 

The production estimates and data on quantities exported in 

Table 14 indicate that only for goatskins andq to a lesser extentg 

sesame seed did changes in the quantities exported tend to chanC; e in 

the same direction as changes in the quantities produced. For 

goatskins this tendency held in each year for which data are 

available with the exception of 1970 and may result from the fact 

t hat goatskins reportedly have very limited domastic uses* 
2 

Tn the 

latter, half of the period the rapid growth of output of sesame seed 

I International Coffee OrEanisations, Working Paper on the, 
Perspective Analysis ... I Annex A, Table 22. 

2T. J., Goorinas Aklilu Afework and Abate Temeagen; The 1.1esp' onse 
of Ethiopian Farmers to ChanSes in Product Prices, Ethiopian 
Cbserver 1973y Vo1-- Xv, No. 3j P-156* 
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due to the development of the partly mechanised large-soale farms in 

the Setit-Humera region of the north-west lowlands 1 
was accompanied 

by a simultaneous expansion of exports,, Changes in output and 

changes in exports appear to have been unrelateds howevers for all 

other products* 

The discussion so far has concentrated on the relationship 

between changes in domestic production and changes in quantities 

exported with no account being taken of chanjges in domestic consumptions 

Ilassell 2 has argued, however, that changes in domestic consumption 

may affect the quantities Supplied for export and. this omission from 

the analysis may help to explain the lack of association between 

changes in domestic production and changes in exports* The analysis 

of domestic supply conditions should be carried one step furtherl 

therefore, to consider the interrelationships among domestic pricess 

domestic consumption and exports* 

4b. Changes in Domestic Consumption and Changes in the Quantities 

Exported* 

The existence or otherwise of a causal relationship between 

changes in domestic consumption and changes in exports hinges on the 

question of whether or not the quantities exported are of the nature 

of a residual# If the quantities exported are the residual after 

domestic consumption has been catered for, then, given a constant 
M 

level of output over timej changes in domestic consumption will 

bring about changes in the qýiantities exported. Given a non-constant 

level of output, the rate of growth of domestic consumption relative 

'Ibidep 
Po155o 

2Massell, American Economic Re'views 19701 p. 622* 
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to the rate of growth of total production will determine the 

quantities exported. Ag, ý-regate domestic consumption is comprised of 

two elementst consumption in the subsistence sector and consumption 

in the monotisecl sector, an& changes in consumption in one or both of 

these-sectors may influence exports* 

In Ethiopia the basic pattern of production and consumption is 

such that most commodities are produced to satisfy the farmqrst awn 

consumption needs and not with the express intent of selling the 

commodities. 
1 

The exceptions to this observation among the 

commodities under consideration bore are haricotbeans, sesame seed 

and goatskins. Haricotbeans are produced specifically for export in 

the southern areas of Shewa Province, the western side of Arusi 

Province and the northern areas of Sidamo Province. 2 
Sesame seed is 

produced-for sale in the Setit-Humera region and, as mentioned 

already, Goatskins are reported to have limited domestic uses. For 

the other commodities considered here, howeverg the quantities 

marketed represent the excess ýf production over subsistence 

requirements* This is true even for coffee, the principal export 

commodity. The production and consumption pattern for coffee has 

been sinimarised as followst 

The bulk of coffee production is known to come from small 
holdings -where peasant production does not show commodity 
spocialisation *oo The manning of coffee farms along market 
lines is perhaps left to the few plantations (accounting for 
about 3% of total coffee output) and the limited numbers of 
relatively well-to-do farmers. A peasant may keep limited 
numbers of coffee trees mainly for household consumption and 

The residual nature of marketed supplies is discussed at length 
in IBRD JDAj &RTicultural Sector Surveyq Ethiopia, Vol. 1, Annex 4, 
pp. 5-8 and Annex 51 p. 15. 

FExperience Incorporateds Production and Marketinp of Pulse 
Crops in Ethionial polo, 
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sell the balance. ' 

It is apparentg therefore$ thatj, with the, three exceptions above, 

the quantities of each product which. enter the. domestic market for 

sales either to exporters or for domestic consumptiony are. residuals 

in that they represent the quantities available after the farmerst 

subsistence requirements have, been mat. The estimates of total 

production cannot be broken downs howeverg into those quantities' 

used for subsistence consumption and marketed supplies and, 

consequently, one is unable to establish if changes in subsistence 

consumption led to changes in the quantities marketed. Moreovers 

one is now faced with the problem of determining whether the 

quantities exported are residuals-after domestic consumption in the 

monetised sector has been catered for. 

With respeot to the marketed supplies it is not unreasonable to 

argue on several grounds that those quantities in any given year are 

inelastic with respect to price changes in that yeare Firstly9 the 

total output of crops in any given year depends upon production 

decisions taken in previous time periods and upon exogenous factors 

such as weather conditions* Secondlys. marketed supplies are 

determine .d by the level of total production and the level of 

subsistence consumption and this latter variable is, by definitiong 

also price inelastic* Thirdly$ it has been argued already-that 

neither wholesalers nor exporters hold stocks of agricultural, 

commodities and it follows that the quantities marketed are not 

affected by withdrawals from or additions to stocks in response to 

'Teshome Mulatj Coffee .T axa -t- io nq Coffee Study No. 2, prepared 
for and reproduced by permission of ýhe National Coffee Board of 
Etbiopial Addis Ababa, September 1972, p*24- 
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price changes* This price inelasticity is assumed to hold also for 

hides and skins since they are by-products in a joint production 

functione To establish whether the quantities exported are residuals 

after domestic demand has been satisfied out of these inelastic 

supplies one may construct two hypotheses, 

Firstlyy it may be hypothesised that the price mechanism 

operates within the market sector of the economy to determine the 

division of the marketed quantities into the volume made available 

for domestic consumýtion and the volume sold for export and that such 

a division of the marketed supplies depends upon the prices 

prevailing in the domestic market and in the export sectore The 

prices prevailing in the domestic market are determined by the 

relationships between the quantities which consumers -wish to buy in 

the domestic market and the quantities made available for domestic 

consumption* Increases in domestic prices indicate that the 

quantities demanded in the domestic market are growing more rapidly 

than the quantities supplied for domestic consumptions and decreases 

in these prices indicate more rapid growth in the latter than in the 

former quantitieso Changes1n. export prices are determined 

exogenouslyo 

The operation of the market mechanism to delimit the quantities 

entering domestic consumption channels and export markets will 

reflect the relative changes in the domestic and export prices. An 

increase in the domestic price relative to the export price will 

result in the movement of commodities into the domestic market rather 

than into the export market and a decrease in the domestic price 

relative to the export price will produce the opposite effect, In 

the former situation exports are residuals but, since an increase in 
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the. export price relative to the domestic wholesale price will result 

in the deflection of commodities away from the domestic market and 

into the-export market, this hypothesis holds that exports are not 

invariably residuals in the monetised sector of the economy* 

Secondly, it may be hypothesised that the division of the 

marketed supplies depends not upon relative prices in the export and 

domestic markets but upon prices in the domestic market alone* 

Increases in domestic prices are hypothesised to result in the 

movement of increased quantities into the domestic markets while 

decreases in domestic prices are hypothesised to lead to greater 

quantities being exported* The quantities exported are the quantities 

remaining after the changes in. domestic prices have been acted upon, 

i. e., exports are residuals according to this hypothesise Since it 

assumes that no. account is taken of relative price changes and 

consequently attributes an element of irrationality to the market 

behaviour of wholesalersp this hypothesis implies that imperfections 

exist in the dissemination of information on exogenously determined 

export prices at the same time as adequate information is forthcoming 

on domestic wholesale priceso 

The validity of these hypotheses as explanations of the behaviour 

of Ethiopian exports may be investigated using the data in Table 15- 

Table 15 ogntains data on the Addis Ababa wholesale Price indices for 

export productal unit export prices and quantities exported, The 

only products not included are sesame seed and groundnuts as data on 

wholesale prices are not available for these products. Before 

testing the hypotheses above, however# the use of the Addis Ababa 

wholesale price indices in preference to other domestic 'Wholesale 

price indices must be discussed. 
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The use of the Addis Ababa price indices is related to the 

position of the capital city as the single moot important consuming 

area in the Empire and to its strategic E; eographic position in 

relation to the areas of agricultural productiong the internal road 

system and the ports through which goods are exportedo The 

significance of the geographic position of Addis Ababa may be 

ascertained from Map I and Map 2 which illustrate the areas of 

agricultural production and the internal road system respectively. 

From Map I one can see that the major areas of crop production are 

to the north-west, wests South and south-east of Addis Ababa* Apart 

from this last area, the distribution of crops is marked by an 

absence of production in the area between Addis Ababa and the ports 

of Assab on the east coast and Djiýouti in the French Territories of 

the Afars and Isgas. 1 The convergence of the main roads from the 
I 

crop producing areas into Addis Ababa and the absence of roads 

leading directly from the crop producing areas in the northwestj 

west and south to these ports can be seen from Map 2. These 

observations taken together with the importanoe. of Addis Ababa as a 

consuming area mean that marketed supplies from these areas are 

transported to Addis Ababa and the quantities to be exported are 

then moved*either across the and Danakil Depression to Assab or to 

Dire Dawa en route to Djibouti* The outcome of this channelling of 

of the marketed supplies into the Addis Ababa area for consumption, 

I 
Uassawa serves as an outlet for export products marketed in 

the Asmara area but is not considered here along with Assab and 
Djibouti as an important port* 95% of the quantities exported of 
sesame seed passed through Massawa$ but for each of the other 

. 
commodities the quantities exported through this port averaged less 
than 2% per annum, of total quantities exported. 

These data were made available by the Marine Department of the 
Imperial Ethiopian Government. 
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and export is that the relevant domestic price indices for these 

crops are those for Addis Ababae 

The area of croP Production to the south-east of Addis Ababa 

lies along the route from Addis Ababa to the coast via Dire Dawa. 

The marketed supplies from this area, Hararghe) pass through Dire 

Dawa which is located nearer to Djibouti than to Addis Ababa. one 

miCht 'wish to argue's therefore, that if the bulk of exports come 

from the crops marketed in Dire Dava and if the prices prevailing in 

Dire Dawa differ from the priceb prevailing in Addis Ababa, the 

relevant price indices are not those for Addis Ababa but thoso for 

Dire Dawa. ' Of the various export commodities for which data on 

wholesale prices are available only coffee is grown and marketed in 

Hararghee In 1970 coffee from this area accounted for less than 510. 

of, the total volume of coffee inspected by the National Coffee Board 

for exports 
2 It follows that exports of coffee are made up 

overwhelmingly of coffee from the other producing areas. Moreover, 

the importance of the Addis Ababa market is such that the Addis Ababa 

price governs the price in all other markets including Dire Dawao 

That the price in Dire Dara simply reflects the price in Addia Ababa 

may be seen by a comparison of the respective price indices in Table 

15* Neither of the above conditions hold for this product, therefore, 

and the use of the price index for Dire Dawa rather than the price 

index for Addis Ababa would be inappropriate. 

The Addis Ababa wholesale price indices must be used for hides 

- 
'A 

similar argument would be valid for sesame seed marketed in 
Asmara and exported through 21assawa but neither Asmara wholesale 
prices nor Addis Ababa wholesale prices are available for this 
product* _ 

2 Central Statistical office, Statistical Abstract, 1970s P-41- 
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and skins due to the lack of time series data on prices in other 

areaso There is some justification for the use of these indicesp 

however* As it is the major domestic market. for meaty one finds 

that livestock are driven to Addis Ababa for slaughter andl thuss 

hides and skins come onto the market in Addis Ababa itself* In 

additiong the domestic leather industry is concentrated in the Addis 

Ababa area and wholesalers can sell their products either to this 

industry at the prevailing Addis Ababa price or for export at the 

ruling export price. On the other handq the lack of data on the 

origin of these marketed supplies going for export and on prices in 

areas other than Addis Ababa does not allow one to reject the 

argument that exports may be strongly influenced by marketed 

Bupplies-in the areas around the export outlets* This possibilit7 

represents a potential Bource of weakness in the use of the Addis 

Ababa wholesale price indiceso 

The division of the marketed supplies of several products into 

exports and quantities consumed domestically conforms to the second 

hypothesis that changes in exports result from zhanges in domestic 

wholesale prices and this conclusion holds in terms of year-to-7ear 

changes and/or trend movements. 
i These products are castorseed, 

linseed, niger seed, chickpeas, horsebeans and sheepskins. The 

quantities exported of these commodities tended to decrease when the 

wholesale price indices increaseds while increases in exports tended 

to be associated with decreases in the wholesale price indices* The 

Given the lack of data on total marketed suppliess the use 
of trend estimates is a more reliable guide to events than the use 

of year-to-year changeBs as the quantities consumed domestically in 

any given year may result from a lagged response to domestic price* 
changes in a previous year or to domestic price changes in several 
years beforehande 
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quantities remaining after domestic consumption has been catered for., 

Of the two hypotheses) that which relates changes in exports to 

changes in relative prices seems to provide a more satisfactory 

explanation of events than the other hypothesis which asserts that 

changes in exports are inversely related to changes in domestic 

prices onlyl due to inadequate market information on export prices* 

If individual traders are not in direct contact with foreign mark-etsi 

the National Bank of Ethiopia can supply information on current world 

market prices an& it is unlikely, therefore, that market decisions are 

reached without reference to both domestic and export prices* 

Neither the first nor the second hypothesis provides an 

explanation for the quantities exported of the remaining products* 

For coffee the lack of correspondence between either hypothesis and 

the available data is understandable since the quantities exported, 

and-the quantities consumed domestically of coffee were determined in 

a regulated marketo The coffee quotas decided by the International 

Coffee Organisation set an upper limit to the volume of coffee which 

Ethiopia might export and the National Coffee Board of Ethiopia 

controlled the marketed supplies of coffee by means of a licensing 

system* Both exporters and wholesalers were required to be licensed, 

and the sale of coffee on the export market or on the domestic market 

had to be approved by the Coffee Board* The objective of this system 

was to ensure the fulfillment of the coffee quota and to make the 

1 This analysis has assumed throughout that the willingness of 
exporters to sell commodities- -abroad was not affected by changes in 
transport costs-from Addis Ababa to Assab and to Djibouti. Truck and 
railroad freight rates did not increase over the period while the - 
latter actually decreased* These decreases were so small relative to 
the unit export prices3 hovieverl that they appear to have had little 
effect on exports through Djiboutij as witnessed by the growing 
proportion of total trade being directed. through ABsab* 
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remaining supplies available for domestio cons=ptione 
I Consequentlyt 

the determinant of coffee exports was the coffee quota system and 

not the operation of the price mechanism. 

The failure of the two hypotheses to explain the behaviour of 

the quantities exported of several other commodities may be due to a 

quantity response of exports to changes in export prices* 

Alternatively, their failure to shed light on events may be 

attributable to a quantity response of exports to changes in 

producerst incomes* Such responses might confound the behavioural 

assumptions of these hypotheses, since the quantities exported in any 

given year would depend not uponwholesale prices relative to export 

prices or upon wholesale prices alone, but upon export prices or 

producers' earnings either in that year or some previous year* The 

following section will look into the question of quantity response, 

therefore, and its implications for Ethiopian exportse 

5- Quantity Response to Changes in Export Prices, 

The question of ql8ntity response in the agricultural sector in 

the developing countries is one that has attracted much attention and 

this section begins by discussing the various hypotheses about the 

quantity response'of marketed supplies to changes in product prices, 

before considering the more specific question of the quantity' 

response in Ethiopia to changes in export prices and its implications 

i Evidence presented by Teshome Mulat shows thatq although the 
export cluota was the major determinant of exports, coffee exports 
exceeded the cluota in some years and were less than the quota in other 
years and that these deviations were not related to changes in the 
domestic availability of coffee, it is probable that these deviations 

were related to the administrative difficulties of operating the 
licensing system to meet the 

-quota. -. See Teshome Ifulaty Coffee Exports Coffee Study Hooll prepared for and 
duplicated by permission of the National Coffee Boards April 1972s 

pp, 9-10* 
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for Ethiopian export earnings. The possibility that changes in 

earnings rather than price changes determine producers' production 

plans is then discussed both in general terms and in terms of its 

relevance to the empirical evidence for Ethiopia, * 

5a* The Debate over Quantity Response to Price ChanLreB in the 

Agricultural Sector in the Developing Countriese 

One of the basic propositions of economic theory is that an 

increase in price will lead producers to supply more of a commodityo 

It has been argued, howeverg that the application of this proposition 

to African conditions is highly spurious on the grounds. that production 

decisions are made by African farmers without regard to prices. A 

number of economists have taken issue with this argument and it is 

possible to divide the various a priori hypotheses about the quantity 

response in underdeveloped agriculture into three categorieso Firstlyp 

it is hypothesised that farmers in the developing countries respond 

quickly, normally and efficiently to price changes. Secondly, it is 

bypoihosised that the marketed production of subsistence farmers is 

inversely related to price andf thirdlyl it is hypothesised that 

cultural and institutional constraints in the developing countries are 

so limiting that any response to price changes is insignificant* 

With regard to the first hypothesis, T. W. Schultz has argued 

that farmers in developing countries respond quickly and in an 

orthodox manner to price fluctuations* Schultz argues thatt 

The rate at which farmers who have settled into a traditional 
agriculture accept a new factor of production depends upon its 
profit, with due allowance for risk and uncertaintyp and in. this 
respect the response is similar to that observed in modern agriculture. 

I T. W. Schultz, Transforming Traditional Agriculture, Yale 
University Pressp New. Havenj 19641 P-33. 
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and that Itthe doctrine that farmers in poor countries'either are 

indifferent or respond perversely to changes in price *.. is 

patently false and ha=ful, "' 

Schultz has not been alone in the contention that famers in 

underdeveloped agriculture respond positively to price changes* J. W. 

Mellor 2 has argued that short-run responses in agriculture in the 

developing countries may be higher than in developed countrieso i3ince 

the former countries have greater flexibility with respect to factor 

inputs and distribution channelBo Pe T. Bauer and B. S. Yamey 
3 

found that in Nigeria cocoa and palm oil producers were responsive to 

changes in relative prices and Ee Dean4 showed that in Malawi tobacco 

producers appear to behave, in the short-run, much as an analysis 

based on economic theory predicted they would behave. Similar 

conclusions concerning positive supply responses in agriculture in 

the developing countries have been reached by others such as 
567. R. Krishna , W. J. Barber and R. Stern 4P 

I Ibid. j p*49* 
2 J. W. Mellor, The Economics of Agricilltural Development, 

Cornell University Pressl Ithaca, 19669 ppolgg-200o 

3P. T# Bauer and B. S* Yamey, A Case Study of Response to Price 
in'an tnderdeveloped Country, Economic Journall, Vol. MXf 19591 
pp,. 300-305* 

4E* Dean, The Supply R 
to Economic Analysis, North 

es of African Farmeiýsj Cont2ibutions 
ndý Amsterdam, 1966, 

5 R. Krishna, Farm Supply'Response in Ifidia-Pakistan: A-Cise Study 
of the Punjab Region, Economic Journal, Vol* LXMII, 1963, PP-477-487- 

6 
IT . J. Barber, Economic Rationality and 3ehavicural Patterns in 

an Underdeveloped Areat A Case Study of African Economic Beh6viour in 
the Rhodesias, Economic Development and Cultural Changes Vol, 8,19609 
pp*237-251- 

7R. Sternp The Price Responsiveness of Primary Producersj The 
Review of Economic and Statisticsy Vol. 44,1962, pp*202-207- 
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The second hypothesis that there is an inverso relationship 

between the marketed surplus of a subsistence crop and the market 

price is formulated frequently in terms of the argument that African 

farmers have fixed or relatively fixed monetary obligations and, 

thereforej they only sell as much of their production as is necessary 

to obtain the desired money income. It has been argued by D, R* 

Khatkhate that: 

Suppose prices of a&ricultural output rise in relation to non- 
agricultural pricese Since, money requirements are a prior- fixed 
charge on the farmer's outputs he would be prone to market a 
smaller proportion of his output for cash in view of the price - 
rise **o T4e position is reversed when prices of agricultural 
goods fall. 

J. R. Behrman points out that the relatively fixe& desire for money 

income may exist due to; 

relatively fixed monetary charges for rent, debt service and an 
inescapable small amount of consumption of non-agricultural goods 
ooo Whatever production that need not be sold to obtain the 
desired monetary income has a very high utility at the margin in 

on-farm consumption because of the inadequate food supplies which 
are available-to the subsistence producers*' The subsistence 
producing units thereforel maximises its production (subject to 
the constraints which are imposed by factor availabilities and 
production functions), sells whatever is needed to obtain its 
necessary money income) and consumes the remainder. The market 
surplus, thus, varies inveregly with the market price of the 
subsistence crop of concern* 

Re 0. Olson3 and T. Ile Krishnan4 advocate the same bypothesis of 

Do R. Khatkhatej Some Notez, on the Real Effects of Foreign 
Surplus Disposal in Underdeveloped Economies, Quarterly Journal of 
Economics, Vol- 761 Iday 1962, p*189. 

2 J. Re Behrmans Supply Response in Underdeveloped Agriculture., 
Contributions to EconomicAnalysies North Holland$ Amsterdam, 196bo P-5- 

3ýL, 0, Olson, The Impact and implications of Foreign Surplus 
Disposal on Underdeveloped Edonomiesq The Journal of Farm Economics, 
Vol, XLIIj December 1960s PP-1042-1045- 

4T. N. Krishnanj The Marketed Surplus of Foodgrains: Is It 
Inversely Related to Price?, The Economic Iffeekly, Volo VII9 February 
1965o pp-325-328, 
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an inverse relationship between the market surplus and price but 

their concern is with real rather than money income* They argue 

that an increased price for a subsistence crop may increase the 

producer's real income sufficiently so that the income effect on his 

demand for consumption of this crop outweighs the price effects on 

production and consumption* Thusl the marketed surplus may vary 

inversely with the market price* 

The third hypothesis is that cultural and institutional 

restraints make any price response in the agriculture of the 

developing countries insignificant* The cultural aspects of this 

hypothesis arise largely from the work of J. H, Boekej who contends 

that the social systems prevailing in many developing countries 

differ in kind from the social systems of the developed countries and, 

consequently, "anyone expecting Western reactions will meet with 

frequent surprises' It isy he arguest social rather than economic 

needs which give commodities their value, Although Boekets 

observations were based on his experiences in Indonesia$ his 

arguments have been applied to African conditions* Dean points out 

thats 

According to some-observersp Africans are not interested in money 
or incomes Rather they are more concerned with their position in 
the network of social relationships. Prices in Africa *2. are 
determined more by non-economic than economic variablese 

In a collection of articles K. Polanyis C. M. Arensberg and H. W. 
3 Pearson present two articles on West Africa which attempt to show 

J. H. Boekep Economics and Economic Poliezr of Dual Societies, 
New York; 

_1953, 
p*20.1 

2ý. Dean, The Supply Responses of African' Farmers, P-3- 
3K. PolanYij C. VI. Arensberg and H' W-- Pearson; Trade and 

Markets in the Early- pires, Glencoe, 
1111nois$ 

1957- 
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that the econorq is "embedded" in the society* 

It is often argued that institutional restraints arise from 

market imperfections of Various types and these imperfoctions are 

said to exist in both the factor and the product marketse The 

imperfections in tho factor market have been summariced as follcr. 7s: 

Inadequate transportation and communication facilities are 
hypothesised to have limited below desirable levels supplies of 
factors such as chemical fertilizers in rural markets. Even 
within small oeographic areasg factor markets are said often to 
be very fragmented because of traditional tenure arrangements 
and the prevalence of barter exchange. Factors, thus, are not 
easily reallocated as a result of price changes. Credit markets 
are said to be imperfect. Perhaps most important of all, 
knowledge of now factors or of, i ew techniques is said to be 
considerably less than perfect. 

Product markets are said to be fragmented into small geographic 

units due to "tho lack of a parvasive monetary exchange system in 

combination with the overwhelming concern among many farmers for 

producing enough food to guarantee physiological survival. " 2 

Moreover, in many localities farmers aro said to be exploited by 

oligopolistic middle men and both transport and storage facilities 

are said to be inadequate. 3 

Given these three categories of hypotheses$ one may make 

explicit two distinctions. Firstly, there is a distinction between 

total production and marketed supply. The quantities produced and 

the quantities marketed do-not necessarily respond identically to 

changes in pricas, e Secondly, there is a distinction between changes 

in total marketed supplies and changes in the marketed supplies of 

particular crops or commodities in response to changes in relative 

I Beh=e., il SuPply ReLloonse in Underdeveloped Agriculturep, p. B. 

21bid., 
p. 8. 

31bid. 
9 p. 8. 
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prices* Relative price changes may bring-about changes in the 

composition of marketed supplies of agricultural products without any 

significant changes-in indices of or the real value of total 

supplies. 
I 

The lack of data on. marketed supplies of commodities exported by 

Ethiopia prevents one, from. reaching any conclusions concerning the 

quantity response of those supplios in response to price changos. 

Me qucztity response of exports to changes. in export prices will be T 

investigated in the following sections howevers since data are 

available on the export component of. marketod supplies* 

5b, The Cuantity Response of Ethiopian Exports to Changes in Export 

Prices. 

Gooringg =ilu and Abate bave argued that: 

In Ethiopia the view of the typical farmer as slow to respond to 
changing economic circumstances appears to be commonplace as 
manifested in the frequent assertion that the smaller highland 
farmer is noý likely to be the source of significant gains in 
agriculture* 

They recognise, however, that the current emphasis upon the minimum- 

ge programme as a major vehicle of agricultural development is packag 

premised on the belief that Ethiopian farmers will respond in 

positive fashion to economic incentives. If Ethiopian farmers do 

respond positively to economic incentives, one might expect to find 

that, ceteris paribus, changes in export prices will lead to changes 

in the quantities exported* The analysis of this section will 

i This assumes that, -while changda in the production of 
agricultural commodities in 

- 
response to price changea leave the index 

or real value of total agricultural production unchangedy there are, 
no changes in the prices of agricultural crops vis-a-vis the prices 
of non-agricultural goods. 

2 Goering, Aklilu ancl Abate, Ethiopian Observer,, P-156. 
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examine the substance of this line of reasoning by determining the 

association between changes in export prices and quantities 

exported and the implications of any such association for changes 

in export earnings* 

The quantitY responses of exports to changes in export pricos 

for the various-commodities under consideration were estimated by 

applying regression equations of several forms to the data in 

Table 16-on export prices and quantities exported. In these 

regression equations the dependent variables were the quantities 

exported and the independent or explanatory variables, were export 

prices plus the annual export quota in the case of coffee* 
I For 

each commodity the following three simple linear equations were 

tested; I 

Qt =a+ bPt v 

where Qt = the quantity exported in the current year and Pt - the 

export price index number for the current year, 

Qt aa+ 'oPt_ Ip 

where P the export price inclex: number for the previous years t- 

and a+ bP t-22 

where P t-2 22 the export price index number for two years beforehand* 

In addition2 distributed lag equations 'were tested for each 

Mthiopia accepted full membership of the International'Coffee 
'k-reement in 1964 and the data on authorisea export quotas given 
below for the period 1964-1970 were supplied by the National Coffee 
Board of Ethiopia* The IBRD has shown that in 1962 and 1963 Ethiopian 
exports to quota mark-etsg -which accounted for over 901it of total coffee 
exports, corresponded closely to the quota which would have been 
effective had Ethiopia accepted full membership of the ICO. For data 
on the coffee'quota for 1962 and 1963 see IBRD IDA, Agricultural 

. 
Sector Survey, Ethiopia,, Vol. Jig-Annex 3, Table 4- 

ETIUOPLLN COFIM EXPORT QUOTAS 000ts metric tons) 
1962 1963 1964 1965 1966 1967 1968 IX 1970 
55-9 60.6 63.8 77.6 7113 72.2 75-8 83.3 77-0 
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to establish whether theýquantities, exported-depended on export 

prices in more than, one year. For each comodity two equations of 

the distributed lag form were tested* The firet form of distributed 

lag equation used prices in the current years Pts and prices in the 

two previous years, P t-I and Pt_2, ; ýs explanatory variabless 

ioee Qt -a+ bPt - cpt_l + dP t-2 
The second form used prices-in the i=ediately preceding- yeart Pt_lp 

and prices in the two years, previous to that, P t-2 and P t-3' as 

explanatory variablesp 

i6ee Qt =a +-bP t-I + ept-2 + dpt-3 

To avoid axeduction in the number of observations resultina from a 

lagged response t; ohanSes in export prices the data in Table 15 on 

export prices and quantities exported have been supplemented in 

Table 16 by data on these variables for earlier years. 

The quantityresponse for, each commodity is then derived from 

the regression ecluations* 
I The estimates of quantity response to the 

'Let the estimated simple regression equation be 
Q=a+ bP 

where Q is the volume of exports and P is the unit export price index* 
The quantity response of exports with respect to export price is 

da P 
dP *ý 

in the case of multiple regrdszion-wheres for example, 
Q=a+ bP + cO 

with Q the volume of exportsp P the unit export price index and C the 
annual coffee quota, then 'S 9 the partial response of quantities 

exported with respect to export pricesp is 
fQ P S= fp 0, '& 

where 
fa is the partial derivative of Q with respect to Po fr 

Similarly$ ecj the partial response of export quantities with respect 

to the export quota, is 

e 
VQ C 

fo Q 

where 
fQ is the partial derivative of 0. rith respect to C* 
fo 
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significant explanatory variables are presented on the following 

page in Table 17 along with'information on the length of the time 

lags required to produce significant responses, the coefficients of 

determination and the corresponding t-values and significance 

levels. 

Three of the commodities under consideration, haricotbeans, 

lentils and hidesp-were found to have a quantity response of exMoxts 

significantly related to export prices, 
' 

and it was established also 

that the quantity response of coffee exports, was significantly 

related to the coffee quota* The degree and nature of the quantity 

response varied from commodity to commodity. Measures of quantity 

response ranged from 0.91 for haricotbeans to 1-97 for hides and the 

relevant time lag for lentils and haricotbeans was two years, while 

coffee and hides exhibited a response in the same year as the change 

in the significant explanatory variable. With the inclusion of 

coffee among these commodities something of the order of 65% of 

exports by value had a significant quantity response in each year., 

The importance of the export quota as the determinant of coffee 

exports explains the sienificant quantity response to that variable. 

The result obtained for haricotbeans is explicable in terms of the 

e=port-orientation of the commercial farms producing the product with 

the lag of two years between the price change and. the resulting 

change in exports reflecting the period of time requiTed to bring 

about a production response and to move the product into export 

ISignificant 
resultsvere obtained for horsebeanss lentils and 

hidas using simple linear equations with the lajogs indicated in 
Table 17* For coffee the relevant ecluation used only one price 
variable and the coffee quota. The distrituted lag equations did 
not produce statistically significant relationships for any of the 
products# 
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channels. Producers of lentils also needed a two year period after 

the change in export prices to elicit a significant responses but 

the quantity response for this pulse was less predictable than that 

for haricotbeanso 

In common with the oilseeds and the other pulses excluding 

haricotbeans, lentils are Cenerally thoueht of as being grown by 

small-scale farmers in the subsistence sector for whom "it does not 

pay to produce more than enough for their subsistence and minimal cash 

needs. "' The lack of incentive to produce quantities in excess of 

those required for these purposes is related to several "firmly based" 

assertions concerning imperfections in the Ethiopian marketing system 

which depress the prices paid to farmers in rural areas* 
2 

These 

imperfections exist because there are few independent buyers in 

production areas$ because the market information spread tends to be 

dubious, because the cost of transport from the farm to the final 

market is high relative to the(market value of the product, because 

there is insufficient on-farm storage capacityg because the number of 

transactions in the marketing system raises costs and because the 

farmer is the victim of the use of erroneous weights and measures. 

These constraints on a positive, significant response to price changes 

are the same as those outlined by Behrman in the previous section. 

It is plausible in the light of admittedly limited Ethiopian 

experience 
3 that the removal of these constraints will raise farm 

I 
IBED, A gricultur'al Sector Survey, Ethiopia, q V01.11 Annex 16, 

2 Ibid*, Annex 16* These imperfections and their effects on 
prices are discussed in thin Annex. 

3The Ethiopian experience concerns the-Chilalo Agricultural 
Development Unit and the Wollamo Developmnt Unit which have shown 
that rural incomes can be raised and production expanded with 
improvements in the marketing system. See Ibid., p. l. 
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incomes. ands therebls induce a positiveýresponse to price chanves. 

In this respect the, location of the production of-lentils in 

comparison with the location of production of chickpeass horsebeans 

and the products. in the oilseed grouping is important. Although 
Q 

lentils are produced also in north-viestern Tigre, western Welo and 

eastern Gojamj production is more reliable in the cooler climate of 

Shewa and Arusi provinces. Proauction of chickpoas, hor-sebeans and 

the oilseeds is ooncentrateds. howevers outwith'these latter areas. 
2 

The provinces of Shewa-and Arusi are at the centre of the trade and 

transportation network in Ethiopia and this proximity to Addis Ababa 

tends to reduce-the imperfections of the marketing system in these 

areass Producers in Shewa and Aruzi are faced with a maficeting 

system characterised by lower transport costs to the final marketp 

by more accurate market information on prices, by fewer transactions 

and by the use of more standardised weights and measures than the 

system facing producers in more remote areas. It is not =ýrketing 

unlikely that such factors account for the significant quantity 

response of lentils* , 

As by-productsp the co=odities in the hides and skins grouping 

miSht be expected, on a priori grounclns, not. to havo significant 

quantity responses to price changes. While this was true for 

goatskins and sheepskinss a significant response was found for hides. 

This response is probably the outcome of the distribution of hides 

I Experience Incorporatedg Production and Marketing of Pulse 
Crops in Ethippias P-13- 

2 The geographic distribution of the production of pulses is 
dealt with in-lbides PP-10-13. The geographic distribution of 
production of both pulses and oilseeds is dealt with in S. Stanley, 
An Introduction to the Rural Economy of Ethiopia$ Addis Ababa, 
1971- 
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between marketed supplies and supplies remaining in the villages* It 

has been estimated' that roughly 60% of the total supply of hides in 

any year are retained in the rural areas as substitutes for other 

forms of containers and clothing* An increase in the export price 

might make it profitable, therefore, for exporters to exert greater 

efforts in attracting supplies away from these uses in the villages 

for export* 
2 

It was suggested in Section 4b that a significant quantity 

response to export prices might obscure the interrelationships among 

domestic pricess export prices and quantities exported postulated 

there* This does seem to be the case for hidess haricotbeans and 

lentils* The domestic vholesale price index for ýides fell much more 

rapidly over the period than the export price index and, thusq one 

would. bave anticipated increases in the quantities exported* The 

quantities exported of this product fell during the periody however* 

Similarlyj although the export price indices for baricotbeans and 

lentils rose much less rapidly than the domestic price indices and 

one would have anticipated decreases in the quantities exported, the 

quantities exported actually increased* In these instances, therefore. 9 

due'to the quantity response to export pricesy one finds results 

contrary to thowexpectedo 

The length of the time leg between the change in the explanatory 

variable and the change in the quantities exported has an important 

'IBED9 LWcultural -Sector , SurveY'9'Eiýioýiýaj Vol* 19 Amex 59 P-15- 

2This 
result'"contradi 

. 
cts 

. the . 
assumption 

. 
made in Section 4b thatj 

as a by-product, the marketed supplies of hides would'be price inelastic 
in any year* It does nots howeverp alter'the conclusion reached there 
that neither relative price changes nor changes in domestic wholesale 
prices alone explain the changes-in the quantities exported. 
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bearing on the implications for the chanZ; es in export earninSs of a 

significant quantity response* The importance of the time lag is 

related to the interaction of the time pattern of quantity chanr-es 

in response to chanSes in the independent variable with the time 

pattern of exogenously determined export price changes* Where one 

finds a significant unlaZSed quantity response to export pricess tho 

quantity and price chan,, *, es must reinforce each other and) 

consequently, the absolute change in export earnings will be greater 

than the absolute change in either prices or quantities. The 

possible outcomes on export earnings of a lagged response are more 

complexo Whereq for-instancep the time lag involved is two years# 

the quantity change in the third year will reflect the price change 

in the initial year, but, since export prices are exogenously 

determinedg the price received in the third year may increases 

decrease or remain constant and, thus, depending on the degree and 

direction of the price change and on the degree and direction of tho 

quantity changes export earnings may increases decrease or remain 

constant. 

The quantities exported of three. products., hidesy haricotbeans 

and lentilsp were found to be significantly related to export ' 

prices* For hides the relationship was unlagged and for the two 

other commodities the time lag was two years. The effect of these 

time lags on fluctuations in export earnings may be considered using 

the instability indices for export earniness prices and quantities 

given in Chapter Two. These indices show that fluctuations in 

export earnings -were greater than fluctuations in either prices or 

quantities for hides and lentils and that fluctuations in export 

earnings from haricotbeans were less than the fluctuations in the 
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quantities exported but, greater than the fluctuations in price,, 

The result that changes in prices and changes in quantities 

tended to reinforce one another is the inevitable consequence of the 

unlagý-, ed response for hides. Similarly,, although not an inevitable 

outcome, the evidence indicates that quantities of lentils coming 

onto the market in response to a price change two years beforehand 

interacted with price changes to produce fluctuations in export 

earnings greater than either the price or the quantity fluctuations. 

On the other handl for haricotbeans changes in export quantities 

coincided with chan. ),. Tes in export prices such that these variables 

tended to offset one another in their effects on export earnings* 

The remaining commodity for which there was a significant 

quantity response is coffee* The response for this comiodity 

differs from the others, however, in that the significant 

e. -. planatory variable wasthe coffee export quota and not export 

price"o The quantity response tothe export quota was unlagged and 

theInstability indices in Chapter Two show that the fluctuations in 

export earnings were greater than the fluctuations in prices and the 

fluctuations in quantitiese These statements mean that the quantity 

changesq determined by the response to changes in the export quotas 

were reinforced by price changes to produce changes in export 

earnings in excess of the changes in either prices or quantitiese 

For three of the four products with a significant quantity 

responses hidess Ier"118 and coffees the time pattern of the 

ma jointly Cluantity response and the time pattern of Price chan, 

produced, therefore, changes in export earning-s greater than the 

changer. in prices'and in quantitiese only for one products 

haricotbeansy did the time pattern of the quantity response and the 
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time pattern of price changes tend to offset one another in their 

effects on export earnings. 

One of the propositions of-ebonomic theory which arises from the 

existence of a statistically-significant lagged response of quantity 

to price is the cobvieb theorem. The cobweb theorem rests on the 

basic behavioural assumption that producers base their production 

plans for some future period on the current market price. Tho higher 

the current market price, the more producers will plan to supply to 

the market in some future time period* The law of demand dictates, 

howeverl that an increased quantity being offered on the market can 

be sold only at a lower price and this lower price leads, in turnj to 

a smaller quantity being produced for sale at some future dateo This 

reduced quantity then brinSs forth a higher market price and so the 

cobweb cycle continues either towards eqailibrium in the convergent 

case or awayfrom. equilibrium in the divergent cazee 

The cobweb theorem describes a market system in which prices and 

quantities are determined endogenouslyo The markets under 

consideration heres however, are the export markets for Ethiopian 

products in which prices are determined exogenously. Given 

exogenously determined prices, the law of demand is inapplicable to 

the exports'of an individual country such as Ethiopia and one may 

ar, -, ues therefores that the cobweb theorem is inapplicable also* On 

the other hand$ world market prices and total world exports of a 

particular product may follow a cobweb pattern and, conseQuentlys for 

those Ethiopian exports which respond to changes in export prices 

events within Ethiopia may reflect the torld. cobweb system* 

In its simplest form the cobweb theorem assumes a one period lag 

between the change in price and the resulting change in-guantity. 
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Two year lags were established for the Ethiopian products with a 

sienificant) lagaed, quantity response. The Appendix to this 

Chapter extends the c-qbweb analysis with a one year lagap therefore, 

to include a situation-with a two year laS an& identifies the 

rankings of prices and quantities associated with a la, &Zed response 

of two years for both a convergent and a diverSent system* 

The data in Table 16 on export prices and export quantities may 

be fitted to the rankings of prices and quantities in the Appendix 

to establish whether a cobweb system does exist for the comodities 

with a lagged responses lentils and haricotbeans. The lack of 

correspondence between these price and quantity series and the 

rankings obtained in the Appendix revealsp howeverl that the cobweb 

thoorem does not hold for these products* 

The analysis abovo was concerned with the reactions of farmern 
V 

to changes in pricoso Specifically, an attempt was made to 

investigate the validity for thý export sector of the basic 

proposition that changes in quantities supplied. result from Price 

movementse One may argue, howover, that the decisive factor 

influencing export producers$ actions is not the behaviour of 

exogenously determined prices but tather the availability of finance* 

Farmerst decisions, it may be argueds are governed by the earnings 

from their current harvests. If this is the cases farmersvill be 

able to take greater measures to increase their planned production, 

the higher are their current earnings and this will affect the 

volume of crops coming onto the market in subsequent yearse -One may 

turn, therefore, to a consideration of the basis for this line of 

argument and its relevance, to the Ethiopian situation* 
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5oo IncomegInvestment and Output, 
One feature of the agricultural sector of the doveloping countries 

is the low level of investment* This is often ascribed to the fact 

that the low incomes of agricultural producers prevent them from 

undertaking investment* I To the extent that this is the factor 

behind the low levels of investment$ it follows that increased 

incomes will place producers in a stronger positicn to undertake 

investmentl since the greater availability of cash will enable them 

to increase their plantinCs and to introduce now ideas and 

techniques throuSh the use of purchased inputs such as improved 

seeds, fertilizers, insecticides and tools. The effect of these 

actions is to expand output. 

The process by which increased investments incorporatinP, ' 

innovations, leads to increased output has been discussed by No 

Kaldor in his theoretical writings on the "technical progress 

function. 112 The basic postulate of the "technical pro,,:, ýress function" 

is that there exists a relationship between the rate of increase of 

investment and the rate of increase of output which embodies the 

effect of constantly improvjn, ýr knowlede-e and knovýhovj as well as 

the effect of increasinE; capital per man and rhich does not attempt 

'The 
role and problems of capital formation in traditional 

a,. QTiculture are discussed at length in Jo W. Yellor, Toward a Theovi 
of Agricultural DeveloDment) in H. 1ý1. Southworth and B. F. Johnston, 
Agricultural Development and Economic Growth, Cornell University 
Press, Ithaca, New York,, 1967, ppe2l 5, and. in Mellor, The 
Economics of AP icultural Development, pp*81-10lo , 4T 

2 This concept is discussed in No Kaldorf A Model of Economic 
Growth) Economic Journal, Vol, 67j December 19573 PP*591-624, in 
LT, Kaldor, Capital Accumulation and. Economic Growth, published in 
The Theoty of Capital, edited byF. A. Lutz and D. C. Hagues 3; acUillan, 
! 361$ PP-177-220jý--and in N. Kaldor and Jo As Mirrlees., A New Model 
of Economic Growth in-Readings in ilacroeconomics, edited by M. Go 
Mueller) Holt, Rinehart and Winston) New Yorkj 1966s Chapter 22s 
pp. 306-322a 
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to isolate these effects from one another* Concerning the 

absorption of technical progress, Kaldor states that; 

It is possible to utilise as yet unexploited ideas (whether old 
ideas or new ideas) more or less fully; and it is always the 
most profitable ideas (ioeo those that raise output most in 
relation to the investment -which they require)-which are 
exploited firste Some are old ideas; some are new ideas; most 
of the technical improvement that takes place embodies both. We 
cannot isolate the element of pure novelty in a world where 
knowledge is constantly improving; and where tho actual 
techniques are constantly lagging behind the very latest 
techniqjes that would be selected if everything were started 
afresh. 

Any society, however; has only a limited capacity to absorb 

technical change in any given period and this capacity is determined, 

in Kaldor's terminology, by societyts "dynamism"a 

The more "dynamic" are the people in control of production, 
the keener they are in search of improvements, and the readier 
they are to adopt new ideas and to introduce new ways of doing 
thinGsy the faster production (per man) will rise, and the 
higher is the rate of ýccumulation of capital that can be 
profitably maintained. 

These ideas concerning innovation and, 'Idynamism" are of a 

general nature and apply equally well to both developed and 

de6loping societies, The "technical progress function" provides a 

useful general framework9 therefore, for analysis of the manner in 

which output increases as a result of investment. one is concerned 

also, howeverl with the question of why investment takes place in 

response to an increase in the availability of finance and to 

approach this problem one may refer to the "investment function" 

constructed by Kaldor as a complement to his "technical progress 

function"* 

Kaldor uses the "investment function" to make certain assumptions 

o-ic Growth Kaldors Capital Aecturaulation and Econ 4W" p. 203. 

2 ... 
Ibidop p. 207- 
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concernin, gr entrepreneurial psychology designed to explain the 

rationale behind investment decisions* Essentially these assumptions 

describe the nature of the risks -which entrepreneurs are prepared to 

accept and Raldor recognises thats 

There are various alternative assumptions that can be made about 
investment behaviour ... and at the present stage we cannot say 
that our knowledge of entrepreneurial behaviour is sufficient t 
rule out any particular assumption in preference to some other. 

With regard to the willingness to accept risk, Me Friedman pnd 

L. J, Savage make the point, however, that in general- inclividuals 

are not indifferent as between the equal probability of an gX gain 

and an gX loss2 due to the diminishing marginal utility of income* 2 

According to Friedman and Savage; 

If the marginal utility of money diminishes, an individual 
seeking to maximise utility will never participate in a "fair" 
game of chance, for example, a game in which he has an equal 
chance of winning or losing a dollar. The gain in utility from 
winning a dollar will be, less than the loss in utility from 
losing a dollars so that 3 the expected utility from participation 
in the game is negative. 

Mellor4 and 11. Lipton5 tal,: e up this argument, considering it to 

be more important when the individual is at the margin of 

subsistence, since loss may have an abnormally severe outcbme for 

peasant farmers3 starvation, Moreover, the risks associated with 

'Ibid.; 
pp-210-211, 

2M. Friedman and. L. J. Savage, The Utility'Analysis of Choices 
Involving Risk, Journal of Political Economy, 1948j pp. 279-304- 

. Reprinted in Landmarks in 
-political 

Economy, edited by D, J. 
Ila=ilton, A* Rees and H. G. Johnsonj Phoenix Booksp University of 
Chicago Pressj Chicago, 1962, pp. 297-336. 

31bid, 
, p, 299. 

4rallors The Economics of A, ýTicultural Development) p. 291. 

511. Lipton, The Theory of the OptimisinP Peasants journal of 
Development Studies, April 1968s PP-327-351- 
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invostment and innovation are much Ereater for peasant farmers in 

developinZ countries than for producers in what Lipton has described 

as "the humane, rich and risl-, cushioned agriculture of the ratestfil, 

Ilellor enumerates several forms of risk which may result in the 

failure of a3ricultural investment and each of these factors tends 

to be particularly common in low-income agriculturee 

The first form of risk involves the variability of weather 

conditions. It is possible thatj 

Because of bad weather, fields on which an innovations such as 
fertilisers is applied will yield no more than, or less than, 
those on which it is note A farmer could not only lose his 3 investment in fertiliser but also his normal yield as wells 

Secondly, there is the possibility of technical risko A. recommended 

innovation =ay not be profitable even under favourable weather and 

price conditions where ther-- has been inadequate trial under the 

conditions experienced by the farmer* This risk is a consequence of 

the lack of adequate facilities and institutions for adapting 

research_and testing results* A third form of risk is prico risk* 

In innovation may not be profitable if the resulting output domes 

onto the market in a year in which priCeB have fallen* 

In view of these risks one viould anticipate low. -income farmers 

to "Da cautious about, committing limited cash reserves to an innovation. 

Consequentlys the problem of risk and uncertainty involved in 

expenditure on new forms of inputs may be just as important as or 

more important than the problem of capital availability in explaining 

the low levels of investment in developing agriculture and 

lIbid., 
P-334. 

2ýellor, The Economics of Ap-ricul - tural Development, pp. 291-292, 

3Ibidep 
p, 2910 
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assumptions in a Kaldor-type analysis about producerst willingness 

to invest would have to accomodate the greater risks facing peasant 

producerse Thin discussion of-the effect of on, investmont 

behaviour draws much of the strength frot the general contention 

that the availability of finance determines peasant producers' 

actions* Bearing this in mind, the remaining part of thin section 

is concorned with the more specific question of whether or not there 

appears to be an, association between changes in the availability of 

finance and changes in the qaantities exported by Ethiopia. 

5de The Quantity Response of Ethiopian Farmers to Changes in the 

Availability of Finance. 

A detailed empirical investigation into the contention that the 

availability of finance has an impact on investment decisions anas 

thust affects the quantities exported would require statistical 

information on incomest investment expenditures and the quantities 

produced and exported. From analysis of such information one might 

ascertain whether or not events lend support to the argumento. 

Attempts at any such analysis for the products exported by Ethiopia 

are confronted, however, by the absence of data on producers' 

incomes and investment patterns in the azricultural sector* One has 

only those data presented already in this Chapter and these provide 

no information an producers' investment. Statistical information on 

the middle link in the argument is missing, therefore, and one must 

proceed by considering whether the available data allow one to 

construct hypotheses about the relationship between changes in 

earnings and ofianges in exports., 

One might wish to construct two hypotheses. The first is that 
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changes in the quantities exported are related to changes in earnings 

from exports* The second is, that changes in total marketed outputt 

including the quantities sold abroad, are determined by changes in 

aggregate earnings from home and exported salesp i. e. the greater are 

earnings from all sourcesp the more able are farmers to expand their 

production for sale and, hencep the greater is the ability to export* 

Difficulties created by data deficiencies meanp howeverf that 

the latter of ihese hypotheses cannot be tested# As mentioned in 

Section 4bj total production of individual products is calculated 

on the basis of estimated domestic consumption plus exports) but the 

estimates of the quantities consumed domestically cannot be broken 

down into the volume of subsistence consumption and those quantities 

consumed in the monetised sector of the economy* Consequently, it 

is not possible to measure earnings from domestic saleso One is 

leftp therefores only with the first hypothesis and this may be 

tested using the data on export earnings and on the quantities 

exported in Table 9 and Table II respectively in Chapter Two and the 

various equations in Section 5b above. 

No significant results were found and there are various possible 

explanations* One explanation may lie in the disincentive effects on 

innovation of the Ethiopian land tenure system, 'Another possible 

explanation concerns farmerst indebtedness and their need to borrow 

money to finance consumption until the next harvest. An increase 

in earnings from exports may increase farmers' incomes, but it may 

not place them in a sufficiently healthy position to enable 

them to clear their accumulated debt orp indeed, to enable them 

to avoid incurring spme additional debt. In view of the 

high interest charges on loans and the risks and uncertainties 
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involved in agricultural investments farmers may prefer to minimise 

their debts rather than take measures aimed at increazing future 

output. 

The failure to obtain statistically significant results may 

reflect, howevers an unwillingness to accept risk even in, situations 

where producers-have no debts*, Alternativelyl, tbe results may arise 

from harvest failures after farmers, whether indebted or not, accepted 

the risks attendant on inveotments 

A further explanation may be that the hy pothesis is inadequate* 

By relatine producerst decisions to earninZs from exports alonep it, 

implicitly as. -PUMes that production is export-orientedl buts apart from 

haricotbeaziss this is not the case for the products exported by 
, 

Ethiopiae Producers take commodities to the, market for sale to the 

hig-hest bidder without regard to whether the buyer wants the products 

for sale domestically or for export. Consequently, an increase in the 

domestic, wholesale price relative to the export price may. reduce the 

quantities sold for export* These observations highlight, two, 

failing, s of the hypothesis* Firstly,. it does not recognise that 

incomes 9-ndj hence, the availability of finance are determined-by-, 

sales to both the domestic, and export markets. Secondly) it fails to 

take account of relative price changes in those years in which output 

is marketede 
I 

The only commodity produced specifically for the export market is 

haricotbeans. There is no evidences howevers-of a significant 

1 The second bZrpothesis would appear to go further towards 
providing an adequate explanation of eventsp were sufficient data at 
handj since it recoznises that income may come from sales on both the 
domestic and export markets. Nevertheless, it would still require to 
be supplemented by provision for the possible effects of ehanaes in 
relative prices on chan,. -es in dxports, 
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quantity response to changes in export earnings for this product, 

although a significant quantity response to export price changes was 

found in Section 5b. A difference in findings might have been 

anticipated from scrutiny of the data on export earnings and prices 

in Chapter Two, which showed that these variables did not always 

tend to move in the sams direction* The different results indicate 

that the behaviour of producers of this commodity appears to be 

guided more by price movements than by changes in the availability 

of finance. 

On one hand, the response to price-changes suggests that these 

producers are prepared to accept the risk and uncertainty of 

attempting to alter future output in line with current price changes 

and, on the other hands the lack of association between export 

earnings and output suggests that they have the resources to do so 

without having to rely on current earnings* This latter point is 

probably explicable in terms of the fact that haricotbeans, unlike 

the other crops except sesame seed, are grown on large commercial 

farmso Owners of such farms are likely to be in a much stronger 

financial position than or can obtain loans from the banking system 

more"easily than peasant producerse 

Conclusions* 

The analysis of this Chapter permits one to arrive at the 

fOllO'winS conclusions concerning the implications of domestic supply 

conditions for export instability* 

Firstly, it was shown that Ethiopia's shares in world trade are 

so small that Ethiopia has no control over the prices received for 

her exports and, consequentlys changes in supply conditions lead 
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to export instability only through changes in the quantities 

exported. 

Secondlyj only for goatskins and, to a lessor extents sesamo 

seed did changes in the Quantities exported appear to- be related to 

changes in. domestic production. Changes in domestic production might 

not be associated with changes in e: ý-portsj howevor3 given changes in 

domestic demand. Although it was not possible to establish whether 

changes in subsistence consumption led to changes in the marketed 

supplies, changes in the quantities oonsumed. in the monetised sector 

of castorseeds linseedo nigerseed, chickpoasl horsebeans and 

sheepskins did seem to affect the quantities exportedo 

Thirdly, three commoditiesy haricotbeans$ lentils and hides were 

found to have a quantity response significantly related to export 

prices and it was established that coffee had a significant quantity 

response to the export quota* The inclusion of coffee among these 

products means that they accounted for approximately 651% of total 

exports by value in each year* The quantity responses for 

haricotbeanal lentils and hides obscured the expected relationships 

between domestic consumption and exports while the export quota 

determined the volume of coffee going for export and the volume 

consumed domestically. For coffee, hides and lentilsy the time 

pattern of the quantity response interacted-with the time pattern of 

price changes to produce changes in export-earnin,, n greater than 

either the changes in prices or the changes in quantities. For 

haricotbeans these time patterns of chanSes offset one anothere 

Fourthly$ a cobweb pattern of price and quantity changes did not 

fit the evidence for the products with a sir_nificant laeL701 quantity 

response; i. e. lentils and baricotbeanso 
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Finally, no product exhibited a sienificant quantity response to 

changres in, export earningse Attempts to explain this result and to 

construct alternative hypotheses concominZ the relationship between 

changes in the availability of finance and chanees in exPorts were 

severely constrained by the lack of data on incomes and investment. 
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CHAP TMER T=t A=,, %TDIT. 

The Cobweb Theorem: Equilibrium with Lagyýed Adjuntment. 

The cobweb theorem, is concerned with the adjustment of output 

to price in a market where instantaneous adjustment is not possible. 

The basis of the cobweb theorem is that time laps between production 

decisions and the appearance of the output in the market mean that 

the quantity supplied (St) and the quantity demanded, (Dt) in the 

current period are functions of two different variables. The 

quantity supplied is a function of market price in a former period 

(Pt_, )-whereas the quantity demanded in a function of the current 

market price (Pt)s 

i. e. St= s(pt-1) 

and Dt= D(Pt) 

It is assumed that the quantity supplied in period t always equals 

the quantity demanded in that period and this equality is achieved 

by the adjustment of price. 

The initial =arket situation in the cobweb theorem is one of 

disequilibriumo In Diagram I on the following page, for example, 

tho quantity supplied is OQ I and, the corresponding markat price is 

OPj* If producers base their production plans, on this price$ they 

will supply the amount On to the mar. -et in the following period. 12 

The price falls instantaneously to OP2 and this price induces P. 

supply of 011 in the following period@ In Diagra= I this cycle '3 

continues until equilibrium is reached at the intersection of the 

demand curve and the supply curve, i, e, the oscillations of price and 

quantity are convergent. The same mechanism operates in Diagg-ram 2 

but the price and quantity fluctuations diverge further and further 

away from equilibrium, i, e. the market is subject to explosive 
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The convergent cobweb cycle in Diagram I produces the following 

ranking of market prices; 

OP I) OP 3> OP 5> OP 4ý OP2 

and the following rankinS of quantities; 

OQ2 ý ()ov4 > "5 ý OQ3 ý "I 

The-market prices and quantities supplied in the divergent case in 

Diaeram 2 are ranked as follows; 

OP5> 03 > 03 ) OP2> OP4 

and 0ý42 ý OQ4 )0 '-ýI ) O'Z3 > OQ5 

Both the convereent and the divergent cobweb cycles examined 

above assume that the change in the ai,. uantity marketed is 1, --ZZed one 

period on the change in priceo The introduction of a two period las 

complicates the cobweb cycle. With a two period lag the quantity 

supplied in the current period (St) is a function of the price 
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prevailing two periods previously, 

i9ee St= S(P t-2) 

The guantit.,,,, - demanded in the current period continues to be a 

function of price in this period. 

The convergent cycle in Diap. Tam I began with the quantity OQ, 

and price OPG If this were a cobweb cycle with a two period lag the 

ranl-Ang of prices and quantities would become 

OPI ý OP5) opq > OP 7> OP 3 
and 0 1%1 Q3 > OQ7 ý OQ9 ý OýZ5 ý 0' 

Had this cycle begLM with price OP2 and quantity OQ2 the corresponding 

rankings of prices and quantities would be 

OP2ý OPO opid OP8ý OP4 

and 
1 

00'4ý OQ8 > OQ4 O'ý-6 ý oo; "2 
Assume that the quantities OQ, and Oý, represent different 

starting points for cobweb patterns beginning in the first and second 

periods* One now has rankings of prices ancl quantities for the 

cobweb systems originating in the first and second periods. 

Regardless of where the cobweb system in the second period begins 

relative to the position of the cobweb system in the first period 

these rankings remain unaltered. In terms of Diagram I it makes no 

difference to these rankings whether OQ2 is introduced to the left or 

to the right of OQV Given time series data on prices and quantities 

for a particular products therefore, one may use these rankings to 

identify whether or not a convergent cobweb system holds for that 

producto 

Simiiar steps may be taken to identify the price and quantity 

rankings for a divergent series with a tvvo year lag* The rankin&-s 

of prices and quantities derived from Diagram 2 began with the 
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quantity OQ and price OP and if one introduces a two year lagg 

these rankings become 

OP 9 OP 5> OP 1> OP 3) OP 7 

and 0ý7 OQ3 > 021 > 0ý5 > "9 

If the initial price and quantity had been OP2 and Oý2 respectively 

rather than OQ I and OP I the rankings would be as follows 

OP 18 OP6> OP2-> OP4 > OP8 

and OQ8"Y. 0ý2ý OQ0 00'10 

Again, thereforos one has information on the rankings of prices and 

quantities in the first and second cobweb systemz, which remain 

unchanged whatever the position at which 0" 2 is introduced relative 

to OZj* Thus, given time series data on prices and quan4, ities one 

may determine whether these data fit into a divergent cobveb 

patteni. 
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CHAPTER FOUR 

Among the possible explanations of the export instability 

experienced by the developing countries axe those concerning the 

concentration of export earningso The three forms of export 

concentration are the concentration of exports on primary produotal 

the dependence on proceeds from a narrow range of foreign marketal 

ioe* geographic concentration, and the dependence on earnings from 

a limited number of productel ioeo commodity concentration* This 

chapter is concerned with the significance of these forms of 

concentration in explaining Ethiopian export instability and each 

form will be examined below in turnoý 

Concentration on the Export of Primary Productso 

The explanation. of export instability in terms of the 

specialisation of the developing countries on the export of primary 

products rests on two assumptions* pirstlyp it is assumed that the 

developing countries export mainly primary commodities andq 

secondly, it is assumed that the proceeds from these 'Products in 

world markets are subject to greater fluctuations than the proceeds 

from manufactured goodse Thus$ it is argueds the dependence of the 

developing countries on exports of primary products leads to greater 

instability than that experienced by countries exporting 

manufactured goods. 

Coppock has showng howeverp that the evidence in support-of the 

second assumption is not particularly convincingg since he found 

that proceeds from manufactured goods in world markets are not 

invariably more stable than proceeds from primary products. 
I This 

Coppock's evidence was discussed in Cbapter Onel Section 7* 
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evidence notwithatandingg the second ass=ption requires some 

qualification when one is considering the export performance of a 

particular country* Specificallyp this assumption must be 

reformulated such that the greater instability of proceeds from 

primary products is asaumed to hold not only for the earnings of the 

developing countries as a group, but also for the earnings of that 

trading nations 

ThS commodity composition of Ethiopian exports* in summarised in 

Table 18 and. the striking feature of this table is the almost 

complete dependence on primary product exports* The Ethiopiaa 

situation clearly conformss thereforej to the first-of the 

assumptions, above* Moreoverp the concentration of exports is such 

that there is no basis for testing the validity of the second 

TABLE 18 - 
caeosmm 

-or 
ETHiopiAN Expows, 1962 -1970 % value 

-1962 1963 -1964 -1965 -1966 1967 -1968 -1969 1970 

Primary Products 9905 99*7 99*7 99*8 99.8 99-8 994 99-7 99*7 
I 

Manufactured Goods 

Miscellaneous 
M=ufactured Goods 

Co=odities not 
classified acoording 
to kincl 

001 001 0*1 001 001 001 Ool 001 001 

000 001 000 000 000 000 Oll 091 091 

094 Oei 0.1 Ool 091 Ool 091 Ool Ool 

Sources Annual External Trade Statistical I. E, Gj various issues* 

'Primary 
products inclAde food and live animalep beverages. and, 

tobacco, crude materiali, inedibleq except fuels and animal and 
vegetable oils and fats. Chemical elements and compounds, -although 
included in the trade statistical are omitted here as they represent 
an even smaller proportion of total exports than either manufactured 
goods or miscellaneous manufactured goods* 
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assumption* The products exported. by Ethiopia under the commodity 

groupings "Manufactured, Commodities" and, "Miscellaneous Manufactured, 

Commodities" accounted for only 0*1% on average of total earnings 

andl given such a small proportion, one cannot compare meaningfully 

the degree of instability experienced either by manufactured 

commodities as a group or by individual. manufactured. commodities 

with the degree of instability experienced by primary product 

exportso One is unable to judgel thereforep whether the second 

assumptionIs relevant to the Ethiopian situation, but one can 

conclude safely that the fluctuations in total export earnings 

resulted from the export of primary productse 

2* Geoaýýphic Concentration, 

The concentration of the exports of a developing oountrY on a 

small number of foreign markets is often thought to be an important 

cause of export instabilityl as it means that export proceeds are 

dependent on economic conditions in only a few countries and, that 

changes in receipts from one of these sources may not be counter- 

balanced. by changes in receipts from another trading partner or from 

the other trading partners an a group* Consequentlyt fluctuations in 

earnings from one source may lead to fluctuations in total earnings* 

Similarlyp for an individual product exported, by a particular country 

changes in receipts from one trading partner may lead. to changes in 

total proceeds* 

The following parts of this section mill be concerned, with 

establishing whether or not geographic concentration has been an 

important element in determining the export instability experienced, 

by Ethiopia and. on* may proceed. by examining the index normallf 
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emplo, yocl- to »anure Ooncentration in tra"* 

2a* The Index of Geographic . Concentration* 

Authors such an Coppockp Massellq MacBoan and. Michaely, 

following conventiong determine the degree of geographic concentration 

of export proceeds using the Gini-Hirschman coefficient of 

concentrations This index defines the geographic concentration of 

total export earnings of country jp denoted by C jX 9 as follows; 

77= 

, 

J. n .-(! 
., 
-, 2 

100 jx 

where X represents the Value of exports of country Z to country i 
ij 

and where Xi represents the value of total-exTOrts Of QOuIItI7 J6 

The Gini-Hirsebman index my be used to measure also the degree 

of geographic concentration of export earnings from individual export 

commodities and this may be done when the tenas in the above f OrMlS 

are redefined such that C represents the coefficient of geographic 

'Xichaoly 
points out that this coefficient was developed first# 

in a slightly different fo=, v by G, Giniq Variabilita a Matabilital 
Bolognial Cuppinip 1912 and was later developo4., in4opondeRýly, iA. the 
form defined in the text, by A. o. Hirscbman,, wational ]Power and the 
Structure ok'Foi*i&'R Tradep University of California-FrOest-BerksIP79 
'Ealifornial 19459 Appendix A. 

- 
)Iichsýkly Trovides thishistpricAl note 

and usei this coefficient in'Concentrat . i6iý--IiýIntirnational Tradev, 

pp. 8-25-6 
.' 

Use is also made of tbis index-, Coppock: 9 International 
Economic lnstsbiliýZq pp. 97-98 and p-1141 by 
1conomic Revien 19,70, p,, 623 and by MacBeanj - RMrt Instabili& and 
Economic. Develo ntp pp*40-45* MiscBean's data. areq. inýfactq. taken 
from. Tables I, and-2. of Michaely's studyo. Coppock also employed the 
proportion of exports to one regiony the ProPortion'of exports 'to tb* 
UI, S. A* and the proportion of exports to the U, S-I, as a percentage of 
G,, N,, Po as explanatory variables* To establish a significant result 
using'these measures requires making the same assumption as'is- 
required when employing the Gini-Eirechman coefficientj iseo that- 
there is a direct relationship'betvoen these indices and the degree of 
export instability experienced* The adequacy of this assumption is 
discussed later in the text by reference to the more commonly-used 
Gini-Hiracbman coefficient* 
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concentration of commodity J9 Ii, represents the value of exports of 

commodity j to oo=tr7 i and Xi represents the total value of exports 

of commodity J4. 

With rsupeet to total snort earninpq this formla indicatou 

that the coefficient of geographic-concentration will be higherp the 

lower the musber of countries to which country j exports and the 

more uneven is the distribution of export earnings among these 

countries* In the extreme case where all export receipts come from 

one trading partnerp the coefficient will equal 1009 its highest 

possible value* On-the other hands the coefficient will be lowers 

the greater the number of countries to which country j exports and 

the more evenly exports a" distributed among the trading partners* 

By the same reasoningg the index for an individual commodity is 

determined by the number of countries to wbich the commodity in 

exported and by the distribution of export receiptso 

The coefficient of geographic concentration for total export, 

earnings takes into account the coefficients for individual 

commodities and vill be influenced, therefore 9 by the geograPhic 

concentration of the-more, important export products* Ifq for 

instance$ total export ea=ings rely largely on receipts from one 

oommoclityp the coefficient for that commodity will have a strong 

bearing on the coefficient for total export earnings* The fewer the 

countries to whieb the major export item is exported and the more 

uneven Us distribution of earnings among the trading partnersp the 

- 
'If*n is the largest number of co=tries to vhich country j 

my potentially export and if exports. are divided equally among all 
trading partners, the lovest possible-ooefficient is 

100 

Sea Michaelyp 'Cone'entr . ati6i in: Inter , niti`oiai tiaý69,, p*8, 
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higher will be its coefficient of geographic concentration andp 

hencef the higber will be the coofficient, of geographic concentration 

for total oxport *&=ingot 

The Gird-Birsobman coofficiont will be used in the following- 

section to measure the degree, of geographic, concentration both for 

toW- Ethiopian export earainp and for saniinp from individwa 

export commoditieso 

2b* The Measurement of Geographic Concentration of Ethiýpian 

Exports* 

Coefficients of geographic concentration were calculated for. 

Ethiopia using the data in the even-cumbored tables from Table 2 to 
I 

Table 32 of the Statistioal Appendix* In calculating these 

coefficients, q howeverg export earnings from certain souroesvere 

excluded* The ftriBt group of countries omitted from the 

C4LICU1&tiOng vas composed of those markets vhich represonted lose 

+, him 1*0% of total export earnings from a particular commodityo The 

estimation of the Gini-Urnobman coefficient involves summing the 

squares of the proportions of total export prooeeds from each 

sourcep but a trading partner which makes up lose than 1-0% of total 

earnings will contribute little to an index constructed in this 

mannere The second group of countries not taken into account 

comprised. those trading partners included in broad categories such 

as "Others" and "Unspecified"* These categories represent the 

sum; ation of export earnings 
- from countries which would be excluded 

on the above criterion andit is not legitimate to include these 

countries as a groupp since the square of the mun, of the proportions 

which they represent of total proceeas woula exceea the sum of ths 

squares of these proportions* The coefficients a" presentea in 
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Table 19 and they allow one to make the following observations* 

Firstlyt- the coefficients for total, oxport earnings ]I* within 

the range of values of the coefficients for the individual 

commodities throughout the period*, Morooverp although total, export 

earnings are heavily dependent-on proceeds from coffee$ the index- 

for total export earnings invariably lies below that for coffoal 

with the difference between the two coefficients being of the order 

of 20-30% in each year* Those lower indices for total export 

earnings reflect the differences in the direction of traAe as between 

coffee and the other export products* The Appendix to this chapter 

identifies the main trading partners for each commodity and indicates 

that the major market for coffee is the United States of Americas 

while non-coffee exports tend. to be concentrated on markets other 

than the U. SpAo The proportion of export earnings from the U. S'. i. 

is less,, thereforel in total export earnings than in earnings from 

the major export commodity and, thusp the influence of this market 

on the coefficient for total export earnings is correspondingly 

reduoedL* 

Secondly', the commodities which had consistently high indices 

r9lative, to the indices for total export earnings were coffees 

obickpo", castoresedl cottonseed and oilseed cakes* For all other 

commodities the indices of geographic concentration wore neither 

consistently greater than nor consistently lover than those for 

total export earnings* 

Thirdlyp comparisons of, the coefficients of geographic 

concentration in Table ig with the instability indices given in 

Table 10 in Chapter Two indicate that there is no clear association 

between the ranking of commodities according to their coefficients 
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of geographic concentration and the ranking of commodities according 

to their, instability indices*, The indices of geographic 

concentration camot be used to differentiate among commodities, 

thereforep in terms of their degree of export instability., 

-, Intuitively-, one would anticipate higher coefficients to be 

associated with higher degrees of, export. instability and, 

consequentlyp as the last observation indicates that this is not the 

casep one is tempted to conclude that geographic concentration vas 

not a cause of export instalýility* Before accepting either this 

intuitive interpretation of the significance-of these coefficients 

or the conclusion derived therefromp however$ it is useful 

consider the manner in which Coppockp Massoll, and MaoBoan attempted to 

establish an association between geographic concentrationg an 

measured by the Gini-Eirsebman indexq and export fluctuations to 

see whether their work justifies or repudiates such actions* 

2c* The Relationship Between Geographic Concentration and Export 

Instability* 

Coppocks Massell and MacBean were concerned with examining the 

nature of the relationship between geographic concentration and 

export instability for a sample of countries and each of thece 

authors conducted, an analysis using. multiple regression, equationse 

For each of the countries in the sample the Gini-Hirachman 

coefficient was calculated for total export earnings in one year ot 

the period under review and these coefficients were then incorporated 

into the multiple regression equation as data on the explanatory 
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variablej geographic concentrations' A necessary condition to obtain 

& significant result using this method is that there must be 

similarity between 'the ranking of countries according to their 

concentration coefficients and the r&Wdng of countries according to 

instability indices* Whether this, requirement of a direct 

relationship between those two series of indices provides a 

satisfactory basis for investigating a possible connection between 

geographic concentration eind export fluctuations may be ascertained 

by considering the data presented in Examples I and 2* 

For simplicityq it is assumed that Country X in Example I and, 

Country T in Example 2 are trading with Countries A9 B and C over a 

five year period* The time series of total- export earnings are the 

same in Examples i and 2 andq thual the degree of export instability 

experienced by Country X is identical to that experienced by 

Country T* The index used in Chapter Two to measure export 

instability was based on the deviations from the trend of export 

earnings andq as may be seen from Examples I and 2 the coincidence of 

total export earnings ensures that such deviations are the same for 

Countries X and To In addition,, although there are differences in 

the relative importance of the trading partners in each yeart the 

I Coppock was concornedwith the question of instability during 
the years'1946,57-58, and he oal6ulated.. coefficients for the year'1957- 
See Coppodkj International Economic InstabiliMp p*98 and. Appendix 
Table 1-2* In. his. study covering. the. period-1950-66 Massell, 

, calculiLted, concentration coefficients for the year 1960* See lbw6ell, 
Americ4m Economic Reviewo 19709, P*624- MMBean took the data from 
llilchaeýlyýjk -Aýudy,; or -; ý4e See MacBeanq Eivýif InstabilijZ year 1954 
and Economic Developmentg p,, 40* .......... .. 

--, Coppook-also-estimated, correlation-coefficients between the degrees 
of export instability experienced by different countries and. indices 
of geographic concentration* See Coppock, Internatioiý Economic 

pp. *114ý-115* The criticisms made here concerning the 
necessary condition to obtain a significant result using multiple 
regression analysis apply also to the use of correlation coefficients* 
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RK mple II Count X 

Ex 7port Barnin" from Eaähý Tradidg PÜtÜr (A"*) 

t1 t2t3 t4 t5 
A 60 48 88 75 60 
B 15 8 11 0 10 
c 25 24 22 0 10 

Total 100 80 121 75 80 

E"bý"e 'Par't'n'e'r' 

. an -Pereent fflo of Total Ex port Eamünge 

- ýt1 t2 t3 t4 t5 
A 60 60 72., 7 100 75 
3 15 10 941 0 12-5ý 
c 25 30 18.2 0 12e5 

Total 100 100 10040 1 (; 0 10060 

Coaffioients of Geo&ýra T4'o donoentration 

tI t2 t3t4t 5'-. ' 
66-93 67982 -75*49 100*00 77*06 

eviations from the Trend of Total xxDort EarninRe ýand of 

2 3 4 5 
A -0*8 -15*5 21*8 6*1 -11*6 
B 296 -2*6 292 -700 4-8 

.c -200 2#4 508 -10-8 4.6 
Total -0,2 -15*7 2918 -1107 -2*2 

Partial Correlation Coefficient between Deviationi froin' 
the Trend of -ER2rt Earnings from Trading Partner A 

-and Deviations from. the Trend of Total Earnings 
2. 

rr t-value Si0ificanoe 
Level % 

0,8998 0*8096 3*5719 5.0 . 
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3b=PI4 21 countnx Y 

Export Earnings fro'm Each Tradi . as Partner (16s. ) 
tI t2 t3 t4 t5 

A 15 24 88 75 10 
B 60 8 11 0 io 
C 25 48 22 0 60 

Total 100 80 121 75 80 

RO-O 
. rt'Eamin&s from Each TMjjM Partner 

. as Percent ages of Total Ex port Earnings 

1"' t2 t3 t4 t5 
A 15 30 72*7 ' 100 12,5 
B 60 10 9*1 0 12-5 
C 25 60 18*2 0 75*0 

Total 100 100 10000 i0o 10000 

Coefficients of Geogr! phic Concentration 

Itt 234 
66*93 67*82 75949 100*0 77*06 

t 1 t, 2 t 3 t 4 t 5 
1 -19*2 -14.3 45*6 28.5 -40*6 
B 20*6 -20*6 -6.8 -7,0 14-8 

-C -1406 194 --9*0 -33*2 24,6 
Total -0*2 -15*7 29*8 -11-7 -2e2 

0*8612 0*7416 
i- insignificant at the 5% level 

Trova4ull 

2*9343 
Level % 

i. - 

', 
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distribution of expp"rt proceeds among Countries A9 3 and 0 is such 

that the 'Dories of coefficients of geographic concentration are the 

same in each case* The differences in the relative importance of 

the trading partners cILo mean, howeverp that the deviations from the 

trend of export earnings from Countries Al B and C differ as between 

Example I and Example 29 

irrom this outline of the trading relations of Countries X and T 

with Countries A, B and C one may now proosed to an evaluation of the 

basic assumption involvocl in the use of oiltiple regression 

analysis aacl two questions are of, interest* Firstly, does a unique 

relationship exist between a given'index of concentration and the 

degree of export instability ands secondlyl close a higher 

concentration coefficient indicate a higher degree of export 

instability? 

One may answer the first of these questions by relating the 

coefficient of 'geographic concentration"in*the first year-'of the 

period (ti) to the degree of export instability* For both Cotmtry X 

and Cotmtry T the index in this Year ia'66*93 and, "vhen considered 

with the fact that these countries experience the same degree of 

onort fluotuatiOnill this sugg*gtg. th&t the-naJure O: f the 

relationship between geographic concentration and export instability 

is the same in both-insta'noes* This suggestion takes no accountp 

however, of theldifferences in the relative importance of the 

trading partners in Examples I and 2 and the subsequent differences 

in the deviations from'the trend of'export'ei=ings from each 

source, but. these differences are important when one considers 

oloseli what is meant by geographic concentration* I 

VacBeau discusse(I geographic concentration along the lines of 
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"placing too many eggs in one basket" with the attendant risk-that 

fluctuations in earnings from one source villlcause, fluctuations in 

total earningso As far as Examples I ancV2 are concerned, the 

principal trading partnerl when considered, either in terms of the 

absolute or the pereentage, value of total trade over the. periodp is 

Country, ý andl thus, one may argue that ohanges-in earnings from 

Country A giverise -to export, instabilitye More. speoificallys, when 

one defines instability on the basis of deviations, from the trend#, 

onemay, contend. that deviations from the trend of. earninge. from 

Country A. produeo similar deviations from the-trend of total 

earnings@ -It seems likelyp however, that the. relationship between 

these, variables will differ for Country X and Country Yj given the 

differences in, tho,. series of deviations from the-trend of earnings, 

from, trading partner A in Examples 1 and 2 and this is confirmed. by 

the relevant partial. correlation coofficientoo-, Tbone. coofficientiB 

show that the re was, & statintically,,, signifioant, roeult. for the 

relationship between these variables in'Example. 1 but not in, 

Example 2* The failure of-the Gini-Hiracbman index to detect 

differences in the. relative importance of the trading partners meanst 

therefore, that thin coofficient, does not differentiate between, a, 

situation in which-there, is a significant relationship between 

deviations from the tron(l, of earnings from one. market and deviations 

from the trend. of total. earnings and. & situation,, in, which there is 

no such relationship* 'Consequentlyp one may conclude that a given, 

coefficient does not. indicate a unique relationship between 

geographic concentration andexport Instability* 

This problem with the use of the Gini-Hirsobýum inaox in akin 

to that referrecl to by P. P., Stroeten in bis "fallacy of misplaeod 
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aggregation"*' Streeten-was concerned with the adoption of'modele, of 

economic growthp based on the concept of the oapital-output ratio, as 

the-determinant, of the structure of development plan in the- 

developing countries* These models were designed., originally as a 

theoretical, tool for dealing with ths-. probleme of growth and --- 

stability in the industrial countries and Streetan, argues that their 

use in the developing countries is higUy spuriousy since aggregates 

such as investment ancl-output fail to describe the utterly different 

circumstances of the-developing nations* Streeten points out# ' 

howeverp that "not all-forms of aggregation axe-unjustifiablep but 

that the Criterion of-appropriate aggregation =at be whether the 

differences between U. 4-items that are grouped together is relevant 

to the investigation*" 2. - This statement is appropriate in, tho'contoxt 

of Gini-Ilirschnan coefficients* Clearlyl tbose coefficients mask 

differences in their composition which hinder examination of the 

underlying relationships -and. there Jilt thersforet & 4irect analogy 

with the "fallacy of misplace(I aggregation"* 

The second question may be answered by considering the choice of 
I 

year for which concentration c(mfficients-are to be use(i. in 

ExampleA*- Gini-Hiracbman coefficients are calculate& for each year 

from the data on the distribution of exports among trading-partners 

and, -aa, is clear from Example 1, they mv-change from, year to year* 

On the other hands instability is measured in terms of one index for 

a period of years an(L-ifp, as above, one decides arbitrarily to, employ 

7e, Streeteng. Economic Models and their Usefulness for 
Planning-in South Asi&j An Go Myrdall -Lsian Drama, Penguin Booksp 
1968. * Vol* 1119 -APP*ndJx 3. pp*1941-2004* 

2Ibidsp 
pa'1952o 
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tbe-concentration coefficient in the first yearp (tj)q the 

asa=ption for Country X in that the degree of export instability 

experiencecl is a3sociatecl with a coefficient of 66-93* AlternativelYp 

if one-choosou the coefficient in the fourth yeart (t 
4 

)p it is 

assumed that the deMe of exlx)rt instability in i as ociatei with a 

coefficient of 100*0* According to the assumption of multiple 

regression analysis, howevei# one would. anticipatý a'coofficient of 

100*0 to be associated with a higher degree of export instability 

than a coefficient of 66*93p but clearlyp vhichever of-these-indices 

one usesp the degree of export instability in this example remains 

constant* Higher oooffioiental thereforet do not neoessarily 

indicate higher degrees of export instability*- 

These two points ShC)V'th&t & giV87a value of the Gini-Eiracbman 

coefficient may be associated with a significant relationship 

between geographic concentration and export fluctuations in one_, 

instance but, not in anotherp due to differenoes-in the relative 

importance of the trading partners and that higher coefficients do 

not necessarily indicate higher degrees of instability. Analyseep 

suchas those of Massell. and MaoBeang-mbich were founded on the 
, 

requirementof a direct relationship between Gini-Hiracbman 

coefficients and, instability indices do not providep thereforet a 

satisfactory approach to an investigation of the effects of 

geographic concentration on export fluctuations* Moreoverp it 

follows that their approach may obscure sigaificant. relationships 

between these variables for individual countries in a sample of 

countries included in a multiple regression analysis. 

The criticism above refer directly to, analyses employing data 

for a sample of exporting oountriespbut they apply equally mall to 
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investigations of the association between geographic concentration 

and export fluctuations for individual commodities exported by one 

country* The temptation in the previous section to. coýiclude that 

geographic concentration is not an important element in explaining 

the export fluctuations of individual commodities van based only on 

the observation that: the evidence for Ethiopia is at odds vith 'the 

intuitive judgement that higher coefficients might be expected to 

indicate higher fluctuations* The shortcomings of this judgemut 

are now apparentl howeve; j and the appeal of. any such conclusion in 

correspondingly diminished* Consequentlyl the folloving section 

vill approach the problem of determining the impact of geographic 

concentration on earnings from individual countries by means of an 

analysis based on deviations from the trendq rather than on Gini- 

Hirschman coefficientso 

2de The Relationship Between Geographic Concentration and Export 

....... ................. ...... Instabilityfor Products Exported by Ethiopia* 

In the previous section it was argued that one may interpret*tbe 

problem of geographic concentration-as being essentially one Of 

determining whether deviations from the trend of export proceeds from 

one source lead, to similar deviations from the trend of total proceedso 

This interpretation is used here to establish whether or not relation- 

ships exist between-geographic concentration and export instability for 

the individual products exported by Ethiopia and the partial correlation 

coefficients which proved, to be significant are presented on the 

following pW* 

Data on deviations from the trend of export earnings from each 
trading partner and deviations from the trend of total export, -: 
earnings are presented for individual products in the odcl-numbered 
tables from Table 3 to Table 31 of the Statistical Appendix. 
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These results indicate that there was a statintioally 

significant, relationship between geographic concentration and export 

fluctuations for several commodities andq as a consequence of the 

inclusion of coffee in this groupq these products represent 

approximately 70% on average of total export earnirgse Moreoverp 

these results land support to the criticisms made above of the use of 

Gini-Eiracbman coefficients* one can nee the inadequacy of relating 

Gini-Uracbman coefficients in W one year to instability by 

comparing the evidence for hides and goatskins since, despite the 

similarity in Table 19 between the indices for those products in 

1962p geographic concentration was related to export fluctuations 

for hides but not for groundnutse Purthermorep the assumption of a 

direct relationship between Gini-Itirsebman coefficients-and export 

instability can be shown to be invalid.., Altbough geographic 

concentrationg measured using the Gizi-Hirschman indemp tended to be 

much lower for sesame seed. than for cottonseed over the period, export 

earnings from one trading partner strongly influenced the export 

fluctuations experienced by the former product but not those 

experienced by the latter commodity* 

It appears, thereforeq that geographic concentration has been an 

important factor in causing export instability for several products 

and one mW turn now to a consideration of the effects of the 

remaining form of concentrationp the dependence of export earnings on 

a small number of commodities. 

Commodity Coneentratione 

The arg=ent that commodity concentration tendz to produce 

instability in total export prooeeds is premised on the assumption 
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that fluctuations, in export earnings from a narrow r&B490 of -' 

commoditiesmill Im such that it in unlikely that fluctuations in 

export ea=ings from different comodities will offset one another* 

Conventionallyp coamodity concentrationg like geographic 

concentration, is measured using the Gini-Hirschman coofficiontp but 

the shortcomings of this index discussed above apply also to its use 

in measuring this form of concentration* 
i The impact of commodity 

concentration on total export earnings will be examined. 9 therefore# 

using partial correlation coefficients between deviationalrom the 

trends of export earnings from different commodities and deviations 

from the trend of total export earningso Evidence is already 

available in Chapter Twoq howeverp which permits one to arrive at 

certain preliminary conclusions concerning the effects of commodity 

concentration in the Ethiopian context* This evidence consists Of 

data on the percentage distribution of export proceeds among the 

various export products given in Table ga, and of instability indices 

of export earnings from each commodity given in Table 10* 

. The percentage distribution of export proceeds o2oar2y shows 

the do-Imanoo of export earnings from coffee in total export 

earnings and the discussion of the instability indices in Chapter 

Two lead to the conclusion thatg although f2uotuations in proceeds 

'Xichaely 
was concerned with the relationship between commodity 

concentration and. price fluctuations rather than with the 
relationship between this form of concentration and fluctuations in 
export earnings* In calculating a partial correlation coefficient 
between indices of price fluctuations and Gini-Hirschman coefficients 
of commodity concentration he in assuming implicitlyp however# a 
direct relationship between these variables* This assumption in the 
some in character as that made by Coppocky Massell and UacBoan and. 
his use of Gini-Hiracbman coefficients in opent therefore, to the 
some criticismse Michaelyl, s analysis of the effects, of commodity 
concentration is given in Concentration in'In'ternational Trade " 
Chapter V and the results were mentioned in Cbapter-19 Section 7* 
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from all other commodities tended to mitigate tbe'effect on total 

export earnings of-fluctuations in proceeds from coffeeq changes in 

total export earnings were influenced strongly by changes in coffee 

earningso A more precise indication as to the extent to which 

changes in total export earnings were associated, with changes in 

Coffee earnings may be obtained from the following partial 

correlation coefficient and the corresponding coefficient of 

determination*' 

rr2 t-value Bij7dficance 
Level % 

0,9599 099214 9*0601 0,91, 
This partial correlation coefficient of 0.9599 is statistically 

significant at the 0*1% level and the coefficient of determination of 

099214 indicates that 92% of the deviations from the trend of total 

export earnings were associated with deviations from the trend of 

coffee ea=ings* Commoclity concentration has had a significant 

bearing, tbereforep on fluotuations in total earnings. ý 

Juxtaposition of this conclusion concerning the influence of 

changes in coffee earnings on changes. in total earnings and the 

evidence from the previous section about the dominance of the U. S. 

market in Coffee exports suggests that there may be some interaction 

between geographio concentration and co=odity concentration* 

Specifically# one might expect to find a relationship between 

changea in coffee earnings from the US, market and changes in total 

export G&rninSge In additionp the observation that non-ceffee 

The deviations from the trend of total export earnings for the 
period 1962-1970 Vz* as followat 
1962 1963 1964 1965 1966 1967 1968 1969 1970 

-23333 -9618 20738 35W7 11443 -17309 -18863- -6075 -1576 
Tbece deviations were calculated*. uoing the data on total export 
earnings in Table 99 Chapter Two* 
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exports tend*& to be concentrated on markets other than the U. S. Le 

suggests the further possibility that fluctuations in total export 

earnings may be associateci with fluctuations in coffee plusýnon_ 

G*ffee Gýarcijmgs from the U. S. A. 1 The following correlation , 

COOfficionts 3MLY be used to datermine h4m far such relationabips do 

exist* 

r2 t-v&lue signifiewoo 
Level % 

& 0-9530 009082 8-3239 001 

b 0*9420 0*8872 7*4238 0*1 

NO denotes the relationship between deviations from the trend of 

coffee exports to the U. S. A. and deviations from the trend of total 

export earnings 

and, "b" denotes the relationship between deviations from the trend, 

of coffee plus nozr-coffoe exports to the U. SA* and deviations from 

the tren& of total export ea=Ingue 

For both rslationships the partial correlation coefficients are 

statistically significant at the 0*1% level andV consoquentlyt the" 

results verify the expectations above* The dependence on earnings- 

from coffee, and, tho concentration of coffee exports on the. U. Se 

me**+, man# thoreforej that changes in total Ethiopian export 

earnings are chamterised, by the effects of commodity and 

geographic concentrationo 

The deviations from the trend of earnings from coffee plus 
non-coffee exports to the U*S*A. P-for the period 1962-1970'are as 
follows$ 
1962 1963 1964 1965 1966 1967ý 1968 1969 1970 

-16916 -17245 16886 45553 2973 -14569 -16005 -9082 8441 
Those deviations were calculated. from data in Table gg Chapter Two 

- and in Table 32 of, the Statistical Appendix* 
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Conclusions*' 

The purposes of -this chapter were to e3mmi no the implications 

for export instability of concentration on the export of primary- 

productav of geographic concentration and, of commodity concentration* 

The analysis of these factors allows one to arrive at the following 

conclusions* 

Firstly, given that only 0*1% an average of, total Ethiopian 

export earnings derive from exports of non-primary productel' 

Xthiopian exports are characterised. by a very high primary-product 

ratio* 

Bee(md. lyp the Gini-Eiracbman co*fficient 'was found 'to be an 

inadequate index for examining a possible association between 

geographic concentration and export instability and when 'this was 

replaced by a method involving the measurement of relationships 

between deviations from the trends of earnings from individual 

trading partners and deviations from the trend of total *&rningot 

geographic concentration was found to be an important source of 

export fluctuations for several commodities* These commodities were 

ooffeal hidesp lentilop chickposs, linsood, sesame seed and o12seedL 

cakese 

Thirdlyp although changes in earnings from non-coffee exports 

tends& to mitigate the effect on total earnings of changes in proceeds 

from coffeep 92% of the deviations from the trend, of total export 

earnings were associated with daviations from the trend. of coffee 

earningso There was# thereforep evidence of a causal relationship 

between geographic concentration an(I export fluctuations* 
I 
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CUPTER FMRs APPENDIX 

Data on the percentage distribution of export earnings ammong 

Ethiopia's -trading partners for coffeep the commodities in the-bides 

and. skins group# the commodities in the pulse group and the 

commodities in the oilseeds and oilseed cakes group are presented in 

the even-=mbered tables from Table 2 to Table 30 of the Statistical 

Appendix* The purpose here is to summarise these data in order to 

provide an indication of the major trading partners for each 

oommodity* 

Coffee (See Tsbl: o 2ýOf the S-titiiii - ýý Aýýdix) 

The regions to which coffee was exported during the period 

1962-1970 were North Americap Western Buropep Eastern Europet the 

Middle Eastp "stralisp Africa and Asia* The geographic concentration 

of Ithiopian coffee exports was charac$erisedt howevers by heavy 

dependence on those coffee importing countries which are members of 

the International Coffee Organisation* In eacYWear of tbe nine 

year period over 90% of total coffee exports went to member 

ootmtries of the I*C*O* Noreoverp the distribution of Ethiopian 

export p"ceeds smug these catmtries was marked by a heavy 

depends4oe an the United States market* The percentage share of 

total ooffee proceeds &rising from exports to tba U. S. A. varie(I 

between the lowest level of 68*9% in 1969 anii the highest level of 
I 

79,6% in 1965. 

Pulses 

Lentils (See Table-4 of the Statistical Appqnclix) 

The major market for this product was Ceylon, although the 

percentage share of proceeds originating from this source variecl 
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considerab3jv over the period* The other important markets for this 

product were Sudan, the United Kingdom and. the United Arab Republio 

and, the peroentage share of these three markets was inversely related, 

to the Caylonese peroentage, share* 

Horsebeans (See Table 6 of the Statistical Appendix) 

The principal markets for this product were Japanj Saudi Arabia 

and, South Yemen, but, the distribution of total export proceeds among 

these three countries varied. from year to year* MDreoverq in some 

years the position was complicated. by the fact that the most 

important source of export earnings lay outwith the three tie 

mentionaclo In 1962,1963 and, 1968 the highest percentage shares of 

total export proceeds were those of Israel, West Germany and. Jordan 

respectively, 

Haricotbean*a (Se* Table 8 of the Sliatistloal' 'AR'pen"clix) 

Although the number of countries to which haricotboans were 

exported exceeds& the number of countries to which any of the other 

oommoditios in the pulse group were exportedt the distribution of 

export proceeds max such that one marketj West Germany., was the 

source of the highest percentage share of proceeds in each year* The 

other countries of importance in Western Europe were the remaining 

countries of the Common Market and the United Kingdom* In each year 

over 70% of total export earnings came fromWestern Europeo 

Chiýg! as (See Table 10 of the Statistical Appendix) 

Of the four commodities in the pulse groupp the commodity with 

the greatest dependence on a single marketp that of Ceylonq was 

chickpoaso Occasionallyq other markets did represent important 

sources of export income# e*39 South Yemen in 1962 and 1963, Kenya in 
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-1965 ancl SingsPOT40 in 1970.9 'Out earnings. from these'sources dicl not 

accotmt for more tWm -30% of earnings in agr year* 

Rides and Sicins 

Rides (See Table'12 of the Statistical Appendix) 

The major markets for this product in terms of the percentage 

share of total export proooods were Italyp the United Kingdom and 

Greece* Tbase three markets accounted for over 65% of total export 

proceeds in each year of Us nine year period* Occasionally ma ts 

in the Middle East# notably Syria, Iran and the United Arab Republic 

did represent important sources of incomes- The high pereent#4; 9 

share of the Italian market# howeverl was the dominant 

characteristic of the distribution of export proceeds* 

Goatskins (Us, Table 14 of the Statistical Appendix) 

T6e percentage distribution of export proceeds from goatskins 

was such that one o&mot identify a market which consistently 

provided the major source of export receipts* In different years 

the UeSolot the U*S*S*Ro and Italy WA the largest percentage shares 

of total export proceeds and-earnings from these three sources 

account*& for at least 4($ of ea=ings in each year, 

Shes, Rskins (See-Table 16 of the Statistical Appendix)- 

Tba percentage distribution of export proceeds from this 

coamodity was marked by almost total dependence on the markets of 

western Europe and the UB,, L, although the share of the latter 

market was overshadowed by the share of the former* Of the Western 

European countries the UX*p Francs# Test Germany and Italywers the 

more important markets with the percentage share of the U. X* 
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exose(ling the percentage share of the three Common Market countries 

and, cf, the U*SA* in each year. 

OilsGeds ancl Oilseed Cakes 

Groundnuts (Sao Table 18 of the Statistical Appendix) 

The countries of Western Europe provided the main markets for 

exports of groundauts* Italyp the UX. and# to a lesser oxtentp the 

Netherlands dominated trade in this products although Spain vas an 

important market in 1964 ancl 1968* There was a clear inverse 

relationship between the percentage market shares of Italy and the 

Mo While the percentage share of the former market showea a 

tendency to decline in importance over the period, the percentage 

share of the latter. market - expande&* In the ý first four years of the 

periodl therefore# Italy had the largest percentage market share but 

during the remainder of the periodg except in 19689 the UX. was. the 

major source of export income* 
-, 
3: n 1968 the major market was Spain* 

Linseed (6ýiýb'le 20 0f the Stat 16 ti c al-A ýýX) 

During the first four years of the perioct Yugoslavia was the 

primary source of export income for this commodityl, with Greece being 

the on4 other market of noteo In the last five years,, howev*rl the 

markets of Japwq China (m)p Italy and Saudi ALrabial as well as 

those of, yugoslavia. and, Greece# more important sources of export 

income and, once &gain one, finds a situation in which the major 

market share changed among the trading p&rtnors4i 

C0t. t- Ong . so .a. (Sao . Tab . le . 22 .0fI th .0. SIt at. in ti oal A21) andix) 

An-withthe previous. two commodities in tbin group one finds 

that no narket provido4L the largest percentage share of export 
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proceeds in each year*, Greeoep the UZ., Lebanon and Japan-accountecl 

for over 90% of total export proceeds in each year and the 

distribution of export proceeds among these countries changed from 

year to year* ý 

Castorseed (See Table 24 of the Statistical Appendix) 

The percentage distribution-of export proceeds from castorseedl 

was oharacterisedL by the dominance of-the Italian market share in 

each year* Other markets such as those of Francep the U. 7Ceq 

Ttgoslaviz and the French Territories of Afar and Issas were 

important in certain yearop but in no year did the sham of these 

countries in total earnings exceed 40%9 

Sesame See& (Ses Tdbis 26 of the Statistical Appendix)- 

Exports of this product were characterised by & dependence on a 

greater number of trading partners than any other commodity in this 

group* Neverthelesal one countryl Japang represented the major 

source of export receipts in each year of the period* Of the other 

tra, ding partners South Yemen van the most important market* 

Niger Seeds (See Table 28 of the Statisii-ý&l 1ppendi . X) 

The distribution of export proceeds from niger seeds was ma, *ed, 

by the dominance of four marketal Went GerwWq Italyp the 

Netherlands and Japan* Alanival earnings from these sources comprised 

at least 60% of total earningsp but no one country had a major share 

in proceeds in each year of the period* 

Oilse*4L Cakes (See Table 30 of the Statistical ALPpendix) 

Two countries of the Common Market, West Germany ancl the 

Netherlandsp dominatedL the market for oilseedL cakeep with the 
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percentage market share of the former country increasing while that 

of the latter declined. from its-very high level of the first few 

years* The lost German market sha" exceeded the market share of 

the Netherlands only in 1970* 

From this outline of the major trading partners one can make 

two main observations* Firstlyp although coffee exports are 

concentrated in the U*S* marketq non--coffee exports are directed to 

countries other than the U. SA9 Secondlyj the number of countries 

to which each commodity is exported and the relative importance of 

the trading partners differs among the various products* 
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CUPTER FIVE 

Projections of foreign trada'and analyses of past trends in 

world trade have assumed customarily that changes in the export - 

earnings of the developing countries are determined by world demand 

for primary products*" The purpose of this chapter is to establish 

whether this assumption of a1arge measure of demand determinism in 

world trade is valid for the products exported by Ethiopia* The 

chapter begins by extending the partial equilibrium analysis of 

Chapter'Three to discuss the impact of changes in world demand 

conditions on world markets and on the exports of an individual 

trading country* The causes of demand changes are then discussed 

in the second section to see whether or not they account for the 

changes in average market prices and in total quantities imported 

from all sources in certain developed country markets* The third 

section examines the nature of the association between events in 

these markets ancl the Ethiopian export experience and3, finallyl the 

fourth section discusses the questions of competitiveness and. 

impediments to trade* 

World, Market Conditions and Changes in World Dewknd Conditions* 

Partial equilibri= analysis was employed in Chapter Two to 

discuss the effects on world market prioss and on the volume of 

trade of changes in world supply conditionsp given unchanged world 

demand conditionso This type of analysis may be used here to 

analyse the implications for world market conditions of changes 

in demand conditionAt where demand and not supply factors bring 

'I 
This 

ýassýnpt 
i, on_, of the literature, is discussed in GAN, 

, 
International Trades 1965 Genevel 19669 p. 23. 
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about changes in world trade* The following diagrams Diagram 41 

illustrates the effects on prices and quantities traded of shifts in 

the world demand curve for a particular product, other things being 

equal* 

Di4gram 4 

World D D, D -Market 21 
Price 

T 

P2 

S, 

X11 

I 

\_ 

21 
0 Quantity Q20, Q'I 

in Diagram 4 the world market demand curve and the world market 

supply-, curve are denoted by DD and SS respectively and equilibrium 

obtains at price OP and quantity 0Q. A rightward shift of the demand 

curve to D disturbs this equilibrium by increasing'the market 

price from OP to OP i an&by increasing the quantity traded from OQ to 

on the other hands a-leftward shift of the demand curve from DD 

to DP2 reduces the market price from OP to OP2 and the volume of 

trade from OQ to OQ2. Thusl the increase in export earnings as a 

result-of the shift to the right of the demand curve is brought about 

by positive changes in both price and quantity and the, decrease in 

export earninget which results from the leftward shift of the demand 
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curvel is caused by-negative changes in these variables* One findat 

therofore, that, the dominant, role of demand conditions in determining 

changes in trade is reflected in the parallel movement of market, 

prices and quantities traded* 

This conclusion and the empirical observation that price and 

quantity changes contributed. almost equally to the changes., whether 

positive or. negativeg in export, proceeds from the leading primary 

products suggested to Nurkse that fluctuations in the export 

earnings of the developing countries originate in the developed 

countries*' Aswas the case vith-supply conditions in Chapter Twoq 

the directions of price and quantity changes seem to have provided 

Nurkee with a key to the cause. of export fluotuationse Once again, 

howeverp one must consider vbetber it is justifiable-to accept as 

valid for the circumstances of one country trading in. the world, 

market a conclusion that holds for world market conditions* 

Consideration of the association between events in the world market 

and events in-one trading partner brings one back to the question of 

a country's "share" in world trade ando if-one assumes that, a, 

Dountry's share of world trade, in a, particular product is so small 

that the foreign demand curve for its exports is perfectly elastic 

at the world market price# one may investigate whether parallel 

movements in prices received and quantities exported indibat* 

invariably the dominance of foreiga demand conditions in determining 

changes in that country's export-earningso 

The world market demand curve and the world - moxket supply 

R- Nurkse: # X71dost 19589 P*141. The evidence which led to 

, Wurksols, conclusion. io-that. quoted in Chapter One from the United 
Xationsý. p. uylic_ati. opy Instability n Export Markets of Under. 
Developed Countries* ------------ 
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curve are given by 31D and SS respectively in Diagram 5 and the 

foreign demand curve for and the domestic supply curve of the 

individual country's exports are given by I? D and 81SI respectively in 

Diagram 5a- Coterie paribusp-a rightward shift of the demand curve 

from DD to DP, in Diagram 5 raises both the world market price and 

the quantity traded* The increase in the market price from OP to OP 

shifts the foreign demand curve for the individual country's exports 

upwa, rds from PD to PD, in Diagram 5a4i Consequently, this country 

exports a greater quantity at a higher price* On the other hand, a 

shift to the left. of the world market demand curve to D2P2' oeteris 

paribus, by lowering the world market price to OP21 shifts the demand 

curve facing the individual country downwards from PD to ý? 2D2 and I 

tberebyj reduces the volume and price of the country's *xportse This 

analysis supportep therefore, the conclusion that price and quantity 

changes in the same direction denote the dominance of changes in 

foreign demand conditions. Simultaneous positive or simultaneous 

negative changes in prices and quantities for this country can-be 

shown to result# howeverl not only from-changes in world demand 

conditions but also from changes in world supply conditions* 

Although this was done in Chapter Twop it is useful at this stage to 

extend the analysis of that chapter by introducing a second trading 

nationo 

Unlike the first countryp the second. trading nation is assumed 

to have a sufficiently large share of world, trade in this product to 

influence the volume of world trade and the market pricee The demand 

curve for this "major" countrys exportal DIDI in Diagram 60 has a 

price elasticity which approaches the price elasticity of the world 

market demand curve 9 DD in Diagram 6a* The foreign demand curve for 
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the exports of the "minor" countrylp PD in Diagram 6bq is perfectly 

elastic at the prevailing world market price OP* 

Coterie paribusq, a leftward-shift of the export supply curve in 

Diagram 6 from, S ISi to S333 means that the "major" countrylexports 

less at. a, higher price than previously and# as a cozisequence of this 

country's share in world trade, the aggregate supply curve in 
,, 

Diagram 6& shifts from SS to SOO World market equilibrium is 

"stored at an increased price of OP2 and-at a lower quantity traded 

ofýM, 2 This supply-induced disturbance to the world market 

equilibrium position is, transmitted. to the "minor" trading partner, 

howevers in the form of an upward-shift in the foreign demand curve 

for her exporte, from I'D to P? 2'0 Thusp the "minor" country, 

experiences positive changes-in, both the quantities traded. an(I the 

export prioep whereas these variables are inversely related for the 

"major" trading nation and for the world market* Similarlys, by 

moving the world. maricet supply curve from SS to S4S 4' -&, rightward 

shift in, the "major" exporter's supply curve from S1S1 to S5S5 Voula 

produce inverse relationships between price and quantity changes in 

both the "major" market and the world market while the resulting 

downward shift in the demand curve for the "minor" country's exports 

from pD to PX, gives rise to simultaneous negative changes in prices 

and, quantities* Parallel movements in prices and quantities for the 

"minor" trading nation are caused here not by changes in world demand. 

conditions but by changes in world supply conditions and Nurkse's key 

to the source of export fluctuations cannot be usedl thereforeq to 

distinguish between demand-induced and supplý-induced world market 

changes in their effects on the "minor" country* Moreover, the 

introduction of the "major" trading nation into the analysis 
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highlights the fact thatq throu6 theirlimpact on the world. market 

situation, ' changes in supply'conditions'in the-"major" trading nation 

may determine events'within the "minor" exporting countryo Thusp the 

W cport experience of'the latter country-may be dependent on the 

export pe'rformimico-of the former* 

Despite their failure to identify unmistakeably circumstances in 

which chaiges'in demand conditions are the dominant element-in 

producing'changes in export earnings for the "minor" exporting' 

couitr7p Para, 1191 movements in prices aid-total qua . ntitie's traded, are 

indicative of demand-induced changes in world markets andp although 

the partial equilibrium analysis of this section reached this 

conclusion in terms of total world tradey this conclusion holds also 

if one considers market prices and, total quantities imported. from all 

sources ina-particular country* The following section wilIUse this 

conclusionp thereforep in conjunction with aýu analysis of the 

determinants of demand changes to establish how far demand, factors 

account for market 'changes in certain inipoiting-countries* 

2* Demand Factorsq Market Iýri'ces' and Quantities Imported. 

The causas_of fluctuations in demand for imports of primary 

products into the developed countries were discussed in Chapter One 

ancl one may separate the causes of such fluctuations into two 

categories, namelyl income changes and. those factors other than 

income changes which alter the import requirements of the develope(I 

countriest 
I Non-inoomfo-induced changes in import requirements may 

&rise from changes in the domestic availability of products also 

ijLs 
will become clearl the separation of factors operating on 

the demand. side into these two categories anticipates the form of 
the analysis allowed, by available data* 
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importedl from the development of synthetic substitutes for natural 

products and from now methods of production which cause economies, in. 

the use of raw materialso The extent to which these factors, bring 

about changes in the quantities imported differs among products* 

Imports of foodetuffes for instancep are much less'affected than 

imports of raw materials by the production of aynthetios and are 

unaffected by innovations which change the importedp raw material 

content of finished products* The quantities imported of both 

, foodstuffs and raw materials my be influencedp howeverp by income 

changes and by changes in domestic production in the importing 

countries* 

The arguments presented by Wallichq Nurkse and Bye concerning 

the dominance of demand factors in primary product trade concentrated 

on the causal influence of income chanVao Changes-in industrial 

activityp they argued,, brought about changes in GDPj which., in turn, 

led to changes in importse In subsequent discussions the strength 

of this emphasis on income changes has been diluted by increasing 

recognition of the importance of the other factors determining the 

demand for imports and these later studies have made rel'Srenoe to 

world trade in products exporteeL by Ethiopia* 

Among the factors other than income changes is the possibility 

that changes in domestic production may cause changes in the 

quantities imported* This proposition is not tenable for a tropical 

product such as coffee which is imported almost exclusively 
I into 

I Imports of coffee into the developed countriis account for 
approximately 95% of total world exports of coffeep whereas the only 
coffee grown In these countries is found in the UeSA. and accounts 
for approximately 0*05% of total vorld production*, The former 
figure was calculated frowýdata in F. A. 0.1 Trade Yearbook, 197Q, 
P, A#O, 1971 and the latter from data in rA. o, l Production Yearbook, 
J970P FA, O*p 19719 Vol* 249 Section IV, 
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0()untrioS,, ýWith-temPOrate. Climates., For some pulses. and oilseedsq 

however, the importing countries of North America and Westera Europe 

are - theipselves Important producers and. a GATT study pointed. out that 

worl(i. produotion of these products has, been stimulated. in-the past by 

high prices for Imports from-the primary producing countries and. that 

the expansion of production in response to price incentives took 

plaos main3, v. in the industrial, importing: c9=tries* 
2" Suoh 

developments represent-a potential, source of instability in the 

imports of, pulsea-and. oilseeds from the developing countries* 

Woricl producýion of, hides ýLna. skine is conoontrated in the 

countries, of North America ancl, Western Europe*3 One. findsl therefore# 

that the exports of these. oo=odities from the developing to these 

developed. ocuntries miq be "adversely affooted by the substitution , ot 

of. homeýproduced for imported hides and skins* To a greater extent 

than-imports-of-the other-products considered here, however, imports 

of bides ancl skins inte, the developel countrios face oompetition from 

synthetic 1)roaucta. 

An FA*O* study has Indicatecl that the establishment of synthetic 

industries, in the industrial countries# such as those manufacturing 

In North America andL Western Europe aggregate production 
accounts for approximately 60. and, approximately 3o% of total world, 
production of linseed. and. cottonseed. respectively* -For other products 
such as chickpoas and. lentils combined production in these areas is 
exceeded. only by_, production in the. Far East* These data were obtained. 
from F., A*Ool Production Yearbookj, i9TOq Vole 249 Section IV. 

2 G, A. T. Tel International Trade 19639 Geneva# 19649 P-11* =9 

1e production of hides and, skins in North America and. Western 
Europe accounts for over. 60%, of - 

total, w6rld., production of hides and 
skins* See PAo0eq Production Tearbookt 1970#-Section V, 

4Uni' ......... ted. Nationsp §ynthetics and, their Effects on International 
Trades Proceedin& of the -United Nations -Conference on -Trade ancl-, 
3)evelopment., Vole III, Now Yorks 1964P P, 398, 
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rubber substitutes for leather produoscl from bides ancl, skinal has 

usually,, been inspirecl by tachnima ancl finanoial conBideratiOns ancl 

"much of the research work on synthetics has been concernedl not so 

much with duplicating the natural product as with evolving entirely 

now products with anhancecl capabilities in oartain-respectso"' one 

of the main advantages claimed for synthetic pro&xots viw-a-vis 

natural products is that they may be "tailored"-to-meet the 

requirements of specific and-ims . and a further advantage common to 

all-synthetic products-is that 

the factory conditions of production permit,. & much greater-degree 
of quality control than in possible with growth under natural 
conditions* Thisis manifest in such characteristics an purity 
and uniformity whichl apart from other considerajions, can 
produce substantial-savings in processing costs* 

Moreoverplaynthetic products are characterised. by their marked price- 

stability in contrast-to the wide fluctuations experienoedl in the 

prices of-natural products* 

Theýuubstitution of synthetics for hides and Skins, began on-a, 

large scale during ýtho Second World. Warp when synthetic materials 

bggan, +, o displace the natural product in many traditional endr-useso 

By the early sixtiess 

synthetics had invaded nearly every use to which leather lud been 
put and in some usesp such as luggagel leather had been virtually 
completely replaced9while in otherep such as t ýe solos of 
children's shoesp the process was far advanced. 

A. 1though from the consumeral viewpoint synthetic products are more 

durable than leatherg there does seem to be sow consumer resistance 

United, Nations j, Synthetics and their Effects on Agricultural 
Trade P*350* 
. ýl 

'2 lbidol P*351* 
3Ibicl*t p*3939 
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to the purchase of-products in the more expensive ranges if they are 

not all-leather products and leather continues to be usecl 

extensively, for clothingg upholstery and, other industrial products 

such an belting and. saddlery*'I There the market for hides and. skins 

has been PrO-OmPted, by leather substitutest primarily synthetic 

rubbGres the change has been caused by the technical superiority and 

cost advantages of the synthetic products* Synthetic productiont 

together with changes-in domsstio availabilityp seems to ace oun t for 

demand-dndnood changes in the imports of hides and skins into the 

developed countries* There is no evidence to suggest that technical 

progress which reduces the raw material input has been an important 

faOtor in the ma*ets, for thess'productse 2 

On a much smaller scale than for hides and skinsp substitutes 

for-coffee have been marketed in some importing countries* The main 

spur to the production, of, -ooffee substitutes has been the cost 

advantage hold by the substitute products over the natural products, 

although consumers' tastes have also been instrumental In bringing 

about this aevelopmento P*A*09 has pointecl out that these 

substitutesp which include chicoryl matted cerseas and dried figul 

are generally considerably cheaper than coffee and this appears 
to be the major reason for the demand for themp although there is 

n re for mixtures of also no doubt, a preference by some cons 
coffee *ith chicory or other substitutoise 

In the European countries which are the major consumsrs of 

coffee substitutes a good part of the price advantage enjoyed by the 

substitute proauots over natural coffee is due to revenue and other 

Ibid*v P*394* 
2 lbidop Y*398* 
3ýýAOO , The -; iorld C, offee , Commodity Bulletin Series, 38p 

1964, t P*25*' 
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taxes on imported coffee ani it has been estimated that the retail 

price of substitutes averaged only 15--20% of the retail price of 

imported coffee in Francep Italyp West Germany and Austria* 

Xoreoverqýit has been estimate& that substitutes account for as much 

as. 66% of total consumption of coffee and substitutes in Austria and 

for 15-25% of total consumption in Franeel Italy, West Germany and 
.2 

Switzerland* Changes in the production of substitutes have been an 

important element, therefore, in determining changes in the demand 

for imports of coffee into these countries* 

The cones= here is to establish whether income changes and 

ohanges-in the other factors which alter import requirements have 

affected the quantities of primary, prodacto imported from all sources 

into selected developed oountrio*03 , Where both categories of 

factors are operativev they will combine to produce a "total demand 

effect" and anti in face& with the difficulty of disentangling from, 

this "total demand effect" the changes attributable to each factor* 

If one considers-first# however# only inoome-induced changeaq one 

may anticipate the nature of the relationships to be expeotedg 

Ibidep p*25* 
2 Ibidop p, 26* 
3Sinoe this ultimate objective is to determine the causes of 

fluctuations in Ethiopian export earningsp the countries concerned 
are those to which Ethiopia exports* Data are not availablej 
howevery on imports into all of these'oountries for-saoh of the 
commodities exported by Ethiopiae The available data give., coverage 
of the following average percentaps of Ethiopian export earnings 
from individual products 

Coffee 85% Groundnuts 84% 
Hides 76% Linseed 38% 
Goatskins 68% Castorseed 71% 
sheepskins 8S% Oilseed Cakes - 86% 

The data for these pioducts cover approximatelv 55% odaverage 
of total Ethiopian export-earningse 
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coterie paribusp between changes in the quantities importedl and. 

income changes* This may be-done using income Glal3tiCiti6S Of 

demand'irhich summarise the extent to which changes in GDP will 

proauco'changes in the quantities demanded* Estimates of the 

relevant income elasticities of demand and data on GDP in the 

importing countries are presented in Table 20 and Table 21 

respectively* 

The income elasticities of demand in Table 20 are positive in 

each oase with the excePtions of the estimates for hides and olcins 

in the West German and British markets which equal zero* The data 

in Table 21 show that GDP for each country has increased from year 

to year throughout the period,, Thusp for the products other than 

hides and skins imported into West Germany and the United Kingdom# 

these observations leadone to expect that the quantities, importecl 

will, have shown ffaccessive'positive changes* For the-two exceptions 

one vould anticipate that the quantities imported will have remained 

constant over time* Indices of the quantities actually, imported are 

given in. Table 33 of the Statistical Appendix I and these indices 

show clearly the "sane* of arq tendency for the quantities imported 

to increase or to remain constant over the period* This absence of 
0 

a relationship between the quantities imported and GDP "as with 

the conclusion roachedby the F. A, O, that. "the aamancl-for 

agricultural products tendedl to be little affected by short-=n 

variations in the level of econoýio activity*" 
2 

'Since 
prices "within coffee" may develop quite differently 

from Arabicas and Robustas the indices for coffee are those for 
Arabibass, the type wcparted by Ethiopia* 

21p A0 The State 'of Poocl ancl Agrimlfuir6ý2ý '1ýý68'9, Rome, 1969, 
P*220 ,ýI. -- . 11 1......... 
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TABIS 20 

ESTIJUTES, OF INCOME ELASTICITIES OF DEW= BY COUFMY AND COMMODITY 

Coffeel Ridas and Skins 2 Oilseeds and 
Oilseed Cakes 

UeS*Ae 0411 0*1 

France 0*5 001 0*9 

W* Germany 0,5 000 009 

Italy 0*7 0*3 009 

U*19 098 000 1.18 

Norway 0*2 me 00 

Sweden 092 00 me 

Switzerland 0*4 

Greece 100 Oo2 io3 

Netherlands 0*1 

- indicates that data we not available on imports into these 
countries and# thereforep estimates of income elastioities of demand 
are not givene 

. 
so 

. 
urces I, I F*A*0'09 AI gricultuýral I Co I MM , 

oa . itie 101f Pro I je -c. tIi101 no , fo .r. 
-, 
I. 91 75 -a, na 

. 
19 Vol., lit Methodologioal Notess Statistical Appendix, Romeg 1967s J28 

pp. 28-294P 
%4teýd, )Fationsp S2jthe'tic's an d their Ef fe 0tan 

International Tradsv p*399. 
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A detailed"analýsis of, the'. 'relationabip between those factors 

in the second category and the quantities imported into the developed 

countries would require, estimates of cost and price structures by 

commodity and countrye Such estimatis are not available and, 

consequentlyp one c4=ot isolate directly the effects of this group 

of factors from the "total demand effect"* This is not to says 

howevorl"that one cannot establish any conclusions concerning this 

relationship since Ruxitseli analysis of the circumstances under which 

one may conclude thatdomand changes are the principal cause of 

changes in trade and the lack of association between GDP and the 

quantities imported allow one to adopt an indirect approach to the 

problemo Following Hurksep the dominance of the "total demand 

effect" is indicated by simultaneous positive or simultaneous 

negative changes in prices and quantities traded* If it can be 

shom., therefore, that import prices and the quantities imported have 

tended to fluctuate in the saw directiong then, given that changes 

in GDP do not appear to have affected importal, it may be concluded 

that the factors in the second category have determined the changes 

in the quantities imported* 

Correlation coefficients between average world prices and total 

quantities traaed and between average import prices and the quantities 

imported into various markets are presented on the following page for 
,I 

certain productso Without exception these coefficients are 

negative, -indicating that decreases in the quantities traded were 

associated with price increases and that increases in the quantities 

traded were associated with price decreases* This evidence suggests 

I These Correlation coefficients were calculated from data in 
Table 33 and Table 34 of the Statistical Appendix* 
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CORRELATION CCEFFICIENTS BETWEEN QUANTITIES TRAMM 
AM AVERAM PRICES IN VARIOUS LUMS9 1962-1970 

Commodity Trading Area i Correlation 
Coefficient t-value Significance 

Level 
Rides' World -0*5789 1*8826 1 

France -Oo2681 0*7274 1 
Italy -04,031 IoI377 i 
UJC6 -Oo5523 1*4867 1 
Greece -090047 OoOI29 i 

Goatskins World -0'5893 -1 *8987 1 
U*S*A. 0 -0: 7074 2: 6460 5-0 

ý-France- -Oo7706 3*1752 2o5 
Wo Germany -00386 Oo9525 i 
Italy -Oo6632 lo8884 i 
Greece -Oo2856 14,6463 1 

Sheepskins World -04369 lo3494 i 
Franc* -04749ý 2*1168 1 
Wo Germany -04114 14613 1 
Italy -0'5751 1'8522 1 
U. K0 -0: 3599 1: 0054 

Linseed World -0*4701 1-4060 
Italy -Oo5976 108122 1 
Greece -0*7252 2o3478 i 

Castorseed World --0*2262 M291 i. 
France -Oo4647 O6qOo6 i 
Italy -04,0857 0*2116 1 

oilseed Cakes World -Oo3326 Oo9308 i 
, We Germany -Oe2187 Oo6708 i 
Netherlands -Oo6668 2o3549 i 

in insignificant at the level- 

'In the absence of data on world trade in hides, goatskins and. 
sheepskins data on total imports into Ethiopia's trading partners 
were used, to obtain the results given as holding for "world"o 
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not that 4emand factoras but that supply - faotorgo -were responsible 

for the fluctuations in trade and there are no groundal therefore, 

for arguing that fluctuations in importswere determined by the 

effect of the second category of demand faotoro on total import 

demand* 

In terms of partial equilibrium analysis the situation for 

these products is similar to that of Diagram 6a where changes in 

supply conditions were responsible-for the changes in trade* Unlike 

the situation in Di W am 6aq howeverl changes in market supply 

conditions do not result from changes in supply conditions in one 

exporting countryq rather they result from the effect of changer; in 

supply conditions in the exporting countries as a group* Evidence 

has not been presented so far on trade in those products for which 

it is possible to identify a country which can influence market 

obanges as in Diagrams and 6a. It can be showny howevers that 

trsde in thess'productep coffee and groundnuts 
19 is characterised 

also by the dominance of supply factors andl consequentlyl that the 

second-category of demand factors cannot account for import 
I 

fluctuations* 

The impact on world markets of changes in the quantities of 

coffee exported by Brazil and of the changes in the quantities of 

groundnuts exported by Nigeria may be ascertained by an examination 

of thoýcorrelation coefficients on the following pageo several 

Brazil accounted for approximatelY 45% on averap of total 
vorld exports-of Arabicas coffee during the-period, 1962-1970 and 
Nigeria accounted for approximately 38% of total world exports of 
groundnutkdurAng, tbi-91 perica. , 

Tjwee averages vere 0.61culated, from 
r. 4*0* 

, 
Trade Teexbook, 2- 19 ; I! -A-0. p 1972 and from PA, O, 9 Trade 

Yearboii: -19-6)76-. -P. A*Otp-1967* The breakdown of coffee exporters. 
into-those exporting Arabicas and those exporting'Robustas was 
provided by the National Coffee Board of Ethiopia, 
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- CORBE1=ON'COEFFICIENTS BMTWEEN MAMET VARMLES AND EXPORTS 
OF THE UJOR SUPPLIERS OF CO1MM AND GROWNUTS9 1962-1970 

-Commod[ity 
Trading Area, Correlation 

Coefficient t-value Significance 
Level 

Coffee World. PQ -0*2695 0*7403 1 
p 0-9539 894105 0*1 
Q 0-8439 4*1618 0*5 

USA p 0#9580 8#8384 0*1 
Q 0*9375 7*1301 0' 1 

Franc* P 0*8838 4*9988 0: 5 
Q 0*7445 2*9505 2*5 

We Geromy P 008950 5*3073 0*5 
Q 0-7316 2e8394 5-0 

Italy P 0#9094 5-7854 001 
Q 0.9828 14.0642 091 

USK* M908 5A869 0*5 
0. 0*6909 2*5287 5*0 

Norway P 0*9981 42.8728 041 
Q 0*9732 11*1960 0*1 

Sweden p 0*995, 26.6229 0*1 
Q 0*8209 4.3968 0*5 

Switzerland. P 0-9735 11*2679 001 
Q 0*9626 5*5476 001 

Greece- P 0., 9876 16*6338 001 
Q 0*8169 3*7472 ISO 

Groundnuts 'World PQ -0*8197 3*7864 100 
p 0*9581 8*8484 001 
Q 0*9569 897156 001 

; ta3, v P 0*8870 5*0821 0*5 
0. 04,8764 4*8149 0.5 
P 0; 9381 74A656 001 
q 0,9926 214,5987 041 

"PV indicates the correlation coefficient between the average world 
market price and total world exportso 
"P" indicates the correlation coefficient between the average market 
price and the price paid for the-exports of the major supplying 
countrye 
"V indicates the correlation coefficient between total quantities 
imported and the quantities imported from the major supplying country* 

insignifiomt at the 5% level* 
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Points RABS from these correlation COOffiCiOnts. 
1 

Firstlyt average 

world, prices and-total world imports of both coffee and groundnuts 

are negatively relatedl indicating that world. trade in these 

products is influenced more by supply. factors than by demand 

factors* Secondlyl total world exports of coffee-and groundnuts are 

significantly related to the quantities exported.. by Brazil and. 

Nigeria respectively* Third. 3,7, average world prices are 

significantly related. to the average prices paid for the Brazilian 

and Nigerian products* Fourthlyp at the level of individual country 

marketsp the quantities imported from all sources of these 

commodities are, significantly related to the quantities imported. 

from Brazil and Nigeria and, finallyp the average market prices in 

the individual markets are significantly related to the prices of 
2 imports from Brazil and Nigeriao Thusp for these two commodities 

fluctuations in world supply conditionss-brought about by 

fluctuations in the quantities exported by the major supplierep led 

to changes in average world prices and these changes in prices and 

quantities were reflected in events at the level of the individu&I 

importing countries* 

One finds. * thereforep thatp whether or not it is possible to 

identify a country whose exports can influence world market 

conditioneg fluctuations in imports were determined by supply 

- 
'These, 

correlation coefficients were calculated from data in 
Table 33 and Table 34 of the Statistical Appendix* 

2jt is recognised *thatj given the weight of the Brazilian 
exports of coffee and of the Nigerian exports of groundnuts in world. 
trade of these produotas the last four of the five results would, 
ten& to hold-whether the dominant factor in world trade was demand 
or supply factors* The significance of the results here is that 
supply conditions were the dominant factor in trade and that changes 
in these conditions arose fron changes in the quantities supplied by 
Brazil and, Nigeria* 
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conditiona'and. neither-income-changes nor*. non--inoome-induosd demand 

ohanges explain events in the markets for the produots oonsidered 

here*' The partial equilibrium analysis of the previous section 

, specifie& the manner in which supply-inducecl market changes are 

transmitted to the-"minor" trading country and one may turn now to a 

consideration of the nature of the association between market events 

and the Ethiopian export experience* 

3o Foreign Market Changes and the Ethiopian Export Experience. 

The degree-to which Ethiopian export earnings are affected by 

changes in the markets for her export products depends upon the way 

in whioh'the priees, received and the quantities exported by Ethiopia 

are altered by changes in these markets* The implications of 

Ethiopia's "shares" in world trade and the sensitivity of the 

quantities exported to external stimuli were discussed in Chapter 

Three, These issues have a direct bearing on the question of the 

association between changes in foreign market conditions and 

fluctuations in export prices and in quantities exportedo The 

conclusions reached in Chapter Three conaerning these issues areq 

thereforev of relevance at this juncture* 

The discussion of Ethiopiats "shares" in world trade led to the 

conclusion that Ethiopia is a price-taker on the markets for her 

exports* One would, antioipatel therefore,, a high degree of 

correspondence between market prices and the prices paid for 

Ethiopian products* The correlation coefficients between average 

import prices and the, prices paid, for imports from Ethiopia are 

presented on the following pagep. and each of these-coefficients is 

'These coefficients, were - calculated - from data in Table'34 of 
the Statistical Appendix* 
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CORRELATION COEFFICIENTS-BETWEEN PRICES PAID FOR ETHIOPIAN 
PRCDUCTS AND AVERAGE I11PORT PRICES, 1962-1970 

Comdodity, 
., 

TrvAing Partner 

Coffee 

Rides 

Goatskins 

Sheepskins 

France 
Wo Germany 
Italy 
UOKO 
Norway 
Sweden 
Switzerland 
Greece 

France, 
Italy 
UOKO Iý 
Greece 

UOS*A* 
France 
W0 Germany 
Italy 
Grose* 

Groundnuts 

Linseecl 

France 
--We Germany 
Ita, 3. y 
UOKO 

Italy 
UOK* 

Italy 
ýGreece 

Castorseed - 'France 
Italy 

Oilseed Cakes We Germany 
-Netherlands 

Correlation 
t ffi i C t-value Significance 

Level c en oe 

0*9054 5*6359 001 
0-8987 593977 0*5 
0-8475 44,2071 0*5 
0*9174 6*0858 001 
0*9329 6*8268 091 
0*9471 7*7792 091 
0,8948 5*2920 095 
Oe9271 6*7737 0*1 
0*8264 3*8531 100 

0,6939 2*54,01 5-0 
0 0 '8378 4*0483 095 

098750 4*0248 100 
0*8526 4*3129 0-5 

0-8049 3*5720 1*0 
0-7038 2*5932 5-0 
0: 7253 2*7783 590 
0*7095 2*6460 5*0 
01,8880 5-0803 2*5 

0*7450 2o9370 295 
Oo7315 2.8312 5-0 
006933 2*'5401 5'0 
OoM8 3o2016 2: 5 

007985 3o2326 24 
Oo7379 2o8576 24)5 

04306 2., 6204 5oO 
Oo9245 5*4111 Oo5 

0*7440 292200 5*0 
017813 313070 2-5 

0*7659 2*6608 5*0 
0*7040 2*6337 5oO 
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statistically `Lgn'ficant at'th! 5ý level. or better*-, The statistical 

significance Of these correlation coefficients means that changes in 

the prices paid for Ethiopian exports are closely associated with 

changes in the average market prices, Thust through their effects on 

world market pricess changes in world supply conditions influence the 

prices of Ethiopian exportso 

The partial equilibrium analysis Of the first section indicates 

that not only export prices but also the quantities exported by the 

"minor" exporting nation are determined by changes invorld supply 

conditions* More specificallyp this analysis postulates that when 

the total quantities traded decreasep the quantities exported by the 

"minor" trading country increase and that an increase in the total 

quantities traded causes the "minor" trading country to reduce the 

quantities exportedo This inverse relationship is arrived at by 

means of the assumption that the "minor" exporter exhibits a positive, 

unlagpd response. to changes in export pricego 

The analysis-of quantity response to export. pricas in Chapter 

Three showed that among Ethiopian exports hides had a statistically 

significant unlagged response* That the prescriptions of the partial 

equilibrium analysis. applyp therefores, to the quantities exported of 

this product is substantiated by the correlation coefficients between 

the quantities of hides imported from Ethiopia and the quantities 

imported from all sources into Ethiopiate trading partners* These 

coefficients are presented on the following page along with the 

corresponding coefficients for the other products under considerationj 

and they indicate the negative relationship between these variables in 

'These 
coefficients were calculated from data in Table 33 of the 

Statistical Appendix* 
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-COREErATION COEFFICIENTS BMTMM QUANTITIES IMPORTED FROM ETHIOPIA 
AND QUANTITIES IMPORTED PROM ALL SOURCES, 1962-1970 

Commodity- -Trading Partner Correlation 
'Coefficient t-Value Significance 

Level 

Coffee U. S. A, -04,6278 2A697 
France -0*4257 192436 

., - 'We'Germany 
- 0*6061 2*0109 

Italy -0*6625 2*3020 1 
Ux* -0*4096 1*1642 1 
Norway -0*5019 1*5346 1 
Sweden -0., 6612 2*3020 1 
Switzerland -0*3721 1-0584 1 
Greece -0*2401 0,6350 

Rides Francs ý-0*2267 o,, 6o85 
Italy -0-107 0*3704 
UZO -0: 4841 1: 2298 
Greece -0*1564 0-4179- 

Goatskins UOB*A* 008861 5*0538 0*5 
]France - 0* 4793 0 1'8786 
Wo Germany -0*2885 0*8522 1 
Italy 04105 298841 25 
Greece -0*5210 1,6152 

Sheepskins France 0*0264 000529 
We Germany 0*7591 34593 24 
Italy 0'8935 5,, 2390 0-5 
UXO 0: 6976 295666 5*0 

Givundnuts Italy, -0; 0257 G 0; 0489 
u Jc 0 0*1958 0.6615 1 

Linseed Italy 0*0036 000001 1 
Greece -0*4992 lo2745 i 

CastoraeOd France 0*4872 10946 1 
Italy -oo296 0*0498 1 

oilseed Cakes Wo Germany 0*5920 1*9051 1 
Netherlands -o,, 6668 2*3284 1 

in insignificant at, the 5% levelo 
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each market* Similarlyg, with the exception of the West German 

market, ýhese ooefficients are negative for coffee andy although the 

quantities exported by Ethiopia were not found to-have a 

statistioally. significant unlagged response to pricap, the negaýive 

signs of these coefficients may be explained also by world supply 

conditions*., 

The mechanism through which world supply conditions affected 

the volume of, Ethiopian coffee exports was the annual coffee quota 

allocated to Ethiopia by the International Coffee Organisation* The 

ooffee quota system was aimed at equating, the quaptities supplied by 

the, exporting countrieswith expected demand in the importing 

countries and provided for the readjustment of countries' annual 

quotas in response to market signals* A shortfallp for instance$ 

in the quantities supplied by Brazil in any given yearp which reduced 

total world exports an& increased world pricesp resulted in upward 

adjustments of the quotas assigned to, other exporters such as 

Ethiopiad, 
2 The association between supply-induced maeket changes 

The Inte=ational Coffee. Agreament operatecl by means of 
basic quotas and annual quotas* -. 

The former quotas were calculated 
on the basis of each country's estimated sham in'total world 
production andg. accordinglyp-the Ethiopian basio-qiýota was 
approximately 4 of the total basio-quotao Before the beginning 
of the coffee year the International Coffee Council estimated 
total world imports for that year and this estimate was then 
multiplied by each country's basioquota in percentage terms to 
determine the amount of coffee each country was entitled to export 
in ýhat year* This is discussed at length in The International 
Coffee, Agreiment, 'cf, '. 1962 - Aid th; Special Case of Ethiopia, 
Ethiopian Economic Reviewt No* 89 April 1964e Issued by the 
ginistry. of. Commeretý. and-Industry of the Imperial Ethiopian 
Governmento 

2'ror detailed discussion of coffee quota adjustments in 
response to changes in the quantities, by Brazil see theý 
G, A*T*To publicationt. International Trades, Geneval and the PJLO, 
publi. cationg Monthl Bulletin. of AgriculTural*Econo , mics and 
Statistical Romep, for. the. perJ d 1962 to. 1970* . .... ... .. 
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and the quantities exported by Brazil and the conclusion reached in 

Chapter Three that the V01=8 of Ethiopian exports was . significantly 

related-to the size of the export quota meang therefore, that the 

Tiantities exported, by Ethiopia were related inversely to the total 

quantities traded* Thusp world market-conditions affected the 

quantities of coffee exported by Ethiopia and this is reflected in 

the correlation ooefficientsqýexoeptthat for the West German market 

which accounted for onlY 4*5% an average of Ethiopian export 

*a=ings from coffee 

In the absence of significant, quantity responses andregulatecl 

marketag one cannot conclude that world market conditions influenced 

the quantities exported of the remaining productso Indee d, for four 

of these-productsp goatskinag sb4pskinal linseed and castorseedp- 

domestic supply factors were shown in Chapter Three to determine the 

quantities made available for exporto Thai correlation coefficients 

for the other productel groundnuts and oilseed cakes, are negative 

in one market and positive in a second market andt although not by 

themselves indicative of insensitivity of exports to external 

factorail these coefficientel together with the absence of 

significant quantity responses, suggest that the quantities exported 

of these products were not affected by world market conditions. 

The analysis of this section has shown that supply-induced 

market c bainges have been transmitted to each of the various 

Ethiopian export productsby way of price changes ana that the 
I- 

I For instanCep a statistically significant negative coefficient 
in a market accounting for 95% of the quantities exported of a 
particular product may produce a significant relationship between the 

average price received for this product and the quantities offered 
for sale, even although the correlation coefficient in the second 
marketq which accounts for the remaining 5% of exports is of opposite 
sign* 
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quantities exported of different products did not respond in the 

same way to changes in market conditionso Only the quantities 

exported of hides and coffee were related to these changeal butq 

unlike the exports of hides, coffee exports were dependent on events 
in one major trading nationg Brazilo The analysis of Diagrams 6 and 
6b appliess thereforel to coffee, butl given the lack of 

responsiveness of quantities exported to market changeog this 

analysis is inapplicable to groundnuts, the other commodity for 

which a major supplierl Nigeriag influenced market conditions* 

These results contradict the conventional wisdom that world 

demand factors account for changes in export earnings and they may 

now be compared with the results obtained by a G. A*T. T. studyl the 

conclusions of which also refute the assumed dominance of demand 

conditionso 

4* Price Competitiveness** Impediments to Trade and Expor It 

Performance6 

A GAT*T* study attempted to explain the export performances 

of individual developing countries in terms of world market 

conditions and, this study is of interest for two reasons* Firstly$ 

because it reaches certain conclusions concerning the factors 

influencing Ethiopian export earningsj, and, secondly9 because the 

methodology differs from that employed. in the previous section* The 

G*AoT., To study, however, in examining the question of export 

performance fails to raise an impdrtant issue, namely the policy 

impediments to imports from the primary producing countries in the 

industrial countrieso This section will consider first the G. A. T. To 

stud, y in the light of the conclusions reached above and will then 

discuss the implications for the export trade of the developing 
I 
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countries of trade barriers in the developed-country marketso 

4a* CRmotitiveness and Export Performance. 

The starting point for the G*A*T. T. study was the conventional 

assumption that fluctuations in export earnings of the les. 9--developea 

countries are determined by world demand for their traditional 

exports* According to G. A. T. T., the assertions that "each less- 

developed country would maintain its share in total world exports 

and that there would be no additions to its export list"2 are 

implicit in this assumption and, thereby# the impression is conveyed 

"that to each given set of projections in world trade corresponds a 

certain rate of increase in the export earnings of each individual 

"3 country* Feeling that analyses along such restrictivo lines 

provide inadequate bases for discussions of trade in primary 

productsp G4, A. T. T,, devised a method. of introducing factors other than 
I 

demand changes into an analysis of trade, 

The purpose of the G. A. T. T. study was threefold* Firstly, 

it attempted. to establish the changes in export earnings from the 

traditional exports. of each country which would have resulted from 

changes in demand factors alonee Secondly, it tried to ascertain to 

what extent the differential changes in export earnings in various 

less-developed countries could be explained by the improvement or 

deterioration of the competitive position of each country in its 

traditional export marketso Pinallyj an attempt was made to evaluate 

the significance of diversification in the commodity composition of 

iG. ioTsT*j International Tradet 1965, Geneva, 1966, pp. 23-31. 

2, bid. 1 P. 23* 
3Ibid. 

9 P*23- 
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exports in determining the actual performance of individual 

countries* 

Corresponding to these objectivesp G*A*T*T* constructed indices 

for the'three factors whichp it alleged., affected the export earnings 

of the developing countries andf following Kravis one may call 

these factors "the world market factor", "the competitiveness 

factor"t and "the diversification factor"* Indices for the world 

market factor were calculated by assuming that each country 

maintained. a constant share in the world market for the commodities 

in which it was a traditional exporter at the beginning of the period 

and that exports changed only in response to changes in world demand?, 

G#A*T,, To calculated the indices for the competitiveness factor by 

estimating the difference between the growth of traditional exports 

that would have been achieved if the first factor alone operated (i, e* 

on the basis of the constant share principle) an& the actual increase 

of the same exports* The diversification factor indices were 

measured by the difference between the actual changes in export 

earnings from traditional commodities and the changes in total export 

earnings* 

For the purpose of interpreting the indices obtainedp it 16 

useful to adopt the classification of countries given by Kravis. The 

developing countries were divided by Kravis into the "successful" 

exportersp the "unsuccessful" exporters and those countries with 
2 

middle positions with respect to'export performance and-Kravis 

1jr&visV Economic- 1970, pp. 867-868* 

2The nsuccessful"*exporters were those with greater increases in 

export proceeds between 1959-ig6i and 1964-1965 than the indistria. 1 

countries as a groupt the "unsuccessful" exporters were those with 
increases lose than the average for all-developing countries and those 

with middle positions with respect to export performance were the 
remaining developing countries* see Ibidol p*868, 
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summarised, the results of the Ga. T. Tj study as follows: 

Export, success did not depend primarily on the world market- 
factor* The largest difference among the groups is in the 
competitiveness factorl. that iss, the successful performers 
among the L*D,, C., s were differentiated from the less successful 
primarilytby, inereases, in, their shares in world markets for 
their traditional exports rather than by good fortune in world 
demand for their particular exports* The successful exporters 
tended to have done better at diversification, bul the margins 
of superiority on this account were much smaller* 

, -- -Ethiopia. was in the "successful" group. of exporters ancl G. A. T. T, 

explained-the importance of the competitiveness factor in 

determining changes in Ethiopian export earnings in terms of events 

-in the world coffee market* 

By ancl large, countries which have been marginal suppliers of a 
traditional commodity improved their position, whereas the share 
in the world market-of, the main suppliers of the same products 
declined* Thusp factor 2 (the competitiveness factor) is very 
high in Angolaq Ethiopial Ivory Coast, Kenyaj El Salvador and 
low for Brpil on account of large shifts in market shares 
of coffee* 

The basis -of Ahis - conclusion for Ethiopia is given below in 

results extracted from the G*AoT. T* study* These results are the 

, indices calculated for each factor for Ethiopia. and. Brazil* 

TABLE 22 

EXPORT FEMMUNCE, OF ETHIOPIA AIM BRPML 
(Index n=bers 1964, r65,19ý97-61 1.001). 

Total Export Factorl Factor'2 -- Factor 
Earnings 

Ethiopia 155 118 161 82 

Brazil 1.17 

Souroes G. A. T. T. 9 International Trade2 J965 Table 5p p*27* 

'Ibid. 'p p, 8 68, 

,, 2 GA. T, T*g Interna ioiýaf J965,, P*30o 
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Despite the simil&ritY in the Ethiopian-And. Brazilian world market 

factor indices and the relative deterioration of Ethiopia's position 

with regard to product diversificationg the Ethiopian index for total 

export earnings rose much further than the corresponding Brazilian 

index and these changes seem to be associated with the differences 

between the competitiveness indices for the two countries* The usual 

approach to'the question of competitiveness is to use price as a 

proximate variable and the GA. T,, Ts, conclusion may then be 

interpreted as saying that Ethiopia was able to improve her export 

performance at the expense of Brazil by gaining a price advantage in 

world markets for coffee* 

The importance of changes in competitiveness in explaining 

changes in export performance'Le well recognised in the literature on 

international-tradeq- A formidable array of evidence exists which 

suggests that'compatitiveneso'has a significant effect on the exports 

of the- developed'oountries' aadl at first sightp the G-A. ý*T* study 

would*appear to lend some SmPiriCil sUPPort to the assertion that 

changes in competitiveness lead to changes in the export earnings of 

the devel6ping countries* On closer inspection# howeverp it becomes 

apparent thaty at least for "minor" exporting countries such as 

Ethiopial this study cannot be use& for that PurpOseo The fault with 

the GA. T. T* study lies in the basic contradiction between the 

observation that Ethiopia is a price-taker in world. markets and the 

conclusion that changes in Ethiopian export earnings are caused, by 

'Beeg for exEmple, T* M',, MoGeehanj Compatitiveneses 'A'Survey of 
Recent Literaturej Economic Journal, Volo LXXV111,19689 pp*243-262 
and H. B* Junz and R., Re -Rhombergy Trices and Export Performance, of 
Industrial Countries. 4 1953-ý63, Intirnational Monetary Fundj Staff 
Paperes Vol* X11,1965Y pp*224, -271- 
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champs in her competitive position* That a country cannot be 

simultaneously both a prift-taker and a. compe. titor in world markets 

was overlob. ked by G*A. T,, Te and this oversight has implications. for 

the methodology used and the conclusions derived therefrom* 

The method employed by GA. T*T* assumed that ohanges in export 

earnings of an individual trading country were the result, of changes 

in three factors onlyl foreign demands competitiveness and commodity 

diversification* Thusy as for-Ethiopiag ohanges. in export earnings 

which did not appear to result either from changes in demand factors 

or from changes in commodity concentration were automatically, 

ascribed to, changes in competitiveness* The onus of explaining 

changes in export earnings falls, thereforej on internal factors which 

affect the cost, and price struotures of export products* In the case 

of, a price-taker in world markets, however, world market conditions 

and not internal supply factors fix the prices at which products are 

sold*- Consequentlyg notonly is one unable to assign changes in 

export earnings to external demand factors or. to export 

diversificationj but one cannot-attribute these changes to the 

competitiveness factor and-this calls into question the strength of 

the initial assumptionso 

The restrictive nature of the assumptions made by G. A. T. T* meant 

that no account was-taken of the potential role of changes-in world 

supply conditions* -As-has been shown, howeverp world supply factors 

have played a crucial part in determining world market prices for 

certain products andl hencep given the position of Ethiopia as a 

price-taker in world markets, the prices received for Ethiopian 

exports-, Moreover$ in the Casa of coffee, the commodity specifically 

mentioned by G. A*T*To in the context of Ethiopian competitiveness, 
I 
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world supply conditions, through international arrangements, affects& 

also the quantities exported by Ethiopiao An element indispensible 

in explaining the Ethiopian export performance was omitted, thereforeg 

from the GJL. T. T* analysis* 

The implication, of the G*A: *T*Te conclusion concerning the 

improvement of Ethiopiats competitive position in the coffee mark-at 

is that Ethiopial by her own effortst was able to secure away from 

Brazil a larger share of-the market*- The'introduotion of, world 

supply conditions'suggests, howevers that the direction of'cau-sation 

ran from quantity changes in Brazilian. expcrts through changes in 

world market conditions-to changes in the Ethiopian export 

performance* -Although the period covered by the G. A. T. T. study and 

the period covered by-the present study differ, there is an overlap 

of four years and-during these four yearsj, 1962 to 19659 the 

Internaticnal Coffee Agreement was operative* 
I As pointed out-in 

the previous section, the operation of the-quota system meant that 

negative changes in the'quantities exported byIrazil led to 

positive-changes in the-prices-and volume of-Ethiopian coffee 

exports. The evidence presented in this study indicates that from 

1962-to 1965 the volume-of Brazilian exports did tend to decrease 

and, thusi the prices and,, quantities of Ethiopian exports tended to 

increases 
2 At-the'same timeg ohanges in the prices of Brazilian 

exports were not sufficient to prevent a fall in her share of world 

'It 
may be recalled from Chapter Three thatj although Ethiopia 

did not accept full membership of the International Coffee 
Agreement until 1964P Ethiopian exports corresponded closely to 
the quantities which would have been permitted under the 
Agreemento 

2 See the data in Table 33 and Table 34 of the Statistical 
Appendix* 
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trade in coffee while Ethiopials, market share increased in response 

to market changes* In addition, although, not subject to the Coffee 

Agreement, market prices, quantities exportecl ancl market shares , 
behaved. in similar fashion during the first years of the Gok*T*T,, 

istud. v. v 1959--! 6ig as may be seen from the data in Table 23o 

This evidence does indicate that an explanation of, changes in 
- 

coffee market shares based on world market conditions is more 

plausible than one based on changes in price competitivenes3 and this 

conclusion highlights the inadequacy. of the approach used by-G. A. T. Te 

Although the G*A, T*To analysis concluclecl that factors other than 

demand conditions affected exportal the limitations imposed on the 
0 

methodology by the failure to see the consequences for the individual 

country of being a price-taker in world markets and by the failure to 

incorporate into its assumptions the Possibility that world supply 

conditions might, affect exports caused G*A*T*T, to attribute. -the. 

changes in the Ethiopian export performance to the wrong factor* , 

In the GA*T*To study no mention was made of policy measures in 

the developed countries which have a bearing on imports from the 

developing countrieso Through their impact on import prices and 

quantities imported these measures may affootg however, the export 

performance of the developing countries and this possibility is theý 

subject matter of the following sectiono 

09 Impediments to Trade in the Developed Countries, 

Imports of primary products from the-developing countries are, 

subject to a wide spectrum of policy arrangements in the industrial 

importing countriese These arrangements include customs duties or 

tariff restrictionsp quantitative controls or non-tariff restrictions 

and fiscal charges or other taxes* The nature and severity of these 
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UBLE., 23 

PRICESt-qUANTITIES AND YAMKET SHABES OP'BB=LUN 
AND EM OPIAN COP M EXPORTS9 1959-65 

1962 =, 100 

1959 1960 1961 1962 1963 , 1964 1965 

Brazilian Pkce Index 

Brazilian Qgantity Index 

Brazilian Market Share 

Ethiopian Price Index 

86 78 87 100 96 130 133 

107 104, 103 100 107 97 91 

46% 44% 45% 45% 49% 42% 40% 

84 79 86 100 
ý97 

131 125 

Ethiopian Quantity Index 50 81 89 100 106 112 140 

Ethiopian Market Share 1% 2% 2% 2% 1% 3%_ 4% 

Sources Calculated from dataLin United Nations, Trade Tearbookq 1966, 
New York, 1967* 
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restraints on trade differ among countries but "the general economio 

Consequences of these barriers to trade is the disintegration of the 

world market"o' From the viewpoint of the developing countries, this 

disintegration manifests itself in the restriction of acoess to 

markets in the industrial countries since 

whatever the precise nature of the obstaoless they have the 
common effect eoo of reducing the import content of domestic 
consumption in the importing countriesp either by direct 
physical limitatIfn or by raising the relative 

. 
price of the 

import component* - 

Thexationale behind the creation of barriers to trade in the 

industrial. countries is not easily susceptible to generalisationo It 

refleots the interplay of 

a large number of influenceep most notably the cost structure of 
domestic production of each commodity, official policy in respect 
of incomes in the primary sector and the administrative expression 
of that policy* The fiscal structure of the country is also 
reflected in the import tariff and the associated complex of 
commodity taxes* Nor is it only the current situation that 
determines the tariffs in many respects it is a carry-over from 
the pastp the existence and the rate of-, -particular duties being 
related more closely to an historical situatip than to the 
current distribution of production and trade* 

Despite this complexityp certain common features can be seen in 

the systems of tariffs an& quantitative restrictions imposed by the 

major importing countries* The items that are free or virtually free 

of these impediments arep for the most parts raw materials for 

industry* Sinoe. these items represent manufacturing inputsp there is 

a tendency to avoid cost raising obstacles to tradeo Imports of 

those commoditiesp whether agricultural or manufactured, which do not 

iUnited. Nationsp I-n-t, e'r'`na'tiC; ý&I , C`o'm'm-o`diU'Prob-1e, ms`., Proceedings of 
the United Nations Conference. on Trade and2"evelopment, Vol* Ill. 
Co=odity Trades Now Yorks 1964s P*16* 

2 Ibides r*16* 
311Adol 

p*18o 
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compete with domestic productiont'although frequently subject to 

revenue-raising tariffs, tend to have less restricted access to the 

markets of the advance& countries than those commodities which, 

supplement domestic output'and this reflects the high degree of 

protection afforded to domestic production in many industrial countries. 

The tendency to admit inputs and semi-finished goods at lower 

nominal tariff rates than finished goods has given rise to a 

relatively now concept in economic literaturej that of effective 

protection* By way of distinguishing between nominal and effective 

protection, B. Balassa has the following to say of these conceptas 

The nominal rate of protection of a particular commodity is 
defined as the percentage excess of the domestic price over the 
world market price, resulting from the application of protective 
measures *** The effective rate of protection expresses the 
margin of protection on value added in the production process 
rather than on the product prices- It is defined as the percentage 
excess of domeatic value addedf obtainable by reason of the 
Imposition of tariffs and other protective measures on the 
producl and its inputs, over foreign or world market value 
added* 

The significance of effective protection may be seen from an 

example prepared b. 7 H., G'. Johnson* 2 He ass=es that a certain 

product is subject to a 20% duty and that half of the foreign price 

is the cost of raw materials anci tLalf is value added in manufacture 

(the cost of. labour and, capital used in the manufacturing process)* 

rurther he supposes that these materials are admitted free of duty 

for_use in domestic productiono The domestic producer can charge 

X1.20 for a product that would cost a dollar to import; but since 

he gets his materials free of duty he can charge 70 cents for value 

B. Balassal The St'ruoture of Prot ection in Do ve 1 opin g Co untries 
The John Hopkins Pross, -Baltimore, 

1971P P-49 

G, Johnsong Týe' World Ecoiloriy at the Crossroads, Oxford 
University'PresS, NeW YOrki 1965, ppeb5-874i 
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added, q whicb would be supplied by the foreign producer for 50 cents; 

thus the domestic producer enjoys effective protection at the rate of 

40% as,, contrasted with the nominal rate of 20%* Such a situation 

where the-processing of-primary products enjoys heavy effective 

protection militates against the establishment and development of 

facilities for processing exports in the developing countries. 

The incidence of restrictions on trade is modified to some 

degree by systems of preferential treatment given to certain 

developing countries* Usuallyp these arrangements reflect the 

historical ties between a one-time colonial power and its former 

colonies* The Commonwealth preference system, for exampleg has 

involved entry into the United Kingdom of primary commodities from 

the countries of the Commonwealth on more favourable terms than those 

imposed on imports from other sources* Similarlyp through the 

concessions granted to thelcountries associated with the European 

Community under the Yaounde Conventions imports from some developing 

countries have pbtained, less restricted access to the Common Market 

than imports I from competing countriesgi 

During the 1960s there was &. movement towards the removal of 

restrictions on tradeg as witnessed. by the reductions in tariffs and 

quantitative controls achieved under the Kennedy Round* The 

implication for the developing countries of such trade liberalisation 

is that they may be able to expand their export eandngs by taking 

aavantage ofJncreasea market opportunities. In generals the 

potential benefits to the developing countries are likely to be much 

I 
Tlie countries associated. with, the &=Pean Community under the 

terms of the Yaounde Conventions are Burundip Cameroons-Central- 
African Republiel CheAl"Congo, Brazavilley Dahomeyo Gabon, Ivory 
Coastj Malagasy Republiop Mauritanial Malip Nigerj, Rwanda, Senegalt 
Somalia, Togol Upper Volta, Zaire* 
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less where the restrictions removed are of a revenue-raising rather 

than of a protective nature* Tariffs imposed on imports-for fiscal 

purposes 

are generally a small proportion of coiefo cost and an even 
smaller proportion of the price paid by the final consumer* 
And for most commodities the response of the consumer to a 
small chwage in price is-itself likely to be still smaller* 

Thus, the increase in export earnings is not likely to be significant* 

On the other handq the existence of protective measures suEgests that 

lower-cost imports may be substituted. for domestic production and the 

extent to which imports pose a threat to domestio production depends 

on the spread between domestic prices and external prices free of 

restrictions* The weaker the position of agriculture in the importing 

country, the larger is this spread likely to be andp hencep the More 

substantial the protective measures* It followsp therefore# that 

restriction-free imports will tend to expose domestic producers to 

more severe competition and to present the developing countries with 

greater opportunities to expand their export earnings the higher are 

the initial barriers to tradso In the extreme# imports may replace 

completely domestic production* 

In the markets to which Ethiopia exports one finds, as may be 

seen from Table 249 examples of different types of barriers to trade 

2 
and evidence of some liberalisation of these restrictionso In the 

United. National International Co=odit_v Problemss p,, 25- 

2 '''' ...... The markets given in this table account for the following 
percentages of Ethiopian exports of the products subject to tariffes 

Coffee 86% Sheepskins 94 
Rides 68% Groundnuts 75% 
Goatskins 75% 

Products for which data on imporis into the developed. country markets 
are not available and which are not-subjeot to tariff barriers are 
omittede 
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U. S. A. j for instancep one finds a tariff on imports of groundnuts 

designed to protect domestic productiong while the United Kingdom 

imposed tariffs on'coffee as a fiscal measure* Like the Common 

Market countries, howeverl the United Kingdom also used tariffs on 

coffee to diserJminate, among importers in favour of those countries 

receiving preferential treatment* Before the Kennedy Round. 

reductions, imports of coffee into the United Kingdom from 

Commonwealth countries faced an import tariff of only 904d. Per cwt* 

as compared with a tariff of 12s6d per cwto on imports from other 

sourceso Similarlyl the zero tariff rate on imports from Associate 

Members of the European Community compared favourably with-the 16% 

ad valorem tariff rate prior to 1964 and the subsequent 9*6% tariff 

rate on imports from non-associated members* In addition to the 

Communityto common external tariff, imports of coffee into rrance 

were subject to quantitative restrictions until 1964- 

Impediments to trade were reduced or eliminated in some of the 

markets to which Ethiopia exports* The tariff on imports of hides 

into the United Kingdom was removed under the Kennedy Round 

adjustments and there were widespread reductions in tariffs on 

imports of coffee* The changes in tariffs on coffee imports affected 

the preferences accorded to the countries of the Commonwealth and to 

the countries associated with the European Community differently, 

however* The former countries found. that the margin of preference 

given to them by the United Kingdom disappeared after the Kennedy 

Roundq whereas the latter group of countries found thatt although 

they continued. to receive a margin of preference, this margin was 

reduced by Co=unity tariff changes in 1964o The tariffs on the 

remaining products were unaltered* 
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The Kennedy Round negotations were concluded in May 1967 and 
the resulting removal of the British tariff on hides was associated 

with increased imports of hides in following years* Undue 

significance should not be attached, however, to this tariff 

reduction as the increases in imports represented a continuation of 

the trend in previous years* 
i 

The partial erosion of the favoured 

position of imports from the Associate Members might have been 

expected to result in reduced market shares for these countries after 

1964 buts given that they still enj6yed more favourable terms of 

entry than imports from non-associated states$ these countries' 

market shares would be eýpected not to fall further after the initial 

downward adjustment* The quantity market shares in Italy, France, 

West Germany and the Netherlands of imports from the Associated 

States are given in Table 25, both for total imports of coffee and 

imports of Arabicas, the tnpa of coffee exported by Ethiopiao The 

evidence on these market shares indicates that changes in the 

quantities imported from different sources cannot be predicated upon 

the alterations in the tariff structure since neither set of market 

shares behaved in the manner anticipated* Likewise, the expectation 

that the removal in 1967 of the tariff advantage hold by the 

Co=onvealth countries in the United Kingdom might reduce these 

countries' market shares is not supported by the evidence in 

Table 25* 

The reduction of the nominal tariff rate on coffee imported from 

all sources in the United Kingdom and from the non-Associated States 

into the Common Market would be expectedl ceteris paribus, to reduce 

'See Table 33 of the Statistical Appendix* 
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the degree of effective protection afforded to coffee processors in 

the importing countries andt thusp to help stimulate the creation and 

expansion of processing facilities in the exporting countries* There 

were, howeverp no noticeable changes in processing activities in 

Ethiopia* Processing was'confined to the "wat processing" of coffee 

in certain localities in Limu and Sidamo and there was no evidence to 

suggest that -the n=ber of farmers using this process changed during 

the periodo Teshome Wat identifies two obstacles which prevent 

more widespread adoption of'this process* 
I 

Firstly) wet processing 

requires that pulping plants be close to the source of the-products 

but the inadequate road system does not permit this in many areas 

and, secondlyl the heterogeneity of coffee production does not ensure 

that the type of coffee bean most suitable for wet processing is 

always available* Thusp regardless of changes in effective 

protections these factors represent a constraint on the expansion of 

this type of processinge- Work has only recently began on the 

2 
feasibility of establishing plants to produce soluble coffeeso 

, The absence of any causal relationship between changes in tariff 

measures and quantities imported and the domestic bottlenecks on the 

expansion of processing activities suggest that the absence of this 

element in both the G*A*T. T, study and in Sections 2 and 3 above 

makes no difference to the analysis and the conclusions reached* 

59 Conclusionse 
This chapter was aimed at establishing the causes of changes in 

world meYket conditions an& the nature of the association between 

Teshome Mulatj Coffee Export, pp*40-41o 
2 Ibid. j P*44* 
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events in world markets and the Ethiopian export experience* Several 

conclusions arise from the analysis of these issues. 

Firstlyl events in the markets for Ethiopian export products 

were determined by changes in supply conditions rather than by. 

changes in demand conditions and this was found to be true both at 

the level of total world trade in these products and at the level of 

the individual markets to which Ethiopia exportse 

Secondl. vg changes in supply conditions in each importing country 

were transmitted, to Ethiopia in the form of price changess given her 

position as a price-taker in world markets, and also in the form of 

quantity changes for hides and skins* 

Thirdly, in the case of coffee changes in world supply 

conditions resulted from changes in the quantities exported by Brazil 

and$ thuss theSthiopian export performance with respeot to this 

product, was dopende. nt, on Brazilian exportso 

Fourthlyp the results of this chapter and of a G*A. T*T, study 

agreed in their rejection of the customary assumption that chýages in 

market conditions are determined by demand factors but they disagreed 

on the actual cause of market changes* The G. A*T*To study did not 

oonsider-the possibility that supply conditions might be the, 

principal cause of trade changes and attributed these changes to the 

improvement or deterioration in countriest competitive positions* A 

"minor" exporting, counti7l howevers cannot be both a price-taker ancl 

. a, price competitor and changes in supply conditions seem to provide 

a more plausible explanation of export performance for such a country 

than changes in price competitiveness* 

Fifthlyj there is no evidence to suggest that export 

performance has been affected by changes in trade restrictions* 

41 
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CHAPTER SIX 

The consequences'and causes of fluctuations in Ethiopian export 

earnings have been examined in previous chapters and this chapter is 

concerned with the types of policies which may be implemented to 

ameliorate the effects of export instability* The first section 

summfýrises briefly the findings of the previous chapters and from 

these findings it indicates the problems which policy measures would 

be required to tackle* This is followed by a discussion of various 

policy measures forwarded by different authors ands finally, the 

applicability of these measures to the Ethiopian situation is 

consideredo 

0 Simma . 1Z 01f- tiýý ýeýd for Goverment Inte rve nt io no 

Goverment intervention to soften the impact of export 

instability' is frequently justified on the grounds that export 

producers ought to receive a steady income to avoid. the hardships 

which accompany a fall in export earnings* This humanitarian view 

evolves from the judgement that income changesp arising from export 

fluctuations, lead to changes in consumption and that producers 

suffer reductions in their living standards in years in which export 

earnings decrease* Although data are not available on incomes, the 

Ethiopian experience conforms to the pattern of a relationship 

between exports and consumption since domestic consumption did 

fluctuate in sympathy with export earnings on a year-to-year basis* 

The nature of the production and consumption pattern within Ethiopia 

is such that farmers retain some part of their output for their own 

use and sell the remainder* The amount they hold back for their own 

consumption is determined not so much by their physical needs as by 

I Government action to stabilise proceeds at the possible cost of 
lower average earnings over time is discussed in Section 2c below* 
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their ability to keep food supplies without storage facilities* The 

cash income received from the sale of the remainder is used to 

satisfy consumption needs in the period after the retained food 

supplies have been consumed and before the harvest* Any reductions 

in incomes resulting from decreases in export earnings will force 

farmers to rely on loans from money lenders at rates of interest of 

up to 200%. Where farmers are already pitiably poorp the reduction 

in living standards and the reliance on loans from money lenders at 

usurous rates of interest give much support to goverment action to 

stabilise producers' incomes. 

In addition to humanitarian concerny growth considerations 

provide another defensible basis_. for government interventiono 

Economic growth in Ethiopia is dependent on imports of capital goods 

for investment and both changes in total imports and changes in 

imports of capital goods were associated with changes in total export 

earnings. Thus, fluctuations in export proceeds, by causing 

instability in the wherewithal to purchase capital goods from abroad, 

adversely affected the investment programmes of local entrepreneurap 

whether private or public, which are essential to the acceleration 

of economic growth. 

The lack of data on prices and employment does not allow one to 

build a case for goverment action premised on the argument that 

these variables are affected by export instability. Nor can the 

evidence concerning government revenues be called upon to support 

government intervention. The inadequate coverage of the tax system 

and the low percentage of government revenue arising from taxes on 

foreign trade meant that government revenues and, hence, government 

expenditures were not destabilised by export fluctuations* 
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Neverth, gless) the hardships imposed on producers and the uncertainties 

introduced into investment by fluctuations in foreign exchange 

earnings provide sufficient Justification for some form of 

intervention. 

The characteristics of Ethiopia's exports are such that, to some 

extents the causes of export instability correspond to the assumptions 

implicit izi most discussions of instability* Fluctuations in total 

export earnings were related to the concentration of exports on one 

product, coffees and that geographic concentration of exports on one 

market, the United States, also had a significant bearing on export 

fluctuations* The Ethiopian experience does not support, howeverl the 

customary assumption that changes in foreign demand conditioris are 

responsible for export fluctuations* Supplyp rather than demands 

factors accounted for the changes in prices and quantities tradedin 

the markets to which Ethiopia exports andl*given Ethiopiats, position 

as a price-takek in world marketsy these supply-induced market 

changes were reflected in the prices received for each of her exports* 

The impact of market changes on the quantities exported variedy 

however, among the commodities* 

The quota system operated under the International Coffee 

Agreement meant thats although normal price incentives were replaced 

by institutional arrangemental changes in the quan#ties exported and 

in export prices reflected changes in world mArket-conditions. Among 

the other products, the market-orientation of a large proportion of 

the production of haricotbeans, the production of lentils within the 

more commercialised sector of the economy and the reservoir of hides 

available in the rural areas allowed producers to respond to changes 

in export pricese Fo such response was evident, howeverl for any 
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other products and this appears to be the result of imperfections in 

the marketing system whichl by undermining the bargaining position of 

producers, depress the prices'paid to-farmers andl tberebyp weaken. 

the incentive for farmers to react to price changes., 

These findings allow one to identify1he factors'giving rise to 

export instability and the areas in which government intervention is 

required to tackle'the problems following from such instability. One 

may turn now to'aýconsideration of the devices which have been mooted 

or which have been put into practice in other developing countries to 

determine whether they, hold any lessons or guidelines for the 

Ethiopian authorities* 

2* National Stabilisation Yeasuresto 

In the inter-war and post-war periods the principal objective of 

intervention in trade at the international level has been the 

minimisation of short-term fluctuations in commodi ty prices and/or in 

export proceeds from primary products* Unilateral action in those 

countries whose shares in world trade of primary commodities are so 

small that they have no influence over world market conditions must 

be confinedl however, to attempts to lesson the impact of sbort-run 

fluctuations on the domestic economy and national measures designed 

to ameliorate the internal effects of export fluctuations may be 

separated into three groups; buffer fund policiesp income 

stabilisation policies based on the use of monetary and fiscal 

devices and diversification policies* This section will look at 

these policies in turn* 
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2a* PufferTund Poljcias-,, I 

Within the Category of buffer fund. policies one may distinguish 

various schemes, namely marketing boards, caisses do otabilisation de 

prixg variable export taxes and subsidies and multiple exchange 

rateso Despite differences in the method of operation, each of these 

schemes is intended to stabilise the prices and incomes received by 

producers for-primary commodity exportse 

Central marketing boards, usually established with the sole 

right to purchase commodities for exports attempt to achieve this end 

by offering a guaranteed price to domestic producers and selling the 

products abroad at prevailing market prices* In those years in which 

world prices exceed the guaranteed domestic price this scheme amounts 

to a tax on domestic producers and the reserves accumulated in this 

way may be used to subsidise the prices paid to producers when prices 

abroad fall below the guaranteed price* Thus, over times this device 

may smooth out the effects on the prices received by producers of 

I peaks and troughs in world market pricese 

The caisses do otabilisation do prix in French-opesking Africa 

are the counterpart of the marketing boards found in English-opeaking 

areas of Africa# Unlike the marketing boardsp these stabilisation 

f=ds function without monopoly powers and without the use of fixed 

guaranteed prices* They operate instead, by means of legally-fixed 

minimum prices for exportsy levies on exports and controls over 

private sales contracts* These levies and controls are used. in years 

of high world market prices to accumulate a reserve fund which is 

drawn upon to support the prices paid to domestic producers when 

Buffer fund., policies. are discus-sod at length in F. A. O,. An 
LijZ into the IMblems. of'Agricultural Price Stabilisation and 
ort Policiess Rome, 1960* 

I 
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world prices fall below the minimum pricee Agricultural producers 

obtain. insurance against low pricesp therefore, butp as distinct 

from a system under which a central marketing agency undertakes to 

buy all supplies offered at a fixed price, they are not precluded 

from. benefiting from periods of high world market prices* 

The third approach to the moderation of price fluctuations 

involves the use of charges on exports without guaranteed or minimum 

prices and takes the form of variable export taxes and export 

subsidiese Under such a system export taxes are imposeds either 

automatically or at the discretion of the governments whenever world 

market prices exceed the accepted price norm and the higher the 

departure from the norms the greater is the proportion of the price 

increase siphoned off in taxation* The reserves created by these 

tax measures in favourable periods may then be used to subsidise 

prices in less favourable periodso 

Finally, an exchange control agency can stabilise the prices 

received by exporters by varying the official buying rates at which 

it purchases foreign exchange. proceeds from particular commoditiese 

When, for instance, world market prices for a particular commodity 

increase, this agency can devalue the exchange rate at which it 

takes over the foreign exchange proceeds from transactions in this 

product* Exportersp faced with a new exchange rate, find that they 

now receive less in terms of domestic currency than they would have 

received with the old exchange rate and the new market prices* The 

"losses" to the exporters-, however, enable the exchange control 

agency to build up "profits" which may be used in years of adverse 

price. changes to support the revaluation of the exchange rate* 

Despite variations in approach there is a large measure of 
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ground common to these devices* They are available to any single 

country and are not dependent on international agreement. In 

addition, the principle central to each device is the need to sever 

the connection between fluctuations in world market prices and the 

prices received by exporters. This is done through the creation of 

a buffer fund of foreign currency, which is added to when world 

market prices are high and is used to subsidise the prices paid to 

exporters when world market prices are low. Buffer funds "interpose, 

as it were, a variable transmission mechanism that can, at least in 

theory2 be used for cyclical stabilisation purposes in primary 

producing countries*"' 

Hurkee has argued against the adoption of price stabilisation 

devices as a legitimate policy aim on the grounds that schemes based 

on the taxation and subsidisation of the export sector will eliminate 

the supply response of export producers to world market prices and, 

thus, will reduce the country's foreign exchange earnings over time. 

The following diagram, Diagram 7P illustrates the basis for this 

contentiono 
2 In Diagram 7 the supply curve 03 has a price elasticity 

greater than zero and less than infinity and the dotted lines are 

equal revenue curves* Equilibrium obtains at price 1T and quantity 

011. In the absence of intervention to stabilise prices, a shift in 

the demand curve from DD to DIDI will cause an increase in price from 

MP to NP2 and will induce an increase in the quantities exported from 

OM to ON. Total export proceeds are given by the rectangle 0N. NP 2* 

On the other hand, if a buffer fund scheme meant that the quantity 

exported was not responsive to the shift in the demaýd curveg a new 

I Nurksey ICyklos, 1958, P-147. 
2Nurkr-eq Epilogueg Rykios, Vol. 11,19581 p*249* 
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equilibri= woulcl be arrived at whsre price is UP I and export 

proceeds are shown by the rectangle OMAPIO The equal revenue curie 

on wbýich P2 is situated passea above Pit howeverp and it follows that 

stabilisation meaaursla lead to a s,, aaller increase in export earnings* 

Diagram-7 

Price 

0 

It can be shown also that beginning from aa equilibrium position 

at P2 a downward shift in the demand curve will result in lower 

export proceeds where a price stabilisation scheme is in operatione 

A shift in the demand curve from D'D' to DD leads to export earnings 

of OU. MP where supply aajustm to the lower price ISP* With a fixed 

supplyq ON9 export earnings are QiZP' 3 but P3 lies below the revenue 

curve passing through P. indicating that export earnings are less 

unaer stabilisation* 

MacBean points out that four assumptions are crucial to ITurksaij, 

analysis* 
i Firstly, aemaacl trast be elastic above the intersection of 

lUacBean, 
j Eýc por It Instab ili ty .aI ncl EIcI onomic ID eval 101 pme p*220* 

it Quantity 
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the demand curve with the supply schedule and inelastic below it* 

Secondly, demani changes must be the principal cause of fluctuations., 

Thirdlyp price elasticities of supply must be greater than zero and$ 

finally, lagged supply responses must not exist or must be amenable 

to controls* The validity of these assumptions is an empirical 

question to which the answer will probably differ among countries 

ani commoditieso It is worth noting$ with regard to the first 

assumptions howeverp that 

for many countries the demand facing their commodity exports is 
almost certain to be hiontly elastic simply because they supply 
such a small share of a relatively homogeneous market* ZuJ if 
demand is elastic, a downward or left-ward shift of the D'D curve 
to DD would yield higher foreign-exchange earnings to a policy 
which fixed suppl 4 at H than to one which allowed supply to 
adjust back to M,, 

This is,, a correct observation but it ohoula not be construea as 

suggesting that a country facings say, a perfectly elastic demand 

curve will enjoy increased export earnings under a buffer fund 

policy* Given such a demand curve this gain will be offset by the 

loss in export earnings when supply is fixed at M an& price changes 

from P to P2 o' Moreover, with regard to the final assumptions one 

may note that, where they exist, supply responses are almost 

inevitably laggedl given the time required to alter production 

levels and to move output into export channelse 

An issue over which there has been considerable debate is tho 

question of the objective of stabilisation schemes. Where export 

instability results from fluctuations in both prices and quantities, 

price stabilisation schemes may not stabilisel and may destabilise, 

producerst incomes and it has been suggestedg therefore* that the 

aim of intervention should be the stabilisation of incomes and not 

Ibidog pp*220-221* 
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of prices* A simple aritbmetic example constructeI by MacBean 

illustrates the way in which. intervention to stabilise prices mav 

accentuate fluctuations. in incomes 

If the volume of the exported commodity this year were 10 
million tons and the price were ýiO per ton, income received 
would be X100 millions* If the next year the crop were a bad 
one and exports fell to 8 million tonsp price could rise top 
FjVq X11 a tons giving an income of ý88 million* But if the 
price had been fixed by policy at XIO-50 per tons the incomes 
receiyed'vould have been X105 million and X84 million in each 
year* 

The change in income under the price stabilisation scheme is greater, 

thereforep than the free-market change in income, 

The preference for measures consciously aimed at stabilising 

incomes is the consequence of several factors* Foremost among these 

is the paternalistic view that governments or goverment agencies 

should aot to regulate producerst inoomes in order to avoid the 

hardships caused to this group by downward changes in income* 

Although "producers should recogniee that the swollen earnings from 

an export boom should not all be treated as currently spendable 

incomes but should be kept in reserve against the inevitable rev6rsal, 

of their fortunes, 12 , they do not in fact behave like this and from 

this lack of self-restraint and foresight on the part of producers 

arises the nee& for government intervention* 

A second argument in favour of income stabilisation. has been 

put forward by P* To Bauer and F, W. Paishe They argue that in many 

developing countries "the strain of rapid transition from a 

subsistence to a money economy is greatly enhanced by violent 

fluctuations in money incomesq the reasons for which are quite outside 

'Ibidej 
p*211# 

2 
. Wurkses 1958, pol48o 
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the grasp of the population. "' Experience of unstable cash incomes 

may make farmers apprehensive, thereforep about venturing further 

into'the monetised sector of the economy andq thusy may hold back a 

change indispensable to economic growth* 

Bauer and Paish point out also that producers may be prevented 

from accumulating reserves in years of high income for use in lose 

favourable years by "social customs and obligations". The extended 

family system, they arguel will tend to deprive producers of the full 

benefits of high incomes and will over time lower the benefits of 

production for cash incomeo 2 This line of reasoning involves, 

however, a debatable concept of the extended family system& MacBean 

contends that "power and prestige, depend on status within the society 

and status depends not on control over material wealth but in claims 

against persons" and that "a windfall profit may draw more kin closer 

around the successful farmer, but this may enable the group to expand 

its farming activities , 113 If this is the casep income-stabilisation 

schemes will not necessarily contribute to the average prosperity of 

agricultural producers* 

A final argument for income-smoothing schemes concerns the 

behaviour of domestic prices and costs during periods of high and low 

incomes* In boom periods the increase in disposable incomes will 

tend to exert inflationary pressures in the face of an inelastic 

supply of consumption goods, whether domestically produced or 

I P, To Bauer and F, W. Paish. The Reduction of Flu6tuations in 
the Incomes of Primary Producersq Economic Journal, Vol. 92, 
5ecember 19529 P-766, 

2, bid. 9 P-766. 
3MacBeany Export Instability aýad Economic De'velopments p. 217* 
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imported. These price increases will give rise in turn to increases 

in the costs of labour and'other inputs* Where a "ratchet economy" 

has developed a fall in producers' incomes will not bring about a 

symmetrical fall in prices and costs$ however, and this may "force 

governments, in order to avoid unemplo,,, mentt to'adopt deficit-finance 

meazures which may tend to sustain the'inflation,, " I 

As with the conditions crucial to Nurksels objections to price 

stabilisation measaress the diversity of economic conditions make-it 

unlikely that these arguments are capable of generalisation to all 

countries* But, where the principle of income stabilisation is 

adopted on pragmatic, grounds, the government may achieve this 

objective by taking steps to reaulate exporterst sales receipts* The 

first stage in this process is the determination of the norm for 

export earningse Bauer and Paish advocate that this norm should be 

calculated with reference to export proceeds in previous years in 

order to retain contact with the trend in export earnings 
2 

and they 

have constructed a general formula which may be used for this 

purpose* 
3 The government then collects in taxation the amount by 

which current receipts are in excess of the norm or pays out in 

subsiclies an amount equal to the shortfall of current earnings below 

Ibia., p. 214- 
2 Bauer and Paishl Economic Journal, 19529 P-769o 
khe 

general formula constructed 
- by Bauer and Paish is 

I 

Myt + 00, Yt., I 
t X. n+ 

Yt-2 + 
') 

x2 F7x- 1-1 

where It total amount distributed to producers in current year t; 

Y pr6ceeds of crop for current yearl t 
I 

n fraction of proceeds for current year paid to producer; 

and n= number of previous years over which proceeds are averaged. 
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the norm* 
I Bauer and Paish recognise that it would not be convenient 

in practice to wait until the final receipts from the sale of the 

arop were known before making payments to producers* This 

difficulty may be overcome, boweverp by making a Payment at the 

beginning of the selling season of the part carried forward from 

past years$ and at the end of the season of the part earned in the 

ourrent veer* 

A sebeme of this type will load to stable incomes for producers 

whore the domestio marketing system contains an element of 

competition* 

If tbere. should be a poor crop, dealers, knowing that their 
total receipts will not-fluotuate very much from year to year, 
know that they will receive a high unit price4, They therefore 
have a strong incentive to bid up their buying prices to get 
hold of as much of the crop as they can handle in order to 
raise their profits* They have an incentive to go on buying 
until the price paid for the last units they buy, plus the 
marEinal :. cost of handling themy is equal to the unit value 
they expect to receive from the central bank. If the crop is 
larges they know that the price they receive from the bank is 
likely to be lcw$ and th4s that they cannot afford to pay high 
prices to the producers*' 

Competition within the marketing system. means that changes in the 

. quantities sold for export are compensatqd by price changes to 

ensure relatively stable incomes for both producers and those 

I Where the amount paid out to dealers is determined by 
estimating an unweighted average of this yearts receipts and 
receipts in the three previous years, the formula for the amount 
collected in taxation or paid out in subsidies is as follows; 

T-X-.! (X + Xt-I + Xt-2 'ý Xt-3) 
t4t 

where Ta tax or subsidy; 
X= export receipts froo. the crop; 

and tj t-11 etc* indicate this years previous years etco 

See McBeans ExRort Instability and Economic Developmenty p*233o 

2B&uer 
and'Paishl 

'Econornic ., Jo .u- mals PP-769-7709 
klacBeans =-x'port instabili-ty and 

-Economic D_ev'e_l'c'R'm'e'n'tj p. 223* 
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involved in the marketing obaine 

In the absence of competitiong the full benefits of an income- 

amoothing scheme might not be transmitted to producers as a result of 

explcitation by monopolistio dealers* Measures are requireds 
therefore$ to "strengthen the bargaining position of farmers in 

relation to merchants and distributors, who commonly possess much 

greater resources than do individual farmerstO and F*A. 0, maintains 

that this is best achieved by measures which advertise widely the 

range within which export prices are expected to move* 
2 MacBean 

argues thatp quite apart from stabilisation policies, there may be a 

case for government-controlled minimum and maximum prioes to weaken 

the power of the dealers and that the relevant price range be derived 

from a Bauer-Paish I fo=ula,, 3 As a word of caution, bowevers be adds 

that "given the background of illiteracy$ ignorance and political 

weakness of most of the peasant population in underdeveloped 

IF A*O'. 9 An rncjuiry-intý the PýobjaM'S of Argjcýjtur'al 
lisation and Support PolicLess p*22* 
2United Nationss T'ra'de an'-d be'veiopmen"tj p. 201. 

. 
ýThe 

general formula for - this type of scheme is as follows: 
pt 

t-I 4t-l+pt-2Qt-2+ *"*? I 
(-'tý. lQtiIP t, 00 *pt-nQt-n)1 

Qt 

where St producer price; 
P market price (not proceeds per ton); 

expected market price (net proceeds per ton); 

volume of crop; 

expected volume of cropj 

fraction of expected proceeds of'current year paid out; 

and n number of year over which proceeds are averaged for 
smoothing fluctuationse 

See Bauer and Paish, Economic Journal, 1952, P-771* 
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countriess many abuses would continue# but it is difficult to think 

of any scheme which would avoid these and remain Practical*"' 

The schemes for the stabilisation of prices and, incomes outlined 

above focuo on controls over the export sectorl but it is 

theoretically possible that general fiscal and monetary policies may 

be used in their place to moderate the effects of export instability 

and the use of such policies will be discussed in the following 

section* 

2be Fis cal and Monetary Policies* 

in principle fiscal and monetary policies may be employed by the 

gover=ents of developing countries to smooth out the effects on their 

economies of short-term fluctuations in the same way as these 

techniques are employed in developed countries* The practical 

difficulties of doing so are considerableg however, in countries 

which do not have advanced administrative systems and which lack 

experience of these policies and one must examine the effectiveness 

of fiscal and monetary policies in the light of these limitations* 

(i) riscal Polici6s`e 

Naji? -sefs concern with the effect of price controls on supply 

response caused him to advocate general taxation aimed at 

influencing aggregate disposable incomes rather than a form of 

taxation restricte& in its application to the export sector* 
2A 

budget surplus could be accumulated in boom periods# he contendsl to 

check the growth of disposable income and expenditure and to provide 

funds for expenditure in depression years. Bauer and Paish feel that 

'MacBean, ExPOA instabilit*y -d Ea .oInI omic .D ev Ia. 1. opm ant po236- 
:? ITurkses KI Y` klost 1958s P-15O* 
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this is an attractive policy on the grounds of equity*' A government 

determined to offset the effect on national income of an increase in 

export proceeds would be required to raise in additional taxcýtion an 

amount equal to the change in foreign exchange holdings* Increased 

taxation'would mean that exporters return to the government part of 

their increased incomest but to stabilise national incomep the 

incomes of the rest of the community would have to fall'after tax by 

an, amount equivalent to the after tax increase in exporterst incomes* 

Appealing though this course of action is where export producers have 

lower incomess even after the increase, than other sections of the 

communityl it suffers from major drawbacks* 

The first drawback is that this approach does not differentiate 

among different groups of export producers* A country, largely 

dependent for its export earnings on one major export product, may 

find that export earnings from this commodity tend to move in the- 

opposite direction from proceedz from minor export co=oditieso 

Consequently, fiscal measures to offset the effects of an increase in 

proceeds from the major product may inflict further hardships on the 

producers of the minor products andl conversely, the relaxation of 

measures in years when earnings from the major product decrease and 

proceeds from other products rise would increase the incomes of minor 

prpducers still further. General fiscal action might exacerbate, 

therefores the instability in the incomes of some producers within 

the export sector. 

Secondly, it has been pointed out byW. W. Heller that the 

conditions under which the equitable and flexible instruments of 

I P, T. Bauer find F., W. Paish, Co=ents on Professor Nurk-se's 
Papers Kyk-loas Vol* lit 19581 PA75to 
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taxation thrive do not yet prevail in the developing cI ountries 
I 

and 

the possibilities of conducting a general fiscal policy of the type 

suggested by Nurkse are, thereforep extromely limited* 2A 
recitation 

of factors such as the low levels of literacyp the lack of honest 

administrators$ the failure of businessmen to keep honest and 

reliable accounting methods and the failure of the tax systems to 

reach the predominantly subsistence farmers producing a surplus for 

sale underscores the absence of those elements essential to the 

operation of an effective general fiscal policy* 

Even where these prerequisites existp it is possible that the 

objective of distributing the burden of taxation equitably among 

the different sections of the community may conflict with other 

principles underlying the tax structure. An important principle of 

a tax structure is the canon of income elasticity of taxation, which 

requires that the share of taxation in total incomes must rise as 

incomes increase* Critics of the adoption of progressive taxation 

on incomes and profits based on this canon warns howeversý'Ithat it 

will absorb private savingos dull initiative and enterprises and 

perhaps stimulate capital flight* They assert also that high income 

taxes will discourage foreign investment. 0 R. Goode contends that 

W0W, Haller., Fiscal Policies for Uýdýrdeveloped Economies, in 
Conference on Agricultural TaxatDon and Economic Developments edited 
by H, P9 WaldsInternational Program in Taxationg Harvard_ 

- 
School, 

ýCambridge, v . 
1954s, Xeprinted in part in G* M. Weierp Leading Issues in 

Da'ýelopmqnt Economical Oxford University Press, New. Yorks 1964s- 
YpOI15-1190 ........ 

2Hurkse himself aid recognise that the use of general taxation 
would probably involve insuperable difficultioaa See Nurk-sel 

lost 1958t Pel51o 
-3ý. Goode, 'Reconstructio'n of Forei'g*n' -T'ax . §zst - emsp in Proceedings 

of the Forty-fourth. A=ual. Conference.. of.,. the. National. Tax Association, 

. 
19519,, r 

' 
eprintid in par,, ', in Meierl Leading Issues in Development 

Economicst pp*122-i27* 
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these-criticisms, which allege that progressive taxation will have 

adverse effects on economic growths should be looked at in the lij5ht 

of some opposing cdnsideraticnao Firstly, ýha tendency towards 

lavish cowumption and the absence of efficient capital markets 

frequently impede the channelling of savings into productive domestic 

investment* Secondly$ although high tax rates may discourage 

investments the low social evaluation of business usually provides a 

more adequate explanation of the absence of enterprise* Thirdly$ 

capital flight tends to be motivated more often by fears of 

nationalisations political instability and currency devaluation than 

by tax avoidance and, finallys high tax rates in his home country 

may prepare the foreign capitalist for considerably more severe 

income taxation than exists in many developing countries# One may 

also add the point that progressive taxation may be essential to 

avoid the disruptive social strains which arise Cien income 

inequalities are allowed to persist or widen* These considerations 

clearly weaken the force of any argument against the adoption of 

progressive tamatione 

Another aspect of the canon of income elasticity ofltaxation 

concerns indirect taxation* Tax systems in developing countries lay 

heavy emphasis on commodity taxation and Be J. Chelliah has 

indicated that3 in addition to the progressive taxation of incomes 

and profitsp it is desirable to tax also goods with a high income 

elasticity'of demande i Such taxation might lead once more; however# 

to the contention that it conflicts with the principle that the tax 

structure should be geared to achieving economic growth* MacBean 

it, Js Chelliahs Fiscal Policy in Underdeveloped Countriesp 
George Allen and Unwin, Londonj 1960* 

, 
Reprinted in part in Meier, 

Leading Issues in Development EconomIcsp pp*119-122* 
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argues that: 

Just because they are goods for which demand is highly income 
elastic, these are generally the main incentive Cooda in the 
economy* If taxation makes them too expensive for large groups of peoples the goods lose their role as targets which can be 
attained by a fair &-aount of Nvork and. thrift* I Such an effect 
could form a serious brake on economic Crowtho 

Mac3eants areument should not be accepted without question, 
however* Certain commodities, the demand for which is income elastic, 
do not fall into the categoi-., of incentive goods for large -rOups of w 
people* Regardless of the de&-ree of proZ; ressivity in the tax 

structures products such as automobiles are unattainable by the bulk 

of the population in developini; countriess given their low income 

levels, and the existence of these goods, one may argues has a 

demoralising effect rather than actinS as a stimulus to greater 

eff or to 

I: acBean may have in mind those sections of the community whose 

incomes do enable them to purchase such goodso But the extent of the 

income inequalities and the mea. -. e de&Tee of progressivity in the tax 

structure in most. developing countrieu may place one in favour of 

greater progres-sivityi, A priori one may argues for instance, that 

where high incomes are largely attributable to monopoly or quasi-rent 

elements, progressive taxation will have little effect on. the supply 

of effort or that the degree of progressivity tends to be insufficient 

to enoure that the prices paid by the consumers of imported luxuries 

reflect the full opportunity cost of the foreign exchange necessary to 

obtain the goods from abroade 

On the other hand, McBean may be referring to rmach less 

expensive consumer goods which can be purchased by the poorer sections 

of tbe'communitye It still remains to be sbowns however, that 

MacMeanj KUort Instability ancl Econoniie Development, po243- 
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progressive taxation will remove the desire to obtain these goods* 

One may argues a priori, that measures which reduce incomes will 

force individuals to work harder in order to restore their incomes 

to the original levelo This may apply also to the supply of effort 

of the richer members of the com-nunitye The arguments for greater 

progrescivity seem at least as sound, therefores as those against* 

KO Knorr and H, W9 Singer both raise a further issue concerning 

the viability of policies based on fiscal measurest According to 

Knorr 
I, 

a major difficulty arises with respect to the financial 

discipline required, of governments, if fiscal devices are to be put 

to good. use* The question of financial discipline relates to the 

use which the authorities make of revenues raised by taxation aml 

arises becauses as Singer maintains2s the concepts of 11stabilisation 

and development are not always kept tidily apart' in praoticO* In 

view of the pressure to finance. development projeetsi the major 

determinant of government expenditure in developing countrien is 

usually available revenue andp thuss governments may find that they 

cannot achieve a budget surplus in favourable years* Where the 

revenues raised through taxation are used to finance government 

expendituresp domestic incomes will increase and the original purpose 

of the measures, national income stabilisation, will be defeated* 

The possibility that government expenditures might be staged in 

such a way that they provide another measure for dealing with short- 

term instability may be discounted on several groundse As in 

'i, Knorr, Comments on Professor Nurksets Papers Iryklon, Vol* 113 
1958s p*227* 

2 He W* Singers Stabilisation and Development of Primary 
Producing Countries, Introductory Statement, Ky'k-lon, 19599 vole 12, 

pe2tgo 
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developed countries$ the use of expenditure policy Is characterised. 

by a series of lags, which limit the flexibility of this measure* 

There may be a lag between the need for changes in expenditure and 

the recoenition of this need by the governmont and further delays may 

occur-aa a result of the time period required for the government to 

formulate and implement appropriate policies* "In the beat possible 

circumstancea the government has. a. list of relatively small-scale 

projects which-can be put into operation and which-reach completion 

out2l at-fairly frequent intervalse"' G. Patterson has pointed 

bovievers tbats even where such projects are immediately availablel 

skilled labour of all kinds is almost always scarce and that severe 

limitations are placed on-the use of unskilled-workers by, the 

shortage of managerial and technical, personnelo Such projects$ 

thereforei will probably be inefficient and costly* I 

The most important objeotion to the countercyclical use of 

government, expenditures arises, however$ from the opportunity cost of 

employing these resources to achieve stability* According to 

MacBeant 

Uost underdeveloped countries would benefit more by maintaining 
a steady trend in government expenditure, especially 
expenditure on development projects* This should aid planningg 
increase confidence and lower costs 99, Anticyclical timing 
of public developmental expenditure is, seldom likely to be 
a worthwhile ob iective 

. 
of government planning where growth is 

just beginning* 

The use of government resources to achieve stability is, therefores 

'MacBeanq Ex-mort' In'"st'abil*ity- 'an .aEa- onomic D- evel .0. Pme n- ty pe246. 

2 1., ........ G, Pattersons Impact of Deficit Financingin Underdeveloped 
Countries: tSome Neglected Aspectas iournal of Finance, Vol* X119 
No. 21 May_ -19ý_Tj. p*. 1.79 9- Reprinted 17n part in Meier, 1eading Issues 
in Development Economics PP*174-i79- 

MacBeanj Export Instability and Economic Development, p*247* 
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of less importance than their use for the promotion of economic 

growtho 

This summary of the problems confronting governments seeking to 

sterilise the effects on their economies of export instability 

through taxation and expenditure policies suggests that the opportunities 

for the successful implementation of these policies are IlVely to be 

very limited and one may turn now to a consideration of the probable 

effectiveness of monetary policiese 

(ii) MonetarZ Policierto 

Central banks in the developing countries-have at their disposal 

various instruments of monetary policy. The instruments of general 

monetary policy are the discount rates open market operations and 

variable reserve requirements and these controls arp aimed at 

altering the overall volume of credit available to the economy 

without influencing the allocation of credit among alternative uses. 

Selective or direct controls, ouch as credit ceilings and advance 

deposits on importel are also available to control specific types of 

credite The question of the efficiency of these measures in the 

context of the developing countries has attracted much attention and 

one may proceeds therefores by examining these techniques and the 

conditions required for their effective operation to counteract the 

effects on the domestio economy of export fluctuations* 

The use of general monetary measures by a central bank to reduce 

export-induced cyclical changes in national income is focussecl on the 

moderation of the multiple expansion or contraction of credit arising 

from a change in export earningse Changes in the central bank 

discount rate are. designed to influence credit expansion by alterine 

the interest rate at which commercial banks may borrow from the 
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central bank andp thereby, affectinZ the terms on which commercial 

banks -lend to their custoraerse The second devicep open market 

operationog functions by means of the purchase or sale of gover=ent 

securities. to the commercial bankes which cause withdrawals from or 

additions to the cash reserves of these banks, ani the resulting 

changes in the banks' liabilities bring about chan, --, es in the money 

supplys The remaining, instrument of general monetary policyl the use 

of variable reserve reQuirementss is intended to neutralise the 

effect on the money'supply of changes in exporters' cazh holdiuSs b; r 

var. vin, -, the legal reserve ratio of the commercial bankme 

KacBean has emmerated the conditions essential for the 

effective ioplementation of policies based on the use of changes in 

ý, he discount rate and open market operations. They include 

a commercial banking s; rstem which is in the habit of 
rediscountingbills at the central bank3 a reasonably wide 
marIket for government securities (including non-official 
buyers)j banks which operate at or close to fairly rigid 
reserve requirements and without possibilities of resort to 
external sources of extra cashl ands finally, a substantial 
amount-of local iivestment and consumption financed by- 
commercial banks* 

Corresponding to these prerequisites, MacBean then adduces a list of 

arguments to suggest that the capital and money markets in the 

developing countries have not yat reached a sufficient degree of 

sophistication to enable the central banks to influence the level of 

demand through their discounting and borrowing relationships with 

commercial banks, Commercial banks are not in the habit of 

discounting or borrowing from the 6entral banks to any great extent* 

The market for govornmont securities is usually so small that 

any sales sufficient to absorb bank liquidity would aend security 

'Ibid*l 
po248* 
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prices plunging downs inflict, serious damage on investors' 
confidence# and probably postpone prospects if creating a 
capital market for local funds indefinitelyo 

In addition, commercial banks frequently hold reserves in excess of 

the legal reserve requirements and the central bank mayp thoreforol 

be unable to enforce a credit contraction* rinally, the proportion 

of total credit originating in the commercial banking system may be 

quite small, since credit in the agricultural sector tends to ccme 

from moneý-lendersj traders or cooperatives* 

Khatkhate argues that this lack of sophistication makes the use 

of variable reserve requirements a more attractive proposition than 

the use of discount rate and open market operations policies) because 

tbisýinstrument "can works and quite effectively, even where the 

1,2 financial mechanism is rudimentary" Moreoverg Khatkhate points out 

thatt 

monetary policy instrumental ooo if vigorously and purposively 
adapted to the conditions in the developing countries, can 
themselves become the agent to promote the money and capital 
markets, which, in turnp create further favourable. conditions for 
the effective ex 3 roise of a broader range of instruments of 
monetary policyo 

IlacBeanq realising the importance of such interaepenclence among 

monetary instruments, suggests that the use of variable reserve 

requirements may increase the effectiveness of other measures* 

If the commercial banks possess excessive reserves and have no 
need to rediscount at the central banko a large increase in the 
requirement can force them "into the bank'19 They may have to 
rediscount some of their assets to obtain. the cash to deposit 
with the central bank* Similarly, raising reserve requirements 

lIbid. 
v p. 248. 

2 D. It'. Khatkhatep Analytic Basis of the Workilngpý gone 
, 
tary 

Policies in Less Developed'Countriesp Portfoliog nternational 
Economic Perspectives, Vol. 1, No- 4s P*555* 

3 Ibid. p P-555- 
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malc*s OPerk-market operations more feasible, since excess reserves 
can be eliminated by the more direct-measure. 

The major constraint on the effectiveness of variations in reserve. 

requirements in controlling the money supply is the characteristic 

tendency of the commercial banks to hold reserves well in excess of 

legal requirements* As Kbat'khate indicates, a consequence of this 

tendency is that "reserve requirements, if they are to affect baz&-st 

lending policiess must have a wider ranZe of variations than in the 

developed economies 
2 Even if the variation is sufficient to prevent 

credit expansion by domestic banks$ the presence of expatriate 

banking Institutions may render this policy measure ineffective, 

however, since these banks may react to high reserve reViramenta by 

obtaining extra cash from abroad to support their lending activitieso 

Moreover, if generally applied, a sharp increase in the ratio of 

reserves to assets will have a more damaging effect on those 

commercial banks with the lower cash ratics, and such an outcome may 

not be satisfactorys because low cash ratios may indicate that these 

banks are the "more active forces for development. "3 In addition, 

the influence On credit expansion of variations in . the reserve 

requirements of commercial banks m%v be counterbalanced by the 

lending activities of financial intermediaries such as mortgage 

companies and savings bankta, whose activities are not covered by this 

policy measures Thus$ although it probably constitutes a more 

powerful monetary instr=ent than the other general controls, the use 

of variable reserve requirements is not without constraints on Its 

'Macßeang Ex2 c)rt 1rIstabi , lity . an a «P -c. on om ,1 r- D-0 ve ,1, OPM -e, n. ts po250. 

'ýhELtlkbate, Inloernational r-�conomie Perspectivest 19739 P-556- 

mcBeanjýExportlnstability and EconomLc. Development3 p. 251- 
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effectiveness* 

As well as these general controls# central banks may impose 

ceilings on the volume of credit made available to the private sector. 

To restrict the secondary expansion of private sector credit resulting 

from*an increase in foreign exchange earninges these ceilings may be 

imposed either on total private credit or on private credit for 

specific uses* A. I. Bloomfield indicates that a central bank using 

such controls may channel resources in desired directionss "both 

between the public and the private sectors on the one hands and within 

the private sector on the other*"' 

In view of the fear held by central banks that restrictive 

monetary measures, such as ceilings on total private credit, might 

hamper the progress of economic developmentl the tendency has been 

towards the use of ceilings on loans for particular purposese Several 

factors$ however, mitigate against the successful use of these 

measures* As in developed countries, ceilings on credit offered by 

the commercial banks for specific purposes will divert customers to 

other sources of loanable funds and/or will cause the banking system 

to channel its loanable funds into uses free from restrictions. In 

, 
ged in several forms addition, where borrowers are entrepreneurs enga 

of commercial activity, it may be possible for th3L1 to shift loans 

from one use to another and3 finallys the Itmore specific the controls, 

the more administration is required to make them work*" 
2 

A second form of selective control available to the monetary 

A. 1. Bloomfield, Yonetary Policy in Underdeveloped Countries, 
in rublio Policyq Volo VIII edited by C, J. Friedrich and S, E. 
Harrisj. Harvard University Pressp-195.6. Reprinted'in part in rleier,. 
LeadinE Issues in Develo_pment Economical P. P-189-193,. 

2ýacBeanj Ex pori instAility and Economic Development, p. 256* 
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authorities to, reduce the secondary expansion of credit by the 

commarcial barJm is the use of advance deposits on importso This 

masure requires importers to make a cash deposit with the central 

bank in. advance, of receiving exchange permission to býy, products from 

abroad*-, The co=ercial bankst reserves are reduced by an amount 

equivalent to that deposited by importers with the central bank and 

this may check credit expansion, but$ aa-with other measures, the 

extent to which this instrument will effectively restrain inflationary 

pressure is open to doubt* 

The use of advance deposits as a countercyclical weapon in a 

period of Inflation, consequent upon an export expansion, will have no 

effect, where the commercial banking system possesses excess reserves 

large enough to cover the amounts required by importerso Nor is it 

likely that these deposits will specifically reduce imports as the 

interest cost on loans will not tend to act as a disincentive to 

importers in an. inflationary periods Indeeds where advance deposits 

have no influence on the expansion of credit by the commercial banks, 

the desirability of reducing im2orts is highly dubious* Cut-baoks in 

imports will probably lead to an increase in the demand for domestically 

produced goodas which are generally inelastic with respect to price, 

andq thus. ý will aggravate the inflationary situation, Where the baJaks 

are operating without excess reserves, "the likelihood that the effect 

mill be general rather than fall specifically on imports depends 

mainly on the ability of the commercial banks to discriminate between 

lo=s for import financing and loans for other purposesett' Given 
0 

this ability, the granting of loans to importers for prior deposits 

will draw down the bank-st reserves ancl restrict cradit expansionj but 

I 
libia,, 

p, 254, 
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the operation of this measure is then identical with the operation of 

variable reserve requirements and holds no special advantage over the 

latter instrument* 

'The constraints on the usefulness of monetary policy outlined 

above'lead one to agree with Bloomfield that monetary instrumental 

I'despite'the intentions of the drafters of-tbe statuteal are not too 

well adapted to the financial structures and administrative- 

capacities" of the developing, countrieB and that "the overall 

potentialities of many of these instr=ents are narrowly limited0l" 

Consequently, one is justified in being sceptical about the 

usefulness of these measures in counteracting export-induced 

fluctuations in the domestic economyo 

2oo. Diversification Policies* 

The final measures available to a single developing country 

involve the diversification of exports* Unlike the previous policy 

instruments which concentrate on ameliorating the effects of export 

instability, these measuresp commodity and geographic 

diversificationp are concerned with attempting to eliminate causal 

factors and$ therobyp prevent or reduce fluctuations in proceeds. 

The premise on which these measures are founded is that whore export 

fluctuations are caused by concentration on primary products, on a 

narrow range of commodities or on a limited number of markets it 

follows that pursuing the appropriate form of export diversification 

will contribute to greater stability* 

The case for commodity diversification is that the factors 

influencing proceeds will vary among commodities and thatp 

I Bloomfield; Public Policy, Vol. X11, p*272* 

v 
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consequently, the time patterns of earnings from individual 

commodities will differ, Thust- the larZer the number of commodities 

exported and the more evenly earnings are distributed among these 

commodities, the greater is the likelihood that fluctuations in 

earnings from individual products will offset one another* When the 

dependence on earnings from one or a few primary commodities is 

reduced by introducing or expanding exports of different types of 

manufactured goods, the problems of commodity concentration and the 

dependence on primary products are resolved simultaneously& The 

ar, guments for geographio diversification are analagous to those for 

product diversification* 

Deliberate policy measures to diversify exports may rasult, 

hovieverg in more stable earnings only at the cost of lover aggregate 

receipts over time. Co=odity"diversification, for instance, may 

mean that the developing countries forfeit some of the gains from 

specializing according to comparative advantage* Similarly, efforts 

to direct exports away from particular markets and towardz others may 

reduce aggregate earnings. Consequentlys the issue becomes one of 

whether governments seek to pursue a policy of diversification 

involving the coat of lower earnine-, a or whether they accept that 

export instability must be tackled by other m3ans in order to obtain 

relatively higher receipts* In view of the foreign exchange 

constraints facing many developing countries, the latter course of 

action seems more warranted* 

Having discussed the problems connected with the-use of policy 

devices in the developing countries in general, one maj turn now to a 

consideration of the constraints on the effectiveness of these 
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measures in Ethiopia with a view to determining which of theae 

policies -is beat suited -to solving the problems experienced as a 

result of export instability. 

3o Stabilisation Policies in the_Ethiopian Context. 

The discussion in the previous section outlined the various 

limitations on the use bf fiscal and rzonetary policies in the 

developinZ countries as means of counteracting the effects of export 

instability* An examination of the Ethiopian situation indicates 

that the conditions giving rise to tbeze limitations are present in 

such force that the adoption of fiscal and monetary devices to offset 

the problems associated with ex-port fluctuations is not feasible* 

Moreover, even if the adoption of these measures were feasible, the 

precise objective of government action narrows the range of devices 

which may be used* 

The main features of the Ethiopian tax system are its inadequate 

coverage, the underas3e3sment of taxation and high tax delinquency 

rateso While the latter two features are clear2, v impediments to the 

effective functioning of fiscal policies$ the major drawback to the 

use of tax measures is the failure of the -.. 7stem to cover the 

basically subsistence farmers producing a surplus for cale. This 

problem of coveraQ-e rules out government action based on tax devices 

where the particular aim of such action is the stabilisation of 

producers' incomes* 

I The probable effectiveness of monetary measures may be gavZed 

from the conclu3ions reached by E, L. Furness concerning the 

determinants of the'money supply in Ethiopia* He found that "of the 

basic determinants of money volume 9*9 neither the attitudes of the 
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non-bank private sector towards accumulating debt nor the rate of 

interest have been able to play a significant role because of the 

present narrowness of capital markets" and that "there is no evidence 

from the statistics that the state of bank liquidity exerted a 

dominant or controlling influence on money creatione"' The existence 

of excess reserves and the ineffectiveness of the interest rate 

eliminate the use of either the general or the specific measures 

discussed in the previous section. The growth of the demand for 

credit has meant, however, that the commercial banks have become 

increasingly illiquid and this factorp along with the banks' 

increasing indebtedness to the National Bank, may strengthen the 

position of the National Bank with regard to the use of monetary 

policies* Neverthelessp even should monetary measures be capable of 

regulating credit expansionj such measures will be of no benefit to 

agricultural producers. As a result of their inability to provide 

the necessary collatera, 19 small farmers cannot offset downward 

changes in their income by borrowing from the commercial banks and 

the indications are that the banking system will not be in a position 

to extend credit to the basically subsistence farmers within the next 

decade* Thus, monetary policies, like fiscal policies, do not offer 

any solution to the hardships suffered by producers* 

Buffer fund policies may aim at the moderation of fluctuations 

either in prices or in incomes* The moderation of fluctuations in 

producers$ incomes does not necessarily followp howeverl from the 

reduction of price fluctuations and in the Ethiopian context it would 

I E. L*'Furness, The Determination of the Voltme of Monoy in 
Ethiopia, P-35- 

2 ORD IDAp Agricultural Sector Survey, Ethio2iat Annex 14P P-1- 
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be more appropriate to focus directly on income-smoothing schemesp as 

the evidence in Chapter Two shows that for the products exported, 

apart from coffees goatskins and oilseed cakes, the fluctuations in 

the quantities exported exceeded the fluctuations in pricese Of the 

schemes discussed in the tirevious section the most relevant is, 

therefore$ that requiring the holdinS of blocked accounts at the 

central bank and the calculation of the amounts of foreign exchar4ve 

to be cached in the current year along the lines suggested by Bauer 

and Paish* In addition, since producers are under considerable 

pressure to sell their commodities after the harvest and are in a 

weak position when they arrive at the markets there is a good case 

for supplementing this income-stabilisation scheme with the creation 

of a system directed towardz strengthening the hand of producers. 

Varket information may be collected and disseminated by the - 

staff of the organisations concerned with the export of the various 

commodities* Price quotations, estimated from a Bauer-Paish formulaq 

az suggested by IlacBean in the previous sectionj may be included in 

this informatione The wide publication in the market areas of these 

price quotational along with estimates of transport costs$ will 

provide. farmer3 with some idea of the prices they ought to receive 

and, where it is felt that competition among dealers-is not 

sufficient to prevent the exploitation, of producers, several steps 

may, be taken* Licences may be withdrawn from or fines imposed upon 

dealers taking advantage of a local monopolyl the number of ddalers 

licensed to trade in given areas may be increased; or the relevant 

organisations may stand ready to act as dealers themselvese 

These various tasks and the manipulation of the blocked acco=ts 

may be undertaken by organisations which are already in existence; 
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the National Coffee Boardq the Grain Board and the Meat and Livestock 

Board*' It may be objected that the shortag ge of appropriate manpower 

would impose a serious constraint on these organisations' abilities 

to accept further responsibilitiess The neecl to increase the supply 

of suitably trained manpower is well recognised in Ethiopial howeverg 

and efforts are currently under way to remedy the problem* 
2 in the 

immediate future the problem may be overcome, at least partially, by 

the more efficient use of present staff$ since there is substantial 

evidence that existing manpower is grossly underutilised*3 

Moreover$ the proposed activities would complement and reinforce 

the activities of other organisationst The Ethiopian Standards 

Institute is currently attempting to standardise the weights and 

measures in use at village markets, while fa=ers' cooperatives are 

now beinZ established with the aim) inter alia, of providin,, n,. utoraj-e 

facilities and both central government aid local co=unities are 

actively interested in building feeder roads to help redtice farmers' 

maeketing costs*4 

The schemes discussed above have different objectives but. each 

may contribute to solving the problems attendant on export 

fluctuations. The stabilisation of producers' incomes by means of 

controlling the amoants of foreign exchange earnines cashed in each 

I The present powers of the National Coffee Boards the Meat an& 
Livestock Board and the Grain Board are diecussed in Ibid., Annexes 
3v 5 and 16 respectively* 

2 These efforts are reflected in the increases in the number of 
students entering the College of Agriculture in Alemayao 

3SOe IBRD IDAI'A , gri-c'ultu-ral Surveys Ethiopiag Vol* lily Annex 39 
p. 6, Annex 5, p*229 Annex. 15, P914 and Annex Igs. pp. 6-To 

4The 
activities of these organisations and groups are discussed 

in Ibid4, j Vol* 1119 Amex 16, 
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year will ameliorate the hardships, suffered by agricultural producers 

in those years in which export earnings decrease and the publication 

of information on prices will strengthen the producers bargaining 

position by eliminating the opportunities for dealers to spread 

dubious market information* The latter measure is concerned with 

raising, rather than stabilising, rroducerst incomess but-the 

benefits derived from both schemes may have the common effect of 

making farmers less apprehencive about the production of crops for 

salee By providing what Bauer and Paish have describe& as "a sense 

of continuity in economic affairs" 
I tbese measures may encourage 

farmers to become more market-oriented and to expand their mirplus 

production* 

The type of measures suggested here concentrate on ameliorating 

the internal effects of export instability rather than on approaching 

the problem by means of diversification policies, which attempt to 

reduce or eliminate the fluctuations in export proceeds* Advocacy of 

measures which improve producerst market orientation is not 

necessarily inconsistent, however, with the diversification of 

exports, both in terms of commodity and market composition. 

At present Ethiopian exports are characterised by a double 

dependence on coffee, which is reflected in the importance of 

commodity and geoCraphic concentration as factors explaining the 

instability of total proceeds* Attempts at diversification policies 

alone are unlikely to be appealing, since any reduction of aggregate 

earnings over time would involve a diminished ability to purebase 

"input importoll and would damage efforts to achieve groWtho 
2 

Bauer and Paish, Economic Journal, 1952s PP*777-778- 
2 The importance of the foreign exchange constraint was discussed 

in Chapter Twos 613ection2b, 
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Improved market-orientation might bring about, however$ changes in 

the co=odity concentration of exports and the prospects are that 

these changes would be achieved by altering the distribution of 

earnings among commodities and not by adding to the number of 

commodities on the export list* The latter possibility is ruled out 

by the absence of alternative products which might be exported* 

The IBED has indicated that the chances of exploiting resources 

of potash, the only mineral known to be available in commercial- 

quantities for export, are modest and that exports from any other 

non-agricultural source cannot be reasonably anticipated* roreover, 

within agriculture the products with the brighter prospects for 

development are those already exportede 
11 There isp the IBRD argued, 

"considerable scopelt for expanded production of selected pulses, - 
2 while "the potential for expanding oilseeds io vevy great", The 

latter Sroup of products can be grown in areas where there is 

suitable unused land andq hence$ is free of competition with other 

products*3 Coffee production could be stepped up by simple 

improvements in harvesting practices. 
4 , 

The commodity concentration of exports would be altered2 boweverf 

only if earnings from non-coffee exports grew more rapidly than 

proceeds from coffee* Changes in coffee exports are determined by 

institutional arrangements and. the current discussions-on the 

renegotiation of the International Coffee Agreement must be concerned 

I-v, 
i 
IBRD nAj R'aýeýýt lýýo'n'omi'c-'P'or'fo'r'm'an'c'e' 'an'd Yutur'e' "P-ros_pa^ctjs -in 

, 
Ethiopia', 1972, Vol* . 11 Main Report, pp*11-16. 

2Iýid. 
j Vol. Ili Annex 4, p. 6* 

3Ibido, 
Vol* 11, Annex 4s pp, 6-7* 

43: bido, Vol# 11, Annex 31 P-5- 
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with the question of a more satisfactory allocation of quotas among 

exporting countries to lend stability to world trade in coffee by 

avoiding the effects on world markets of fluctuationz in Brazilian 

exportse Subject to their ability to increase exportsp any such 

reallocation would involve the upward adjustment of the quotas of 

minor exporters ouch as Ethiopias Should the proposals above cause 

export earninSs from other products to expand more rapidly than 

earnin, p, from'ooffee, even after a quota readjustment$ this will make 

some contribution to reducing the dependence on coffee# 

Given the close association between commodity c6neentration and 

geographic concentrationj diversification of the commodity 

composition of exports will tend to lead simultaneously to a 

reduction in the degree of geographic concentration* In contrast to 

the concentration of coffee exports on the United States markets the 

major markets for the other export products are the countries of 

Western Europee These differencez in the direction of trade mean 

that any,, expansion of non-coffee exports would direct a larcer 

proportion of Ethiopian trade towards Western Europe* This would 

make total export earnings less susceptible to the effects of chanE: es 

in export earnings from the United States by increasing the 

likelihood that fluctuations in proceeds from this market will be 

offset by fluctuations in earnings from other trading partners* 

Meazures designed to improve the lot of agricultural producers 

may help also, thereforel to solve the problems associated with 

fluctuations in total export earnin,, -so 
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STATTSTICAL AFPMjDIX 

The sourcen of the data in Table i are given at the foot of 

that table* 

The percentaZe, distributions of export procoedz from inlividual 

co=odities and of total export, earnings by country of destination 

presented in the everr-numbered tables from 2 to 32 were calculated 

from data in the A: ýnua'l Rzterna"I published by the 

Cen-'Vral Statistical Office of the Imperial Ethiopian Government for 

the Periocl 1962-1570- - 

Tbo absolute deviations from the trend of export earnings from 

each trading par' tnor prosenta. 4 in the oad-n=berod. tables from 3 to 

31 were calculated using data from the same sour. -Ia. 

The indices in Tables 33 and 34 were calculated from information 

in the United Nations, Comodity Trade Statistics,, Series Ds for the 

periocl 1962-1970- 
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TIME I 

lxna-i mUN, =. GS rrola S=CTED MvaiCMT COUNTRIES 2 1962-1970 
(ling. U. S. ý) 

1962 1963 1964 1965 1966 1967 1968 1969 1970 

r. ý, Cr 20 22 -21 25 35 26 , 38 24 32 

Ghana 291 273 292 291 244 278 307 327 433 

Sierra Leone 57 81 95 89 83 71 96 108 103 

Gabon 59 72 90 96 104 120 124 142 121 

Togo 17 18 30 27 36 -'ý2 
39 45 55 

Sudan 223 227 193 196 204 214 223 243 293 

UiIa 115 153 186 179 188 184 186 k. 0 198 246 

Chal 17 23 27 27 24 31 31 31 30 

Mada, e, -ascar 94 82 92 92 98 104 116 112 145 

llounion 33 33 37 34 39 36 46 44 51 

Tanzania .& 159 193 208 187 249 237 227 236 235 

Sene, -al 124 111 123 128 149 137 151 125 152 

U*AORO 399 522 539 605 605 
. 15166 622 746 762 

Liboria 68 81 126 135 150 159 169 196 213 

Nigeria 472 531 601 751 792 677 591 905 1240 

Konya 126 142 150 145 174 166 175 191 217 

Tunisia 116 126 127 120 140 149 153 166 181 

An, Sola 148 163 204 200 221 238 271 328 423 

Libya 141 336 620 797 995 1178 1876 2166 2366 

Total Dev, 5540 6230 7240 7650 8230 8390 9810 11480 12520 
Africa 

Sour, ces: U. N., Statistical Yearbook, 19702 Part 2, Foreign Trade, 

E. G. A. j 1971 , and 
U. N., Monthly Bulletin of Statisticol September 1972, New YorIcl 1973- 
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TABLE 2 

1? 2C. ""ITAGB DISTRIBUTION OF EXPORT PROCEEDS FROM 
COFFE'"I'l AMONG TMING PARITIMS, 1962-1970 

ORIGIN 1962 1963 1964 1965 1966 1967 1968 1969 1970 
U*S. A. 69.0 70-5 76-7 79.6 72.8 7392 70.4 68.9 73.0 

W, Europe 164 17.1 13.8 11.1 15.6 14-1 16.8 18.9 14.9 
Commo-Mar1ket 9-4 9-0 8-7 7-0 10.0 8.9 13-3 15.2 6.9 
Belgium 001 - - O. j - - - 001 001 
France 1.2 1-4 1-3 1-5 1.8 2.3 2o2 1.9 1.1 
W. Germany 1-4 2-7 M 2.6 4o3 3-5 Boo 908 44 
Italy 6.6 4-9 4,2 2o5 3.6 209 2ig 3.2 1.2 
Netherlands 0.1 - Oo6 0ý3 0-3 0,2 012 0.2 0.1 

Efta 6.2 5-3 3-6 3.0 4ol 3-8 3-1 2-3 3ol 
U. KO 1-7 lo2 1A 0#8 1-4 Oo5 0-3 0-3 0-1 
DenmaV, c - - - - - 001 001 - - Norway 2ol 2#4 1.0 1o2 1.8 1o3 101 0.9 0.6 
Sweden 1o2 1*2 008 009 0-7 1,2 0.6 0-5 1.8 
Switzerland 1o2 0-5 Oo4 001 0*2 0-7 1.0 0,6 0.6 

Other W. Europe 0,. 8 2.8 1"5 101 1-5 2-4 0*4 14 1*9 
Greece 0.2 Oo3 0-1 0.2 0*3 0.2 0.1 - 
Spain - - - Oo5 o. 6 1.6 - - 
Finland 0*1 197 - - Oo2 005 0-3 0.6 1.2 
Yugoslavia 0-5 0.8 1-4 Oo4 0-4 0-1 - 008 Oo7 

E, Europe 1.7 0.4 0.6 0-3 3-0 2o2 1.3 
UOSOSORS '1-7 0.4 0,6 0,2 2.5 2,2 1*3 
Hungary - - - 0.1 Oo5 - - 

11U, East 11.2 8-9 5-4 4.6 4-1 2.6 4*0 3.0 3-7 
S, Yemen 4.6 3-5 2-7 2,2 1.91 0-7 0.3 0.1 - 
Jordan 0*1 0*1 - 0*1 - - - 
Israel 0-4 0*5 o. 6 0-4 0.6 o. 6 0-4 0-4 0-4 
Iraq 00 '4 Oo3 0.2 001 
S, Arabia 4.6 4-5 1.8 1.8 2o4 1.3 3-3 2-5 3.2 
Lebanon 0.1 - 01 - - - - 001 

Aus NZ SAf 001 
Australia 0.1 

Africa 009 1-3 2-5 1.8 3-1 0.8 1-7 3*8 2,6 
Sudan - 1-1 0-3 o. 6 M 0#3 0.2 - - 
Fro Terro of 0.9 0.2 2.2 1.2 2-5 0-5 1-5 3.8 2*6 
A+I 

Asia 009 1-5 0-8 1-4 0-4 4-4 3,9 2,8 2oO 
China (M) - - - 001 1*1 o. 8 0*5 0-5 
Japan 009 1*5 0-8 1-4 0*3 3-1 3.1 2-3 1.5 
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TABLE 

MAGE DISTRIBUTION OF EXPORT PROCEEDS FROM 
LEITTILS AMONG TRADING PARTIMS9 1962-1970 

ORIGnT 1962 1963 1964 1965 1966 1967 1968 1969 1970 

UOSOAO ---- Oo2 -- 0*5 

W. Europe 
Commo Market 

Belgium 
France 
W* Germany 
Italy 

- Netherlands 
Efta 

U*x* 
Switzerland. 

Other W. -Enro 
Greece 
Yugoslavia 

19.6 12.6 14.7 
4-7 0.4 0-5 
-- 0-5 

0*2 
2,9 - 

0,2 
1.6 0,, 2 

13*8 12.2 14*2 
13-3 12,2 5.1 
0-5 - 9.1 

pe lei 

101 

3-4 13*4 -31.9 6*2 12*2 5.8 
1,0 2.3 2,9 0.3 0.1 - 

2,1 2,9 001 

100 0,2 - 0*2 o"l - 100 10,5 29,0 5-9 1108 5.8 
1-0 10.5 26.3 5-9 11-8 5.8 

2,7 
1-4 o. 6 - 0-3 - 
- o. 6 -- 

1*4 - 0.3 - 

5'8 - -- 
5: 8 

B. Europe 
Czechoslovakia 

Mid. East 
S. Yemen 
Israel 
S. Arabia' 
Lebanon 
U. A. R. 

Africa 
Kenya 
Mauritius 
Somalia 
Sudan 
Comoro Isles 
Pro Tarr. of 
A+I- 

1201 9-0 10-1 47.6 24-4 23.6 13-7 23.9 2,2 
0.6 0.1 0.1 0-1 0-1 0-4 001 
- 3-4 1.6 3-4 5.1 5.6 1.3 0,2 

3.3 5.5 8.1 11.1 5.3 4-4 1.6 6-3 2,2 
4; 0 - -- 2-4 1-5 - - - 
4,2 - 0.3 33.0 11-5 11.7 10-8 17-3 - 

134o7 38-7 49-8 19-1 35.1 24-7 19.6 30.3 14.6 
001 - 001 -- - 0-4 - - - 3,2 il-3 16.7 7.7 7,6 7.6 6.3 9.3 

9*2 26,8 
9-4 

33.0 
- 

1901 27.4 16-7 1109 22,9 5.3 

- 
lo2 0*2 - 0.1 

Asia 52,9 39*1 24-4 21-5 24*2 19.3 59.6 32.4 77.0 
Japan --- 001 2.6 -- 
Ceylon 52.9 39.1 24-4 21-5 23.6 19-3 57-0 32-4 76-7 
Singapore -- 0-5 --- 0-3 
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TABM 6 

PERCENTAGE DISTRIBUTION OF EXPORT PROCMMS FROM 
HORSEBEANS AMONG TRADING PAR77TMS 1962-1970 

ORIGIN 1962 1963 1964 1965 1966 1967 1968 1969 1970 

U. S. A. 1.0 - - - 0*2 O'l 001 0,2 0,5 

71. Europe 17-0 36-7 22-5 
ý24-4 

12-7 4-1 2.9 2.3 4-8 
Commo Market 12*2 32-7 21-5 24.2 10-3 4-1 2-7 108 4-8 
Belgium - o. 6 1.2 - - - - 0-5 - France - - 0.2 - 1.0 2.9 
V1. Germany 5-9 22-3 8-3 6.8 1.0 - 1.6 - 1.9 
Italy, 6.3 7-9 5.8 13-8 -4.2 3-9 0-4 0-3 - Netherlands. - 1.9 6.2 3.6 5-1 0-7 - - Efta 4-1 2-4 o. 6 - 1.6 - 0.2 Oo5 - U. K. - - 0.6 - 1.6 - 0.2 0-5 - Switzerland 4-1 2-4 - - - - - - - Other 71. Europe. 0-7 1.6, 0-4 0*2 0.8 - 
Greece 0-7 1-5 0-4 0.2 0.8 - 
Yugoslavia 0.1 - - - - 

E. Europe - 0-7 - 
Czechoslovakia - - 0*7 - - - - - - 

Mido East 62.9 47-9 47-5 47-5 59-3 65-1 70-1 45-0 56-5 
S. Yemen 14-7 7-9 10.6 7*2 8-4 9.6 2-5 7-1 6.1 
Kuwait 0-4 0-1 1-3 o. 6 o. 6 0-7 0-1 - 
Jordan - 3-0 0-7 0.2 7-5 19.0 27-3 8.6 2.6 
Cyprus 0.2 - - - - - - 
Israel 21.9 1-4 2-5 2-4 2*2 4-4 100 1.2 2.1 
Iran 0-5 - - - - - 
So Arabia 16.0 13.2 21-7 29-7 24.2 18-7 25-7 24-7 40-1 
Lebanon 1908 9.2 7-4 10.6 9-3 2-7 2.8 5.6 
U*A*R4o 9.2 2-4 1-5 5-8 3-3 - - 
Yemen' - 001 - - - 0.1 0.8 0.6 - 

Africa 5-9 1.1 1-5 2-3 3-5 3-0 1-0 3-0 4-1 
Sudan 1-4 1-1 003 - - 
Fr* Terro of 4-5 1-1 1-5 2-3 3-5 1-9 0-7 3-0 4-1 A+1 

Asia 8,8 11.8 26.5 25.7 26.8 24.0 14.1 48.7 32,8 
Japan 6.6 11.3 26-5 23.8 26*8 24-0 14.0 46,6 27.9 
Ceylon 2.2 0-5 1.9 --0.1 2.1 4-9 
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TABLE 8 

PERCENTAGE DISTRIBUTIM? OF EXPORT PROCEEDS FROM 
HARICOTBEOS JUT01IG TRADING PARTIMM9 1962-1970 

ORIGIN 1962- 1963 1964 1965 1966 1967 1968 1969 1970 

U. S. Ae - 0.3 - 0.5 - 0.1 o. 8 -- 
Wo Europe 78.8 76.1 73.6 78*4 77*3 87-4 85o2 8801 97-4 
Comm. Market 59 eq 62.0 51-1 60-3 70-4 76-7 75-4 75-8 95-6 
Belgium 7.6 10,1 10*2 7.2 6-4 3-8 4-5 3.6 6-5 
France - - - 12.9 12*2 8.9 14.6 12.9 12.3 
W. Germany 34-1 35.8 32.8 28-7 44.6 57-5 52-3 54-5 67-3 
Italy 409 8-1 0-4 5-9 0-5 1.3 0-4 1-7 0-9 
Netherlands 13-3 8-0, 7-7 5.6 6-7 5,2 3.6 3.1 8.6 

Efta 10.9 5.5 19.6 12-7 9.8 10-7 9.2 12.1 1.8 
U. K. 16.9 5*2 19.6 12-7 908 10-7 9.2 12.1 1.8 
Switzerland - 0-3 - - - - - - - 

Other W. Europe 2X 8.6 2.9 5-4 7-1 - 0.6 0.2 
Greece 2.0 8.6 299 5-4 - - 001 - 
Spain - - - - 0.9 - - 
Yugoslavia - 6.2 - 0-5 Oo2 

E. Europe -0.1 - 001 - - - 
Czechoslovakia - 001 001 - - - 

Mid. East '0 100 6.3 10.1 3-7 4-3 9.1 6.1 6.6 2 -7 So Yemen 3.6 4-4 3-4 109 2-3 2-7 2*9 2-7 1.8 
Kuwait - - - - - - - 0*1 - 
Jordan 0.3 - - - - M 
Israel 1-8 0-5 5-3 1-4 1.6 2-7 0.8 1-9 0-3 
Iraq - 0'8 1-4 0.2 - 
So Arabia 0: 2 - 001 - Oo4 - 1-5 
Lebanon 4ol 0-4 - - 0.2 2.1 - - 
Syria 0-5 - - - s. - - - U*A*R* 1.2 - - 
Yemen - 2-4 0-4 

Aus NZ SAf , 4.8 * 3-1' 0-7 - 1-5 1.6 - 2-3 - - Australia 0.2- 0.2 - - 
No Zealand 4-8 2.9 0-7 1-3 1.6 - 2-3 - - 

Africa 5-4 12.8 15-0 13-9 5-9 14 1-7 1*9 3-5 
Kenya - - - - 0.2 - - 001 - 
Sudan 0-3 - - - 0.2 - - - 
Fro Terre of 5*1 12.8 15-0 13-9 5-7 1.2 1e7 1-8 3-5 A+I 

Asia 0-7 0.8 3-5 1.3 M 2.3 
China (M) - 100 - 
Japan --- 2-5 1.3 1.6 
Ceylon 0-7 ----- 
Malaysia --0.8 --2.0 0-7 
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I TABIE 10 

FERCMUAGE DISTRIBUTION OF EXPORT PROCEEMS FROM 
cHimp-mAs AmoNG TpmiNG PAnT=l 1962-1970 

ORIGIN 1962 1963 1964 1965 1966' 1967 1968 1969 1970 

U. S. A. - - - - 002 0,2 - - 

W. Europe 14,0 2,0 12,2 0-5 0-7 1-3 - 
Commo Market -144,0 2aO, 12.2 0-4 0.7 1*3 - 
Belgium - 8o2 - - 0.9 - 
ro. Germany 2.2 - - - - 
Italy 4-1 0.8 3-8 - Oo7 - ' - 
Netherlands 7*7 102 0*2 0-4, 0-4 - 

Efta - 00i 
UOKO - 0.1 

E, Europe 002 - 
Czechoslovakia - 0"2 - - 

11ido East 18-7 14o6 8-3 5.6 54 5o7 2o7 4-8 1Oo0 
S, Yemen 16.2 11o3 7-5 3,0 .1 

. 4. 34 3-7 0-9 14 4*1 
Kuwait 100 
Jordan - 0'. Oo5 - 
So-Axabia 109 3-3 0-8 1-7 1-9 1.6 1.8 2*9 5*9 
Lebanon M - - - 0.1 Oo4 - - - 

Africa 1-5 1-8 1-4. 22,2 8.8 1-5 M 0-3 2-5 
Tanzania - - 0*9 - - - 
Ken, ya - 1,0 20-4 5.8 1-4 - 0.1 - 
Mauritius Oo3 1.2 0-4 108 1-5 0-1 0-5 0.2 2-5 
Sudan - - - - 0.1 - - - - 
Pr* Terr. ofý 1.2- 0.6 0*5- - 0411 A+I 

Asia 64-1 81*2 87-5 69.9 77.9 88.9 96,2 91A 86.9 
Japan -- wo - 2oO --0.8 -- 
Ceylon 64-1 81o2 87-4 57-4 70-4 81*2 90*9 89.6 77oO 
Malaysia - 4.5 ----- 
Singapore 0.1 6.0 7o5 7-7 4-5 1-5 9-9 
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TABLE 12 

ENTAGE DISTRIBUTION OF EXPORT PROCEWS FROM 
1=-, s AM'ONG TRADING PART]M-, S, 1962-1970 

ORIGIN 1962 1963 - 1964 1965 1966 1967 1968 1969 1970 

UOS*A* 0-1 0-5 0-4 ---- 0*2 - 

W. Europe 
, 

77-7ý 72.3 72.3 80.5 66.5 90-8 74-7 73*3 79-5 
Commo, Market 42-5.45-1 35-8 50.9 66.1 68A 47-7 53-7 64-7 
France 4.2 2-7 1-1 4-5 4-9 1.6 0.8 1.6 0.8 
Vt. Germany Ooi - 0.3 0-4 0-4 - - 0-5 0*3 
Italy 37-3 41.6 34-4 45-5 58-4 65oo 46o8 50-9 63o6 
Netherlands 0.9- Oo8_ - Oo5 2-4 1-5 0-1 0-7 - 

Efta 22.0 19.2 23.1 21.6 Oo2 18-4 19-3 8.0 7-1 
U. Ko 20.6 18.8 23.1 21.6 17o9 19-3 7-7 5.2 
Sweden 1-4 Oo2 - - 0-5 0.3 109 
Switzerland 

-- 
0.2 - - 0.2 - - - - 

Other W. Europe 1392 800, 13o4 8*0 0*2 4.3 7-7 11.6 7-7 
Greece 12*3 7o5 13-3 7-7 - 2.3 6oO 4-9 3-4 
Turkey - 0.1 001 0.2 0-5 - - - 
Spain 009 005 - 0.2 - 195 1-7 6o7 4-3 

E. Europe 001" 0*2 5-4 1-5 0.1 - 
ti. S. S. R 0.2 5o4 - 001 - 
Bulgari; - - 1-5 - - 
Czechoslovakia 001 - - - - 

11i4o East 18; 6' 24-8' 20.6 11.8 2o5 8.6 25-3 15-7 17-9 
So Yemen 1*4- - 04 1-0 0, -3 0-9 4-4 2-4 109 
Jordan 0: 7 0-8 100 - Oo6 0.2 1o7 108 2.1 
Israel - - 0.1 - 008 Oo8 1.2 2.6 009 
Iran 4o4 -3.6 1.8 0'8 0.8 5-3 13-0 7o3 7.6 
So Arabia '0-4- - 0: 2 - - 101 - - 
Lebanon 10 '4 '1o4 1o3 1o5 - 1o4 1-3 1-0 Oo5 
Syria 10-7 5'9 3o9 8o3 - 2.6 M 2o8 
U. A. Ro - 12: 7 12.1 - - - - 2ol 

Africa 0-3- 1-7' 0.6 - 0-5 - 0.1 M 
Kenya - ý0-5 0.4 0-5 - 001 
Somalia 0-3 1.2 0.2 
Fro Terr. of M A+I 

Asia 0.3 0.5 0.3 0.8 OA 04 1.5 
China (M) 0-3 0.4 0.3 0*2 0*4 -- 
Japan -- 0-5 - 0-5 1-4 
India 001 - 0.1 0.2 - 001 
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TABLE 14 

GEI; TAGE DISTRIBUTION OF EXPORT PROCEEDS FROM 
GOATSKINS AMONG TRADING PARTNERSt 1962-1970 

ORIGIN 1962 1963 1964 1965 1966 1967 1968 1969 1970 

U. S. Ao 25.6 28-5 34-4 23-1 15-7 V-5 12*2 11o2 11o2 

W. Europe 64-9 69o6 49.1 56o5 40o9 424 54*2, 79o2 76-7 
Comm. Market 48.8 50.2 38.6 49-5 33.0 36ol 47-9 64-0 66-4 
Belgium. 0-4 1.8 - - - France 4-5 15-3 14.6 15.6 5.3 14 0-5 1.6 3*3 
W. Germany 5-4 3.2 8.3 8.1 6.5 8.8 6.3 6.0 3.2 
Italy 15-9 12.9 6-5 18.3 18.6 22.6 33.2 49.2 47-0 
Ketherlands 22.6 18-8 7-4 7-5 -2.6 3*3 7-9 7*2 12.9 

Efta 5 09 7-3 4-8 2.9 7.2 3.2 4-9 12-7 8-1 
Uxe 5-9 7-3 4.8 2,9 7.2 1-7 4-5 12-7 8.1 
Switzerland - - - - 1-5 0-4 - - Other W. Europe 1002 12.1 . 5-7. 4-1 0-7 2-7 1-4 2-5 2.2 
Greece' 10.2 12.0- 5,6 4-1 0-5 2-7 1-4 2-5 2.2 
Spain - 0.1 - - - - - - 
Yugoslavia - 0.1 0.2 

E=ope 3*1 1490 21., 9 34-9 38-5 43-4 3-0 3.0 
UOS. S*nl 301 14,0 21.9 34.9 38.5 43.4 3-0 3.0 

Micl. East 001 2'0 2*8 0-3 0-1 0-3 
Be Yemen - 0: 1 ---- 
Lebanon 1.9 2.8 0.1 0-3 
U*A*Ro 0.1 ---- 
Yemen --- 0-3 

Asia 0.1 
Japan --0.1 

Africa 0.2 0-7 1-7 0-8 0.1 6-7 
Kenya Oo2 0-7 1-7 0-8 0.1 6-7 
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TAKE 16 

PERCIMAGE DISTRIBUTION OF EXPORT PROCEEDS FROM 
SHMP=S ALTONG TWING PAREMU9 1962-1970 

ORIGIN 1962 1963 1964 1965 1966 1967 1968 1969 1970 

UOSOAO 10.6 7-7 18#2 12,9 5.6 6.9 7,2 3-0 7-7 

We Europe 84-9 93.0 80.6 86.4 91.8 87.1 86.9 84.8 82.5 
Comm,, Market 54-9 44-8 39-5 41-0 50-9 49-7 46.9 44.6 46.1 
Belgium - OA - - - - - France 37-5 17a2 15-1 13*2 16.6 21-7 15-3 10*1 9-5 
W. Germany 11-7 14.6 14*7 15-0 14-7 12,9 17,5 23*1 19.6 
Italy - 6.6 11-1 9-0 11-9 19-4 14,2 11-5 17-5 14,2 
Netherlands 001 1.9 0.6 0,9 0., 2 0.9 2.6 3,9 2.8 

Efta 29.9 42-4 40-7 44-5 40-5 36.8 39.3 38-1 34-0 
U*'K* 29*4 41.6 40-5 43-1 350 35.8 38.6 36.9 29,2 
Denmark - - - - - - 009 
Norway - 0.9 
Sweden 0-5 -098 0.2 1-4 0.2 0.9 - 0.3 2*1 
Switzerland - - 4.2 0.1 0-7 - 1.8 

Other W. Europe 00, 5#8 0-4 009 0-4 o. 6 0-7 2.1 2-4 
Greece - -0.1 0.1 0.3 - - 0.1 0*5 
Finland 001 4-9 0-3 0-3 0-4 o. 6 0-7 1-3 1-9 
Yugoslavia - 0.8 - 0.3 - - 
Spain - - - 0-7 - 

E0 Europe o. 6 Oo2 0.2 5.2 
Czechoslovakia 0.6 0.2 - 0*2 - 5.2 

Hide East ; 003 0-4 0-3 0-4 4-8 3.6 0-7 3.2 
So Yemen 0-3 - - - - - 
Jordan - - 0.2 - 
Israel 0.2 001 - - - - 
Labanon 0*2 - 0-4 4.8 3o6 0-7 3.2 

Aus ANZ SAf - o. 6 
New Zealand o. 6 

Asia 0.8 0-1 101 0-7 
Japan 0.8 -- 001 101 Oo7 

Africa 0,2 1-4 094 o. 6 --0.2 
Kenya - 0*4 0.6 --- 
Somalia -----0.2 
Pro Terre of M 1-4 A+I 
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TABIS 18 

, "I"ITAGE DISTRIBUTION OF EXPORT PROCEEDS FROM 
GROLUMNUTS AWNG TFIDING PARIMM SS 1962-1970 

ORIGIN 1962 19ý3 1964 1965 1966 1967 1968 1969 1970 

U*S*A* - - - 1.2 - - - - - 

W. Europe' 85.7 -6801 98.7, 96.9 93.7 87.6 93.6 95.1 94o2 
Comm. Market 58-1 59-4 52-7 66.9- 29*1 15-1 28-5 30-7 8*3 
Belgium - 0 #4 0-7 o. 6 - - France o. 6 - 7-1 1-9 5-3 9*5 
W* GermwV 1.6 - - 0.3 - - - - 
Italy -. 40'63 `56*3 36.9 57.6ý 28-5 15-1 13.2 21.2 6.8 
Netherlands 15'6 2-7 8-0 6-5 0.6 - 10*0 - 105 

Efta 27: 6 28-7 21: 4 30-0 64.6 72-5 24o. 1 58. o 85*9 
U. x9__ 27.6 28o5 21-4 30.0 64.6 72-5 24-1 58.0 85-9 
Switzerland - Oo2 - - - - - 

Other W. Europe 24.6 - 41-0 7-4 - 
Spain 24.6 - 41-0 7-4 - 

E* Europe 2*0 2.2 0.9 001 - - - - - 
Czechoslovakia 2*0 

__2,2 
009 041 - - - - - 

Uide East 5"*ýO 3#7 0-1 1.0 3.8 11-1 5*9 0.2 4-9 
S. Yemen 0.8 0.6 0., 1 0-5 2.9 6.9 3.0 - - 
Kuwait - - o. 8 - - 4*9 
Israel 

--3.1 - - 
S* Arabia 0*2 0-5 0.1 2oO 0*5 0-1 
Syria 4-0 - - - - 
Yomen - 2.2 2-4 0-1 

Africa 
Tanzania- 

1.9 
--1.9 

- - - 

Asia 3.3 
Japan 3.3 
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TAKE 20 

PERCMTITAGE DISTRIBUTICK OF EXPORT PROCEEDS FROM 
LINSM AIJOING TRADING PARTIMM., 1962-1970 

ORIGIN 1962 1963 1964 1965 1966 1967 1968 1969 1970 

U*S*A4 1.7 - - - - - -- 

W* Europe 74,2 65*7 89-1 75.6 41*8 45.1 82,2 82.4 - Comm* Market 19*2 3-5 4,, 6 2-7 4-5 16.8 14.3 824 - W. Germany 0-3 - 0-7 1.2 1-5 -- 
Italy 18.2 3-5 4-5 2.0 3.3 16.8 12*8 82-4 - Netheflands 0-7 - 001 - - - - - 

Efta 1'0 - 0.6 -, 0.8 - 
U. K. 1: 0 - 0.6 - 0.8 - - 

Other. TI-Europe54-0 82,2 83*9 72.9 36-5 28-3 67-9 - 
Greece 21*0 22.1 14-7 16*2 24-0 22-7 27-9 - 
Finland 0.1 - - 
Yugoslavia 32.9 6w 69.2 56-7 12-5 5.6 40-0 

E, Europe 9.6 2'6 7-8 17-0 1005 - - 
U'S. S. R. 2: 3 1: 5 3-7 10-5 - 
C; echoslovakia 74 0*3 6-3 10-4 
Hungary 1.8 
Rumania - - 2.9 

Ifid. East 6-4 3*0 2*2 2.8 2391 13a9 100*0 
Cýprus 1*0 001 - - - - 
Israel 6-4 0-3 0-4 8,1 13-9 
S, Arabia - - - - - 100.0 
Lebanon - 1-1 1-7 2.8 15-0 
Syria - 0.2 - - - 
Yemen - 0-4 - 

Africa 5-9 3.5 OA 2.6 8-3 1-3 1-4 14-3 
Kenya - 0-4 0-1 0.6 1-0 1.3 1*4 8.2 
Mauritius - - - - - - - 6.1 
Sudan 0.2 - - 
Fre Terr*-of 5-7 3.1 2.0 7-3 - - A+1 

Asia 195 4.6 - 38-4 30-5 - 
China M - - 14-5 3095 - 
Japan 1*5 4.6 23.8 - - 
Ceylon - O. j - - 
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TABIE, 22 
PERCENTAGE DISTRIBUTION OF EXPORT PROCEEDS FROM 

COTTONSEED AMONG TRADING PARMMSS 1962-1970 

ORIGIN 1962 1963 1964 1965 1966 1967 1968 1969 1970 

U. S. Ae 1.4 - - - - --- 

We Europe 98.6 79.1 72,2 85,2 9*7 15-4 - 30e7 - 
Co=n. Market - - - - o. 6 - 1.9 - 
W. Ge=any - - 1*7 - 
Italy - o. 6 --- 
Netherlands - - - 0.2 

Efta 98.6 79-1 72.2 85.2 9-7 14.8 - 28.8 
U. 1C* 98.6 31-7 21-4 - 94 14-8 -- 
Greece 47-4 50.8 85.2 - - 28.8 

Ilide East 20-7 6-7 4-7 45,2 1.9 
Lebanon 20-7 - - 1-9 45.2 - 
Yemen 6.7- - 2.8 - 1.9 

Asia 
Japan 

- 20-7 
- 20#7 

14-5 85-4 
14-5 85-4 

39.2 100*0 
39.2 100.0 

69.2 98.1 
69.2 98.1 
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TABLE 24 

PERCENTAGE DISTRIBUTION OF EXPORT PROCEEDS MOM 
CASTORSEED AMONG TRADING PARTNERS, 1962-1970 

ORIGIN 1962 1963 1964 1965 1966 1967 1968 1969 1970 

U*S*A9 0.3 0.5 

W. Europe 95,2 81,2 96.9 66.4 90.1 99.9 65-1 64-5 84.2 
Comm. Market 74-1- 79*8 95-4 55,2 84-9 96.1 58-5 30-8 77-1 
France 19-5 6-7 22-4 - 21-3 32.6 
W. Germany ------7.6 
Italy 54-6 72.8 71-1 55-2 55.6 63-5 58-5 30.8 69-5 
Netherlands 0'-3 1-9 -4 8. o 

Efta 9.3 1.2.1-5 6.2 5-2 3.8 6.6 33-7 7-1 
U. IC* 3-5 0.3 1.3 6.2 5.2 3.8 6.6 28.9 7-1 
Norway ------- 4-8 - 
Switzerlan& 5-8 0-9 0.2 ----- 

Other VI. Europe 11.8'- '-0*2 -- 5-0 --- 
Greece 0,2 5.0- --- 
Yugoslavia 1148 ----- 

E, Europe 4-0 14-9, 
U. S. S. R. 14-o 
Czechoslovakia 4-0 

Mid* East -- o. 0.1 
S., Yemen - M 
Lebanon - 0.1 

Africa 4-1 1*4 32-3 -- - 2.9 
Fr. Tarr. of 4-1 1-4 32-3 -- - 2.9 
A-+ T 

Asia 9.8 - 22.4 30.2 14-7 
. Tapan 908 - 22-4 30.2 14-7 
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TABLE 26 

PERCENTAGE DISTRIBUTION OF EXPORT PROCEEDS FROll 
MSJ= SEED AMONG TiLh. DIITG PARTITMS2 1962-1970 

ORIG12T 1962 1963 1964 1965 1966 1967 1968 1969 1970 
U*S*A* 1.5 6.6 18.6 31,0 21.6 7-1 o. 6 7.4 6.8 

W. ýEuropd - 2-7-1 31.0 6. o 9-7 9-7 6-7 14-4 1009 14.5 
Comm# Market 1809 24-1 6.0 4-3 6-4 5-7 6.1 2-3 2.1 

Belgium 2.9 3.6 - - - - - - - France o. 8 1-4 0-1 - 001 - 0-3 - - W. Germany Oe7 2,1 0-7 - - 0.5 0-7 0-4 0-4 
Italy 5-5 8-7 0-4 2.2 108 5-2 3.1 1. ý 1.6 
Netherlands 9.0 8.3 4.8 2.1 4-5 - 2,0 - 091 

Efta 005 3.6 - 3-7 2.1 - 1, q o. 6 0,2 
U*K. Oý 5 3.6 - 3*7 2.1 - 1.9 o. 6 0,2 

Other W. Europe 7-7 3.3 1-7 1.2 1.0 6-4 800 12.2 
Greece 1-5 - - 1.2 0-4 6.1 6-4 11-4 
Spain - 0.2 - - - - - 
Yug; -oslavia 6.2 3.1 1*7 - o. 6 0.3 1.6 0.8 

E& Europe 3e2 8.1 3-3 3*2 3.9 
8: 1 3*3 3,2 3.9 

Czechoslovakia 3.2 - - - - - 
Mide East 37-7 16-7 38.3 31.6 48-0 51-5 55.8 50,2 29.8 

S. Yemen 10.7 - 20.1 15-5 22.2 21-4 18-7 14-3 9.9 
Jordan 4-4 - 1.2 1,2 0.9 0-9 5-1 7-7 0-3 
Libya 0.1 - 0-5 5-8 - - 1-9 1-4 
Israel 6.2 16.6 4-8 2.8 5-3 12.2 7-5 8-3 8.6 
S. Arabia 6-4 - 9.1 8.6 9.8 11.2 809 9.2 7-5 
Lebanon 8-7 061 2-5 2-5 3-8 5-5 U-3 7*9 2.1 
Kuwait - - 0-3 0-5 0.2 - 0.2 - - 
Yemen 1o2 - 0-3 - - 0-3 101 0.9 - 

Africa 101 - 100 001 - - 1-4 - 
Sudan - - - 001 - - - 
Fr., Terre of 101 - 0-5 - - - - A+1 
UOKOR, - - - - - 1-4 - 
Somalia 0-5 - - - - 

Asia 3097 63-7 36-4 26o4 23.6 25.9 25-4 25.5 4loO 
China (M) - 1-4 - - -- 
Japan 30-7 63-7 35-9 26-4 21.8 25.9 22ol 24-9 40-8 
Ceylon - 0.2 - Oo3 0.3 0.2 
Singapore --0.2 - -- 
Hong Xong 0-5 --- - - 
Formosa --- 3.0 0-3 
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TABIZ 28 

PERC OTAGE DISTRIBUTION OF EXPORT PROCEEDS FROM 
NIGER S=3 AN ONG TRADING PARTITM 1 1962-1970 

ORIGIS 1962 1963 1964 1965 1966 1967 1968 1969 1970 

U. S. A, 6.6 6.6 5-7 5-1 li-9 6-7 2.9 7-9 7.2 

We Europe 66*8 27-0 69.8 72,1 80*2 76.0 94.6 88-3 83.6 
Comm* Market 59-7- 23-2 62.1 64-1 73-7 72-5 88-4 78-1 75.6 
Belgium 9,2 2.6 4-4 4-8 6.8 B. i 11.6 4-1 5.6 
France 2-5 1*4 0.8 4.2 5.8 4-9 8.9 4-8 6,1 
W. Germany 8-7 2o2 7.2 11-5 19-4 18.6 13.1 20-7 21-5 
Italy, ' 17-t -8.7 31. a 26,2 24-1 27-9 38-4 32*8 23.8 
Netherlands 22.2 8.3 V-9 V4 '17.6 13sO 16-4 15-7 18.6 

Efta 0.6 0', 4 6-4 3.6 4.2 2.3 2-7 2.9 2.2 
U. K 1 0-4 0*4 1 -5 3.6 4,2 2.3 2,1 1.3 2.2 
Denmark 0.2 - - - - - o. 6 - - 
Switzerland - - 4.9- - - 6 1. - 

Other, W. Europe 6.5 3-4 1.3 4-4 2-3 1*2 3-5 7.3 5.8 
Greece - - 001 - - - - - - 
Spain 0.2 0-3 0.8 2-3 1.2 3-5 7-3 5-8 
Yugoslavia 6-5 3.2 0-9 3.6 - - - - - 

E. Europe 5.6 - 
Czechoslovakia - 5.6 - - - - - 

Mdo East 061 0,11 13-5 - 15-1 0*4 1-3 0*7 
S, Yemen . -0: 1- 0-4- - - - - 
Israel - o. 6 - 0.5 - 
S. Arabia - 0-4 0.8 o. 6 
Lebanon 061 13-1 14-5 - 
Yemen - - 0*1 

Aus NZ SAf 0.2 0,, 2 
Australia - 0., 2 0.2 

Af rica 6.8 1.1 
Sudan 0.8 
rr. Torre of 

- 11 1 A+I 0 

Asia 25.1 63-9 14-9 2-5 7-9 1-5 1.6 3-8 6.6 
Japan 25-1 63-9 l4o9 2-5 7-9 1-5 1.6 3-1 6.6 
Ceylon -- 0-7 - 
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TABIM 30 

PIMCEZTTAGE MSTRIBUTION OF EXPORT PROCEEDS FROM 
oiLsEED c=s Amom nnnTG rAnnmsg 1962-1970 

ORIGTN 1962 19-63 1964 1965 1966 1967 1968 1969 1970 

U*S*Ao 0.2 

W. Europe' 97 0 96'*3 97-9 95.1 99,2 97-4 98.9 97,2 91.7 
Como Market 94-5 96.2 974 87-4 80-4 88.6 89.1 87.2 91-5 

Belgium 101 - 0. 
France - - - 1#3 2.9 
W. Germany 0-4 0.2 -2,0 1.8 4.6 21.8 27. Z 39.3 65-5 
Italy O"o ?-ý -1.6 3.7 0-4 3.0 12.6 7.6 5-4 
Netherlands -93.9 96.0 94-3- 80.8 75-4 62.2 46-4 40-3 2o. 6 

Efta 2. j - 4-8 18.8 8.8 9.8 10.0 0.2 
U. IC* 2*0 - 0.1 0.6 108 0.2 
Denmark Ooi-, 4-8 18-7 808 7-9 4.3 - 
Svitzer1and ;. - -- 1.3 3.9 - 

Other WEurope 0-4 0.1 2,9 
Greece 0-4 0-1 
Yugoslavia 2.9 

Mid. East. ' 0-4 0-4 0.2 0.2 0-4 0.2 3-4 
S. Arabia 0.2 0-4 0-4 0.2 0.2 0-4 0.2 0.6 
Yemen - - - - 2.8 

Africa 2, -3 6 0-4 4.6 4-1 - - 1.6 - 
Fro Terr, of - 2-3 3.6 0-4 4-4 4-1 - - 1.6 - A+ 1 
Sudan - - - 0.2 - - - - 

Asia 71 1-7 0.3 0.1 
Japan - 0.3 0.1 
11alaysia - 1-7 
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